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Kincardine, Ontario
--- Upon resuming on Wednesday, April 15, 2015
at 8:30 a.m. / L'audience reprend le mercredi
15 avril 2015 à 8 h 30

Opening Remarks

MR. LEBLANC:
messieurs.

Bonjour, mesdames et

Welcome to the continuation of the public

hearing on Bruce Power’s application for the renewal and
consolidation of their operating licence for Bruce A and
Bruce B Nuclear Generating Stations.
During today's business, we have
simultaneous translation.

Des appareils de traduction sont

disponibles à la réception.

La version française est au

poste 2 and the English version is on channel 1.

We would

ask that you please keep the pace of your speech relatively
slow so that the translators have a chance to keep up.
I would also like to note that this
hearing is being video webcast and that the hearing is also
archived on our website for a three-month period after the
closure of the hearing.
The transcripts will be available on our
website in about 10 to 12 days.
To make the transcripts as meaningful as
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possible, we would ask everyone to identify themselves
before speaking.
As a courtesy to others in the room,
please silence your cell phones and other electronic
devices.
Monsieur Binder, président et premier
dirigeant de la CCSN, présidera l’audience publique
d'aujourd'hui.
Mr. President.
THE PRESIDENT:
Good morning.

Thank you, Marc.
Welcome to the continuation

of the public hearing of the Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission and welcome to all of you who are joining us
through the webcast and through teleconference.
Mon nom est Michael Binder, je suis le
président de la Commission canadienne de sûreté nucléaire.
I would like to start by introducing the
Members of the Commission that are with us here today.
On my right are Dr. Moyra McDill and Mr.
Dan Tolgyesi.

On my left are Dr. Sandy McEwan, Ms Rumina

Velshi and Dr. Ronald Barriault.
We have heard from Marc Leblanc, the
Secretary of the Commission, and we also have with us here
today Ms Lisa Thiele, Senior General Counsel to the
Commission.
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Marc.
MR. LEBLANC:

The Commission is a quasi-

judicial administrative tribunal and consequently it is
independent from any political, governmental or private
sector influence.

In fact, each Commission Member is

independent of one another and is also independent of the
CNSC staff.

It is the Commission Members who will render a

decision based on all the evidence presented in the context
of this hearing process.
The Commission, as an administrative
tribunal, does not have the statutory authority and will
not consider questions that are of a political nature and
it is the Ontario provincial government that must address
concerns that relate to fundamental energy policy
questions.

If Ontario decides that nuclear remains part of

the energy mix, the role of CNSC is to ensure it is safe.
The CNSC has no economic mandate and will
not base its decision on the economic impact of a facility.
It is the health, safety and security of the public and the
protection of the environment that guide its decisions.
As was stated earlier, the Commission is
an administrative tribunal.

It is willing to conduct this

hearing in the affected community and to provide a forum
where members of the public can express their views on the
matter at hand.
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As the Commission wishes to hear the 58
oral presentations and ask as many questions as it deems
necessary on these, we ask that everyone respect the 10
minute time allocation and the decorum of a tribunal
setting and assist with the orderly, civil and respectful
conduct of this hearing.
The Commission will not tolerate
inappropriate behaviour and will take measures necessary to
ensure the orderly conduct of this proceeding in the same
way it does for all other proceedings it conducts in Ottawa
and in communities.
Thank you.
Mr. President.

CMD 15-H2.117
Oral presentation by Métis Nation of Ontario

THE PRESIDENT:

Okay, so let's start with

the first presentation for today, which is from the Métis
Nation of Ontario, as outlined in CMD 15-H2.117.
I understand that Ms Richardson will make
the presentation.
Please proceed.
MS RICHARDSON:

My name is Pauline

Richardson and I am the Regional Councillor for the Métis
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Nation of Ontario Region 7 and the Chair of the Georgian
Bay Traditional Territory Consultation Committee.
With me today are:
- Mr. Aly Alibhai, Director of MNO's
Lands, Resources and Consultation Branch;
- Ms Candice Metallic, Legal Counsel to
the MNO; and
- Ms Tami Sugarman, Energy Projects Team
Manager with Blu Metric Environmental.
Also here today are members of the
Georgian Bay Traditional Territory Consultation Committee:
- Mr. David Dusome;
- Mr. Larry Duval;
- Mr. Peter Couture; and
- Mr. James Wagar, Manager in the MNO
Lands, Resources and Consultation Branch.
I wish to start by saying that the Métis
Nation of Ontario has been engaged with Bruce Power since
the signing of a Relationship Agreement on September 25th,
2012.

This has included the sharing of the MNO's initial

concerns related to the application and Bruce Power's
ongoing commitment to the MNO to address these concerns.
The MNO has enjoyed a positive and
constructive working relationship with Bruce Power.
The MNO today wishes to share some
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concerns regarding the relicensing application for Bruce A
and B.

This is based on the fact that the Métis Nation of

Ontario has Aboriginal rights in the lands, waters and
natural resources within the area where the Bruce Power
Nuclear Generating Stations are located.
I will now turn the floor over to the MNO
Legal Counsel, Ms Candice Metallic, to deliver our
presentation to the Commission.
MS METALLIC:

Thank you.
Good morning.

I would just like to start by thanking the
Commission for giving us this opportunity to address you
today and to present the oral submissions for the Métis
Nation of Ontario.
In the limited time that we have today, we
do not intend to review in any level of detail the Métis
Nation of Ontario's written submission that has been filed
with the Commission, nor do we wish to review in any level
of detail the law of consultation and accommodation.

We're

quite fully aware and confident that the Commission has
reviewed the MNO's written submissions and are fully aware
of the Commission's legal duties with respect to this
important matter.
Rather, the MNO will take our time to make
three distinct points.
First, the Métis people that live in and
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around the traditional harvesting territory of Georgian Bay
assert that they possess and exercise existing Aboriginal
rights that are protected by section 35 of The Constitution
Act, 1982.
The MNO further assert that the Métis
rights, interests and way of life may be impacted by the
licence renewals of nuclear power generation at Bruce A and
Bruce B.
In the spirit of reconciliation, this
Commission ought to ensure that the full nature and scope
of the impacts are known and that appropriate measures are
taken to mitigate those impacts in contemplation of future
generation of nuclear power at Bruce A and B.
The second point we wish to make.

Bruce A

and B have been subject to numerous environmental and
socioeconomic studies.

However, none of these studies

specifically considered or focused on the distinct impacts
of nuclear power generation on Métis interests, rights and
way of life.
In fact, the Environmental Assessment
Study Report for Bruce A Refurbishment for Life Extension
and Continued Operation Project dated December of 2005 and
approved by this Commission in 2006 does not specifically
address the impacts on Métis fishing, hunting and trapping
activities because these were not identified as valued
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ecosystem components.
Throughout the licensing process for Bruce
A and B, the constitutional rights, interests and way of
life of the Métis were considered no differently than the
general population in this region.

Such an approach is not

consistent with section 35 of The Constitution.
The Métis have not had the financial and
technical resources to undertake their own independent
studies, environmental studies with respect to Bruce A and
B.

The MNO has, however, made an attempt to review and

assess the information available through the CNSC licence
renewal process in order to identify the areas of potential
impacts on the Métis and these are set out in detail in the
Métis Nation of Ontario's written submission.
Examples of potential distinct impacts on
the Métis identified in our review include, but are not
limited to, the following:
- changes in water flow and circulation
that may cause serious harm to fish species and fish
habitat in the areas associated with the Métis fishery;
- increased lake water temperatures that
may have an adverse effect on Métis fishery through
increased presence of other fish species;
- exclusion of fish species integral to
the Métis fishery for important follow-up monitoring and
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entrainment activities -- and the specific species we're
referring to are the yellow perch and the smallmouth bass;
- partial radiological contamination
testing of fish and wild food regularly consumed by the
Métis people;
- potential radiological contamination of
medicinal terrestrial plants that are sacred to the Métis;
- lack of radiation testing or monitoring
of Métis people as a distinct group, given their regular
consumption of wild foods, animals and fish.
Clearly, there is an important gap that
needs to be filled.
While the MNO has not had resources to
undertake a focused impact assessment, the MNO would like
to acknowledge again the positive working relationship it
has forged with Bruce Power.

They've committed to work

together to assess the impacts of the generating stations
on the environment and on Métis' rights, interests and way
of life and, further, to accommodate any identified adverse
impacts.
The scoping of impacts may be conducted
through reviews and studies, as agreed to by the parties.
While this work has not yet been undertaken, the MNO
respectfully submits that the licensing renewals for Bruce
A and Bruce B must be taken into full consideration.
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Accordingly, the MNO submits that the
performance of these important studies ought to form a
condition of the licences if renewed.
The third point we wish to make is to
request that the Commission closely consider and grant the
MNO's 15 requests that are detailed in our written
submission.

All of these requests, which are summarized at

page 26 of our submission, are identifying, mitigating,
accommodating and monitoring adverse impacts to Métis
interests, rights and way of life.
We note that this Commission possesses the
necessary authority in the Nuclear Safety Control Act at
subsection 24(5) to impose any term or condition that the
Commission considers necessary for the purposes of this
Act.
The MNO respectfully requests that the
Commission exercise its discretion to impose the conditions
requested by the MNO and to oversee the work necessary to
ensure that the Métis are meaningfully consulted, any
adverse impacts on their rights and interests are
accommodated, and that they participate in important
follow-up monitoring programs.
We thank you for your time and attention
to this issue and concerns expressed by the MNO in both our
written and our oral submissions.
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THE PRESIDENT:
Questions?

Thank you.

Who wants to start?

Dr.

Barriault?
MEMBER BARRIAULT:

Thank you, Mr.

Chairman.
On the issue of radiation testing of wild
foods, if you want to, meats, plants, have you been
involved at all in any of this testing?

Have you submitted

samples?
MS METALLIC:

Not to our -- no.

MEMBER BARRIAULT:

Okay.

I know you're

newcomers to -- 2012, I guess, is when you became involved.
Is Bruce involved in any of this testing at all?
MR. SAUNDERS:

Certainly we test food and

that around the plant, in a 10-kilometre sort of radius
roughly, and certainly if there are members in there who
wish to participate, we have no issue with that at all,
quite frankly.

All they have to do is come forward.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:

Okay.

Do you get

results of these tests at all?
MR. ALIBHAI:

We haven't been furnished

with any results of these tests nor have we furnished any
specific plants or foods in respect of those that would be
unique to the Métis, as would be defined as valued
ecological components to which counsel adverted earlier.
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MEMBER BARRIAULT:

Okay.

So within the

10-mile radius, do you harvest in that area?
MR. ALIBHAI:

Yes.

Yes.

You do?

The answer is in

the affirmative.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:

Okay.

The samples

would be available from your website, I would imagine?
MR. SAUNDERS:

Yeah.

The annual report is

on the website and all that data is there.
MS RICHARDSON:

If I can just add.

The

samples that are on there, that we've looked at, sometimes
they may consider something that's a weed that would be for
us a medicinal plant and so that's the gap that's there, is
that we're not really having a lot of that input.

So some

of the stuff that's around there may not -- those studies
have not been done.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:

Okay.

Have you had

consultations at all with Bruce on these issues?
MS RICHARDSON:

We haven't had the

capacity to do so and, as you said, we're just coming into
the game, so we're a little behind on that one.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:
MR. SCONGACK:

Thank you.

Could I just -- James

Scongack, for the record, from Bruce.
I just think it may be helpful,
Commissioner, if you'll permit me, to just add some
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additional sort of colour on this issue.
As we referenced yesterday, we do have
Protocol Agreements in place with all three Aboriginal
groups, communities around the site, and as was articulated
in the presentation, the MNO is one.
One of the elements of that Protocol
Agreement is that there are quarterly meetings between
Bruce Power and MNO, and these types of -- and I think we
can take this as a takeaway -- these types of requests to 
- because obviously we do furnish information on our
monitoring programs that are available through that forum,
and certainly, from our perspective, we would be open to
any input from the MNO as we're producing those documents,
as Mr. Saunders mentioned, for additional samples,
additional individuals.
As I said, you know, additional sampling
is not an issue but this has not been, to my understanding,
an issue that has come up in any of those quarterly
meetings over the last number of years and certainly a
fairly straightforward issue to address and I think it's a
good suggestion.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Just as a follow-up.

I think yesterday I remember somebody
mentioning that you're actually monitoring a basket of
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traditional food or traditional medicine and traditional -somebody showed the kind of samples that you're collecting.
Am I mistaken?

It would be a simple matter to include some

of the Métis, if you like, traditional vegetation, food,
medicine that would be of interest of them.
MR. SAUNDERS:

Yeah, exactly.

I mean we

collect it in the local area and that's what we're saying,
if there's an interest to collect other things that we're
not collecting today, that's not actually a problem for us,
we're happy to do that.
We collect the things that traditionally
people would eat or consume in some fashion and if the
Métis have other things that they might consume or are
concerned with, then we're happy to include them in the
sampling.

It's not a challenge.
MS METALLIC:

I think the issue, if I may

-- it's Candice Metallic for the MNO -- is ensuring that
the Métis have an active role in the process to collect
those samples and to ensure that they are part of the
process, rather than waiting for the MNO to respond to a
report that they may or may not have or they may or may not
have the capacity to fully understand.
THE PRESIDENT:
TOLGYESI:

Mr. Tolgyesi...? MEMBER

This is for staff.
Are there some provisions regarding
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consultation included in Licence Conditions Handbook which
talk specifically about consultation, what level it should
be or should it be included in the licensing handbook?
MR. HOWDEN:
Yes.

Barclay Howden speaking.

Under the requirements of RD-99.3

for public information disclosure there are requirements,
therefore interactions with the local communities.

Our

view that a protocol between MNO and Bruce Power is a very
important agreement to be exercised because it allows those
requirements to be met.
MEMBER TOLGYESI:
requirement.

And this is a

It's not specified that it should be for

each, because we have Métis Nations.

We had yesterday the

other Aboriginal groups or eventually other interveners or
stakeholders who are there.

It's a kind of large statement

which is saying that the proponent should consult or it’s
specified that, okay, these are those who are stakeholders
and you should consult them.
MR. HOWDEN:

Yeah, Barclay Howden

speaking.
Yes, there is some specificity in that.
will ask Mr. Jammal to comment and then Kim Mann who looks
after Aboriginal engagement can probably provide very much
precision on what the requirements are.
MR. JAMMAL:

It's Ramzi Jammal, for the

I
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record.
A couple of things.

I would like to

reiterate the fact that the existing proposed license
before the Commission is a proposed license.
established generic licence conditions.

We have

Licence Condition

G5 addresses the fact of consultation and the proactive
disclosure of the licensee with respect to requirements.
So you are correct when you say it is general in nature.
However, as Mr. Howden mentioned, the
Licence Condition Handbook has the specificity with respect
to the licensee's requirement in order to establish
disclosure and, as we heard, there is a protocol between
the MNO and Bruce Power so they will have to work out their
own protocol with respect to the engagement.

However, the

licence condition itself binds the operator to have a
consultation and a disclosure based on of course the impact
based on the nature of the relationship and, in addition,
to request number one from the MNO that talks about a
yearly update.
The annual report of the staff is
published approximately around June of each year and so far
in the public hearing or public proceedings process the
intervention, written intervention, is requested from the
public and I believe the MNO can at that point submit a
written intervention with respect to the progress and the
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consultation between Bruce Power and the MNO.
So in other words, we have multiple layers
in place, starting with the binding element of the licence
condition, the specific requirement in the Licence
Condition Handbook and the annual reporting that provides
opportunity for the MNO to write to the Commission directly
with respect to the consultation process.

I will pass it

on to Ms Mann if she has anything else to add.
MS MANN:
for the record.

Good morning.

Kimberley Mann,

I am Team Leader for the Aboriginal

Consultation Team and the Participant Funding Program.
In addition to what Mr. Barclay and Mr.
Jammal added, outside of the public information and
disclosure program, which Bruce Power does have a specific
Aboriginal relationship program with each community, so
that is very important to point out, we as the Crown have a
duty to consult, regardless of the level of what that may
be.

So prior to any decision that the Commission is going

to make, we definitely engage with the Métis Nation of
Ontario, historic Saugeen Métis and the SON when we are in
this region, so we would have provided all the information.
All that to say these are new
considerations that the MNO have raised.

We know that they

are in conversations and discussions with Bruce Power,
which we understand from our discussions with Bruce Power
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are definitely committed to addressing, and as we want the
MNO to know that if they have any issues, to raise it and
we will work it out.
I know with our various programs, like Mr.
Saunders just said, they are willing to adapt a monitoring
program.

We have a monitoring program.

We can take those

sort of things into consideration if necessary as well.

So

we will continue this relationship and if issues are raised
we can help address those.
MEMBER TOLGYESI:

So if Métis wants to

discuss with Bruce, who is the person?
go?

Where should they

Who should they talk to?
MR. SCONGACK:

James Scongack, for the

record.
So as mentioned, it is a helpful question.
We have a protocol agreement with the MNO. A single point
of contact is identified in that protocol agreement for
Bruce Power and a single point of contact for the MNO and
there is some very active ongoing dialogue as part of that.
One of the other requirements in the
Protocol Agreement is that Bruce Power and the MNO meet on
a regular basis.

I believe it is around quarterly.

So

there is a very well-established forum and I just looped
back and got confirmation actually a couple of meetings
ago.

This initial idea was brought forward in terms of --
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by the MNO about being included in the monitoring and it is
something I believe is -- well, not believe, it is being
advanced and it will be tracked through that forum.

You

know, to be very blunt about it, this is a very easy
addition to our broader monitoring program, but I think
something that obviously would be very important to MNO and
we are happy to accommodate.
THE PRESIDENT:

Dr. McDill...?

MEMBER McDILL:

Thank you.

Have staff and Bruce looked through the
list of 13 -- pardon me -- 15 requests to see what may be
already in place, but not available, easily available?
And my question as a follow-up to the MNO
would be, if all of these were in place, have you the
capacity to cope with the amount of material coming in?
MS RICHARDSON:

Actually, we have some

capacity from the relationship agreement that we have, but
we are actually working on a five-year work plan with Bruce
that we are aiming towards and there are some subcommittees
and we won't have the capacity for some of that stuff.
MR. ALIBHAI:

So as a member of the senior

management of the organization, I can tell you quite
unequivocally that we would require additional capacity,
Madam Commissioner, in respect of all of these requests
that are delineated in our written submission.
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MEMBER McDILL:

I will get back to staff.

So it wouldn't be sufficient just to have the request
granted because there would be challenge coping with the
amount of material coming in?
MR. ALIBHAI:

Yes.

Tacit in the request

is that additional capacity would be provided and I think
certainly one of the golden threads that has run through
our submission is the need for additional capacity from
Bruce Power.
MEMBER McDILL:

To staff and then up to

Bruce.
MR. HOWDEN:
Yes.

Barclay Howden.

We have reviewed all the 15 requests

in detail and can speak to each one if necessary.

In our

view, we do not need additional license conditions that are
already in place to be able to do this, because we are of
the view mechanisms are in place to obtain the information
or to participate as required.

We are certainly in a

position to try to make sure that this goes forward.
First of all, we have our Crown
Consultation Coordinator, Mr. Jeff Stevenson, sitting
behind me right here and what he does is when he gets
contacted from any of the Aboriginal groups, he will move
quickly to get the information or push wherever needs to be
pushed to get things moving.
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As well, as Mr. Jammal said, in sort of
the broader scheme of things, we do have the NPP annual
report that allows people to participate.

And I think the

President raised yesterday that people don't necessarily
use that as a vehicle, but it is one that is definitely
there that people can use.
So we feel there are mechanisms there.
feel that we can move things as necessary.

We

There already

is an existing license condition for the public information
and disclosure.

I think we do have a good relationship

with MNO and want to continue to work closely with them, to
help them get what they need to satisfy themselves.
MEMBER McDILL:
off the top.

So let me pick one just

Who identifies the fish, as this request

number seven that the fish be identified by a biologist?
Who identifies the fish that are identified in impingement?
I mean who says, well, this was a white fish and this was a
pickerel or this was a perch or this was a...?
MR. LAFRENIÈRE:

So Ken Lafrenière, for

the record.
I will pass it over to Andrew McAllister,
but Bruce Power have a quality assurance process that they
identify fish, so for instance the operators that are
looking at these fish have received training in fish
identification and our staff, Jeff Stevenson again and site
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inspectors, go and monitor that process.

We are very

satisfied that that process of fish identification, the
whole impingement entrainment program meets all the
requirements and is designed to the highest standards.
Andrew...?
MR. A. McALLISTER:

Thank you, Mr.

Lafrenière.
Andrew McAllister, Acting Director for the
Environmental Risk Assessment Division.

Just to add a bit

more to the response, as Mr. Lafrenière indicated, Bruce
Power does have fish identification protocols in place, has
had the associated training and likewise has built around
that quality assurance, a quality control plan that CNSC
staff have reviewed and accepted.

In addition to that,

with Mr. Jeff Stevenson on site, some of CNSC staff's
biologists have had the opportunity to observe the fish
collection and identification in action so to speak and
have verified that it is acceptable.
MEMBER McDILL:
MR. SCONGACK:

Back to Bruce.
James Scongack, for the

record.
So I think there are a couple of issues I
think it's helpful to provide a bit of context on.
Obviously capacity is a really important issue for all
Aboriginal groups which we have protocol agreements with,
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and we do -- the one thing I would like to say about the
protocol agreements is we do respect the confidentiality
provisions in those agreements as requested by MNO.

But

what I can tell you at a general level is that the way the
protocol agreement is structured with respect to capacity
is we provide a base amount of capacity, in this case to
MNO where they do have a position employed.

I understand

they are in the process of filling that position.
For a lot of the sort of the day-to-day
interactions, the quarterly meetings, those kinds of things
that are more of an ongoing nature -- and I think, as was
alluded to with the five-year work plan, what Bruce does,
as we look at various regulatory items, whether it is a
hearing such as this or a Ministry of Environment permit,
we will provide the foresight to the various regulatory
approvals we are seeking to the MNO before we do that.
The MNO will identify a capacity
requirement, a reasonable capacity requirement to
participate in that process and at that point we will agree
on what we call regulatory top up support to do that.

So

that is an ongoing process.
I think what MNO referred to with respect
to a five-year plan, I think that's a very helpful exercise
because, you know, Bruce does respect the fact that we are
not the only licensee or proponent who are trying to engage
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with these Aboriginal groups and it is important there is
some long-term planning available.

But we think we have a

model in place that works and, you know, certainly with all
our protocol agreements we are happy to be reasonable and
make sure that capacity is there.

Because, frankly, it is

quite helpful for us early in the process to have
engagement and get that feedback, so whether it is with our
sampling or our various submissions that we incorporate
resolution to those issues before we come to a hearing like
this.
THE PRESIDENT:
puzzling me here.

So there is something

Do you have a regular meeting?

Does the

protocol call for a regular meeting of staff?
MR. SCONGACK:
meetings that take place.

Yes.

There are quarterly

Those are --

THE PRESIDENT:

So in those meetings are

any of those issues being raised?

I mean a protocol is an

agreement for a process.
MR. SCONGACK:
THE PRESIDENT:

Yes.
What I don't understand is

why is the Métis Nation not using the protocol to table
some of those issues and ask Bruce what are you going to do
about that and if they don't do anything you come in front
of us on an annual basis and tell us that there is no
progress being made.

What am I missing, on both sides?
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MR. SCONGACK:

James Scongack, for the

record.
I think that's a fair characterization.
You're right, we are not resting on a protocol agreement.
It is the things you do that are important with a protocol
agreement and I think that's exactly how it works, I think
there is an ongoing dialogue.

To our knowledge of course

there is an active discussion, but those issues are all
being -- that have been raised are being addressed and
dealt with.

So I don't think there are any new items here

and, you know, my understanding is that we are moving in
the right direction in terms of the Bruce/MNO relationship.
If I hear otherwise that’s news to us today.
MR. ALIBHAI:

Well, Mr. Chair, with great

respect, it appears to me that we may not be ad idem in
respect of what exactly is exchanged at these meetings that
are mandated pursuant to the relationship agreement or
protocol, as it has been referred to.

The fact of the

matter is that the MNO can act on information that's shared
with the MNO and I would certainly be willing to take
responsibility if the MNO hasn't exercised due diligence in
so far as trying to obtain the requisite information from
Bruce Power.

But it is my understanding, based on my

review of the notes taken from these meetings that are
mandated under the protocol, that the MNO is asking the
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right questions and making requests for the right
information.
So we can certainly be more vigilant about
this, but, as I say, with great respect, it is the position
of the MNO today that we have been asking for the right
information and making the right requests.
THE PRESIDENT:

So just to close on this

particular item, I assume that you are able to actually
ask, just like Commissioner McDill just asked, about fish
you can -- demand is maybe too strong, but you can ask,
"Where is the articulation of all the types of fish?" and
expect a reply.

On an annual basis where Bruce reports to

us on performance, that is an opportunity to raise any
issues if you are not happy with the transactions going on.
Does that make sense?
MR. ALIBHAI:
THE PRESIDENT:

In a perfect world, yes.
We are all striving for

that world.
--- Laughter / Rires
MR. ALIBHAI:
THE PRESIDENT:

We are indeed.

No panacea.

Thank you.

Dr. McDill...?
MEMBER McDILL:

I will pass it along to my

colleagues and come back.
MS RICHARDSON:

Can I just add a little
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something?

We are bringing forward a work plan that has

some of that in there.
Some of the reasons why we are bringing it
to you guys as a Commission is so that we have it noted so
that -- the players that are here are all volunteer.
myself, I am a volunteer.

Like

In 10 years from now I don't

expect to be the person sitting here, so when the people
change -- right now we have a really great relationship,
but if in the future we don't, then we need to assure that
our citizens are covered with our way of life so that the
next generations have the same opportunities.

So this is

why we are putting it in this document, is because we
really think that it has to be articulated so that you
review it annually so that it is not us having to bring it
forward in case there is a breakdown somewhere along the
way.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Dr. McEwan...?
MEMBER McEWAN:

Thank you.

One of the issues that you bring up, and
in fact we heard about it yesterday as well, are the issues
of employment and employment at Bruce.

What are the unique

challenges that the MNO faces with respect to that and how
again can the conversations with Bruce, conversations with
the wider community help resolve some of those issues?
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MR. ALIBHAI:
Commissioner?

Could you just repeat, Mr.

You were asking about the challenges that

the MNO faces?
MEMBER McEWAN:

Yes.

You make reference,

I mean very eloquently in the document, to sort of the
employment opportunities and the lack of, perceived lack of
employment opportunities.

What are the challenges to

making that change to a situation with which MNO would be
happy?
MR. ALIBHAI:

Well, again, and not to

oversimplify this, but it seems to me that -- and I would
underscore timely sharing of information with the MNO and
the sharing of information in a timely and complete fashion
so that the MNO is aware of opportunities well in advance
and is able to take the steps necessary to disseminate that
information within its communities.
One of the challenges that we have faced
is that the information hasn't been forthcoming in a
complete and timely fashion so that would be certainly
something that we believe would assist greatly in this
regard.
MEMBER McEWAN:

But if you were looking

proactively, are there more systematic approaches that you
could work on together perhaps to try and create, I don't
know, training opportunities, educational opportunities
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that will prepare your youth to better sort of challenge
the recruitment process?
MR. ALIBHAI:

Yes.

I mean I think you

have touched on something there and I will let Regional
Counsellor Richardson speak to it as well, but certainly
capacity in respect of training would be very helpful and
useful and again I bring it back, though, to capacity,
because that is what underlies all of this.
MS RICHARDSON:

What I would like to add

is, like, some of the opportunities that our Métis Nation
of Ontario -- I don't only say use because there are lots
of unemployed adults as well -- is the opportunity to know
what's coming, like what kind of jobs are available out
there that Bruce may be looking for so that we can train
our people.

Because we have some training dollars, but how

do we know what to train them in, if they need accounting
or if they need more of, you know, engineers or whatever?
Those kinds of opportunities give our Métis people a little
bit of a better chance to get employed by Bruce if we know
what they are actually going to be needing in the future.
And some of those discussions have not
happened yet, but it's in the work plan that we are working
on.
THE PRESIDENT:

Ms Velshi...?

MEMBER VELSHI:

I have a question for
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staff.

You have given us reassurance that the regulatory

framework is robust enough to address the needs of the MNO
as a key stakeholder.

The question I have is why the

environmental assessments that have previously been done
would not have identified the Métis interests as a valued
ecological component?
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson, for the

record.
As Mr. Howden mentioned a few minutes ago,
we did review each of the requests put forward by the Métis
Nation of Ontario.

In some cases the information already

exists, in other cases there are sort of historical reasons
why certain choices were made.

I will ask Dr. Caroline

Ducros and Andrew McAllister to work as a team to respond
to your question.
DR. DUCROS:

Dr. Caroline Ducros.

At the time that the environmental
assessments were done, we, in terms of -- I'm going to put
this in the context of valued ecosystem components because
those are some of the interests that I heard in the
presentation or in the written presentation -- came from.
Those are selected based on existing information, expert
judgment from the technical specialists and a proposed list
is brought to key Aboriginal groups and public
stakeholders.
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At that time we had a workshop in
February, 2005 and the Chippewa Saugeen First Nation
attended the workshop and the president of what is now the
historic Saugeen Métis and the Métis Nation of Ontario was
invited to participate, however, I think -- and then there
was a follow-up meeting on March 4th.
I don't know the reasons why, but we
weren't able to capture those at the time, I don't think
that you were able to attend at that time.
Having said that, though, it's not the end
of the story, there's still opportunities now to, as we
discussed this morning, to have those valued ecosystem
components assessed in other programs.
And now I'm going to follow it up with Mr.
Andrew McAllister.
MR. A. McALLISTER:

Andrew McAllister,

Environmental Assessment Division, Acting Director, for the
record.
Yes, in looking through the MNO's
submission they flag certain valued ecosystem components
reflective of their culture and their way of life, things
like yellow perch and small mouth bass.
These aspects are looked at, currently
looked at from a monitoring perspective.
bass and yellow perch are captured in the

Both small mouth
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impingement/entrainment results and small mouth bass is a
very key component of the environmental assessment followup program that's ongoing.
As well, in the recently submitted
environmental risk assessment, similarly, those -- some of
those species have been examined and, in addition, the
Métis as well as other First Nations are identified as
receptors in the human health risk assessment.
So the short answer is, yes, those aspects
are being sort of captured in the ongoing monitoring, the
ongoing assessments.
Can they be adjusted to better reflect
some of the concerns we've heard?

Absolutely.

So that's

just a quick summary of that aspect.
MEMBER VELSHI:
MR. ALIBHAI:

Thank you.
If I may just briefly add to

the responses that have been furnished by staff from the
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission in respect to the
question posed by Madam Commissioner, it seems to me that
at a certain level there's a disconnect, if you will, or
certainly a gap as between the processes of the Commission
on the one hand and that of the Métis Nation of Ontario.
We don't really have an opportunity to
dialogue in respect of what the Commission is doing and the
objectives and interests of the Métis Nation of Ontario,
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and specifically in respect of, for example, the valued
ecological components to which you spoke.
You know, for us it's in the context of a
re-licensing application such as this that these issues
come to light and we don't have any kind of, for lack of a
better word, an agreement or any kind of protocol vis-à-vis
the Commission.

So we're almost, you know, two ships

passing in the night.

I mean, it's just in the context of

something like this that these issues come to light.
So I wanted to mention that because it may
be a systemic issue that we have here and perhaps there is
a way to address this.

After all, the CNSC is acting as an

agent of the Crown and the duty to consult, as you well
know, rests with the Crown, it's the procedural aspects of
which can be delegated to the proponent, but it's the Crown
-- qua Crown that has the obligation or the duty to
consult.
So I just wanted to mention that because
it may be a process or systemic issue.
MEMBER VELSHI:

But that was exactly what

I was trying to get at, and what I heard was there were
workshops arranged and folks were invited and whether they
couldn't participate or were not heard, those are separate
issues, but at least my understanding is that the process
is actually in place to make sure there's appropriate
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engagement.
DR. THOMPSON:

If I could, Ms Velshi, this

is Patsy Thompson, for the record.
The information that we provided is
essentially the workshops and the consultations that took
place to prepare the environmental assessment that was
presented to the Commission in the 2005/2006 period.
In light of the information that the Métis
Nation of Ontario included in their written intervention
and some of the points that were raised today, we do have
an ongoing relationship with MNO.

Ms Mann mentioned that

new information was provided, Mr. Stevenson has been the
point of contact, and so we can take it upon us, you know,
moving forward that we can arrange meetings with the MNO to
deal with each of the requests for information and provide
essentially what's available, what might be missing and how
we can work together to make adjustments.
And that's not to take over the work
that's being done between MNO and Bruce Power, but as the
Crown consultation, you know,

responsibility we can

certainly undertake that way and hopefully moving forward
that some of those issues will get resolved.
MR. ALIBHAI:

Well, yeah.

Not to belabour

this point, but you know, to share just a case in point
with respect to the Aboriginal engagement document that was
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shared with the MNO via e-mail and in respect of which no
attempt was made by the Commission to even convene a single
meeting to discuss what I would argue is a fairly
significant seminal document, and all that our records
indicate were two subsequent e-mails in respect of this
Aboriginal engagement document that was drafted by the
Commission.
So it's not my intention to, you know, get
into a debate about this, but it seems to me that it also
behooves the Commission in the circumstances to recognize
that we have limitations in terms of capacity and we were
not even asked to attend a meeting about an Aboriginal
engagement document prepared by the Commission, other than
two e-mails.
THE PRESIDENT:

Is that the new update of

the Guidelines, is that what we're talking about?
MR. LAFRENIÈRE:

Yeah, I'll ask Kim Mann

to respond.
MS MANN:

Sorry.

Kimberly Mann, for the

record.
I want to go back on a couple of comments
from earlier about the workshop on the EA.
know, it was back in 2005.

It was -- you

I just want to give some

context at the time.
The present day historic Saugeen Métis
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were a member of the Métis Nation of Ontario at that time,
so specific to say that these regional councils probably
may not have been directly invited, but the local community
at that time was.

So I do want to reflect that these

regional councillors may not or probably did not
participate in those meetings.
So it is important that we do share the
information and Bruce Power shares the information to
address their concerns and we're all committed to doing
that, so I want to make that clear.
In regards to the engagement, Métis Nation
of Ontario did apply and was awarded participant funding.
I guess we thought it was clear that we were always
available for meetings.

During the time of this -- between

Part 1 and Part 2, we have met with Métis Nation of Ontario
about the Fisheries Act.

At that time we offered, do you

want to talk about the licence renewal at the same time?
Unfortunately, the day just did not allow to have that
added to the agenda and we were told they would let us know
if they did want to talk about it.
So I want to be clear that we did make the
offer and I want to make it clear to the Métis Nation of
Ontario that we are always available.
If they're having concerns with Bruce
Power, I just said to Mr. Wagar this morning, give us a
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call, we're here.

I don't want people to hesitate about

our role.
Regards to the -- I think Mr. Knell is
talking about our RegDoc on Aboriginal requirements for
licensees on Aboriginal engagement.

We did have that out

for a 120-day public consultation where we received
comments and we'll be dispositioning those comments and,
again, making them public.
So no, we didn't have -- go out and
request face-to-face meetings with the public or
stakeholders or Aboriginal communities, but we thought the
amount of time we gave was more than we typically do on
RegDocs to ensure that communities could participate and we
were -- we did offer some participant funding for those who
requested it at the time.
MR. ALIBHAI:

Just for the record, the

name is -- I think Ms Mann may have me confused with one of
my colleagues, the name is Alibhai, A-l-i-b, like brother,
h-a-i.
MS MANN:

I apologize.

Sorry, Mr.

Alibhai.
MR. ALIBHAI:

No apology necessary.

Thank

you.
MS RICHARDSON:
here.

I'd like to add something

I've been the regional councillor for Region 7 since
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2001, elected on Métis Nation of Ontario.

I have been very

active as a regional councillor and I have never been
invited to anything in the 2005 concerning Bruce.

I want

to make that a clear statement.
We started communicating with Bruce Power
-- with the CNSC I mean, not with the Bruce, sorry, I got
that mixed up.

So when people say there was meetings and

that we were invited, as a regional councillor I am an e
mail hawker and I am very adamant at knowing what's going
on, so when those meetings happened, they were happening in
the local and they were not happening with the MNO as per
se.
So that's where there's some clarification
that has to be done because the communication did not come
at the political level.
THE PRESIDENT:

So this is for the 2005.

In more recent history, did you have any meeting with the
CNSC staff?
MS RICHARDSON:

In more recent we had

some with another proponent and at that time they tried to
-- and that's when the question was asked if we wanted to
continue with this different proponent, and when you're
there as a volunteer and you only have so much time and
trying to grasp everything that's there, you cannot keep
mixing proponents because it is very confusing at most
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times.
And I still go by the old saying, you can
only absorb as much as your seat can.

So, therefore, we

said we would postpone that, but never did we have any
contact saying -- and never was it clear that it was them
who was going to contact us or we were going to contact
them.
We just didn't know what was the process.
THE PRESIDENT:
MS SUGARMAN:

Ms Velshi?
Excuse me, may I interrupt?

It is Tami Sugarman, for the record.
I just want to go back about maybe the
systemic issues that might relate to some of the requests
of the MNO with not being identified as a VEC in the
original EA document, and that of course comes with those
documents -- come into or the development of a monitoring
plan for the site.
If the VECs are not identified, then they
are not put into the monitoring plan.

So then don't need

to be addressed, they don't need to confirm the findings of
the EAs, they are not there as a precedent thing at the
moment in developing the plans.
I think it is good to hear that the
ongoing consultation can happen and that they can now
integrate maybe some of those VECs into the planning
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process for these monitoring plans as we move forward, and
that is a good thing.
I think that the frustrations may be some
of the -- I am hearing things are not being addressed maybe
in a timely or factual matter, maybe not addressed at all
because it is usually said, well, that wasn't a finding in
the EA and, you know, it doesn't address here, it is not
meant to be addressed here.
With the MNO now engaged in the process, I
think the request to have it as a condition of the licence
is maybe a way to bring those VECs now into the process and
give them relevance so that they can be addressed in the
monitoring programs as more of a formal approach to do
that, rather than just a simple request.
So I think maybe that was one of the
reasons for the request.

If it was put into the condition

of the licensing, then perhaps it would form relevance for
everybody involved and the key issues of each VEC will be
taken care of.
THE PRESIDENT:

I wonder if you had a

chance to listen to yesterday's discussion, because we had
similar discussion about fish yesterday with the SON and
some of the researchers, university researchers, and there
was also some intervener from the U.S. that talked about
fish.
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So, as you know, there is another process
going on about the authorization by Fisheries and Oceans.
So the file is wide open.

So on your requests 4, 5, 6, 7,

and 8, those are all about kind of the fish and entrainment
and impingement.

It is still work under progress.
And, you know, one of these sessions, we

are talking about a technical session to get all the socalled interested parties, and I am talking about
scientists, traditional fisher if you like, all parties
involved getting together.

I don't know if it is feasible

to get all of you in one room and lock the door and make
sure that we all agree about the way ahead.
But I thought that it will be a very
efficient process for Bruce to attempt to do this.
So many of the issues that were raised
yesterday, you are raising them again.

And I thought

yesterday we agreed on the way ahead.
So I wonder if we can actually include
everybody else?

I don't know if you are going to hear from

the third First Nation community.

It is the same, they

would have some interest also.
Can we get the three communities together
and get a consensus on the way ahead?
MR. ALIBHAI:

What do you think?

Well, we would certainly be

happy to receive an invitation to such a forum and engage
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in dialogue.

We would be responsible, on my part, to

suggest to you that we would be able to reach agreement
notwithstanding the door being locked.
But I would happy, on behalf of the Métis
Nation of Ontario to say that I think this is a
constructive suggestion that Mr. Chair has put forward and,
subject to the capacity being provided to the Métis Nation
of Ontario to make itself available for such a dialogue or
discussion, we would be pleased to consider such a
proposal.
THE PRESIDENT:
MR. SAUNDERS:
want to make here.

Bruce, and then Staff.
I think a couple points I

First off, you know, all the aboriginal

groups know that we will be coming out to talk to them
about the DFO authorization and how we have done it.

So

that's a go and we will provide the invites to that and
engage in it.
I have to say though that I was surprised
by this intervention, because we do meet regularly, and
most of these requests we haven't seen.

Most of this

information is already on our website and we would be happy
to provide it.

We are okay with adapting plans.
I object to the portions I would turn the

Métis Nation into a quasi regulator.
think that is your job.

I don't agree, I
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We are certainly willing to share
information and so forth and to engage in that discussion
and to try to solve...
There is some misunderstanding about what
VECs are and what critical groups are.

VECs are picked as

a representative of a type of piece of the environment;
fish in this case.
So you pick a VEC because it represents a
bunch of fish, not just because it happens to be somebody's
use.

And other fish will be included within that VEC, so

the environmental assessment includes the other fish, they
are not ignored.
And critical groups are based on, quite
frankly, the potential to receive some sort of uptake from
our plant.
So if Métis identify plants and stuff that
they consume and the calculation shows that they would be
sensitive to the plant emissions, then they will become a
critical group automatically, right?
It is not done by any particular reference
point, it is done by the calculation that says, yes, your
consumption of this could make you a critical group, you
are sensitive to the plant operation and, therefore, you
are.
We are happy to work through all of that.
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And if they become a critical group, then they do.
But I think, you know, the notion that we
are going to have three or four regulators trying to tell
us how to carryout everything is a problem for us.
We expect one regulator.

We do expect

others to be consulted and to have an input and to have the
opportunity and, therefore, you know, we will respect that
and we will do our very best to make it happen.
THE PRESIDENT:

I don't think anybody is

suggesting three regulators, I think two is enough.
What I get from the discussion yesterday
and today is that we can improve the communication.
Because some of those issues you have answers, they have
questions.

Seems to me that the two have got to meet and

discuss that.

It does not mean that one tells the other

what to do, it is just hopefully they have an understanding
of peers.

We know our role in all of this.
But it is strange that there is no

communication on an ongoing basis to deal with some of
those issues being raised, not only by the Métis, but by
the SON also.
MR. SAUNDERS:
communication is ongoing.
of these requests.

I guess I disagree.

We were surprised

The

by a number

We have not denied any information

request that has been asked of us, and we don't intend to.
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So I don't agree that the information
doesn't flow.
MR. SCONGACK:

James Scongack, for the

record.
Just to add to Mr. Saunders' comments.
You know, I can confirm that our primary contact point with
MNO is -- you know, we deal with local community groups,
you know, whether it is HSM, SON, or in this case MNO.
Very active dialogue with the Midland office with the
regional group out of Midland.
I can tell you tremendous respect on both
sides for that group.

You know, I have had the privilege

of working with a number of the individuals and, you know,
recognize there is a broader MNO perspective across the
province from the representatives of Toronto who look at
this on a province-wide basis.
But I can confirm, Mr. President, that,
you know, from a direct communication from the Midland
office there is an active dialogue, it is not an
adversarial relationship, and I am sure MNO folks from
Midland can confirm that.
MR. ALIBHAI:

Mr. Chair, I do feel

somewhat compelled to come back to your earlier suggestion
in respect of a dialogue.
And I know this point has been impressed
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upon the Commission, but if you will indulge me to
reiterate and underscore the significance of the fact that
the interests of the Métis are sui generis or unique.

And

that as a distinct aboriginal group under Section 35 of the
Constitution Act, 1982 our interests are unique.
So that I just want to emphasize that
point in respect of the fact that whereas there

may be

some parallels and some similarity with the discussion that
transpired before this Commission yesterday, where I
understand that the Saugeen Ojibway Nation made
submissions, the interests and the needs of the Métis are
unique.
But that doesn't preclude in any way,
shape, or form the possibility of participating in such a
dialogue.

I just felt that it was important to make that

point again.
THE PRESIDENT:
is very unique.

But so is our mandate, it

We are interested in fish.

And who wants

it and who does with it is an input to that interest.

We

want to know what fish -- for example, I was interested in
why yellow perch was not in any of the discussion.
interesting question.

An

We should get an answer.

At the end of the day this Commission will
make a decision about the way ahead.

But we are a fan of

getting all the information that we can from everybody,
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from all sources.
So I think Staff, about trying to resolve
all those different interests?
MR. JAMMAL:

Ramzi Jammal, for the record.

I will pass it on to Patsy Thompson and
then Mr. Jeff Stevenson to talk a little bit about the
history and then the way forward with respect to the
process and the authorization within DFO.
DR. THOMPSON:

Patsy Thompson, for the

record.
I wanted to address some of the perhaps
historic issues, but focus more on the path forward.
Engaging aboriginal groups and Métis
groups has been a challenge for a number of years.

We are

establishing better relationships, and over time actually
contacting aboriginal groups and Métis groups and getting
responses, and the ability to work together has improved
significantly.
The work of the CNSC is really focused
within the Nuclear Safety and Control Act.

The role that

we have as Crown consultation really is within our mandate,
but our mandate is broad in terms of both environmental
protection and protection of human health, so the issues
related to aboriginal and treaty rights and Métis rights
can be addressed within that framework.

But for us to be
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able to do that, we have to have information from the Métis
and aboriginal groups in terms of the species of interest
to them and their rights.
We have tried to work with the Métis and
other groups to obtain that information to be able to
design our programs.

The statements that were made earlier

that if during an environmental assessment under the CEAA
the follow-up monitoring program will only look at the
species that were considered during the EA to validate the
EA is only partially right.
We do have monitoring programs that are
required under the CEAA to validate the predictions, but
the monitoring programs are very much broader than that.
The entrainment and impingement monitoring was started as
part of the follow-up program to the EA, but the fish that
are collected represent all species of fish that are
impinged and entrained by the brood stations.

So we do

have data on the fish species that were identified by the
Métis as of interest to them.
Moving forward, there's work under the
NSCA in terms of monitoring.
interest to the Métis.

Monitoring of species are of

The work going on the Fisheries Act

will also require consultation with first nations and Métis
groups.

The process has been established.

been informed on the process.

The groups have

The data will be shared with
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them.

We will have meetings.
But at the same time, you know, we can go

so far in terms of our willingness and ability to work with
aboriginal and

Métis groups, but they have to also be able

to engage and provide the information, for example, on
traditional species that they use, otherwise it's a -- you
know, it's a dialogue that can't happen.
We can only work with them if we can share
information and trust that information will be
appropriately dealt with.
MS SUGARMAN:

Tami Sugarman, for the

record.
I think I would agree with that, that, you
know, the ongoing consultation will help to -- and the
comment made by Bruce about the fact that the DFO
consultations will be going on, I just want put for the
record that, you know, that it will be fish -- only aquatic
species discussed at those consultations meetings in that
process.
So your suggestion to maybe have a
technical meeting to ensure that we also include a lot of
the terrestrial species would be ideal.
DR. THOMPSON:

With any technical meetings

we can have essentially two paths:

one for the Fisheries

Act, the fish stuff, and the other path for things that
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would be more captured under the Nuclear Safety and Control
Act in terms of other species, including terrestrial
species.
MR. JEFF STEVENSON:

Jeff Stevenson, for

the record.
I have been acting as the Crown
Consulation Coordinator for the files related to the Bruce
site here to deal with all three aboriginal groups in the
community.
Mr. Binder, with respect to your questions
related to the Fisheries Act, back last September we sent
all three groups the workplan, the process map that
discussed how the Fisheries Act process was laid out, and
how we would be engaging and how Bruce Power would be
engaging with respect to that matter.
Subsequent to this, we have met with all
three of those interested groups.

We've been making it

very clear all along that, if there's any additional
information that's needed, do not hesitate to contact us
and we will do everything in our power to provide that
information.
Going forward, that remains the
expectation:

that if they have any questions or concerns

or any additional meetings are being set up, we will be
reaching out to all three groups, the Saugeen Ojibway
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Nation, the Métis Nation of Ontario and the Historic
Saugeen Métis to engage with them as a program.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Any other questions?
Final words?
MR. ALIBHAI:

Allow me to express our

gratitude on behalf of the Métis Nation of Ontario.

Mr.

Chair, to you and your colleague commissioners, we are
obliged.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Thank you for

your presentation.
--- Pause

CMD 15-H2.8
Oral presentation by Lake Huron Fishing Club

LE PRÉSIDENT: The next submission is an
oral presentation by the Lake Huron Fishing Club as
outlined in CMD 15-H2.8.
I understand that Mr. Hahn will have a
little presentation.
Mr. Hahn.
MR. HAHN:

On behalf of the Lake Huron

Fishing Club, thank you very much for this opportunity.
My name's Michael Hahn.

I'm the Vice
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President of the Lake Huron Fishing Club.
As Vice-President of the Lake Huron
Fishing Club, I am here on behalf of our members to show
our strong support for Bruce Power to play a role in
Ontario's Long Term Energy Plan producing 6,300 megawatts
from site.

As such, the Lake Huron Fishing Club supports

Bruce Power in its application for renewing its power
reactor operating licence.
The Lake Huron Fishing Club is a volunteer
organization that was incorporated 32 years ago in Bruce
County.

It was, and still is, our primary focus, as

environment stewards, to look out for the environment and
help preserve its valuable natural resources.
We commend Bruce Power for the
environmental leadership they have taken with their
continual efforts to provide the province with clean,
reliable and low-cost energy.

It is important not only for

our community but the province to see Bruce Power produce
6,300 megawatts of electricity to the grid.
As local fisherman and volunteers within
the community, we continually see the efforts Bruce Power
places on protecting the wildlife and bodies of water that
surround the site.

Bruce Power should be commended for

their impeccable record of environmental safety and
stewardship, as well as how much of a positive impact they
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have had by supporting local clubs in our communities.

We

support Bruce Power to continue to be a leader in providing
clean energy to the province, while protecting the
environment and the air we breathe.
The Lake Huron Fishing Club provides
economic benefits to Grey and Bruce Counties through stream
rehabilitation, tree planting and the annual rearing of
180,000 trout and 120,000 Chinook salmon.

The volunteers

of the club, we collect the eggs from the females and the
sperm from the males when they make their annual runs.

The

eggs are then taken back to our two hatcheries, one in Port
Elgin, one in Kincardine.

The volunteers rear the fish

from the egg stage through the fry stage, and, eventually,
when they're big enough, we release them into the
tributaries along the eastern shore of Lake Huron.
We have a school hatchery program.

The

original founders of the club had a school hatchery program
25 years ago.

Through lack of funding, it stopped.

Recently Bruce Power, through their support -- each of the
hatcheries that go into the school is a large aquarium.
There's a cooler to keep the water at a constant
temperature.

There's automatic feeders.

cost of about $3,000.

Each unit has a

The eggs are put into the school and

the children watch the eggs through the process of hatching
and they actually feed the fish and rear them, and,
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ultimately, the children release those fish into the wild.
Through the funding of Bruce Power, we've
gone from one school three years ago 21 schools this year.
Almost all of those schools have two classrooms that share
the rearing of these fish.

If we just do the basic

numbers, if there's 25 kids per classroom, that's 50
children per school, we have 21 schools, that's over 1,000
children that are directly impacted and very close to
Mother Nature.

None of that would be possible without the

support of Bruce Power.
The membership of the Lake Huron Fishing
Club has actually -- we've seen a spike since we've started
this program because we believe the children are going home
very excited, they're talking to their parents, who may or
may not be an angler, and some of those parents have become
members of our club.

So it's helped us a lot.

We had to submit to the government our 10
year stocking plan recently.

In that 10-year plan the Lake

Huron Fishing Club has applied to grow our school hatchery
program to 100 schools.

A hundred schools, at 50 children

per school, that will be 5,000 kids that will be directly
impacted by this program.

It's extremely positive.

Bruce Power has also been a significant
contributor and supporter of our Lake Huron Tributary
Stream Study.

With an investment of $50,000 to date, and
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the projected investment of $400,000, it's the club's
vision towards rehabilitation of streams along the eastern
shoreline of Lake Huron.

As supporters of the club's

initiative, Bruce Power must be commended for their thirst
for a better and cleaner earth.
Our club members and other stakeholders
have helped Bruce Power with their ongoing lake monitoring
efforts.

We have engaged in a volunteer partnership to

provide information on physical and fishery conditions, and
to improve the monitoring in the local vicinity.
It is without question that Bruce Power is
a concerned corporate citizen and, without their continued
support, many volunteer organizations would suffer and
quite likely disappear.
The Lake Huron Fishing Club is a very
popular organization in Ontario, specifically in Grey and
Bruce Counties.

It is publicly viewed as an

environmentally-friendly club that consistently promotes
conservation.
By partnering with us, Bruce Power has
demonstrated its position as an environmentally-conscious
company.

The Club demonstrates public support to Bruce

Power as a strategic partner.
A small group of concerned anglers formed
the Lake Huron Fishing Club 32 years ago, and since that
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time, membership has passed 400 members and the Club has
spent in excess of $1 million rearing baby trout and
salmon, as well as tree planting and stream rehab.
The Club receives no monetary support from
the government, and 100 per cent of the work the Club
members do is volunteer.

Nobody in the Club is paid.

Until this recent partnership with Bruce
Power was solidified, the Club constantly struggled with
funding and tried every type of fundraiser possible just to
stay afloat.
Many environmental improvement projects,
there just simply wasn't enough funds.

We couldn't plant

trees, we couldn't do stream rehabilitation, and the great
people of Bruce Power have changed that.
They spend over $1.36 million per year on
sponsorship programs and community projects.
I actually approached Bruce Power two
years ago.

When I asked the Club membership why we hadn't

approached Bruce Power, there was just a lot of shoulder
shrugging, and I took it upon myself to meet with Bruce
Power, specifically the Fish Impingement Unit, and the
partnership was formed.

It has been very positive.

After several short meetings with the
folks at Bruce Power, a handshake agreement was made, and
both the Lake Huron Fishing Club and Bruce Power agreed to
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help each other out whenever we could as it pertained to
mother nature.
What happened after that will forever
change the way our Club functions.
Bruce Power committed $20,000 per year
over the next three years towards the Lake Huron Fishing
Club to help us fund environmental stewardship projects,
including our school hatchery program, which I stated
earlier will grow to be over 100 schools in our province.
Bruce Power should be commended for their
impeccable record of environmental safety and stewardship
as well as how much of a positive impact they have had in
helping local clubs like the Lake Huron Fishing Club
through monetary support.
I personally cannot thank them enough for
what they have done for their community as well as the Lake
Huron Fishing Club.
Thank you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Question?
Dr. McDill.
MEMBER McDILL:

Thank you for your

submission.
Do you have any data on how much your club
angles, what comes in, what species?

Even -- the guy at
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the back of the boat is maybe not going to tell you what he
caught or she caught, but do you have any kind of data?
MR. HAHN:
data.

We have -- we have a lot of

There's -- the Lake Huron Fishing Club has an annual

salmon derby.

It's called the Shantree Chinook Classic.

And all of the fish that are brought in are weighed,
they're checked for fin clips, lamprey marks, length, and
that's all document.

And it's available to anyone.

MEMBER McDILL:

Can you hazard a guess as

to how many, I would assume, thousands of kilograms of fish
come in?
MR. HAHN:

I cannot.

I can tell you as a

personal angler, it's thousands and thousands and thousands
of kilograms.

And we also -- we have a fishway on the

Saugeen River, and it was put down yesterday.

We have a

basket that we put down.
Fifteen (15) years ago when the basket
went down, it would be put down for about four days, and
when it was brought back up, if we were lucky, there might
be eight or 10 fish in it.

Yesterday, it was put down for

20 minutes and they had 290 fish, rainbow trout, in the
basket.
So everything that we've -- we're doing as
far as stream rehabilitation and resource management seems
to be trending positively upwards.
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MEMBER McDILL:

Does staff have any

comment on -- any connection to the data that's coming out
of this?
MR. HAHN:

If I could also add, the small

mouth bass monitoring that the -- that Bruce Power's doing,
they have identified, you know, over 100 reds or spawning
beds for small mouth bass.

And Bruce Power, I mean,

they've GPS'd location, they go and check them every year.
They're constantly checking on and making sure that
everything is okay and collecting data.
They do a fantastic job of that.
MEMBER McDILL:

I was just going to ask

Bruce if they had any comment.
MR. SAUNDERS:
correct.

No.

What he says is

We do the bass surveys.
We also do the creel surveys every year,

so we also tally -- you know, basically that involves
having a student sitting on the docks tallying the fish
that are coming in and writing down the species.

So we

have all those numbers, and they are in our reports and in
our assessments of fish.
In truth, I mean, if you looked at the
lake whitefish, we took more lake whitefish out of the lake
doing our environmental assessment program than we actually
took into the station and the intakes.

So I guess it's
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debatable as to which is more damaging to the fish, doing
the studies or operating the plant.
But -- and this is true, the commercial
fishing and the sports fishing dwarf -- you know, as you
seen yesterday with the numbers that staff put up -- dwarf
the number of fish that we impact there.

And that's

because, you know, Ontario Hydro -- I can't take any credit
for it -- did a very good job of designing the intakes and
placing them in a place where there was a low fish
population with the right kind of -- and it proves the test
of time.

It's still the -- it is still the preferred

method of doing intakes today.
So their design was very good, so it
lowers that impact, and we spend a lot of time looking at
thermal and other things and making sure that they don't
impact.
So the bass testing is actually one of the
easier things to do.

They're all too easy to find.

We

have a network there we check every year.
THE PRESIDENT:

Dr. Barriault?

MEMBER BARRIAULT:

Thank you, Mr.

Chairman.
I'm interested in your school hatchery
program that you have, and each one of these schools
produces how many, I guess, fish a year?

Do you have any
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numbers on that?
MR. HAHN:

It works out to be 5o to, you

know, at the high end, maybe 75 salmon per school.

And

that's taken out of -- we're allotted -- we're regulated in
how many eggs we're allowed to take as a club, so we take
the allotted eggs and then we pass that off to each of the
schools as requested.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:

And what size do you

release them at, smelts?
MR. HAHN:

Yeah, the smelts.

MEMBER BARRIAULT:

Okay.

And so 50 smelts

a year is what you're producing in these -MR. HAHN:

Per school.

MEMBER BARRIAULT:
MR. HAHN:

Yeah.

Per school.
Overall, it's -- I just

want to make sure I have my numbers right.

It's 180,000

trout that we raise, and 120,000 Chinook salmon as a club,
and the school hatchery program is inclusive of those
numbers.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:

But Bruce doesn't get

credit for this, is what I'm hearing.
MR. HAHN:

I'm sorry?

MEMBER BARRIAULT:

Bruce Power is not

getting credits for the -- assisting in the production of
these fish; no?
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MR. HAHN:

Well, they're -- the school --

the school hatcher program would not exist without Bruce
Power, but the salmon that we raise, correct, that's a Club
function.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
THE PRESIDENT:

Anybody else?

Mr. Tolgyesi?
MEMBER TOLGYESI:

One short one.

Earlier, you were talking about salmon,
which is usually is a kind of fish that clubs have, but
there was no salmons are released to the Lake Huron or to
other place because nobody was talking that -- about
salmon, as such.

We were talking about whitefish and this

type of fish, but not about salmon.
MR. HAHN:

Our permit that the MNR gives

the Lake Huron Fishing Club, we have distinct sites along
the eastern shores of Lake Huron that we release the
salmon.

They live their life cycle out in the lake and

then, after four, in some cases five, years they come back
in to spawn.
MR. SAUNDERS:

Yeah, I think the point you

may be making of salmon is not a natural species to the
lake, so in terms of traditional fishery, it's not
typically considered.

It is a major part of the sports
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fishery, though.
THE PRESIDENT:

So just following up on

this, so if I understand correctly, you -- I'm trying to
get a sense where -- over time, what is the trend?

Does it

look like the volume and the mix of fish is not changed or
did change, and is whitefish -- do you actually ever angle
for whitefish?
By the way, what's the size -- what's -- a
typical whitefish, what does it weigh?
MR. HAHN: I honestly don't know.
not target whitefish.

We do

That's a commercial fishery target

species.
I can tell you the lake -- Lake Huron is
under siege with invasive species, particularly the zebra
and quagga mussels.
fishery.

There's -- that has impacted the

The forage base, the bead fish, if you will, is

probably at an all-time low in the lake.

So it is -- it is

a changing fishery, but it has nothing to do with Bruce
Power, in my personal opinion.

It's the invasive species

that have been introduced to the lake.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

Thank you.

Any final word?
MR. HAHN:

Thank you very much.

appreciate the opportunity.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

I
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CMD 15-H2.2/15-H2.2A/15-H2.2B
Oral presentation by Greenpeace Canada

THE PRESIDENT:

The next submission is

an oral presentation by Greenpeace Canada, as outlined in
CMDs 15-H2.2A and 15-H2.2B.
I understand, Mr. Stensil, you will make
the presentation.
MR. STENSIL:

Good morning.

Bonjour.

Thank you for this opportunity to present Greenpeace's view
and recommendations on Bruce Power's licence renewal
request.
As you are aware, I sent a letter to the
Commission before the day 1 hearings, asking questions
related to licence compliance and the most recent risk
assessments of the Bruce reactors.
I would like to thank Bruce Power for
responding to my questions.

CNSC staff, however, have not

provided any responses.
As I will explain in my presentation,
staff's failure to respond to these reasonable questions
informs the takeaway recommendation I make to you today,
that is, before Bruce Power is allowed to rebuild the
remaining Bruce A reactors, a public hearing should take
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place, including both written and oral submissions.

The

most appropriate way to do this is through a licence
renewal hearing.
I make this recommendation because at
these hearings CNSC staff appear to have either failed to
notice or notify the Commission and the public about
significant risks to public safety.
As I will discuss, the risk of a large
early accidental radiation release at the Bruce Nuclear
Station has increased significantly over the past decade.
At this level of risk, the station contravenes
international and Canadian requirements for new reactor
design and offsite emergency planning.
As you may recall, there was a similar
failure by staff to either notice or notify the Commission
of the risks posed by the Pickering reactors in 2013, and,
as we've discussed many times before, the Fukushima
disaster happened because both the station's operator and
the Japanese regulator were aware of credible accident
risks but simply ignored them.

I worry this is happening

at the CNSC.
My written submission outlines a series of
gaps and loopholes that allow Bruce Power to effectively
self-regulate.

This exacerbates the problem.
These loopholes include allowing licensees
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to define the risk limits of their facilities, the failure
to provide clear and consistent guidance on how external
events are included in risk assessments, the failure to
establish clear limits on the risk posed by multi-unit
stations, and the failure of provincial authorities and the
CNSC staff to verify the effectiveness of offsite emergency
measures against the risk posed by nuclear stations.
In Greenpeace's view, public review and
Commission oversight is what's needed to address these
weaknesses in the CNSC's regulatory framework in the near
term.

In the longer term, we need to have additional

discussions.
Bruce Power's most recent probabilistic
risk assessments for the Bruce A and Bruce B stations show
the station is much more dangerous than previously thought.
On screen, you will see the traditional
risk limits for large radioactive releases at Ontario Hydro
stations compared to Bruce Power's most recent risk
assessments and previous assessments dating back
approximately a decade.

These numbers are only for

internal events.
It shows that the most recent risk
assessments found that the Bruce A reactors particularly
have a potential for large radioactive releases that is
just below the limit.

This limit is the boundary the CNSC
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and industry have used historically to determine reasonable
and unreasonable risk under the Act.
So the risk of large accidental radiation
releases has increased significantly.
should be studied more closely.

That in itself

However, I think what

triggers the Commission's responsibilities most under the
Act is that the large release frequency is dominated by
releases within the first 24 hours.

This contravenes the

CNSC's design requirements for new reactors as well as the
most recent European Safety Directive.
Ontario's offsite nuclear emergency plans
were also designed assuming relatively small and delayed
radioactive releases.

As I recall, the offsite plans for

the Bruce station assume the majority of radioactive
releases will be contained for about 2.5 days.
In my view, Commission staff have a
responsibility under the Act to inform the Commission and
the public when a licensee's facility may pose an
unreasonable risk to Canadian society.

That didn't happen

and this failure to notify the Commission should be
factored into your licensing decision.
Another issue I ask the Commission to
factor into its judgment of the staff's recommendations is
their failure to notify the Commission that Bruce Power
didn't meet licence requirements.

As I noted in my
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February letter, Access to Information documents show staff
acknowledged internally but not in their submission to the
Commission that Bruce Power had failed to meet its licence
requirement to submit complete probabilistic risk studies
compliant with Guide S-294 by December 2013.
And here I'm going to slip into what I
admit is speculation but it appears to me that the one-year
licence extension Bruce Power was given last April was to
enable the company to do everything possible to change the
findings of their risk assessments and avoid additional
regulatory requirements.

That is, 2014 was the year of the

pencil sharpener.
As shown in previous slides, there has
been a significant increase in the risk posed by the
station over the past decade.
It was only in July 2014, however, that
Bruce Power submitted its complete risk studies but also
included additional risk reduction credits from emergency
mitigating equipment to reduce the large release frequency
by a factor of about 10.
In November, Bruce Power published a
Public Risk summary that included additional analytical
enhancements as well as credit for other future upgrades
that reduce the large release frequency at Bruce A by
another factor of 10.
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So Bruce Power -MR. LEBLANC:

Mr. Stensil, you're just

talking a bit too fast.
MR. STENSIL:

Oh!

MR. LEBLANC:

The translators cannot keep

MR. STENSIL:

Oh!

MR. LEBLANC:

So if you just slow down and

up.

I'll give you a few extra minutes, okay?
MR. STENSIL:

That's what I was running

MR. LEBLANC:

Thank you.

MR. STENSIL:

My apologies.

MR. LEBLANC:

No problem.

MR. STENSIL:

Yes, so with analytical

against.

enhancements, their large release frequency was reduced by
another factor of 10.
So Bruce Power managed to reduce their
large release frequency from approximately 1E-5 to 1E-7
from mostly pencil sharpening.
Given the aforementioned risks to public
safety, I urge the Commission to approach Bruce Power's
current results with a sceptical eye.
While CNSC staff say in their submissions
that Bruce Power submitted their risk studies on time and
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those studies have been found to be compliant, I've seen no
evidence that they would even have the time to review and
approve these studies before February.

This is why I asked

staff in February for the review schedule for the Bruce
risk studies and their results.

They have not responded to

these questions.
That said, it appears to me staff have not
carried out a thorough review of Bruce Power's compliance
with Regulatory Guide S-294.

Their submission shows that

they have either failed to notice or notify the Commission
regarding certain gaps in Bruce Power's compliance with S
294.
For example, on page 32 of the staff's
submission for the day 1 hearing, it lists the risk
assessment methodologies accepted by CNSC staff.

There is

no Level 2 PSA methodology listed for high winds.
wasn't this noncompliance mentioned?

Why

Did staff fail to

notice it or simply fail to notify the Commission?
Likewise, S-294 requires Bruce Power to
prepare uncertainty and sensitivity analyses for its PSAs.
In section 3.4 of staff's supplementary submission, it
states that Bruce Power is compliant with S-294.

However,

when you look at the high wind PSA submissions for Bruce A
and B stations, there is no mention of an uncertainty or
sensitivity analysis, that I've been able to find at least.
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Again, did staff fail to notice this noncompliance or did
they instead fail to inform the Commission?
The next issue is less about compliance
than acknowledging new data and incorporating the knowledge
into current risk assessments.

I'm referring here to the

Goderich tornado, which was an F3 tornado.
Bruce Power acknowledged in its response
to my questions that their high wind PSA only considered F2
tornadoes, not a Goderich tornado.

Here is the key

question for the Commission moving forward:

Is it

reasonable to exclude such an event that occurred only a
few years ago from future risk assessments?
Again, all of this underlines my main
concern:

Why did staff fail to inform the Commission of

these gaps in analysis or noncompliance?

Did they not

notice them or simply not inform the Commission?

Either

way, it raises questions about the reliability of Bruce's
noncompliant risk assessments for decision-making purposes.
Aside from noncompliance issues, the
rushed and what I would call back room analytical
enhancements, I'm very concerned that there has been over
the past year an unbalanced approach to risk assessment.
Sharpening the pencil is about downplaying
the risk posed by the station and avoiding regulatory
action, and the CNSC reliance on industry assessments is
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vulnerable to this.
So to balance things out, let's talk about
a risk contributor that hasn't been given adequate
attention given its importance, that is, multi-unit risk.
In my February letter, I provided the
Commission with estimates of site-wide risk for the
Pickering and Darlington reactors.
Access to Information.

I acquired this through

In my view, this information should

have been provided to last year's Commission hearings on
the Pickering relicensing.
This is troubling, because the Pickering
station is in the realm clearly, as you see on the screen,
of unreasonable risk in almost all of staff's scenarios.
That said, what is also informative about
the graph is that CNSC staff internally assume ranges of
efficiency, or you could say uncertainty on the
effectiveness of EMEs to reduce large release frequency.
In the current license application, however, there are no
such ranges provided.

I urge the Commission to ask why.

So that said, my February letter asked the
Commission staff to provide their estimates for the Bruce
site.

Again, they did not respond to this request, so in

absence of a response I adapted the staff's site-wide risk
equation to produce estimates for the Bruce site.
what you see on screen.

That's
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Because I was unsure of the multiplier
staff would use for the Bruce designs, I included a high
and low scenario based on previous assumptions.

That said,

the ranges show that in almost all of the scenarios the
site-wide risk posed by the station exceeds traditional
limits.

In my view, this needs to be factored into your

deliberations, especially because Bruce Power has worked
over the past year to lower the LRF through all sorts of
pencil sharpening.

It should also be factored into the

review of the Bruce A life extension.
In conclusion, the risk from the Bruce
nuclear station is dominated by containment bypass
accidents that lead to severe radiation releases within the
first 24 hours.

This contravenes international and

Canadian guidelines for new reactor design and off-site
emergency plans.

Under the Nuclear Safety and Control Act,

this requires action by the Commission to prevent
unreasonable risk.
I anticipate that the response to my
conclusion will be something like, yes, but we changed the
assumptions of the study, but as I have outlined today,
evidence suggests staff's review of these changes has not
been thorough or transparent.

Given the risks initially

identified, I believe this requires additional oversight by
the Commission and the public.

Moreover, while the CNSC is
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not an economic regulator, it should be cognizant that
Bruce Power is under a lot of pressure to reduce cost of
the Bruce A refurbishment.

In Greenpeace's view, this is a

risk to safety.
On screen you will see a 2005 citation
from Hydro-Québec, in French, where they told the
Commission staff that the economic case for Gentilly-2 was
weak and depended on the safety standards applied.

As you

know, Hydro-Québec decided to close Gentilly after the
costs topped $4 billion.

It should be noted that Bruce

Power had already signed a contract with the province to
rebuild the remaining Bruce A reactors, but has invoked a
clause in its contract to allow it to renegotiate if the
costs topped $3 billion.

I say this because I think the

Commission needs to insulate its decisions on safety
upgrades from Bruce Power's current financial pressures.
I think the way to do this is for the
Commission and the public to keep a close eye on the pencil
sharpener and provide oversight to both staff and Bruce
Power.

As noted, I believe the best way to do this is for

a shorter license for Bruce A, so a hearing including
written and oral submissions can take place to review the
life extension plans.
This concludes my presentation.

I am

happy to take questions and I'm sorry for the rapid initial
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presentation.

Thank you very much.
THE PRESIDENT:
Questions?

Thank you.

One to staff.

Ms Velshi...?
MEMBER VELSHI:

So let me start off with

one of the first issues that is raised and maybe I will
start with Bruce Power first, where the intervener states
that the stations have become more dangerous than a year
ago and the risk assessments show that the likelihood of
large accident radiation release has gone up by almost a
decade.

I know on the first day you folks had made some

comments on that, so maybe if we can turn to slide No. 2
from this morning and if you can talk about what has
changed from 2003 to 2014 for Bruce A and 1999 to 2014 for
Bruce B that has resulted in a higher likelihood of a large
release?
MR. SAUNDERS:

Yes.

Frank Saunders, for

the record.
I will provide a little general background
first and then I will turn it over to my colleague here,
Mr. Newman, with the detailed engineering review.

I

suspect you won't be surprised to find out that we don't
agree with Mr. Stensil's analysis here.
However, a general background in terms of
looking at the new approach to PSA that we have adapted
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over the past few years through the CNSC, the way we did
this was by methodology that was reviewed and approved by
the CNSC before we started.
undertaking.

It was certainly a very major

There were 47 external events that needed to

be considered in the process of doing this.

Now, some of

them were volcanoes and the like which we were able to
screen out fairly quickly as not necessarily being
applicable here, but this was a very major chunk of work.
At the same time, we had the Fukushima
response going on and I have heard in a number of the
interventions this notion that this is all paper that in
fact real things didn't happen and that is not actually
true.

We have installed a lot of equipment in the plant.

In fact, we are the envy of most nuclear plants in terms of
what we have been able to install and to make work in the
short period of time since Fukushima.

A three-year period

to do these kind of modifications in a nuclear plant is
really a challenge because of the quality control and the
quality assurance programs that we need to go through.

But

we did the work and we met the commitments that we had said
to CNSC.

We do sometimes argue with CNSC staff about what

exactly some of those commitments were and what they
weren't, and so it's not too surprising that some of that
arguing was going on.
But we did meet the commitment, sent the
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thing and even today we continue to improve the PSA and we
made a number of commitments based on our work on the PSA
to make some improvements, further improvements in the
plant even beyond what Fukushima had noted to further
enhance the PSA.

So far from being all paper it actually

is for the most part a large change in plan, change in
philosophy, the addition of a whole new safety approach and
the detail work on the PSA was helpful.
I certainly like Mr. Stensil's suggestion
that we should self-regulate, I would love to go there, but
there is not much evidence in my mind that that is
happening today.

If there is, I'm really missing at.
So with that I am going to turn it over to

Mr. Newman and let him do some of the detailed discussion
here.
MR. NEWMAN:

For the record, Gary Newman.

So as Mr. Saunders already indicated, we
followed best practice protocols.

We also engaged with

some key engineering resources out of the U.S., Erin
Engineering was one of those, along with our domestic.
These folks are considered to be experts by the U.S. NRC
and in fact engage with them on a quite frequent basis.
Why did we go to them?

Well, because we wanted to go to

the industry best when we did our work.
So in terms of answering part (b) of your
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question, which is what has changed, I would say that our
evaluation of the external aspect of the PRA was much more
extensive.

And so it may appear that there has been a

change but, as Mr. Saunders described, we had to review on
the order of -- I have 47 on my screen here of volcanoes we
did not evaluate.

We did screen that out, but we have to

re-evaluate a very long list of items and include it, which
wasn't done back in the earlier PRAs that were submitted.
They had external events, but not to this degree.
So the plant really hasn't degraded in
terms of its risk.

The risk has not increased.

We have

gotten much better at identifying and quantifying an
accurate portrayal of what the risk is.
MR. STENSIL:
things here.

I think we are mixing two

As I stated in my presentation, the

comparison that I made in my submission was including only
internal events.

The PRAs that were produced in the late

1990s and early 2000s, before 2005, didn't include external
events.

So to make an apples to apples comparison, that is

what I provided you.

And where I have seen -- so that is

where we have seen the actual increase that tells me we
have learned something about the design and the risk
profile of the station over the past 10 to 15 years.
that is where I have also seen, and indicated in my
presentation, where we have seen the most analytical

And
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enhancements.
It is around these containment bypass
accidents that are the dominant contributors to risk.
Those accidents used to have frequencies in the 1E-09 in
the 1990s and now they are up into the 1E-06.

So why that

is, what I would put to you today is I have also reviewed 
- you see a similar phenomenon with the Pickering reactors
where when you compare their current results just for
internal events against the results from the 1990s, you
also see a huge increase into the realm of the credible for
large release accidents and, as well, early release
accidents.
I am not an engineer, as you all know, but
what it tells me is we are learning about -- or not
learning.

We have observed some weaknesses in the

containment for the CANDU reactors.

These, especially the

Bruce A design, that was designed in the 1970s or the
1960s.

So it has a very old design and we need to remember

that the Ontario CANDUs share containment so they have less
redundancy than other facilities in Québec or New Brunswick
for example.

So that may explain -- I'm speculating again

-- why this large release frequency has gone up so much.
What I think would be useful to do even
outside of these hearings, is it would be useful for the
Commission to have a discussion about what have we learned
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from all the plants.
30 years.

We have been doing these PRAs now for

When we compare them from the nineties to the

current date for external events, we can learn about new
vulnerabilities that we become aware of.

I mentioned this

to some staff last year because I had done a comparison for
my SARP comments of all the PSA results and I was, like,
these results today are very different than 10 years ago
for all the stations.

Have you done a comparison?

The

results are very different
And the staff members said, you're right,
the results are very different, but we haven't done that
assessment.

I have seen an Access to Information document

from 10 years ago.

Staff would often talk about comparing

the PSA results from different stations in the past.

I

think that would be a good endeavour outside of this
hearing to look into why this is happening, but I think my
initial point still stands.

When you compare on an apples

to apples basis the risk or the estimated or understood
risk for large release frequency has increased
significantly and that is my concern.
MR. SAUNDERS:

Sorry, Frank Saunders for

the record, just to clarify some points here.
On the internal events, we are not
actually comparing apples to apples, right.

So in 1999 a

large release was considered to be one per cent of the
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cesium in the core.

Nowadays a large release is defined as

five times -- it's 1014 Becquerel’s, which is about five
times less than that.

So in 1999 when you calculated a

large release there were a whole bunch of sequences that
weren't even in there that are in today.

That has been a

progression towards more safety and more concern for offsite planning and control, a move in the right direction.
So when you are looking at 1999-2000 numbers and today,
they were different calculations on different release
frequencies.
The other thing Mr. Stensil did was
conveniently leave out the portion with EME in there.

I

know he says you shouldn't include it, but in our view it
is a significant safety improvement and it should be
included.
that.

We spent a lot of time and effort calculating

We used a very conservative application of EME.

For

example we didn't include EME in large earthquake
scenarios.

We didn't include them in high wind scenarios

that trucks wouldn't have been operable in, and we assumed
that it would be a 10 per cent failure rate on EME on a
normal basis at any rate, which is for sure very
conservative and that is because we are still working on
the models with EME to do that.

Those failure rates will

be much less than that in real life because we know they
are.
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So even on that very conservative basis,
if you look at the numbers and look at our number, you will
see that actually the risk is 10 times lower than it was in
1999, not 10 times higher.

So we can debate all these

different ways of adding the numbers and putting them
together.

Like I say, yesterday we said this was 40,000

pages of analysis and documents, but the truth is we
followed the process that was agreed with CNSC.
work that way.

We did the

We used external experts to do the work.
The numbers are what they are and in

reality they show that the addition of the emergency
mitigating equipment, a lot of enhancements that have been
made in the plant other than that have made a significant
difference not to decrease frequency, but to actually
improve safety overall.
THE PRESIDENT:

I would like to bring the

regulator’s perspective into this.
Staff...?
MR. HOWDEN:
speaking.

Yes.

Barclay Howden

I'm going to ask Mr. Jammal to provide a

response.
I think the key thing is we look at a very
whole safety case which we have talked about over the past
couple of days and from the staff perspective we are
extremely diligent in completing our work, but we are also
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open-minded to other opinions.

But we really do focus on

international practices and in some cases we are leading in
these areas.

So I will pass it to Mr. Jammal to talk about

our approach.
MR. JAMMAL:

It's Ramzi Jammal, for the

record.
I would just like to tell the Commission I
personally have a lot of respect for Mr. Stensil so I'm
going to focus on the issues, so don't take my comments
personally.
One thing I would like to correct on the
record, Mr. Stensil repeated periodically that the CANDU
reactors have a single containment and there is no
redundancy.

For the record, each reactor in a CANDU design

has its own containment.

As part of redundancy of the --

in addition to the two independent shutdown systems there
is the vacuum building as an added redundancy in case of -to protect the containment as part of the defence in depth
mechanism and that is within the safety case.
So I would like to fix and, on the record,
clarify the fact that there is redundancy in place and
containment for each and every reactor is in place.
On the PSA itself, as you heard the
discussion, this is a number crunching process that is in
order to determine the elements that the operators and the
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enhancements the operator will take and put in place in
order to determine are we getting the highest return with
respect to the physical enhancement that is taking place.
So the PSA is a tool.

It is a tool to support and

complement the safety case.
danger or a risk.

It is not an indication of a

So it is not the single tool that is

being used to determine if the facility or the stations are
presenting a risk.
Go back to the fact that the PSA is
determining "Is the operator putting in place the proper
physical enhancements?" the methodology associated with the
PSA itself is based on international practices and, in
addition to the existing PSA of an existing reactor as the
operator proposed enhancement, let it be for a complete
refurbishment or enhancement on the ongoing basis.
The enhancement I would like to speak
about here is the CNSC action plan associated with the
Fukushima action plan.

Those, the operator had no options

but to implement the safety enhancements in place and as
part of the ongoing enhancement they should be credited
with respect to the PSA methodology in order to determine
what is the added safety enhancement associated with the
EMEs or the emergency mitigation equipment that we imposed
on the licensees to put in place.
I will pass it on now to Mr. Gerry
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Frappier in order to talk about the table presented by
Greenpeace and the way forward with respect to the PSA.
Gerry...?
MR. FRAPPIER:

Thank you, Monsieur Jammal.

My name is Gerry Frappier, for the record.
I am the Director General of Assessment and Analysis and
the person responsible for ensuring the requirements are
state-of-the-art and that industry is abiding by them.
Certainly we do not have self-regulation when it comes to
PSA, as indicated, in fact that we are one of the leaders
in the world in the requirements that we put on our
licensees and I will get to that in one second.
But first, regarding the table that is on
slide 2, I would like to, for the record, indicate that I
believe it is very misleading, it is really comparing
apples and oranges, as somebody else stated earlier.

The

current -- and that is because of us, if you like, the
regulator, where we have changed some of the rules and some
of the ways to which to calculate things.
First of all, and most importantly, the
release categories are different now than they were in the
past, so today they are more restrictive and so we consider
many more releases as large releases which in the past
would not have been considered as large releases.

So of

course if you increase the number of events that are going
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to go into that bucket, the frequency will also go up.
That is a short quick explanation, we can go into a lot
more detail, but that is the explanation for the numbers
shown there.
I also think it is misleading because it
does not include the improvements that have been made
recently, which both EME and other improvements that are
made at the plant which will also reduce the numbers or the
assigned risk.
But more importantly in this whole
discussion on PSA, I believe, is the Commission's
philosophy of continuous improvement and that applies to
PSA as well, so both the methodologies and what we require
industry to do.

The licenses were amended to require PSAs

to meet S-294 in the past.
For some of the numbers you are looking at
there, the '99's and the 2005, we did not have an agreedupon standard by which we wanted the PSAs done.

So that

was put in place, put into the licenses and brought a lot
more systematic and more rigid approach to how the hazards
were calculated or the risks were calculated and, most
importantly, improvement with respect to the requirement
for external hazards to be included.

They are not in this

table, I agree, but in general the PSA is a more robust and
systematic set of methodologies than it was in the past.
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But I can assure you that if you take
apart all these numbers and look at the plants themselves,
the overall risk has in fact improved because of the
improvements not just in the analytical approaches,
although analytical approaches are important, they do
represent reality, but also the design improvements that
have been made.

We talk a lot about the EME, the emergency

mitigating equipment, but there are other design changes
that were also made and those have reduced the risk
significantly.
Canada is currently a world leader in the
requirements placed on industry with respect to PSA.

It is

one of the few countries in the world that requires all
nuclear power plants to have a complete Level 1 and Level 2
analysis done, including both internal and external events
such as seismic, wind and flooding.

So there is no self-

regulation here with respect to that approach.

This is

driven by the Commission.
And it is a good news story of continuous
improvement and, as industry analyses their plants in more
and different ways, including PSAs, safety improvement
opportunities are identified and implemented.

This is one

of the reasons Canadian industry was able to respond so
quickly to the results coming out of Fukushima, because a
lot of the analysis had already been done.
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So the key role of the PSA, as I think Mr.
Stensil mentioned as well, is to identify the main
contributors to risk and therefore lead to some discussion,
some engineering reviews as to how they can be improved and
those become safety improvement opportunities.
Finally, I would just like to mention,
again to clarify and to be clear for the record, the
Greenpeace presentation indicates that there are
contraventions to requirements, both international and
Canadian guidelines and I want to say categorically that is
not true.

You can look at all of these numbers and you

will find that the 10-5 has been respected as the limit that
is placed.

That is the international guideline as well for

current operating plants.

Both on this occasion and I'm

sure as we move forward in the rest of our debates, we can
talk a lot about what's happening down at 10-7, 10-8, these
sort of things, but let's remember that the limit is really
at 10-5 and we are certainly well within that.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

Ms Velshi...?
MEMBER VELSHI:
Power and staff.

So I want to thank Bruce

We are going to have a lot of discussion.
I started just with slide 2 and so you

don't have to get all your arguments in, in responding to
that, it was really are we looking at the same thing when
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we are looking at two periods of time and is it apples to
apples comparison?

Are the plants less safe?

So what I have heard from both is the
definition of large release has changed.

We are including

a whole lot more event categories in there and so if we
really were to compare the same thing it would actually be
lower today.

Forget the EME effectiveness.

I'm sure we

will have a lot more there, but there have been other
safety improvements that have happened.
So is it accurate to state that if you
were truly comparing apples to apples that the plants in
2014, not including EMEs, would have a lower radiation -large radiation release frequency, if it was defined the
same way?
MR. FRAPPIER:

Gerry Frappier, for the

record.
So we haven't done that sort of number
calculation, if you like.

The reason is, it's not just

because we don't want to do it, it's actually a bit more
complicated than it might sound because as we've shifted
the release categories some of the things that were in one
category are now in another, so to actually pull the PSA
apart to get back down to that level would be work and I'm
not sure it would mean anything at the end of the day,
because we do have to look at the plant as it is today not
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as some, you know, minus certain things.
MEMBER VELSHI:

Fair enough.

I think it

was getting more to Mr. Stensil's comment, what have we
learned in doing these PSAs?

If we took a step back and

said, plants are actually safer, we've done a whole lot of
good stuff here or we got better at our analysis, we've got
more information; is it safe to say that, is it accurate to
say that?
MR. LAFRENIÈRE:

Ken Lafrenière, for the

record.
I'd like to add that Point Lepreau went
through a refurbishment project and as part of that project
they did a PSA.

So in responding to the Fukushima

enhancements, we discovered that Point Lepreau had
essentially addressed through the PSA several of the
mechanisms that were required for the Fukushima
enhancements and I can name: moderator make-up, the EFADS
and so on.

These are the enhancements that Bruce Power

have put in place also.
So yes, we have learned, the plants are
safer categorically.
MEMBER VELSHI:

Mr. Stensil, over to you.

Have you been convinced by the compelled argument
presented?
MR. STENSIL:

I'm not sure where to start.
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First of all, I think from the point made about the
threshold on what is a large release, that is a fair point,
but to quibble, from a public intervener's perspective the
way the 1E, the large release has been portrayed in the
past and now is that's the level at which social
dislocation would take place at in terms of larger
accidents.
That bar may have shifted slightly, but
from a public intervener's perspective that's what we're
told, this -- those types of accidents are below this
limit.
So maybe it's gone down, but also within
that, and I talk about this in my submission, other
thresholds have changed.
In the 1990s, for example, Bruce Power -the Bruce reactors calculated a severe release frequency
and that was about a third of the overall large release
frequency.

That is buried within these numbers as well.

We can't see it anymore, but there are larger releases
within that that we can't see without asking for more
information.
So a lot of this is how things are binned.
So on the first point, that may have changed, but there's
other denominators within that, but from a public
perspective it's about large-scale dislocation.
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The second piece is on EME, we're going to
keep coming back to this.

The point I made in my

submission was that it took us a decade to include external
events within PSA and it's still highly controversial on
how it's aggregated, how you do uncertainty, et cetera, et
cetera.
However, for EME we've managed to
integrate it within the PRAs -- PSAs within about two
years.

I've seen no real qualification of, like how robust

is that, but it leads to scepticism about why that was so
rushed to include it.

I speculate it's because the numbers

are coming out where they are.

If the results were the

same as 1E-7 from the 1990s there would be no need for
regulatory action; would there?
I would also point out here that the lines
or the messaging lines we're hearing from both staff and
Bruce Power, or mostly from staff, are very different from
what we heard at the Pickering hearings.

At the Pickering

hearings they used a very similar graph, trying to compare
apples to apples.

This threshold issue was not brought up.
I think the take-away message that I'm

saying is the overall large release frequency, whether the
threshold is a little below or a little not, it's the
amount of cesium in the core, overall I think that stands.
I haven't heard anything to refute that.
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In regard to PSA as an indicator, which is
also a new line, it's not a hard and fast limit we should
be using.
I would note here that when Ontario
developed its off-site nuclear emergency plans it relied on
the Pickering A risk assessment in the 1990s which showed
there was a very low risk or likelihood of large and early
releases and that determined the off-site protective
measures.
So we do need to take these numbers
seriously if we are to be consistent.

And what I've seen,

again, at the Pickering hearings and at these hearings is
that the large release frequency has gone up and there's a
tendency towards large early releases.
And on that one I would just clarify my
point in my submission was, for new reactors in both RD
337, it says: large releases should not take place before
24 hours or evacuation procedures can take place, so that
point stands, and the European Union released a safety
directive last year in light of Fukushima saying that large
early releases should be avoided for existing reactors so
that emergency planning can take place.
So this is a real factor that we need to
consider given that the initial findings were that large
early releases can take place.

That contravenes the
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assumptions in the off-site plans and what we see in other
international precedent and also for new reactors.
And when we look at refurbishing reactors,
yes, the limit for existing reactors is 1E-5, we're looking
at 1E-6 in RD-337.

So I believe that's still in scope for

consideration for a modern station.
THE PRESIDENT:

Questions?

Anybody else?

I can jump in now.
First of all, on the European, I remember
there was a diplomatic meeting on all of this.

What was

the actual outcome of the European?
MR. JAMMAL:

Ramzi Jammal, for the record.

Mr. Stensil is making reference to
European Directive and the Convention on Nuclear Safety and
then specifically the diplomatic conference that addressed
the fact of -- I won't call it large release in such
number, but it was addressed with respect to the emergency
preparedness and the existing reactors so that there will
be lowest impact with respect to the environmental impact
from accident from a nuclear power plant.
So, in other words, looking at the long
term where the impact will be lessened as low as
practicable for the existing facility.
And as we speak today, if we're going to
go back to the numbers, the limit is 10-5.

Mr. Stensil is
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correct, in our Regulatory Document for a new build is 10-6,
however, the limit is 10-5.

The continuous enhancement

improvement that Bruce Power will have to put in place,
that's what they are working towards as a target, the
equivalency of 10-6 in the future.
So we are not static with respect to our
requirement, they meet the existing limit, they are in
compliance with S-294, the target as a target, as a
continuous enhancement, they will work towards 10-6 by which
they will achieve that number.
But I've got to remind everybody, this is
a number crunching element against a physical enhancement
to take place.

So this is just one of the indicators and

it's not the only indicator with respect to the safety.
Mr. Stensil mentions with respect to the
large release frequency, where is it right now?
As the methodology of PSA has changed over
the time that is included.

And in your submission, Mr.

Stensil, in Table No. 2, if you look at the release
category 3 it involves in RD-152, large release mixture of
fission products greater than 1014 for cesium 137.
So that is already included in the PSA as
part of the enhanced methodology.
I will pass it on to Mr. Frappier to be
specific with the progression of enhancement for PSA
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methodology.

Gerry...?
MR. FRAPPIER:

Thank you, Mr. Jammal.

Gerry Frappier, for the record.
So as we talk about large releases and 10-5
versus 10-6, as Mr. Jammal has said, this is again a good
news story, a continuous improvement that the regulator is
requiring industry to show.
So as we go through our reviews Bruce has
been clear, they have a limit at 10-5, they have a target of
10-6 which would be the modern expectation for a new plant.
But if we're going to be looking at those,
we have to also include the improvements that Bruce is
putting down if we want to then look at the numbers they
have.
So the numbers that Greenpeace keeps
coming back to are the numbers without those improvements.
If we put those improvements in place, we get an order of
magnitude type lowering of the risks.
So even without that, as we look at more
and more details around less and less probable events, so
lower risk frequencies, we, of course, are learning more
about them and learning about where improvements can be
made.
So the plants are trending in the right
direction, the plants are getting safer and safer, not as
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has been tried to be put forward here by Greenpeace that
they're less safe than before; they're in fact getting more
safe.
THE PRESIDENT:

Dr. McDill...?

MEMBER McDILL:

Thank you.

I have two

questions, but I'll split them in case my colleagues want
to go around.
I would like to talk about the suggestion
by the intervener on page 9 of H2.2A that there is a twotiered approach to safety in Ontario.

I think we need to

address that, can staff and Bruce, please.

Sort of the

middle of page 9.
MR. LAFRENIÈRE:

Ken Lafrenière, for the

record.
We're struggling to find the exact
reference.

But in terms of approach to safety, I think

staff has discussed it many times.
The original licensing basis for these
plants was a very conservative design, defence-in-depth,
safety is much broader than the risk estimates that the
PSAs -- the numbers crunch out, when we discuss numbers in
the 10-6, 10-7, 10-8, these are just estimates.
The limits are all met for the existing
plants and they are improving towards the targets.
Bruce plant almost meets the targets.

And the
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In terms of how we look at safety, we look
at it much broader.

We look at defence-in-depth, barriers,

we look at things like operator training.
operators follow procedures.
the facility.

We make sure

We look at the management of

We look at problem identification,

corrective action.

We look at OPEX, make sure the plants

are learning from experience.
We look at monitoring, both internally, we
look at the maintenance program, we look at the aging
management program.

We look at their outages to make sure

that everything that they assumed in all their various
analyses is in place and is verified physically.
We look at their environmental monitoring
program.

We independently have an environmental monitoring

program.

So when we talk about safety and why we are

confident, we can make recommendations to the Commissions
that these plants are safer based upon all that information
that we gather across multiple safety and control areas.
MR. HOWDEN:

In terms of the two-tier, I

would like to ask Gerry Frappier to comment on that.

It

all goes back to we are following the international
recommendations.
MR. FRAPPIER:

Gerry Frappier, for the

record.
So on this particular set of paragraphs
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where I think the intervener is pointing out that the
policy is that if you are 10-5 is the limit, as we were just
talking about, 10-6 is a target, if you find yourself in
between it the expectation is that you are going to be
looking at improvements.
That is the same from the regulator's
perspective whether it be OPG or whether it be Bruce or
whether it be New Brunswick Power.
So to say there is a two-tier approach is
incorrect.

The regulator's expectations are the same.
What I think he is making reference to is

that OPG is very explicit that they have a policy, internal
policy to OPG, which states that is what they are going to
be doing.
Bruce, although they act that way, they do
not have a policy statement of that nature, and Bruce can
perhaps comment on that.
THE PRESIDENT:

Can we be -- look, you

guys, this is not a complicated question.

Is there a

policy -- is it a regulatory requirement when you find
yourself between limit and target, there should be an
action plan?
If the answer is yes, then where is it?
If the answer is no, then how do you monitor the fact that
you go between limit to target?
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MR. FRAPPIER:

Gerry Frappier, for the

record.
So to be clear, the requirement is to meet
the 10-5.

There is not a requirement from the regulator to

do something if you are between 10-5 and 10-6.
THE PRESIDENT:

So all this discussion we

had on Darlington and all this, you know, between this and
target, does not apply to Bruce?
MR. FRAPPIER:

Still applies, there is

still an expectation, which is different than saying there
is a requirement.
So we are going to be certainly pushing
them and looking to see how can they achieve that 10-6
target as Mr. Jammal has just said, especially as they go
through a refurbishment.
The difference is that OPG has stated
policy along those lines, where as Bruce does not.

The

requirements from the regulator are the same.
THE PRESIDENT:

So in view of this

discussion, are you going to develop a policy on this or
you expect us to sort of -- every time we see you, to ask?
MR. SAUNDERS:
understand what this is, right?

I think we need to
In the Nuclear business

there is always limits, and that is fine, and we meet the
limits.

But nobody wants to operate at the limit because
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then every time you have a problem or something goes wrong
you are below the limit, and that is not fair.
So you establish a target that says, I
want to be up here.

And every time you are not at the

target, and it is our policy actually to evaluate it and
determine whether there are things that you can do to move
you towards the target in a reasonable way.

Certainly, you

want to stay away from the limit.
But if you are going to turn the target
into a requirement, then you might as well make it the
limit, right?

Because there is no point then to having a

target and then we have another target, and then we have
another discussion about whether that should be the limit.
So, to me, this is kind of much ado about
nothing.

Everybody tries to operate well above the limit,

you try to get as close to the target as you can, and
indeed in most cases we are exceeding the target.

And a

good example is on Bruce A.
Mr. Stensil pointed out that our analysis
did detect that there is a higher potential for a
containment bypass on three of the Bruce A units because
the isolating valve on the shield tank system is manual
versus automatic.

We had identified that already.

And our

letter to CNSC committed to actually fix that, and the
design process is already underway.
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So when you see that and you see that
there is a fix that is doable, then you go ahead and you do
the fix, right?

And that has always been our process.

And

it doesn't matter whether you are talking PSA or you are
talking engineering decisions in the plant, equipment
failures, whatever.
I mean, the emergency power generators at
Bruce B, another example; the generators are getting old,
the reliability was declining, so we decided to add a third
EPG to bring that reliability back up.

That is not an

absolute regulatory requirement, but it provides us an
opportunity to do things.
So our policy is not different than OPG's,
it is stated perhaps a little bit differently.

But I think

if you look our actions and OPG's actions are very similar
on this.

There is no misunderstanding, as far as we are

concerned, about what goes on here.
THE PRESIDENT:

Dr. McDill?

MEMBER McDILL:

I will ask Mr. Stensil for

reply, since he has his hand up.
MR. STENSIL:

Yes, just to clarify.

I

think this is where the Commission could make things easier
in the future, by in your record of decision state that the
same policy as OPG should be referenced in Bruce Power's
licence control handbook, because that is what the actual
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issue is.
Mr. Saunders said at the first hearing
that they have a policy, but it is different.

It is not

referenced, there are no references for a probabilistic
risk assessment limits and goals in their LCH when I
looked, but there is in OPG.
And remember what happened at the
Pickering hearings, which was -- I pointed out that OPG has
a policy that is referenced in the LCH, but neither staff
nor OPG had informed the Commission that there should be an
action plan. That is really what happened.
So it is important to have these things
written down in one place.

And as someone from the public,

it would be good to see some consistency between plants.
Well, Mr. Saunders saying and Staff are saying that the
same rules applies, just reference it in the LCH.
I asked some questions before the hearing
about Bruce Power's risk policy, they provided some, but
said the rest was proprietary, but there was no references
to action plans that I saw in that.
And then at yesterday's hearing or at
Monday's hearing they also brought up an IAEA document from
1999 that I have never heard of that wasn't referenced in
their LCH.
The importance, as pointed out by S-294 is
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when it is referenced in the LCH it becomes a bounding
factor for operations of what defines safe.
not in there, it is not a criteria.
self-regulation at the moment.
MR. JAMMAL:

And if it is

So in that way, it is

But you can address that.
Ramzi Jammal, for the record.

There is no way we are going to let Bruce
Power to self-regulate, let me go on the record with
respect to this comment here.
The key point here is:

We are dissecting

clinical regulatory jargon, regulatory requirement versus
policy and so on and so forth.
I want to make it very clear to the
Commission that once Bruce Power or any applicant provides
us with information in support of the licence application,
as we at every hearing we are proposing a licence and an
LCH, post the hearing we will amend the LCH to reflect the
consistency that is being presented by Mr. Stensil in our
LCH.
Because a target is a target with respect
to what the licensee has submitted in support of the
application.
So we can clinically debate the definition
of regulatory requirement versus regulatory oversight.

A

regulatory oversight is going to be consistent right across
the board.
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So if Bruce Power submitted information in
support of the application, we will hold them, as in our
regulatory oversight, regardless of their policy or not.

I

just wanted to make that one clear.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay, thank you.

Moving to other issues.
MEMBER McEWAN:

Dr. McEwan?

Thank you, Mr. President.

On page 11 and 12 of 2.A talking about
emergency mitigation equipment.

You have a couple of

paragraphs in there, the bottom of page 11 and the top of
page 12.

I mean, there are a couple of things that struck

me about your writing and the way you wrote it.
The first is you are very sceptical of the
ability of an EME to achieve the goals that it is setting
and the goals that it is credited with in the PSA.
You also make a statement that sort of is
a little like having your cake and eating it.

You make a

statement that you are surprised that the staff have
managed to develop a process within two years.
If they hadn't done it, would you have
been coming to the Commission and saying they are too slow,
they haven't done it within two years?
I think there is a risk when you write
like that, that the public perception can be -- that you
are trying to make a subliminal point.

Whereas, I think
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you are simply trying to express concern about the way in
which this is being done.
So can you, I am not a statistician,
explain to me why you believe the EME, that we got in quite
some detail on day 1 and on Monday evening, why it is not
actually achieving its purpose?
MR. STENSIL:
perceptive eye.

Very good question, very

No one at the Commission I think has

commented on my written tone before, although there was
lots -MR. McEWAN:

Oh?

Would you like me to

through the rest of the documents?
--- Laughter / Rires
MR. STENSIL:

-- although there was lots

of opportunity I think in the past.
As is also stated in the section, I am not
apposed -- Greenpeace is not opposed to the use of EMEs.
The dynamic that we have seen since the Pickering hearings
where results have come our very similar to this risk
assessment, where the large release frequency is near the
limit, at first Staff didn't tell the Commission.
And then I think at the Pickering hearings
there was actually a statement made that we can reduce it
by a factor of 10.
was written on.

And I asked for the napkin that that

And then we had another hearing.
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From the outside, the perception is
everything is being taken quickly so that you can reduce
the risk.

So in that way, yes, I am sceptical and it is

because of what is going on elsewhere.
So on site-wide risk, for example,
seemingly it is going to take a long long time.

There just

seems to be -- and similarly, as I mentioned for
Commissioner Velshi's question, with external events it has
taken 10 years to include those in PSAs.

When you ask

about it, it's, like, Well, they're really complex.
don't know how to deal with the uncertainties.
done this kind of modelling before.
international precedence.

We

We've never

There's no

But with EMEs, it appears very,

very easy.
I feel -- and I said that in my
presentation -- if you're going to include EMEs in your
decision, I would also encourage you to factor in the
different levels of efficiency that staff were discussing
internally.
cent.

They were looking at 50 per cent and 90 per

I haven't seen that mentioned publicly outside of

that.
I would also encourage you to be balanced
in risk contributors, to consider the site-wide risk
implications moving forward.
over the next few years.

That may need more oversight
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Actually, while you're on it, the question
you asked on Monday to the Saugeen scientist I think is
quite appropriate in this case.

You said, So we're aware

that science is changing and the methodologies will be
different in two years, what do you recommend moving
forward on how do we address that because we know the
standard will change in two years?

I think we're in a

similar situation here, but no one's really expressed it in
a balanced way.

You're going to be looking at EMEs to be

included, and I think their application does need more
scrutiny.

It would good to have international peer review,

where that's at.
Secondly, the site-wide risk component is
significant, as I showed in my slides, and is not factored
in right now to what is considered reasonable risk, but is
probably over the limit.
There was S-294 in 2005 that was applied.
It's taken us 10 years to get there.

We're going to be

going through another period where other risk contributors
and reduction factors will be factored in.

I think the

Commission needs to be -- have a lot of adult supervision
over that process, I think is what I'm saying.
Because I view the use of EMEs -- just the
rush, the dynamic, seems to be, again, a sharpening-the
pencil exercise, in my view.
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I don't know if that answered it, but...
MEMBER McEWAN:

It's okay.

I may come

back to you.
MR. JAMMAL:

It's Ramzi Jammal, for the

record.
With respect to Mr. Stensil's comment of
the adult supervision of the Commission, the Commission has
put timelines and deadlines against the staff with respect
to the whole site-wide methodology.

It is on the record.

We had a special public discussion and public meeting with
the Commission.

By December 2015, the Commission directed

staff to establish a methodology with respect to the sitewide PSA.
Now I commend Mr. Stensil on his
communication skills to take on the site-wide challenge
that the whole world is facing and rendering it as an
incomplete submission or an oversight by CNSC staff.

CNSC

staff carried out a workshop, an international workshop, on
the PSA itself -- with respect, specifically invited
experts from around the world -- in Ottawa to address and
look at the challenges of the site-wide PSA.

We had an ex-

NRC commissioner, who is the world expert with respect to
the PSA and we are leading the world with respect with to
the site-wide PSA.
As we discussed yesterday between research
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and a regulatory decision, till we get the facts and
establish in place a solid regulatory framework for us to
render a regulatory decision and make it a regulatory
requirement, the research will contine.
So the supervision of the Commission and
direction of the Commission is respected by December 2015,
and we are, we will be updating you with respect to the
progress on the PSA site-wide methodology.
With respect to the other elements that's
been raised by Mr. Stensil, between 50 per cent/90 per cent
EMEs, as I said it before, and I'm going to say it again -he calls it on-a-napkin calculation or back-of-the envelope
calculation -- we did an estimation to the best of our
knowledge with respect to the EMEs; however, as time went
on, the EPRI -- I need help on that with the...
--- Off microphone / Sans microphone
MR. JAMMAL:

-- Electrical Power Research

Institute -- sorry, it's just my age here -- has
established and put in place the indices or the values to
be used with EMEs in the PSA.

That's why you will see the

refinement to that was predicted by staff on an estimation
to the existing methodology where EMEs values are used in
the PSA in a much more accurate form.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

I'd like to move to many other issues that
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were raised here.

A couple of them, a quick reply.
Has an F3 tornado been simulated anywhere?
MR. JAMMAL:

it is yes.

Ramzi Jammal, for the record,

I will pass it on to Mr. Frappier to expand.
Well, Bruce, go ahead.
MR. SAUNDERS:

Yeah, in fact, I would say

we did more than that, actually.

We did sensitivity

analysis beyond the actual tornado analysis.
analysis was up to 227 kilometres per hour.

Our primary
And we did

sensitivity analysis out to 280 kilometres per hour to
determine whether there was any -- you know, any sort of
cliff-edge effect or something that would be there.

That

was all in the submission.
THE PRESIDENT:

My next kind of a quick

question, and this is really important, I think.
I mean the PSA is all very interesting,
but the question is:
24 hours?

can you have a severe accident within

I think that if this Commission learned anything

from Fukushima it was we were very concerned about shutting
down the machine no matter what happened.

I think that's

where the result of all the EMEs was imposed about the
water makeup, hook-up makeup, all the fire, et cetera, et
cetera.
How to calculate its impact on a PSA, it's
a definition, but my question is:

with all the EMEs and
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everything else, can you have a severe accident within 24
hours?
--- Off microphone / Sans microphone
THE PRESIDENT:

Well, he said yes.

I'm

looking at both of you guys.
MR. SAUNDERS:

Frank Saunders, for the

record.
I mean the answer is it's never zero,
right?

However, if you look at the two large early-release

frequencies that Mr. Stensil referenced, you'll see that
they're at 10-8/10-7 territory.

Typically, we would consider

those incredible and -THE PRESIDENT:

Sorry to interrupt you,

but I remember the industry and staff saying that nothing
will happen within -- you know, there's enough water in the
core and all the mitigation that we have two-and-a-half
days, if I -- give or take.
Is that assumption still correct?
MR. SAUNDERS:

The assumption that we have

lots of reserve and lots of capacity to deal with the
events and that it -- you know, for sure it shouldn't
happen in 24 hours, but it depends on how big an event,
because we've kind of gone from probably events to
plausible events in our whole analysis.
But there's been a major change in the way
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we look at external events, right?

For example, if

somebody -- you know, if we have a meteorite come down and
smash into the station, will you have an event in less than
24 hours?

Well, probably you will, because it'll do a --

it'll probably clear half the countryside, you know.

So it

really depends on what you want to think the events are.
Certainly none of the normal events that we analyze, and
those expectations, will happen in 24 hours.

They're more

likely to be out at 72, in those territories.
Is there some probability that you can get
an early release with the right kind of failures?
answer will always be yes to that.

The

The issue is you've got

to keep that probability very small, which we do.
I don't think anyone can tell you that's
zero -- absolutely zero, because we can't give you that
answer.
THE PRESIDENT:
meteor, I was talking about:

I wasn't talking about a

is there enough water, and

therefore some normal kind of -- some sort of credible
accident, however we define? Do we have enough water makeup
in the container and all the EMEs to make sure that we can
actually shut down the machine?
MR. JAMMAL:

Ramzi Jammal, for the record.

With respect to -- I mean we can show you
a demonstration of the slides.

So the key question here
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is:

are you saying -- do you -- in the case of no human

being is available, nothing to be done, will there be a
release before 24 hours?

The answer is no.

But then if

you put the EME elements, with respect, you to start to
mitigate the progression of the accident itself, as we
spoke during the Fukushima hearing and on the action plan
itself, when we walked through the progression of the
accident scenario from the within-design basis to the
beyond-design basis, with respect to the depletion of -let me jump into the heat sink within the moderator itself,
so the core area melts and start to put pressure on the
containment protection itself, the 24 hours is reasonable.
But, again, this is without any
mitigation, no human is available, nothing's being done.
Once you start to stop the progression of the accident
through the EMEs, you can go -- if you hook up to the steam
generators, as we demonstrated in the Fukushima Action
Plan, it can go on cooling forever without any releases.
In Fukushima itself -- in Fukushima itself
-- the releases that did take place were beyond 24 hours.
So we have very good confidence that the 24 hours will be
sustained.
I will pass it on to Mr. Frappier if he's
got anything else to add.
MR. FRAPPIER:

Gerry Frappier, for the
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record.
I guess the way you asked the question is
the sort of thing that makes technical people and public
relations people two sorts of different people.
In all the accidents that we've been
looking at, and certainly the major one that is potentially
credible, which is the loss of off-site power, the loss of
power, how that's going to progress, then, clearly, there
will be no releases within the 24-hour period.
If you asked the question:

is there

anything we could dream up that would allow that to
happen?, then you're into, as Mr. Saunders said, you know
asteroid hits, things like that, and they would result in
releases faster than 24 hours.

The question is:

what's

the level of safety that is acceptable here, what's the
level of risk that's acceptable?
If you look at anything that's going to
result in releasors faster than 24 hours, we would consider
them not credible.

Even in our discussions of beyond

design-based accidents, even in our view now post-Fukushima
of having to really look at smaller probability accidents,
they would still be below that level that we would consider
plausible.
THE PRESIDENT:
MR. STENSIL:

Go ahead.
Thank you for asking this
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question, President Binder.

It's a really important one.

And to start off, I'd like to point out
that I wouldn't have been able to identify this as an issue
unless I was able to ask questions of Bruce Power for
additional information because these numbers were buried
within the overall large release frequency.

So thank you

to Bruce Power for doing that, and it's something we should
continue.
I would encourage you to look at Table 6
in my submission, where it takes out the large early
releases from Bruce Power's risk assessment.
And before EMEs, what you find is that
large early releases are 97.47 per cent of the large
release frequency.

So that's significant.

This isn't about asteroids.
the findings of their risk study.

This is about

And as I mentioned,

these risk studies were used in the 1990s to define offsite emergency plans, so we should heed what this says.
After that, they added EMEs, and this goes
to Commissioner McEwan's question.

I don't have the

background to understand this, but I’m a little sceptical
about how EMEs within the first 24 hours would be able to
reduce this, but people can explain that to me.

I'm open

to it, but it seems a little rushed.
That said -- so that gets it down to 1E6.
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If you look at the table on page 15 of
Bruce Power's public probabilistic risk assessment, you see
there that, for Bruce A, they've managed to reduce the
internal events, large release frequency, down to 1.397, E7.
So what they've effectively done there,
through some future modifications and analytical
enhancements, is they've reduced that large release
frequency that was dominated by two early release scenarios
through a lot of pencil sharpening.

And this gets to the

heart of my question or my concern, is I think this needs
more scrutiny before we move forward.
Earlier, it was said about being
practically eliminated is the new catch word instead of
credible.

When you look at the CNSC's definition of how

that should be evaluated, it's flexible, but it states that
it should begin with design changes and not analytical
enhancements, or analytical enhancements should be
secondary to changes in design.
This scenario here, I think, needs a lot
more scrutiny moving forward about what was done, what
could be done because you're seeing a great deal of
uncertainty here with something that has a great threat to
the public.

That's two levels of magnitude difference.
This is why, again, I'm suggesting before

the refurbishment takes place it would be good to review
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these scenarios and look at design changes to containment
that could actually add in design changes to eliminate this
as opposed to just analytical enhancements.
So thank you for the question.

It is a

very important issue.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

Anybody else?

Ms. Velshi.
MEMBER VELSHI:

Before we let go of the

early release because I saw on slide 17 of your
presentation of Monday night that even with the EME credit,
the early release still accounted for more than 90 per cent
of the large release frequency.

And I, too, was trying to

reconcile that with the consequences of severe accident
where we didn't think that 24 hours -- so I think it may be
just too little information and we're reading more into it.
But if the earlier releases do make up
such a large component of the large release frequency
scenarios, why isn't that the more likely scenario for
large release frequencies?
I'm not quite sure I've heard the answer
to that.
MR. JAMMAL:

Ramzi Jammal, for the record.

I'll pass that on to Mr. Gerry Frappier,
but we discuss the definition of early release where it
should have been submission of all the releases, but Gerry
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Frappier will -MR. FRAPPIER:

Thank you.

Gerry Frappier,

for the record.
So I don't dispute the number crunching,
if you like, but it's the meaning of it that we have to
really sit back and think about for a second.
We're talking about the other release
categories having been sort of eliminated, if you like.
They're under control.

They're not going to happen.

Now

we're left with what's left, if you like.
And we all agree and I think everybody's
been -- it's a very, very small probability, so that's the
first thing to talk about.
Then, within that very, very small
probability, what are the releases that could occur are, of
course, the ones that the analysis would show are not
likely to happen.

The other ones have been accounted for

and will prevent the release, so it's not surprising that
the small residual risk that's left is, in fact, mostly
into this category.
The point is that -- that has to be made
here, though, is that we're talking about a couple of
orders of magnitude smaller than what we consider the limit
of probabilities that need to be considered.
MEMBER VELSHI:

Fair enough, but I thought
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when we were doing the severe accident assessment it wasn't
so much that is this likely to happen as just saying it's a
given, it's going to happen, what's going to be the offsite response required and the impact.

And given that, it

seems like the early release is probably the most likely
scenario if we are going to have a large release.
Isn't that correct?
MR. JAMMAL:

It's Ramzi Jammal, for the

record.
If I can understand you correctly, when we
did this sort of study, that showed the 1014 release, which
is the equivalent in radiological impact as Fukushima
itself.

Those -- this was more less taking the worst case

scenario and the doomsday scenario with respect to the
releases.
If I understand your question correctly,
and please correct me if I'm not giving the right answer,
but in order to look at containment protection, there will
be some minor controlled releases.

Those controlled

releases are control releases with the enhancement of the
Fukushima safety elements such as filtered venting so the
radiological impact has been decreased quite a bit.
So if I'm not answering your question,
please let me know.
I mean, we did the worst case scenario,
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being 1014, with respect to the radiological impact as it
was in Fukushima in order to demonstrate and establish in
place the emergency plans and look at the radiological risk
associated with such release.
MEMBER VELSHI:
answering my question.

I don't know if you're not

I'm just not sure what my question

is.
So if -- well, if the release categories
are RC-0 or RC-2, so if it's -- take RC-2, that shows that
it's an early release, within 24 hours.

And so my question

then is that, you know, that's got the greater than 1014
Becquerel of Cesium-137 and so on.
Isn't that the scenario for the severe
accident analysis?
MR. JAMMAL:

I'll have to consult with my

colleagues and come back to you on this.
MR. SAUNDERS:

What you're asking, I

think, is that the scenario that you used in the Darlington
analysis around that, and the answer is yes, that was the
scenario that was used.
MEMBER VELSHI:

So is that not an early

release, though?
MR. SAUNDERS:
MEMBER VELSHI:
MR. SAUNDERS:

Yes, it is.

And --

Within 24 hours?
-- you'll recall, the
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Darlington scenario had three different versions of a
release within 24 hours and so forth, right.

So that was

the scenario that they used in the Darlington assessment,
yes.
MR. HOWDEN:

Barclay Howden speaking.

Just to correct, for the SARP study, the
assumption was to come up with a release that could be
shown to potentially challenge the off-site protective
actions and the potential health consequences.

That's what

the purpose of the study was.
But in doing that study, in choosing the
1014 release of Cesium-137, we needed to be satisfied that
that was a reasonable assumption and that it wasn't an
under-assumption. And so we went through that process and
came to the conclusion that the 24-hour release was
reasonable.
Our view was that the release would
probably occur after 24 hours, but we deterministically
said, okay, it's going to happen at the 24-hour mark, and
away it goes.

And then we gave three scenarios, one with

the one-hour release and then a 24-hour release and a 72
hour release.
So the focus was on the consequences, but
we were satisfied that if you want it to work it back to
the accident that it was a reasonable accident and that 24
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hours would be a good assumption.
We then compared to the real life of
Fukushima with the three units that went at 23, 43 and
something like 73 hours, which was appropriate, and then -because we did very conservative estimates on the releases
that actually went out, -- the doses actually compared to
the actual doses of Fukushima.
So that was another good check in that it
was a good study of the system, but we still treat it as a
hypothetical event 'cause the focus was more on the
consequences than on the accident itself.
THE PRESIDENT:

Anybody else?

Other

issues?
I think we can go on with this particular
topic forever.

We're not going to get any further on this.
Any other clarification?
Yes, no?

Last chance.

MEMBER VELSHI:

And it's only because it's

one of the weaknesses you identified was that there wasn't
adequate guidance around assessment of external hazards.

I

think that was one that we haven't spoken about.
So I'll ask Bruce Power first whether you
agree with that statement, and then staff can have the last
word on adequacy of guidance.
MR. NEWMAN:

Gary Newman, for the record.
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We believe there's adequate guidance
there, and if we're unsure, we do seek external input.

And

one of the reasons why we enlisted the support from
international PRA experts was to make sure that what we
were doing was being done correctly and to the highest
standard.
MEMBER VELSHI:

Thank you.

Staff, would you know why the intervenor
thinks there hasn't been adequate guidance?
MR. FRAPPIER:

Gerry Frappier, for the

record.
Well, he'll have to answer for himself as
to why he thinks it, but at this point in time, I think we
have a clear -- we have some pretty good clarity around the
requirements.
I think that where there's still lots of
discussion happening is around things like methodologies,
both here and internationally.

There's a lot of research

going on into better understanding of these very rare
events that mother earth might throw at us.
So in that sense, there's certainly lots
of discussions going on.

There's several research projects

going on, international groups that are looking at how we
can do it better.
But I believe that as far as for today for
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the submission of a PSA, whether it be OPG, New Brunswick
Power or Bruce, we have some -- we have both consistent and
enough guidelines, but I would not say that those will not
change over the next three, four years because there is a
lot of activity going on internationally in this.
MEMBER VELSHI:

I'll turn over to you and

saying why you think there isn't adequate guidance.
MR. STENSIL:

Well, as we've seen from the

Pickering hearings to now, this has been a debate at each
hearing.

Whether to include high winds, for example, was a

big issue at the Pickering hearings.
I also raised it in this forum because
there's no Level 2 PRA for high winds.

It's difficult from

an outsider to discern why.
We've heard lots about methodologies and
going to staff.

I've never seen them clarify it on paper,

which might help clarify things.
For -- because that way you can then dig
in to assumptions and where they're coming.
For example, how are staff summing CDF
frequency versus LRF frequency?

If they would actually put

that in one place, an intervenor or the public could then
judge whether it's been followed through on.

I can't do

that at the moment.
Another one that's an issue related to the
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Goderich tornado is there's the exclusion of external
events over 10,000 years.
I've tried to look, but I've never been
able to find any examples of where other regulators or
utilities internationally use that cut-off.
So there's examples like that that I think
need to be clarified because the -- when I've been saying
that there's industry regulation, it's very difficult with
the CNSC for an outsider to judge whether a rule has been
met or not.

And when we do, for example, the numbers that

I showed you here today, there's a whole lot of discussion
of other things.
It would help more to have clear criteria
on this, and this, again, is related to EMEs.

It's been 10

years since the commitment was made to include external
events for existing reactors, and yet we're still here
talking about how to do it.
There was never -- they knew these
deadlines were coming.

Fukushima was now four years ago,

and we're still using this hodgepodge of rules that could
be inconsistent between stations.
So I think from a consistency perspective,
I think the Commission could help the situation by giving
some directives for consistency and transparency on the
methodologies as they're confirmed, let's say, because
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right now, from the outside, it's really difficult to
actually pick into this stuff.
So I hope that answers your question.
THE PRESIDENT:

So I'm really disappointed

to hear this because I think the Commission have been
trying to come up with a new set of regulatory documents,
and I thought, at that time, any weakness in methodology,
et cetera, would -- you know, would be highlighted by you
or anybody who has a particular concern with them because
not only they're putting regulation, they're putting also
guidance on this.
So -- and now with all the material that
we saw on PSA both in Pickering and in here, are you still
saying that there's some unknowns, methodology and
approach, because if there are, then we should identify
them and try to -- we try to disseminate information to the
best of our ability.
MR. STENSIL:

Well, first of all, you're

putting a lot on my shoulders because I guess you're
expecting me to comment on every guide, but fair enough.
THE PRESIDENT:

Yes.

If you're going to

come and beat us up on that, then yes.
MR. STENSIL:

Fair enough.

I think what -- you know, everyone has
attended the Pickering and now these hearings, and at both
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of those hearings, there was a lot of back and forth about
how you sum.

Do you use simple summation, do you use all

these other factors?
I know management committee in January
2014 had a meeting about how to sum and a discussion on
what those policies are going forward.
That's where the policy for external
events was also discussed, but not released.
So there is an issue with when we're
getting into the details of how that is done that I haven't
seen a guidance yet.

I'm happy if it's pointed out to me,

but I -- for example, how do you sum CDF -- what is the
accepted methodology for summing CDF versus LRF.

Has that

been done in this licence application?
I'm not able to measure that at present.
THE PRESIDENT:

Staff, any comment on

MR. FRAPPIER:

Gerry Frappier, for the

that?

record.
A couple of things.

First of all, there's

a difference between Mr. Stensil or a member of the public
not seeing exactly how things are done versus that that
means it's inconsistent.

So I think that, for

practitioners, there's not -- there's not that question
mark, although it is deep and dark analysis and maybe we
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should be doing a lot more work to make it much more
clearer to people.
So for instance, he mentioned about the
wind and the high wind not being in the Level 2.
So one of the things that we do is we look
at the Level 1, and the wind is in the Level 1, so the high
wind conditions, as we mentioned, the tornado is much
larger, even, than what was in Goderich is considered, but
they can look at that incident is actually what we call
bounded by another incident.
So another hazard is actually going to be
much worse than what that one is going to be, and if they
can demonstrate that to our satisfaction, then they don't
need to pursue that analysis in Level 2 for the wind
because the analysis on seismic is much more difficult for
them to meet anyways, and so it will ensure that they're
covered for wind, or whatever the case may be.
So things like that are known by
practitioners, but perhaps are not as clear to members of
the public, both in the theory of how the thing works, but
also, perhaps, in the executive for a particular case like
the Bruce case.
But we're into like it's going to take a
lot of Mr. Stensil's time to go through all of these
things, and at a certain point you have to rely on that
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there are practitioners who have methods.
On the second part with respect to
additional guidance, we are looking at improving the Reg
Docs so that there is a bit more visibility to the
document.

We have a Reg Doc, as you know -- we're making

reference to S294.

It's now been replaced by 2.4.2.

Thank

you.
Two four two (2.4.2) itself is now also
being looked at as to whether we should add more guidance
to it or not, but that would be something we would do as a
normal practice of improving Reg framework and would not be
expected within the next couple of years or so.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

Thank you.

You have the final word.
MR. STENSIL:

Quickly in response,

whenever you hear the word "bounding", I think that's where
you're going to get into disagreements with intervenors on
what is the justification for that bounding.
I just raised the issue about why one in
10,000 years for external events.

I've seen no evidence

that that's done by other utilities outside of Canada.
So these are questions, and legitimate
questions, that probe into the "why".

So I'd just like to

flag that for trying to communicate with intervenors.
For the last word, I'm recommending that
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you do a shorter licence so that the safety case for the
Bruce life extension can be publicly reviewed by both the
Commission and the public.

And the reason for it is, as I

pointed out today, there's a lot of questions and
uncertainty related to the risk assessments provided by
Bruce Power.
Those risk assessments will then be used
to determine safety upgrades for the plant.
That shouldn't be done behind closed
doors.

The most appropriate place for doing that is within

a licensing hearing.
There -- OPG, later this year, at their
licence renewal, will present their plans, but we don't
have them at these hearings.
So in the past, we used to do licence
renewal hearings every few years.

I don't think it's an

over-the-top ask to request that there be such a hearing
where all of these different issues can be discussed so
that we're sure that you have sufficient information for
making really important decisions on safety upgrades.
Right now, as I noted, staff have never
stated whether they've finished the review and what the
results were of the PSA.

I don't think you have sufficient

evidence for making those decisions.
So my hope is that we will have that
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sufficient evidence in a few years.
Thank you very much.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

We will break now for -MR. LEBLANC:

We will resume at 11:45.

THE PRESIDENT:

We'll resume at 11:45.

Thank you.
--- Upon recessing at 11:45 a.m. / Suspension à 11 h 45
--- Upon resuming at 11:48 a.m. / Reprise à 11 h 48

CMD 15-H2.142
Oral presentation by SNC-Lavalin

THE PRESIDENT:

The next submission is an

oral presentation by SNC-Lavalin, as outlined in CMD 15
H2.142.
I understand that Mr. Whalen will make the
presentation.
Over to you.
MR. WHALEN:

Good morning, President

Binder, Commission Members and members of the public.
SNC-Lavalin is here today to speak in
support of the renewal of Bruce Power's power reactor
operating licence for the Bruce Nuclear Generating Station.
My name is Rob Whalen and I am the Senior
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Vice-President of Engineering, Intellectual Property and
Technology.
A little bit on my background as I may be
a new face to many in this room.
I've recently moved to Canada but have
over 30 years working in commercial nuclear power in the
United States.

Most recently, I worked at the Tennessee

Valley Authority where I was the Vice-President of Nuclear
Engineering.

Earlier in my career, I spent 18 months

seconded to the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations, INPO
for short, and previously served in senior leadership roles
at several nuclear power plants.

I interface with my

Canadian counterparts on various INPO committees and
industry activities.
With me at the table this morning is Navid
Badie, our seniormost CANDU expert.

He is the Vice-

President of Nuclear Steam Plant Engineering.
Following a short explanation of the
background to our submission, I will be making remarks
about our confidence in Bruce Power as a licensed operator.
Through our group member Candu Energy
Inc., SNC-Lavalin is the steward of CANDU technology.

We

provide nuclear power reactors and services to customers
around the world, based on proven CANDU technology
developed over the past 50 plus years.
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Heavy water moderated reactors based on
the CANDU design are in operation or under refurbishment on
four continents.

CANDU technology comprises about 10 per

cent of the nuclear power plants worldwide.
In Canada, CANDU reactors are an important
contributor to the provinces' economy and competitiveness
and in 2014 supplied a little over 60 per cent of Ontario's
electricity.
The reactors at Bruce Power, which have
operated safely and reliably for decades, were responsible
for a large portion of that affordable and CO2-free energy
and were key to Ontario phasing out the use of coal-fired
electricity.
CANDU reactors have an impressive safety
record spanning approximately 800 combined reactor years of
operation.

This is an enviable track record when compared

to other energy sources.
Moreover, the multi-unit CANDU reactors
operated by Bruce Power have many robust design features
and capabilities.

Some of these features include:
- numerous methods by which cooling water,

electrical power and other services can be shared or
supplied between reactor units;
- a large pool of staffing resources,
maintenance facilities and equipment, availability of parts
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and spares; and
- a large interconnected containment
volume, bolstered by a subatmospheric Vacuum Building which
provides added capacity to address incidents.
Following the Fukushima Daiichi event, all
sectors of the nuclear industry were vigilant in reviewing
the lessons learned.

Candu Energy participated in both the

Canadian and international responses to this event and
observed Bruce Power's commitment to addressing these
important lessons learned.
As the largest operating nuclear power
plant complex in the world, Bruce Power has shown itself to
be an industry leader in this and has implemented
additional design and operating measures to further
increase their ability to respond to events with a
potential for sustained loss of power and loss of heat
sinks.
Next, I would like to make a few general
remarks about Bruce Power as an experienced and successful
operator.
Over the years, our company and Bruce
Power have built a strong working relationship.

We have

witnessed Bruce Power displaying the following critical
characteristics of nuclear excellence:

safety first, a

passion for excellence and strong leadership.
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Bruce Power is a member of the World
Association of Nuclear Operators, or WANO.

The

approximately 130 WANO members are committed to strive for
the highest standards of safety and reliability.

WANO's

overriding priority is the assurance of nuclear safety and
excellence in all aspects of operational performance.

It

speaks well to Bruce Power's own commitment to this
principle that Duncan Hawthorne is the current President of
WANO.
Bruce Power's strong investment in
equipment reliability program activities has demonstrated
dramatic and sustained performance improvement.

However,

it is important to note that these investments alone did
not produce the strong performance observed at Bruce Power
today.

It is clear that Bruce Power has put a strong

nuclear safety culture and leadership foundation in place.
The nuclear safety culture is evidenced by
their daily emphasis of the WANO and INPO nuclear safety
culture principles.

Their engineering staff is using the

technical conscience principles to drive safe and
conservative technical leadership decisions.
And finally, observation of Bruce Power's
sustained drive for performance also clearly shows that
they have focused on leadership.

They have clearly

established key leaders in their organization to engage
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their staff in this passion for excellence.
We have found Bruce Power to be a capable,
experienced and responsible plant operator, with highly
trained and competent staff and the organizational
effectiveness required to implement continuous improvements
based on experience gained from the shared nuclear
community experience.
The CANDU plant operating philosophy is
based on continuous improvement, where the experience
gained from the industry is shared and used to make
improvements.

This approach is embedded in the plant

management system and is driven by benchmarking, selfassessment and operating experience, or OPEX, a process
that captures best practices, assists in lessons learned
and drives improvements.
The OPEX sources include comprehensive
industry-wide WANO programs, the CANDU Owners’ Group,
regulatory positions and international nuclear
organizations as well as direct support from Candu Energy.
The collaboration among CANDU operating stations promotes a
culture of learning to achieve industry leading
performance, as demonstrated by the sustained performance
improvements here at Bruce Power.
Our long relationship with Bruce Power has
strengthened during all the stages of the plant lifecycle.
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A recent interaction subsequent to the Bruce Units 1 and 2
re-tube project has been through direct technical support
to the Bruce organization.
We have partnered on a large amount of
work ranging from engineering support for design changes,
fitness-for-service assessments, support for equipment
reliability and aging management programs, support of
inspection and maintenance activities and supply of
replacement parts, to collaboration on lessons learned from
Fukushima and on the development of new tools and
technologies to support safe and efficient operation of the
Bruce units.
Through our various project interactions,
we have found Bruce Power to be a knowledgeable, highly
responsible and qualified nuclear operator.

Bruce Power

has taken great care to inspect its major pressure boundary
components and to analyze the information obtained to
characterize the condition of these components accurately.
In addition, Bruce Power has partnered
with other industry stakeholders to engage in an extensive
multiyear research and development program to gain a deeper
understanding of the long-term behaviour of their fuel
channels.

The results of this research, together with

those of an extensive inspection program carried out by
Bruce Power, provide them with the necessary information to
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operate safely during the continuing period of a renewed
licence.
In closing, Bruce Power has operated the
Bruce Station safely since taking over operations of the
site.

That combined with their strong commitment to safety

and environmental protection as well as consistent high
performance gives us assurance that continued operation of
Bruce Nuclear Generating Stations A and B will be safe and
high performing.
SNC-Lavalin strongly supports Bruce
Power’s application to renew their power operating licence
and encourages the CNSC to approve their request.
Thank you sincerely for the opportunity to
speak before your Commission.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you. Questions?

Dr. Barriault?
MEMBER BARRIAULT:

Thank you, Mr.

Chairman.
In your remarks you mentioned the research
being done by Bruce on the fuel channel, behaviour
research.

Are there any other people involved in this

research other than Bruce?
MR. WHALEN:

Yes.

The industry is

partnering on this activity and they are performing
extensive inspections to support this activity, to take a
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very conservative approach.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:

SNC-Lavalin is involved

in the research project?
MR. WHALEN:

Yes.

MEMBER BARRIAULT:
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you, sir.

Questions?

On page 1 at the bottom, you mentioned -I'm interested in your assessment -- you mentioned that
multi-unit CANDU reactors operated by Bruce Power has
features that address potential failures of the Fukushima
setup.
MR. WHALEN:

M'hmm.

THE PRESIDENT:

I wonder if -- you know,

we always compare the largest set of, you know, nuclear
power plants with Fukushima, so what are the advantages
that they have in the CANDU design according to you here?
MR. WHALEN:
very good question.

Okay.

Very, very good point,

This is very much of interest to me

coming from light water reactors.
And it is clear to me that the CANDU
design has significant advantages in water volume for
events and the redundancy that they have to use that larger
inventory is quite advantageous.

Essentially, as was

mentioned earlier, if one maintains supply to the steam
generators, or boilers we call them, you have essentially
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an unlimited capability.
THE PRESIDENT:

Isn't it a heresy for an

American to say that Canadian design is better than the
American ones?
--- Laughter / Rires
MR. WHALEN:

Well, that's the way I see it

and based on my experience, 34 years in the light water
reactor field, the CANDU design has significant advantages.
THE PRESIDENT:

So is that because the

various -- I wonder if you can expand a little bit about
the method by which the cooling water, electrical power are
shared between the various components?
MR. WHALEN:

They have multiple sources to

supply water to the core and they have multiple methods in
quite large volumes of water to provide those sources,
particularly for both the primary and secondary side to
their steam generators, or we would call them boilers in
CANDU parlance.

When you compare that with a boiling water

reactor or a pressurized water reactor, it is a significant
advantage, the number of sources and the volume of
inventory that they have.

Beyond that, as was mentioned

earlier, Bruce Power has implemented additional methods
beyond the original design to provide water sources.
THE PRESIDENT:
Thank you.

Thank you.

Thank you for your submission.

Anybody else?
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MR. WHALEN:

Thank you, sir.

CMD 15-H2.133/15-H2.133A
Oral presentation from Dr. John C. Luxat

THE PRESIDENT:

The next submission is an

oral presentation from Dr. Luxat, as outlined in CMDs 15
H2.133 and 15-H2.133A.
Dr. Luxat, the floor is yours.
DR. LUXAT:

Thank you.

Okay.

It is now

afternoon, so good afternoon, Mr. President and Members of
the Commission.

It is my pleasure to be here and discuss

some issues around nuclear safety.
I should for the record say that my name
is John Luxat.

I am a Professor of nuclear engineering at

Master University and, in addition, I hold the Research
Chair in Nuclear Safety Analysis and most of my work
throughout my career has been in the area of nuclear
safety.
So what I would like to do today is
basically present what I believe what I was asked to do as
an intervener, to review the CMD documents prepared by
Bruce Power and CNSC staff and comment on those documents
and the conclusions therefrom.

My review is going to focus

broadly on nuclear safety and in particular it is informed
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by insights from research that I have been engaging in the
last number of years into high consequence industrial
events and accidents and some select natural disasters that
have occurred, looking for some commonalities between these
events and accidents and nuclear accidents.
interesting.

It was

The source of this material is lessons

learned.
All of these events, I am not going to go
through them in detail.

They are in the written

submission, but they range from oil transportation of
different land and sea oil production, deport or Horizon,
Aerospace, Challenger and Columbia, malevolent acts, in
particular 9/11, and then natural disasters.

And the

interesting thing about the natural disasters is that the
consequence of natural disasters are not just solely due to
the magnitude of the disaster, but they tend to be
compounded by man-made elements.
If we look at the nuclear accidents, the
Three Mile Island, Chernobyl and Fukushima and the many
lessons learned, reports on those and, similarly, on the
other events every time something happens and people lose
their lives, companies lose a lot of money.

As an economic

consequence of the event there is always at least one or
two, sometimes three lessons learned reports and they focus
on why it happened and what were the elements that
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compounded the severity of the event.
So interestingly, the factors compounding
consequence of accidents cover things such as design
deficiencies, procedural noncompliance, people not
following procedures, inadequate training, so they don't
perform the procedures adequately.

An important one which

relates to natural disasters is inadequate emergency
preparedness.

I will just point out that the Hurricane

Katrina and Hurricane Sandy are two very stark examples.
Sandy was bigger than Katrina, but the U.S. femur did not
get the emergency response resources pre-positioned.

They

only brought them in after the event, whereas in Sandy they
were pre-positioned and were able to take control of the
event and as a result, a lot less lives lost and less
economic consequences.
The big one which is important in, I
think, the context of nuclear safety as in these other
events, especially engineered systems, is what I call
institutional failure, where institutions, be it the
operator or the regulator don't do what they should be
doing.

So that is reflected in poor safety culture.

This

is something which came through in just about every one of
the man-made events that I have listed.

Poor safety

culture was a main -- a severely large contributor.
Things such as acceptance of deficiencies,
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decision-making focused on mission imperatives that came up
in particular in the Challenger and the Columbia space
disasters.

Poor communication between various groups

within an organization or with external stakeholders.

This

came up again in the effectiveness of emergency
preparedness and emergency response.

And then inadequate

regulation either internal and external.

Obviously

Fukushima is one significant example, but it appears in a
number of other regulated industries, oil and gas, which is
not that well-regulated.

So how do we deal with this?

To try and bring all of this together I
employed the defence in depth concept and this is a
construct, a five level construct from the IAEA and the
first three deal with basically the design basis and four
and five, you know, are going into the on-design basis.

I

use that as a means to assess overall nuclear safety that
is being documented in the Bruce Power documentation and in
the CNSC staff documentation.

So I focused on just four of

the selected safety and control areas because these are the
ones I felt were important for overall safety.
And in the first one, management system,
there they have performance assessment, improvements and
management review, operating experience, change management,
safety culture, configuration management.
elements that are important.

These were all

The importance of the
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management system and the processes, the roles and
responsibilities that have been defined within the
management system is that these affect all five levels of
defence in depth.

It doesn’t -- it's not just operating.

Its handling accidents or do people know what they are
meant to be doing, are they trained?
Without an overall management system to
guide the organization, you will end up with having
deficiencies which could have direct impact on the
consequences.

Safety culture is an important one, too,

because sometimes safety culture is considered to be an
exhortation where you put up a nice chart on the wall and
say, guys, you have 10 elements of safety culture and then
you say, okay, well, you expect people to read it as they
come in and out from work and it becomes part of the
wallpaper.

But to have good safety culture it has to be

built into the organization on a day-to-day basis.
So safety has to come first in the overall
decision-making.

Also in terms of things such as use of

OPEX -- and this is where Bruce Power has, I think, been
innovative in terms of the nuclear safety culture
monitoring panels that they have established which are part
of taking a pulse of the organization in terms of safety
culture, and use of external best practices such as the
WANO material and the NEI document, NEI 09-07 which is
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mentioned in the submission.
So the next one is human performance
management and this obviously again covers all levels of -five levels.

The big thing that comes up here -- and these

tables when I say implemented means these are things that I
have taken from material that is in the Bruce Power's
submission -- and staff training and certification is
fairly a high priority which one would expect to be, but
the other smaller items which indicate that it's not a
static process is that they do -- Bruce Power does have its
staff involved in CSA standards development activities in
international meetings at the IAEA, taking part in
technical committee activities, which opens up the view to
other -- in particular the IAEA, a lot of international
participants there.
Similarity, we have heard on Monday
evening about the emergency response, in particular the
communication -- coordination and communication, which is a
very important aspect.

It is one that if it breaks down

it's hard to recover it on the fly, so you have to have it
available, you have to exercise it, train, exercise it and
I believe Bruce Power has done and is continuing to do a
very good job there, as they have done on the emergency
response, initial emergency response training exercises
post-Fukushima.

The Huron challenge, we heard about that.
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Operating performance is where I would
just point out that safety is not just in doing a
calculation, a safety analysis, and we will get into that
shortly, but it is in order to actually achieve safety,
safe operation, you have to operate safely.

No matter how

many 10 to the -x you come up with in terms of numbers, if
you don't –- if the organization doesn't operate safely
it's not going to –- having a good risk assessment isn't
going to save the day.
That was, just as a matter of interest,
was what happened to BP.

BP was known in the oil and gas

industry as having the best risk assessment in the oil and
gas industry, but they had a lousy safety culture so you
got the Texas City oil refinery disaster, you have the
Deepwater Horizon and all of these, basically; they never
learned the lessons from the Texas oil refinery.
to have ignored it and they had accidents.

They seem

They haven't

had a very good record in terms of accidents.
So safe operation and safety culture are
very important.

I'm not going to read through all of the

line by line, I'm sure it's -- I have just summarized some
of the means.
But one thing I would point out because it
has come up, is the transport of emergency measures
equipment with dedicated fast cooling and water and
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electrical power connection capability.

I don't believe

that that is something that should be dismissed.

That is a

physical change, which is followed up from the Fukushima
action items and is one if they had had that capability in
Fukushima-Daiichi on time and the equipment that they were
relying on, which was from surrounding municipalities -- a
lot of it was washed away by the tsunami -- I believe it
would have had a different outcome.

It would have been

closer to the outcome in Fukushima-Daini, the neighbouring
four unit station which didn't suffer the same impact of
the tsunami.
Emergency Management Centre is very
important upgrade and the use of incident management system
is also very important.
military forces use.

This is what the security and

It’s a structure around managing an

incident.
In addition, there was the mention of this
software to basically exercise a simulation of emergency
response and takes into account, as I understand it, the
actual physical details of where equipment is located and
from that you can identify vulnerabilities to particularly
external events.
So I see I have one minute left, so I will
try and wrap up.
The last one is the safety control area,
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safety analysis which we have heard quite a bit of
discussion.

Bruce Power have been constantly updating

safety analysis deterministic as well as probabilistic, and
that applies to certainly the first three levels of events,
but in addition the levels 4 where they are going to be ondesign basis.
There is -- through the analysis they have
done an initial quantification of risk reduction from the
EME features and there is severe accident analysis and
severe accident analysis management guidelines.

So overall

the role of risk, in my view, is risk -- risk is actually a
consequence times frequency, by the way, not just
frequency, and that is important in terms of the previous
discussion around that.
The key thing, you don't use the PSA as an
absolute measure of nuclear safety.
more complex.

Nuclear safety is much

It involves people, processes and culture as

well as the analysis.

So it's part of it.

It's important

to use it for risk informed decision-making, identify where
you can improve, ThinkPad features, and some of the
features have been added by Bruce Power, not just to reduce
risk but because they make common sense and I think that is
the sign of a good operating organization.
So overall, I don’t want to belabour and
use up more time than I have.

I will just state my
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conclusions.
I believe that Bruce Power has
demonstrated they have a comprehensive and sound management
system.

They have excellent human performance management

at all levels in the organization, the operating
performance supports a dominant nuclear safety focus.

The

safety analysis program is focused on supporting and
improving nuclear safety.

A commitment to supporting staff

professional development through involvement, as I
mentioned, with CSA Standards Development and international
nuclear safety organizations.

So it's not just going

therefore for the sake of meeting people, but it is also
about staff development and the capability development.
They have enhanced, as I listed, just
about at every level -- defence in depth has been enhanced
through actions that they have taken to address both
organizational-related issues -- an important, really
important one was one which I learned when I was in Ontario
Hydro.

A clear definition of roles and responsibilities is

an important component for a good, safe operating
organization and the people and processes and procedures to
support continuous safe operation of Bruce A and B nuclear
generating stations.
I believe my conclusions are consistent
with the independent oversight review by CNSC staff and in
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final conclusion is that I would recommend that the CNSC
should approve Bruce Power's application and allow Bruce
Power to continue to contribute to safe low carbon emission
electricity to Ontario.
On that note I would just point out that I
am much more concerned with the effects of climate change
than I am with particular risk numbers.

Climate change is

something that will affect millions and millions of people
around the world potentially and has the potential to have
very large economic consequences.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.
Thank you.

Mr. Tolgyesi...?
MEMBER TOLGYESI:

Mr. Luxat, yesterday we

had an intervener who was saying that the main condition or
reason for a successful safety culture is a strong
regulatory regime.
DR. LUXAT:

I would disagree with that.

As a -MEMBER TOLGYESI:

Do you have any comments

on that?
DR. LUXAT:

Yes, I would.

A strong

regulatory regime is an important contributor, but the
major importance is that the organization actually embed
safety in their operation.

So safety culture doesn't just

exist because the regulator says you shall have safety
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culture.

I have seen organizations which have the

exhortation approach but that, in my view, is next to
worthless.

You need to have a culture where people

are constantly putting safety in all the activities
and addressing safety in all their activities.
So it covers not just nuclear safety,
it covers conventional safety as well.
MEMBER TOLGYESI:

So what you have in

a safety culture, what it means for you, it's composed
of several things, several actions?
DR. LUXAT:

It's primarily, if you

wish, an approach and an attitude to you need to (a),
if you're looking for attitudes, questioning
attitudes, consideration of the safety impacts -potential safety impacts of any activities that you
do, you have to -- when you set up your procedures you
have to address safety in the broader sense to ensure
that safety is always number one.
And it's just partly a mental
attitude, but it's one that the organization has to
foster and basically reward and that is the way you
get a safety culture.
It's not that it's just words.
THE PRESIDENT:

M'hmm.

So I was

really fascinated by your depiction of BP.

So why is
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it that not too many industries have this safety
culture concept?

You'd figure that a BP and, you

know, oil companies and pipeline companies would have
this engrained into their systems.
DR. LUXAT:

Well, you would think

that, that's right, but unfortunately what happens is
that the -- in the case of BP, firstly, so if you took
the Texas City oil refinery, there was procedural non
compliance in filling this tank which led to overflow
and a vapour, but the issue was that ultimately they
had not addressed in their procedure the potential
failures that might occur which could impact safety.
Then the other thing was, so they had
this sort of a vapour cloud blow on the ground, a
contractor was sitting in his truck idling, that was
the ignition source, he was not meant to be sitting
there idling, if he was sitting in a truck it should
have been turned off.

So there were a number of

things.
As I just said, they didn't take -and their reports are very, including their own lesson
learned report were -- identified safety culture which
had become a sort of out of the Chernobyl event, the
inside report basically helped coin safety culture in
the vocabulary, certainly nuclear, but other
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industries picked that up.
But if you're in an industry where you
have a lot of economic comparators, as oil and gas
very often has, you make a decision.

If your decision

is to get the oil or gas out of the well and that's
more important than ultimately doing it safely, which
was the problem with Deep Water Horizon, not forming a
proper concrete seal and the blower protector valve
was not tested and was installed not in the correct
manner.
That shouldn't have happened if they
were really concerned about safety, it should have
been done appropriately and then proceeded, but they
were too busy pumping oil out of the ocean.
THE PRESIDENT:

Dr. Barriault...?

MEMBER BARRIAULT:

Thank you, Mr.

Chairman.
If we look back just a few weeks ago
when we had the Lufthansa aircraft crash in the French
Alps, I guess I'd like to have your opinion on how to
deal with the fitness for duty of employees.
DR. LUXAT:

That's a very difficult

one in this particular instance, in that unless you
become very intrusive on individuals' state of mind or
how they -- you know, are they subject to depression,
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which seemed to have been the case here, it's
something that I don't think you can avoid having that
potentially occurring.
However, what you need to do is look
at the measures that you have, again defence in depth,
to limit, prevent that.
Now, obviously one of the problems
there was after 9/11 they made it basically impossible
for someone to get into the cockpit if the pilot
decides to lock the door.

So that sounded like a good

idea for someone hijacking, but they never thought
about their own employee taking -- having malevolent
or causing a malevolent event, which this was.
So, yeah, they've got to rethink that
whole cockpit safety issue.

It might mean, as someone

suggested, certainly on CNN they talked incessantly
about it, having another person in the cockpit.

That

sounds good, but can that person be able to cope with
an individual who's disturbed?

Maybe they can't.

So there has to be some other, I
think, physical means which enables someone to get
into the cockpit.

But again, it has to be controlled.

So you're balancing basically one risk
versus another and when you get to that situation,
especially when it involves individuals, it's very
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difficult to find an equitable way, other than having
an ongoing psychological assessment program which
would pull people out of the line of duty and have
that being seen not as a punishment, but as something
fully benefit to the health.
So it is a complex -THE PRESIDENT:

Question?

I was just

actually surprised, I have two quick questions.
This one is on your page 11 on
Appendix A -DR. LUXAT:

Oh, yeah.

THE PRESIDENT:

-- you surprised me by

saying:
"Contrary to some current
beliefs, the SAMG...", this is
Severe Accident Mitigation
Guidelines,
"...should not be reliant on a
high degree of plant
instrumentation..."
DR. LUXAT:

Yeah.

THE PRESIDENT:

No, that's the --

We are going into

automation and -DR. LUXAT:
that's right.

That's right.

Yeah,

There is some level of instrumentation
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that would be beneficial.
For example, I think people have
discussed things like hydrogen concentration monitors
that you could somehow get some indication, however,
the problem is if you start to rely on that
instrumentation and you're into fairly severe
conditions, environmental conditions, it's not clear
that the instrumentation would actually function.
So if it doesn't function, to use the
proverbial phrase, you're up the creek without a
paddle if you're reliant on that.
So you need to have -- we can have
some instrumentation which is useful, but you cannot
rely solely on what that measurement is.

The best

measurement might just be radiation detectors, because
if you've got hydrogen, you must have radiation in
containment, but then you have to interpret what that
means.
So it's good for me, I consider it a
nice research topic, but -THE PRESIDENT:
spot here.

So let me put you on a

I mean, your assessment of Bruce was to

quote, our staff would be fully satisfactory.

Any

area that you in your review that detected that can do
some further improvement?
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DR. LUXAT:

Yeah, the -- and I think

they are addressing it, it's not yet in place, but my
view on severe accident management is that CANDU has
the ability to support in-vessel retention which the
PWO designs have a lot of difficulty, partly because
of the size of the lower vessel head and the higher
heat loads, the fact that they have to have accident
mitigation measures which include automatic
depressurization of the vessel so if they fail, the
vessel, they don't get direct containment heating
could be damaging or/and flooding of the vessel head.
So you have to actually inject the water.
CANDU starts off with fuel channels
flooded and moderator flooded in shield water, so the
key to in-vessel retention is to make sure you can
keep the vessel flooded -- the shield tank in the case
of Bruce.
So I saw connections going into the
shield tank, but obviously in order to assess that I
would need to have much more design details.
THE PRESIDENT:
DR. LUXAT:

M'hmm.

But that's really -- I'm

not wanting to get into Bruce Power's design process,
but that would be one suggestion to Bruce Power, just
pay some good attention to the shield tank.
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THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

Anybody else?

Any final comments?
DR. LUXAT:

None, Mr. President.

I

just thank you and the Commission members for
patiently listening to my blurb and for going a little
over time.
THE PRESIDENT:
DR. LUXAT:

Thank you.

Thank you.

CMD 15-H2.46
Oral presentation by Women in Nuclear Canada

THE PRESIDENT:

The next submission is

an oral presentation by Women in Nuclear Canada, as
outlined in CMD-15-H2.46.
I understand that Ms Shikaze will make
the presentation.
MS SHIKAZE:

Both of us will.

THE PRESIDENT:

Okay, introduce

yourself then.
MS SHIKAZE:
MR. LEBLANC:

Excellent, thank you.
Just before you start,

we did a small switch for those who are now looking at
their agendas, and that was to accommodate the
presenters, as they have some important task in a few
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minutes.

So we will then proceed as per the agenda

with the Provincial Council of Women of Ontario.
So please proceed.
MS SHIKAZE:

And thank you very much

for making the switch for us, we appreciate that.
Good afternoon, President Binder,
Commission Members, and members of the public.

My

name is Joy Shikaze, I am the Executive Director of
Women in Nuclear Canada, or WiN-Canada for short.
With me here today is Wendy Huys, who is an authorized
nuclear operator at Bruce Power and Co-Chair of our
WiN-Bruce Chapter.
Wendy was one of the first female
licensed authorized nuclear operators at Bruce Power
and the third in Canada.
We are not here today to speak for all
women of the province or across the country.

No

organization can accurately make that statement.
What we can claim is that Women in
Nuclear Canada represents over 1,400 women and men
across the country and nearly 1,000 of them reside in
Ontario.
While many WiN members are employed in
the nuclear energy sector, WiN-Canada welcomes members
from industries who use nuclear and radiation
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technologies such as:

hospitals, medical facilities,

mining, academic and research institutions, and the
suppliers to all these diverse industries.
WiN-Canada's goals are to continuously
update and improve our industry knowledge so we can
better educate the public, to provide professional
development and support for women working in the
industry and to promote careers in the industry and
science to youth, especially to young girls and women.
As our industry is made up of less
than 20 per cent women, WiN works to showcase the
vital contributions women are making as leaders in the
nuclear industry.

WiN members devote a great deal of

their volunteer time working with young women and
girls, introducing them to non-traditional but
rewarding careers in science, technology, and skilled
trades.
MS HUYS:

From mentoring with WiN-

Bruce board to sponsoring our many camps, including
skills work summer camps for boys and girls, and to
our GEMS, Girls in Engineering Math & Science, camps.
Bruce Power has been very supportive of our WiN-Bruce
Chapter, our goals to educate members and the
volunteer work that we do. We currently have over 370
WiN-Bruce members.
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One of the truly valuable services
Bruce Power offers is providing WiN-Bruce with meeting
facilities and an opportunity to network within our
own organization.

This is important, as at times some

of our engineers, operators, security, environmental,
and health physicists are the only women in their
department.
Being able to communicate with other
women in this forum, but not necessarily in the same
discipline, gives us the ability to talk shop.

We

have worked hard to encourage women into non
traditional roles and we have made great strides of
increasing the number of women in non-traditional
careers.
For example, in the last five years we
have tripled the number of women in the authorized
nuclear operator position.
According to the Bruce Power website,
the eight-unit site is the world's largest operating
nuclear generating facility and the source of roughly
30 per cent of Ontario's electricity.

It is home to

eight CANDU reactors, each one capable of generating
enough electricity to meet the annual needs of a city
the size of Hamilton.
Some of the things that the website
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doesn't include are the facts that Bruce Power is like
a small city.

They have a sewage treatment plant, an

industrial laundry facility, a police force,
firefighters, an EMS equipped with the latest
equipment, a designed department, a garage and
fabrication shop.
This allows Bruce Power to offer an
extensive co-op experience to many high school
students every term.

Some of the students even work

shift, which is an excellent chance for the students
to try out many different career paths.
Of particular importance to WiN-Bruce,
this co-op experience gives the ability of many female
students to try non-traditional careers.
A great example of this can be
observed in our environmental department.

Bruce Power

is currently working with first nations to study the
impact from our operations on the whitefish
population.
This opportunity allows these students
to be involved in unique environmental studies and to
see how a good corporate citizen interacts firsthand
with its neighbours and the community.
WiN members come from a diverse
background of work experience and education.

We work
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at nuclear generating stations by choice and live in
the community surrounding the station and associated
waste management facilities.
We are highly skilled workers who
could work in any industry, but choose to work in
nuclear because we know that we are helping to produce
clean, safe, reliable, low-carbon based source of
power that is an important part of Canada's clean
energy portfolio.
We all understand our responsibilities
to work safely, not only to protect the safety of our
fellow workers, but to protect the safety of the
communities in which our families, our children, and
our friends reside.
We do not take this responsibility
lightly, and put safety first each and everyday at
work.

This strong safety culture also spills over to

our activities outside of work, at home and in our
volunteer activities within the community.
Many members, such as myself, have
continued to work in the generating stations while
pregnant, have raised our children within close
proximity to the Bruce nuclear site and hope that one
day soon our children will continue careers in the
nuclear field.
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As moms, we worry about many issues
facing the safety and well-being of our children on a
daily basis.

The fact that we live close to a nuclear

generating station that is also safely storing nuclear
waste is not an issue that keeps us up at night.
As employees, we know that Canada's
nuclear power operations and waste management have a
proven track record of being among the safest in the
world.

We would not work in this industry and live in

these communities if we did not feel it was safe to do
so.
The well-being of our families,
friends and communities comes first before our chosen
careers, we simply would never put them at risk.
We also believe this is the same for
future generations.

This focus on safety is not just

about today, but for those people who will continue to
work and live in this community for many years to
come.
We know that nuclear power is the
workhorse of energy production in Ontario and provides
baseload electricity.

We help to supply the

electricity which is responsible for providing power
to our parents and grandparents, our family and
friends when they require hospital care, and in the
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daily use of our household activities at home.
Our busy lives rely on a steady
reliable supply of electricity, and we are thankful to
have over 50 per cent of that electricity in Ontario
from our nuclear stations. When our families need
power, there is a 24/7 ready supply because of nuclear
power generation.
Bruce Power's commitment to public
safety and environmental stewardship includes a safe,
secure, and responsible management of all nuclear
waste.

As employees of the industry, we know that

Bruce Power has years of experience in radioactive
waste management and has the expertise to manage all
of their waste responsibility.
Over the years Bruce Power has had
positive socioeconomic effects in the community such
as increased employment income, business activity, and
municipal revenue.
In addition to numerous management and
administrative jobs, Bruce Power provides jobs for a
variety of skilled trades such as operators, pipe
fitters and welders for professionals like engineers
and metallurgists, and important supporting positions
like truck drivers and security guards.
We would like to see our communities'
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young people remain in the Bruce area for employment.
These jobs will provide our families and friends with
interesting careers, a good standard of living, and
all while working in a very safe environment.
MS SHIKAZE:

It is essential for us to

stress that Women in Nuclear members across Canada are
highly skilled workers who would not be working in
this industry if we did not believe in the technology
and its safety.
It is important to all of us that when
we leave for work in the morning we know we will
return safely at the end of the day and that our
family and friends who live in our communities will be
safe each and everyday.
Because of our day to day interaction
with the nuclear industry, our strong belief in the
expertise of Bruce Power employees and their proven
history in safe operations and responsible waste
management, Women in Nuclear Canada supports Bruce
Power's licence renewal application before this
Commission.
Thank you very much.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Questions?

MEMBER VELSHI:

One of your objectives

Ms Velshi?
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you mention is to increase the representation of women
in the industry.

And we have heard that Bruce Power

has made major shifts in their demographics over the
last few years.
How has the representation of women
changed?

You talked about authorized nuclear

operators, but generally how is it changed over the
last few years?
MS HUYS:

We have increased the number

of operators in particular I would say two-fold in the
last five to 10 years.

I used to be one of the only

women in operations on shift, and I can proudly say
that on any given shift there is at least five or six.
And significantly more women in the control room as
well.
MEMBER VELSHI:

Overall on site

though?
MS HUYS:

I can't speak to ERT or

security, I know that I see more faces, more female
faces in the workforce, but I can't speak to the
numbers.

I am more involved in the operation side of

things.
MEMBER VELSHI:
track?

Is there something you

Maybe Bruce Power can speak on the

representation of women in --
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MR. SCONGACK:

James Scongack, for the

record.
I don't have the number at my
fingertips.

We do report on it annually through our

employment equity and diversity report.

Within a few

minutes we can get you that number and forward it to
the Commission.
THE PRESIDENT:

Questions?

Dr. McEwan?
MEMBER McEWAN:
to your goals.

So again, going back

Number 3 is to promote careers broadly

across the nuclear technologies. How do you actually
go about doing that as an organization?
MS HUYS:

At WiN-Bruce we offer skills

camps which we offer to boys and girls, and we offer
it to those 16 students every summer.

Bruce Power

gives us a place to be, they provide us with
workshops, and we organize it with Skills Canada.
On strictly a girl level, I do a lot
of mentoring with young women.

I don't know if people

realize, but to graduate high school now, math and
science, you only need to take two maths and three
sciences.

So we promote our GEMS camps which

encourage young ladies in grades 6 and 7 to foster an
interest in science and, in particular math, which
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opens their horizons and so that is how we do it at a
student level.
MS SHIKAZE:

On a national level, we

have six chapters across the country who also
participate in similar activities that happens at WiNBruce.

We're involved in a lot of mentorship

programs.

We do career days.
I was just recently at the U of T

career day for the chemistry department.

There was a

number of graduating Master's and Doctorate who had
never even thought of a career in the nuclear industry
because it wasn't something that they were familiar
with.

Just that type of introduction to the industry

was opening a lot of horizons and from that, actually,
three women joined our organization from just one
career day of 50 people attending.
I think it's more just the ability to
get the information out there.
MEMBER McEWAN:

Where are those

chapters based?
MS SHIKAZE:

There is one at WiN-

Bruce, one for Golden Horseshoe West, one for WiNDurham, one for eastern Ontario, which is
predominantly Chalk River and the Ottawa area, one for
WiN-New Brunswick and one for WiN-Saskatchewan.
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The unique thing of our WiNSaskatchewan chapter is it's actually Women in Mining
and Women in Nuclear.

It's actually a joint chapter.

One of the things for our organization especially in
the next couple of years is to extend this type of
joint activities between other female organizations -Women in Engineering, Women in Mining, Women in
National Defence -- and that type of opportunities to
exchange best practices to encourage young women and
young men into the sciences.
THE PRESIDENT:

You're not a member in

the Provincial Council of Women, that are -MS SHIKAZE:

No.

THE PRESIDENT:
MS SHIKAZE:

Are you?

No.

THE PRESIDENT:
because I was going to ask you:

I just want to check,
obviously, you have

no concern, that doesn't keep you up at night, you've
stated, living beside a nuclear -- well, as you know,
not too many people -- a lot of women don't share your
view on this.

So how do you explain this kind of a

fear that still persists?
MS HUYS:
background.

I come from a technical

I found with my discussions with women in

the public that it's misinformation and a lot of "I
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don't know."

Once you explain -- everybody's entitled

to their own opinion, but once facts are given, then
people can make a more informed choice.
Coming from the background that I come
from -- my dad worked for Ontario Hydro -- it never
was a concern for me.
progression.

It's just a natural

My kids are big into promoting the

nuclear fields as well, and they promote factual
information, and then people can make their decisions
based on factual information.
MS SHIKAZE:

My background is not

nuclear, my background is communications.

That is

actually one of the reasons that my goal in a
conversation regarding nuclear is to someone who says,
"Gee, I didn't know that," and that, as Wendy had
said, there's a lot of misinformation out there and a
lot of misunderstanding.
One of the focuses that the industry
is making in general is to really try and correct some
of those misapprehensions and misunderstandings, as
well as just to get some general basic facts about the
safety and reliability of nuclear power.
THE PRESIDENT:
Anybody else?
Final comments?

Okay.
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MS SHIKAZE:

Yeah, thank you very

much.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay, thank you.

Thank you for your presentation.
--- Pause

CMD 15-H2.127
Oral presentation by
Provincial Council of Women of Ontario

THE PRESIDENT:

The next submission is

an oral presentation by the Provincial Council of
Women of Ontario as outlined in CMD 15-H2.127.
I understand that Ms Janes will make
the presentation via teleconference.
MS JANES:

I'm here.

THE PRESIDENT:
MS JANES:

Yes, we can.

Okay, good.

THE PRESIDENT:
MS JANES:

Can you hear me?

Please proceed.

Thank you.

Good afternoon, Chair Binder, and the
members of the panel.
For the record, my name is Gracia
Janes.

I'm the Vice-President of Environment for the

Provincial Council for Women of Ontario.

I thank you
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for this opportunity to speak on behalf of the
Provincial Council for Women.
We view all development proposals,
nuclear or otherwise, that could impact public health,
safety and the environment from a precautionary viewpoint.
Additionally, since nuclear accidents at times have been
catastrophic and their after-effects extremely longlasting, and according to some estimates large radioactive
releases world-wide have occurred on average once in 10
years -- Three Mile Island in 1979, Chernobyl in '86 and
Fukushima in 2011 -- PCWO has developed a strong
precautionary policy dating back many years.

The National

Council of Women of Canada, with whom we are federated, has
had policy since 1955, albeit about atomic energy.
Using these policies, we have presented
our opinions to CNSC on numerous nuclear proposals,
including those of Bruce Power.

In this instance it is

clear to us that Bruce Power's unprecedented application
for a five-year license extension for the operation all
eight of its aging A and B nuclear reactors at its Bruce
station, while at the same time planning to get approval
from the province and CNSC to refurbish six of its reactors
there, is in stark contrast to the precautionary approach.
This may be a time and money-saver for
Bruce, efficiencies to scale are considered, but we don't
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think rushing this is in the public's interest.

We

therefore ask the Commission to refuse this license
application at this time.
However, should the Commission decide to
grant Bruce Power a license, we request that it be limited
to a one-year extension for the Bruce A reactors while
detailed safety studies are completed for their planned
2016 retrofit, public scrutiny invited, made a condition of
the licence, and a further operating extension be applied
for, again with public scrutiny.
If the Commission determines to grant a
five-year multiple-reactor license, we note that the
experience at Fukushima involved multiple reactors, and to
date safety analyses have been provided for individual, but
not multiple reactors at the Bruce. Therefore, we would
also ask that an enhanced safety study be done for the
whole Bruce site, with an opportunity for public scrutiny
before a license takes effect.
To provide the commissioners with further
insight into our requests, we pose the following relevant
questions regarding some significant precautionary issues:
Is it prudent and reasonable for CNSC to
grant Bruce Power a five-year license for all eight
reactors at the Bruce Station rather than separately as per
the usual method of licensing?
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Does the federal government's recent
decision to remove the requirement for nuclear reactor
refurbishments to undergo even a screening review mean that
there will be no EA or screening review of these Bruce
nuclear refurbishment projects?
Given the Fukushima multi-unit nuclear
catastrophe, why wouldn't Bruce Power be required to
provide a documented safety study of the whole station
before they receive approval for a licence?
We understand from day one of the hearing
transcript that they are working on such a risk model with
the industry, but it should be before the Commission at
this hearing.
Are there adequate emergency measures
planned to handle a Level 7 International Nuclear Event?
Will the Commission take into account
Bruce Power's safety track record, for example the exposure
of over 100 Bruce workers to the very serious effects of
inhaled alpha radiation from ruptured pressure tubes during
refurbishment work?
Other than noting a comment made in the
first day of these hearings, in answer to a commissioner's
question, while it seemed that Bruce Power didn't think
ingestion was the same as contamination, I will avoid
getting into the discussions around this accident with
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different numbers from different times and versions, press
reports and other witnesses; however, let me insert a
different safety example here.
That is:

several years ago Bruce Power

indicated, as part of an environmental assessment, that the
radioactive steam generators on site would definitely stay
there as they were too dangerous to move.

Yet, just a few

years later, Bruce Power planned to take them through the
Great Lakes and over to Studsvik for recycling and release
of a radioactive remnant portion into the international
metals market.
Given the Commission's concerns for the
proper detailed emergency planning needed at Pickering, and
the expansion there of a primary zone, which some experts
feel should be even broader, would the Commission consider
a larger primary zone than 10 kilometres planned by Bruce
Power?
Should the Commission consider a
requirement of publicly reviewed plans of these zones?
Why hasn't Bruce Power provided risk
estimates for the entire Bruce site?
We agree with Chair Binder, who on page
143 of the first hearing day transcript questioned the lack
of clarity in the "probabilistic safety analysis", saying
that:
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"...the real number that everybody is
worried about are the releases
outside the facility.

And these are

the numbers that we need to explain
better, not only for each unit, but
for the whole site."

(As read)

Why, should Bruce Power be allowed to
withhold a safety case for the planned 2016 fall upgrade of
the Bruce A Unit until a Provincial political decision is
made?
If the Province doesn't agree to the
upgrade, and if the license is granted by CNSC, would the
Commission require safety studies for a decommissioning of
the reactors?
As this is the largest nuclear station in
the world, a proposed host to the deep geological
repository for low and intermediate non-fuel nuclear waste,
and already stores its own reactor's high-level nuclear
fuel waste on site, what might be the additional effects of
a nuclear emergency on the site?
Given the importance of this application
to the public and its health and safety, is the Commission
prepared to insist on more clarity around the issues that
members raised during day one of this hearing, for example,
on page 145, the need for clear language and specifics on
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important issues such as "mitigations" in case of
"blackouts" and Chair Binder on how reduce probabilities.
On page 98 to 100, Chair Binder and
Commissioner Harvey raised the important issue of
"violations" of "license requirements" as related to
minimum shift requirements, and on page 102 "critical jobs
and critical jobs in the nuclear business, I equate this to
be a safety issue"?

I think that was Chair Binder, but I'm

not sure.
I would add to this, on page 111,
Commissioner McEwan asked about the independence of the
scientific reviews commissioned by Bruce, and Bruce
indicated these were funded by them and that Bruce set the
inherent levels of what we are funding, for example the
University of Regina and McMaster.
I would note here that PCWO has
experienced a significant level of advocacy on behalf of
the nuclear by McMaster University professors at a few
events we have attended.
Finally, is it not reasonable for all of
these questions, and others posed by the public, to be
considered fully before a license is granted to Bruce
Power?

What is the hurry?
We are not scientists, we're just the

general public, but we have long-standing policies and rely
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on the expertise of such people as Shawn-Patrick Stensil of
Greenpeace, Dr. Gordon Edwards, Frank Greening, Northwatch,
and its experts, and others to inform our views and our
policies.
To conclude, no one can guarantee there
won't be a worst-case scenario, so we should plan for the
worst and hope for the best so that CNSC and the Bruce must
use the precautionary manner at all times.

This relates to

its regulations, its practices, its supervision, its
planning and its public consultation.
And we recognize that doing all sorts
of -- they are doing a lot of things to try to improve
things, but there is a bias to go forward because
there is an application there.
forward.

They want to go

And the bias is there, and that tends to

flavour what one comes up with.

It isn't -- certainly

isn't a given, but it's just something that the public
perceives this way, just as our bias is in the
contrary.
And we would rather we not rush
through this before all is thoroughly studies and the
questions answered.
Thank you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

Just for

clarity before we get into some of those questions,
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did you have an opportunity to listen for the last two
days?

Some of those issues you raised have been dealt

with.
MS JANES:
to a bit of it.

I only had time to listen

I'm sorry, but it -THE PRESIDENT:
MS JANES:

Okay.

Thank you.

I understand -- I did

listen to some parts and I did see the various
emergency -- sort of immediate emergency practices
that are, you know, taking place or going to if there
was an emergency, but there was some concerns about
how do they operate in snowstorms.
I did see some of that, but not in
enough detail to really get a handle on it.
THE PRESIDENT:
Questions?

Okay.

Thank you.

Dr. McDill?

MEMBER McDILL:

Thank you.

Thank you for your presentation.
I'm going to repeat something, since
you may not have been able to listen to all of it.
It's a question I asked about a written submission,
and you said the same thing, that this idea of a
multi-unit reactor licence was unprecedented.
And I wondered, in what way is it
unprecedented?

Because multi-unit reactor licences
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have been around for a while.
MS JANES:

It's my understanding that

it -- that, actually, they usually come forward and
ask for, say -- I mean, multi meaning the whole -- the
whole bundle, not just one or two.

But that that is

my understanding and, actually, I think I received
that information from Mr. Shawn-Patrick Stensil that
this was -- and I haven't -- I haven't been at any
hearings regarding -- and I've been to a fair number
of the hearings, and I haven't actually seen all of
these discussed.
I'm just wondering if you could give
me an example of a multi -- like having eight units at
one time when they normally, at this site anyway -- at
the Bruce ask for one or another or a couple, and the
same with perhaps Darlington.
MEMBER McDILL:

I'll ask staff to

answer, as they did before.
MR. HOWDEN:

Thank you.

Barclay

Howden speaking.
In terms of multi-unit licences, Bruce
Power has had licences for their two stations, which
is four units themselves.

Also, Pickering has a

licence for its eight units, six operating and two
shut down.
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In terms of a single licence, it's
being proposed for the following reasons.
One, the regulatory requirements that
apply to all the units are the same.

Bruce Power

actually has common programs, meaning they have a
management system that oversees the two stations,
Bruce A and Bruce B, so they have common programs.
Bringing it together into a single
licence actually provides consistency and clarity so
that what you have is a licence, a single licence, and
a single Licence Conditions Handbook which brings all
the regulatory requirements and the compliance
verification criteria together, which is actually
quite good for consistency and, administratively, it's
quite efficient.
One thing that we're doing is, despite
having a single licence, reporting on the stations
will be done by station, so Bruce A would have a
report and Bruce B would have a report.
And again, it's consistent with our
approach that we've taken with Pickering when their
licence was issued a year or so ago.
THE PRESIDENT:

Questions?

Anybody?

I wonder if staff -- we keep hearing
the same advanced math concept of an accident every 10
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years.

Can somebody explain -- well, I guess if you

apply to Canada -- so somebody want to explain this?
Is that a correct way of depicting
probabilities of accident?
MR. JAMMAL:
the record.

It's Ramzi Jammal, for

I will start first.
This frequency that's being presented

is inaccurate, and if we're going to apply to the
CANDU as a design, so other non-CANDU designs had
accidents.

And all of the CANDUs around the world had

zero accidents, so then the frequency of the CANDU so
far is zero.
But I will pass it on to Mr. Gerry
Frappier to give the best medical frequency associated
with it.
MR. FRAPPIER:

Gerry Frappier, for the

record.
I think that there's a -- perhaps a
misconception here that is going forth.
there has been accidents.

Certainly

We all know about the three

that are usually talked about, Three Mile Island,
Chernobyl and Fukushima, but that's not the same as
saying that our probabilistic assessments, if you
like, are not valid because they don't indicate one
every 10 years or whatever.
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There's a lot of different reasons,
there's a lot of different aspects of the design.
That's not what we mean when we say the probabilistic
approach states that there's a one in a million
occurrences per reactor year.
That's a frequency that is very
helpful from the perspective of design objectives and
from the perspective of understanding what the
likelihood of something occurring, but it's not meant
to say that, therefore, something happened, like Three
Mile Island, all of those statistics are out the
window.
The common parlance, I think, that's
being used here is the fact that we have had severe
accidents, therefore, they must be occurring once in
every 10 years is not accurate as a predictor of
what's going to happen in the next 10 years.
THE PRESIDENT?

Anything else?

Ms Janes, final comment?
MS JANES:

Well, just on that last

point, I didn't say in Canada.

I said worldwide, and

I just said it was an average.

I wasn't implying that

it happened.
And CANDUs are aging, so we'll have to
see what happens here.
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I did -- I did wish to say that I
understand now what your response about the -- the two
responses about the reactors, two at a time for Bruce.
But that will probably actually be a good thing,
maybe.

Maybe I can change my view here and say that

doing it all at once, but not doing it -- not -- still
being precautionary, you will then be forced to do a
site-wide, you know, application looking at everything
together.
One of the Commissioners raised it, or
maybe it was you, Mr. Binder, that you needed to do
all of them, not just one or two.

That you needed to

look at the site as a whole and, given that there's
going to be an awful lot of activities on that site,
maybe, with the waste repository and the nuclear plant
themselves and the site -- the stuff that's buried on
the site, then one has to look at it as a whole.
And we're looking at it now, but what
we're saying is we want you to take -- to be -- use
the precautionary principle and make sure that all of
the information is there in front of people and that
they -- that we're not just coming at it from an idea
that we have to move ahead, that there's some urgency
to this.
I just can't -- we really can't see
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the urgency of having this rushed through without all
of the Is dotted and the Ts crossed.
THE PRESIDENT:
Okay.

Okay.

Thank you.

We are going to break now and

we'll resume at 2:05.
--- Recessed at 1308 / Suspendue à 13h08
--- Resumed at 1406 / Reprise à 14h06
THE PRESIDENT:

I understand that

Bruce Power wishes to clarify some things.

Now,

later?
Now?
MR. SAUNDERS:

At your discretion.

I'm happy to do it.
THE PRESIDENT:
MR. SAUNDERS:
THE PRESIDENT:
MR. SAUNDERS:

If you're ready.
I'm ready.
Go ahead.
This was just feedback

on the questions from yesterday on the alpha dose and
the timing and what the dose was, if you recall the
table.
So we went and pulled the records.

I

couldn't find all of those numbers, but I did find
three of them.

But what it indicates quite clearly is

exactly what we said, it was work in progress.
So on the 7 th of January, we provided
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the S99 report, and in that report we indicated that
an action level was likely violated, but we didn't
have the data to calculate the numbers, so no number
was provided.

But I did say that.
On the 17 th of March -- and I'll quote

the line here to you, which says:
"One individual may have a
potential alpha dose of 44.6
millisieverts."
So that's where the 44.6 came from.
And it was pretty clear from the context of the S99
that this is still early estimates.
And then on December the -- sorry.
lost my page here.

I

December 10 th , I believe it is.

December 8 th , 2010 we made the
presentation to the Commission, actually.

And in that

presentation, we provided a chart, and I can leave
this with the Commission, which showed our estimated
dose when we started and the current dose that we'd
estimated to the end of November where we now had a
bunch of results in.

And we provided an indication of

what we thought the largest dose was at 8.8
millisieverts, very clearly indicating that this was
progress in work(sic).
to come.

There was still more results
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And so that's what you were seeing, a
high conservative estimate at the beginning and then,
as we got more data, those estimates came down, which
is, you know, the way we would normally do it.
So that's why the varying results.
There was no -- there was nothing here that anybody
was trying to hide.

It was just providing the best

estimates that were available at the time in a
conservative manner.
And I can -MR. LEBLANC:

So just to be clear,

this was in the context of the intervention yesterday
by Dr. Frank Greening.
MR. SAUNDERS:
MR. LEBLANC:
up.

That's right.
And that was a follow-

Thank you.
MR. SAUNDERS:

Yes.

And there was a

table on the page which says first we said zero and
then we said this and then that.

And it was just

ongoing updates to CNSC and others about where we were
with the status of the investigation.
MR. SCONGACK:

Great.

And the second

item, just to close the loop, there was -- James
Scongack, for the record.
There was a question from one of the
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Commissioners about the number of women who work at
Bruce Power and how has that changed.
So just to give you an idea, in 2009
we had a workforce of approximately 3,600 employees.
At that time, 17 per cent of our workforce were women.
As of today, we are approximately
4,100 employees, and 21 per cent of our employees are
women.
So some of the progress that the Women
in Nuclear presentation was referring to in
operations, based on those numbers, a fairly
consistent move across the company on that front.

And

there's more work to do and it's something the company
remains focused on.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

Thank you.

Anybody else want to update anything?
Okay.

CMD 15-H2.108
Oral Presentation by
Kincardine & District Chamber of Commerce

THE PRESIDENT:

So we will move to the

next submission, which is an oral presentation by the
Kincardine & District Chamber of Commerce as outlined
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in CMD 15-H2.108, and I understand that Ms Bowers will
make the presentation.
The floor is yours.
MS BOWERS:

Thank you, President

Binder and members of the Panel.

Welcome to

Kincardine.
As the Past President of the
Kincardine and District Chamber of Commerce, I am
pleased to have this opportunity to express the views
of Chamber's membership regarding the licence renewal
proceedings for Bruce Power.
The model for the Kincardine and
District Chamber of Commerce is a voice for business.
The Chamber's role is to welcome business and projects
that bring socioeconomic benefit to our community.
The Chamber's membership is at about
100 members, representing businesses and
organizations, including not-for-profit organiations
and agencies, from all corners of the Municipality of
Kincardine as well as several members from the
neighbouring Municipality of Huron-Kinloss.
From golf courses to one-person retail
outlets to intimate fine dining restaurants and
family-run farms to 80-bed hotels and to manufacturers
with hundreds of employees, the Kincardine and
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District Chamber of Commerce represents a very diverse
membership.
The Chamber members rely on the
Chamber staff and Board of Directors to provide
support in lobbying the municipality and the province
for better business practices to access and circulate
up to date information that will assist in education
and customer service, changes in legislation related
to safety and accessibility.
In partnership with the Downtown
Kincardine Lakeside BIA and the Penetangore Regional
Economic Development Corporation, the Chamber's
mandate is strengthened.

This unique partnership further

ensures that our members' interests and concerns are always
at the forefront as we work together to sustain, encourage
and foster change, while enticing new businesses and
enterprises to join this amazing community.
The Chamber newsletters, emails and
website ensure that Chamber members are kept abreast of
local municipal development to provincial legislation
changes and best business practices, and this includes
communications and support from Bruce Power and other
corporations.
Marketing and promotion initiatives to
assist individual members as well as collective campaigns
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to engage visitors, tourists, family and friends are
regularly offered to the members.
The Chamber's most recognized events are
the Fish Derby, the Santa Claus Parade and the Community
Achievement Awards.

The Community Awards Night celebrates

the successes of local businesses, while recognizing the
many volunteers it takes to keep this community strong and
vibrant.

Bruce Power has been supporting and sponsoring an

award for many years.
Bruce Power is one of many corporations
that provide a wide range of support to this community.
Full-time, part-time and contract employment at the Bruce
Power site results in customers and clients for the many
businesses as well as general community prosperity and/or
financial support of the many services and community
events.
Many local organizations through the
region have come to rely on the financial and social
support of Bruce Power and their employees.

From

encouraging staff to volunteer on committees, to providing
financial contributions, to sponsoring the Chamber's
Community Awards event, Bruce Power is a strong Chamber
partner.
From newsletters to information sessions
or open houses at the Information Centre, Bruce Power is
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diligent in keeping the community informed.
The nuclear industry in this community
didn't just happen.

It has been here since the creation of

Douglas Point in the late fifties.

The nuclear industry is

as much a part of, and critical to, the local economy as
agriculture and tourism.

The nuclear industry supports

many of the small to medium retail and commercial
businesses in this community.
Bruce Power has a proven track record in
this community since assuming the responsibility of
operations at the Tiverton site in 2001.

As the operator

of one of the largest nuclear operations in the world,
producing electricity to many communities within our
province while sharing knowledge and expertise around the
globe, Bruce Power is indeed worthy of the recognition as a
leader in innovation.
The Chamber has confidence in the
expertise and ability of the management and staff to
continue to effectively manage and operate the eight-unit
facility at the Bruce Power site now and into the future.
The community benefitted greatly during
the refurbishment project.
many jobs resulted.

During this mammoth project,

Creating both short- and long-term

employment for trades people to managers, all levels of
staffing were here in our community renting or buying
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homes, joining sports teams, shopping and eating in our
restaurants, attending special events and generally
enjoying the many attributes of the Kincardine area.
Renewing the licence of Bruce Power ensures many layers of
socioeconomic benefits.
Based on our knowledge of the history and
performance of Bruce Power's management and operation of
the nuclear site and given the strong partnership and
involvement with the community, the Kincardine & District
Chamber of Commerce supports the application for
relicensing at the Bruce Power site.
And further, the Chamber is confident that
all involved at the site will continue to operate and
manage the site with strict adherence to all the
regulations and standards as will be required by all
agencies governing such a site.
Thank you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Questions?
Dr. McEwan.
MEMBER McEWAN:

Thank you for the

presentation.
Forgive my geography.

Is Kincardine

actually within the 10-kilometre zone of Bruce?
MS BOWERS:

It's 11 minutes.

Yes.
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--- Laughter
MR. SAUNDERS:

That depends whether you

mean the Town or Kincardine itself.

I mean Bruce is

actually sitting within the Municipality of Kincardine.
MEMBER McEWAN:

In terms of the 10

kilometre zone.
MR. SAUNDERS:
reach the Town proper, no.

The 10-kilometre zone won't

It encompasses Tiverton but it

won't go as far as the full Town of Kincardine.
MEMBER McEWAN:

Thank you.

So are your members, who presumably
represent a very broad cross-section of the community in
Kincardine, are they comfortable with the proposed
emergency preparedness and are you comfortable with the way
in which, for example, KI pills will be distributed to 10
kilometres but not outside of the 10-kilometre zone?
MS BOWERS:

Speaking on behalf of the

Chamber Board of Directors and the membership that I've
spoken to, yes.

I mean the management has been very good

at publicizing what they're going to do.
public input.
about it.

They've asked for

There's been good dialogue in the community

It's great awareness, yes.
THE PRESIDENT:

Dr. Barriault.

MEMBER BARRIAULT:

Thank you.

We heard yesterday really from an
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intervenor that actually Bruce Power was good for tourism,
for business.

Did you have the same experience?
MS BOWERS:

is mammoth.

It's great.

Yes.

The Information Centre

We recommend people to go and

explore the site at the museum -- we call it a museum, if
you will.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:
MS BOWERS:

Sure.

But it's a great Centre to

take people and it really does explain the process very,
very well.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:
THE PRESIDENT:
Thank you.

Thank you.

Anybody else?

Thank you for your submission.

CMD 15-H2.131/15-H2.131A
Oral presentation by Beyond Nuclear

THE PRESIDENT:

The next submission is an

oral presentation by the group Beyond Nuclear, as outlined
in CMDs 15-H2.131 and 15-H2.131A.
I understand that Mr. Kamps will joint us
via teleconference.
Mr. Kamps, can you hear us?
MR. KAMPS:

Yes.

THE PRESIDENT:

Yes, I am here.
Okay.

Go ahead, please.
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MR. KAMPS:

Thank you.

Good afternoon, President Binder and
Commissioners.

I'll just jump right in.
The safety analysis provided in support of

the Bruce A and B licence extensions only considers a
disaster at one reactor at a time.
Of course, at Fukushima Daiichi, four
reactors were involved in, and exacerbated, the nuclear
catastrophe.

In addition, other reactors were nearly

involved, including all four reactors at Fukushima Daini,
just 10 kilometres south of Daiichi, which themselves
survived the catastrophe only because a single offsite
power line survived the earthquake.

Several other power

lines were lost to the earthquake and the tsunami disabled
all emergency backup diesel generators at Daini.
Because such an expanded catastrophe was
all too possible, Prime Minister Naoto Kan of Japan had
ordered the drawing up of evacuation plans for 30 to 50
million people in northeastern Japan.
No licence extensions should be granted
unless the safety of the entire station, both Bruce A's
four reactors and Bruce B's four reactors, is fully studied
and documented.
Any major release of radioactivity is
going to affect Lake Huron and therefore the Great Lakes
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watershed.

A thorough consideration of possible effects on

the Great Lakes should be required.

After all, the Great

Lakes are the shared drinking water supply of the U.S. and
Canada.

Forty million people in 8 U.S. states, 2 Canadian

provinces and a very large number of Native American First
Nations draw their drinking water from the Great Lakes.

In

addition, the Great Lakes are the lifeblood of one of the
largest regional economies in the entire world.
Bruce Power's own studies show a greater
likelihood of core damage and a greater likelihood of major
radioactive releases than previously thought.

Emergency

preparedness needs to be upgraded and far-field effects
need to be taken into account, especially the contamination
of food, buildings, soil and drinking water.

Cross-border

impacts need to be comprehensively addressed.
As Greenpeace Canada has submitted in this
proceeding, gaps and loopholes in CNSC’s regulations that
allow for unreasonable risk at Bruce A and B include:
"The failure of the CNSC to provide
clear and consistent guidance on how
external events – such as tornadoes –
are included in the risk
assessments."
Tornadoes are indeed a significant threat
to atomic reactors.
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For example, the Davis-Besse atomic
reactor east of Toledo, Ohio, on the Lake Erie shore
suffered a direct hit by a tornado in June 1998.

The

funnel cloud actually passed between the concrete
containment Shield Building and the cooling tower.
The control room operators were unaware of
the tornado’s approach until just before it tore through
the site.

There are no windows onto the outdoors in the

control room.
And despite all the supposedly advanced
monitoring and communications equipment, not a single
control room operator was monitoring the weather situation,
nor did anyone notify them, not until a security guard who
saw the funnel cloud approaching phoned the control room.
It was only then the control room operators scrammed the
reactor.
This meant that the atomic reactor had
gone from 100-per cent power to 0-per cent power just
seconds or minutes before the tornado destroyed the
electrical grid connecting Davis-Besse to offsite power.
Davis-Besse had no primary AC power from the transmission
grid with which to run safety and cooling systems.

Davis-

Besse was then entirely reliant on its onsite emergency
diesel generators, or EDGs, to prevent a core meltdown.
As at Fukushima Daiichi on 3-11-11, when
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Unit 1, 2, and 3’s reactors scrammed the instant that the
9.0 earthquake struck, Davis-Besse too still needed to cool
the core for days after the tornado struck until it reached
a safe, cool, stable shutdown.
At Fukushima Daiichi Units 1, 2, and 3,
neither Tokyo Electric nor the Japanese government were
able to cool the reactor cores, which subsequently caused
three full-scale core meltdowns.

Combined with the damaged

or destroyed radiological containments, this has resulted
in catastrophic releases of hazardous radioactivity to the
environment, which continue to the present day.
At Davis-Besse, this came precariously
close to occurring due to this tornado strike.

One EDG was

undergoing maintenance and was simply not available for
use.

This, frighteningly, left only one EDG to run safety

and cooling systems on the thermally hot core to prevent a
meltdown.
Unfortunately, problems developed with the
second, and last, EDG.
such as overheating.

It suffered a number of breakdowns,

David Lochbaum, Director of the

Nuclear Safety Project at Union of Concerned Scientists,
has praised the plant personnel at Davis-Besse for saving
the day.

Each time the second and last EDG malfunctioned

and the thermally hot atomic reactor core began to heat up,
the workers won the race against time, and were able to get
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the EDG operating again.
However, on the second day of the area
grid outage, the second and last EDG finally "gave up the
ghost."

It would not operate any more.

This occurred only

about an hour after grid power was restored to Davis-Besse.
Presumably, the work crews restoring the off-site grid
connection were also racing the clock, given the high risks
of a meltdown at Davis-Besse and they did win this race
against time.

However, they did not win this race by much

and I must protest that such risks are being taken on the
Great Lakes shoreline.
Such "games" of "Radioactive Russian
roulette" should not be played on the Great Lakes
shoreline.

Of course, Bruce A and B represent more

radioactive bullets in the chambers of such a radioactive
Russian roulette game than any other single site in North
America, and perhaps even the world.
Not known until October 2011, Davis
Besse’s concrete containment Shield Building was very
likely already severely cracked in June 1998.

Therefore,

if a meltdown had occurred the containment structure would
have likely failed.

A catastrophic radioactivity release

would have resulted.

A radiological catastrophe was very

narrowly averted in the aftermath of the '98 tornado impact
at Davis-Besse.
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And I should mention that Fermi Unit 2 in
Monroe County, Michigan was also struck by a tornado in
June of 2010.

Fortunately, the grid was not as damaged as

it had been at Davis-Besse 12 years earlier, because Fermi
Unit 2 had had a long list of EDG failures over the decade.
But Davis-Besse and Fermi 2 are not the
only U.S. reactors that have experienced EDG failures.
U.S. Senator Ed Markey of Massachusetts, in the aftermath
of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, documented some 75 instances
of EDG failures at U.S. atomic reactors.

The risk is under

the "right" circumstances a grid failure combined with the
failure of all EDGs at a nuclear power plant could plunge
the atomic reactor core into an unavoidable, inevitable
meltdown with the potential for catastrophic radioactivity
release.
In fact, this is exactly what happened at
Fukushima Daiichi.

Grid power was lost due to the

earthquake and EDGs were lost to the tsunami.

Although

those three reactor meltdowns occurred after an earthquake
and tsunami, a tornado strike could cause the same end
result.

In fact, it came precariously close to doing so at

Davis-Besse in June 1998.
As destructive as tornadoes have been for
a very long time in the Great Lakes region, global climate
disruption and global "weirding", as it has been called,
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caused by global warming appear to have played a role in
especially destructive "monster" tornadoes in recent years.
For example, the May 22, 2011 EF5 tornado that struck
Joplin, Missouri.

It grew to over a mile-wide.

It caused

162 deaths, the most of any tornado in six decades in the
U.S., the seventh deadliest in U.S. history.

Nearly 1,200

people were injured and it caused nearly $3 billion in
property damage, making it the costliest tornado in U.S.
history.
But as terrible as those casualty figures
and property damage figures are, if a mile-wide EF5 were
ever to hit a nuclear power plant -- especially one as big
as Bruce Nuclear Generating Station, with eight operating
atomic reactors, as well as its multiple high-level
radioactive waste storage pools and also dry cask storage
facilities, and other radioactive waste storage and
disposal facilities -- the consequences could be
nightmarish.

Tragically and frighteningly, as global

warming worsens so too will extreme weather and such
artificially enhanced natural disasters as monster
tornadoes.
In addition to tornadoes, however, I would
like to raise the spectre of extreme flooding risks at the
Bruce site.

The "White Hurricane" of November 1913 is a

cautionary tale.

It was so named because it combined a
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severe blizzard with hurricane force winds.

It has been

described as an extra-tropical cyclonic blizzard.

It is

considered the deadliest and most destructive natural
disaster to ever hit the Great Lakes in recorded history.
Lake Huron and its Ontario shoreline bore the brunt of the
storm.

All told, more than 250 people were killed.

Nineteen boats were destroyed, and 19 more stranded.

In

today’s dollars, well more than $100 million of property
destruction occurred.
At the public library in Goderich,
Ontario, not far down the shoreline from the Bruce Nuclear
Generating Station in Kincardine, I took in the centennial
museum display about the White Hurricane at the public
library/museum there.

An outdoor banner on the façade of

the building left a deep impression on me.

It was affixed

40 feet up the side of the building, showing how high the
wall of water generated by the White Hurricane of 1913 had
been, had it slammed into Goderich on that fateful, deadly
day in November 1913.
The Bruce Nuclear Generating Station,
located as it is on a peninsula of land that juts out into
Lake Huron’s sometimes destructive waters, must not be
allowed to operate at unreasonable risk.

Loopholes and

gaps in CNSC’s safety regulations, and in Bruce A and B
operational protocols and emergency plans must be fixed in
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order to deal with the obviously real-world risks of forces
like the White Hurricane of 1913 or the Joplin tornado of
2011.

These potential natural disasters could take place

on the Lake Huron shoreline as well.

As global climate

disruption worsens, such extreme weather events could
become more frequent, and more powerful.
This concludes my remarks.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Before we start questions, some of the
issues you raised have been discussed over the last two
days.

Have you had the opportunity to tune in?
MR. KAMPS:

No, I have only heard Women in

Nuclear and the provincial women's organization as well as
the Chamber.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

So just you won't

be surprised if some of the issues you raised have already
been discussed.

So please read our records -MR. KAMPS:

Okay.

THE PRESIDENT:

-- or the transcripts of

what happened.
MR. KAMPS:

I will, thank you.

THE PRESIDENT:

Questions?

Question, Mr. Tolgyesi...?
MEMBER TOLGYESI:
Président.

Yes.

Merci, Monsieur le
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Mr. Kamps, on your page 1 you are saying
that:
"Bruce Power's own studies show a
greater likelihood of core damage and
a greater likelihood of major
radioactive releases than previously
thought."
How do you explain that?

Where do you

find this information?
And maybe I will ask after Bruce to
answer.
MR. KAMPS:

Yes.

I learned that

information from Canadian colleagues as we discussed this
proceeding.
MR. SAUNDERS:
of points to clean up.

Yes.

So I think a couple

I have heard repeatedly this notion

that only single unit risks have been evaluated.
not true.

That is

The unit risks include all the common mode

events, including multiunit failures.

In fact, if

multiunit failures were not included, that release
frequency would be next to zero.
So there is a myth there that we kind of
got -- we quote them on a unit basis, but they include all
the common mode events in there, right.

That's why we have

a problem adding these things up, because you are double
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counting everything.
own stuff.

Every unit contains it all, plus its

That is the issue in the way it's done.

So it

is not actually correct that we only look at one unit.

We

look at all the multiunit events.
The second thing is, of course, those
numbers have not gone up.

They have gone down.

We have

significantly increased the number of events we consider
now.

By CNSC regulation we have changed from sort of 1 per

cent of the core inventory to 10×14 Bq of cesium and that
has included more events than what was included in 1999.
So by that alone we would have been improved, but when you
add the EME in there there is another factor of 10.

So by

my calculation we are about a factor of two -- of two
orders of magnitude, I guess is what I'm trying to say,
better than it would have been in 1999 on the calculation.
THE PRESIDENT:

Anybody else?

Ms

MEMBER VELSHI:

A question for Bruce

Velshi...?

Power.

The very severe incidents that the intervener

mentions, the White Hurricane and the tornado, does your
PRA look at incidents of that scope?
MR. SAUNDERS:

So the White Tornado of

November 8, 1913 killed a lot of sailors at the time.

The

waves on Lake Huron peaked at around 35 feet, the wind
speeds were 60 to 70 mph, sustained for about 16 hours.

We
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included wind speeds from 227 km/h up to 280 km/h, which is
at least double those and the wave heights that we
considered in our wave run-up were between five and 20 m or
15 and 60 feet, so we are well outside the extremes of
those events.
MEMBER VELSHI:

Thank you.

THE PRESIDENT:

Anybody else?

Dr. Barriault...?
MEMBER BARRIAULT:

Just a brief question.

How high above mean water level is the plant?
MR. SAUNDERS:

The plant sits just around

27, 28 feet roughly at the ground level.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Just one question.

The

intervener keeps talking about the EDG, right, the
emergency diesel generators, failing.

So maybe you can

tell us, first of all, are they seismically qualified flood
proof, high ground, all the things that we have learned
from Fukushima?
MR. SAUNDERS:

I think we have to look at

the number -- first, the number.

So we have four standby

generators which are just another version of an EPG and
then we have two emergency power generators.
seismically qualified generators.

These are the

And at Bruce B we have

just added a third just over the last year or so.

Yes, the
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flood assessment did account for the EPGs and whether they
would be affected when they ran and it looked at things
like the switchgear and the cabling and where all that is
as well.
So yes, they are protected and they are
seismic.

That system is one of the -- the EPGs are one of

the both environmentally qualified and seismically
qualified systems in the plant.
THE PRESIDENT:
most important thing.

I forgot to mention the

This is Canada.

To what temperature

-- will they operate at -40?
MR. SAUNDERS:

Yes, they will.

They

operate a lot colder than that actually.
THE PRESIDENT:

Staff, is that a

requirement that you insist on?
MR. JAMMAL:

It's Ramzi Jammal, for the

record.
It was a requirement under the Fukushima
Action Plan or even before the Fukushima Action Plan with
respect to the capacity of sustaining cooling, but Mr. Jeff
Stevenson is our inspector on site to confirm the fact that
these were inspected by our staff and they are seismic
qualified and they meet requirements.
MR. STEVENSON:
record.

Jeff Stevenson, for the
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Yes, so we do inspections on a routine
basis of all the systems of the plant, but electrical
systems included.

As part of this we inspect and make sure

that all the safety system tests that are supposed to be
performed that ensure that these machines will start when
required are conducted as they are supposed to and this
happens routinely all year round right through the winters,
including last winter that we had which had some rather
cold temperatures as well.

So we have full confidence

these machines will work.
MR. JAMMAL:

It's Ramzi Jammal, for the

record.
In post-Fukushima, even if there is --the
whole on-site capability fails -- there are potential
capability from within Ontario to assist each other from
another site.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

Thank you.

Mr. Tolgyesi...?
MEMBER TOLGYESI:

Yes.

When you are

talking about these generators and you test them, you
remember a few weeks ago at Halifax Airport there was a
landing, a mist landing, and the diesel-powered generator
stopped after operating only eight minutes after they were
started and this sudden stop caused a total blackout of
traffic lights and gates stayed closed, which was
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disturbing and delaying access of emergency teams.

That

was the facts.
So it is quite important to make sure
that, you know, how you connect the diesel on the grid, et
cetera, that it will not happen.

It wasn't supposed to

happen either there.
MR. SAUNDERS:

Yeah.

Frank Saunders, for

the record, and maybe Mr. Newman can add some detail if you
want.
You heard earlier today about some of the
strengths with the redundancy at the CANDU plants, well,
one thing that we have redundancy in spades is electrical
power.

We get it from everywhere, aside from the EPGs and

the SGs.

They can all be interconnected and we can power

all that stuff from any one of them.

It actually only

requires one SG to provide the power we need for the
station and all the bits.

So we have four of those and

then we have two EPGs on top of that.

And then on top of

that we have the eight portable generators which you can
bring down and hook up any time we like.
So we have many layers of power and there
is just really no question about whether we will find
enough power.

There is lots of it there.
MEMBER TOLGYESI:

So you will supply power

to the whole region, even if it's a black day and the
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generator stops?
--- Laughter / Rires
MR. SAUNDERS:
fact.

We actually did in 2003, in

It took about 2 1/2 hours I think to put Bruce

County back in the lights when we had that major blackout.
THE PRESIDENT:

Anybody else?

MEMBER McDILL:

Mr. Kamps, one of the

comments you make is requiring power for cooling.

This is

the topic we were on.
Do you accept that there is a difference
in design of the CANDU over the reactors that would have
been at Davis-Besse?

Or maybe I should ask --

MR. KAMPS:

Certainly.

Yes, but I think

it's fair to say that different reactor designs have
different pathways to catastrophe, but they have them
nonetheless.

I know your speaker before the lunch break

generated the question about the safety history of the
CANDUs specifically.

That's how the question was answered.

But certainly Canada has had problems with their nuclear
power industry.

I mean there was the Chalk River meltdown

of 1952, the first in the world that I know of.

Maybe

there were some meltdowns we didn't hear about but there
was also the tritium spill in Lake Ontario in the early
nineties.
So, you know, every reactor design has its
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strengths and its weaknesses and certainly the CANDUs have
weaknesses, whether they are safety weaknesses or weapons
proliferation weaknesses.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

Mr. Kamps, final

words?
MR. KAMPS:
discussion there.

I just want to -- some of the

I mean certainly at Fukushima Daiichi

you see the same assurances were given that nothing could
possibly go wrong.

They had emergency diesel generators

that happened to be located in a very bad place when the
tsunami hit.
And I did want to emphasize -- I skipped
over it 00 the Fermi 2 emergency diesel generator failures
over the course of decades.

One of those involved 20 years

of testing at Fermi Unit 2, which happens to be a Fukushima
Daiichi design.
years were good.

And the test results over the course of 20
It looked like the diesels would work

when called upon and it wasn't until, let's see, 1986 to
2006 -- in 2006 it was discovered that the tests were
false.

They were faulty, that had the diesels been called

upon they would have been quickly overwhelmed because of
all of the systems they were connected to.
So, you know, it is the surprises I guess
that are the problem.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank
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you for your intervention.
MR. KAMPS:

Thank you.

CMD 15-H2.61
Oral presentation by Ipsos Reid Public Affairs

THE PRESIDENT:

We will move now to the

next submission, which is an oral presentation by Ipsos
Reid Public Affairs has outlined in CMD 15-H2.61.
I understand that Mr. Hrobsky will make
the presentation.

Please proceed.
MR. HROBSKY:

Thank you, Mr. President and

Members of the Commission.
And thank you very much for providing me
the opportunity to come here today to share with you some
of the research that we have conducted on behalf of Bruce
Power over the course of the past couple of years.

Just

quickly a little bit about Ipsos Reid Public Affairs.
We are Canada's largest provider of public
opinion research.

Typically we conduct various public

opinion and social research projects on behalf of various
levels of government, including the federal government, the
provincial government, municipal governments, various non
profit organizations and private sector clients.
Over the course of the past, I would say
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about five years, we have had a relationship with Bruce
Power where we have conducted various surveys, public
opinion surveys of both local residents in and around Bruce
Grey and Huron Counties and also province-wide polls in
Ontario in general.

So today I am going to share with you

the results of two different surveys.
First I am going to run through a survey
of local residents which we referred to a public opinion
survey of those residents 18 years of age and older in
Bruce, Huron and Grey Counties and then I will finish off
with the survey that we conducted in Ontario.
So first off -- and when I refer to local
residents I'm going to refer to those that live in Grey
Huron and Bruce Counties.

So first off, the objectives of

this survey is to understand generally the attitudes and
opinions of local residents on a number of issues, but
primarily energy and electricity issues in the local
community, also support for nuclear energy and the support
for the refurbishment of the Bruce Power facility, and we
also want to understand familiarity and attitudes towards
Bruce Power as an organization.
So the most recent survey that we
conducted was late last year from November 24 to December
12, we conducted interviews among 500 local residents in
the three counties.

Interviews were conducted by phone and
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we used both land line sample and cell phone sample and the
margin of error for a sample size of 500 is plus or -4.4
per cent.
So typically to start off these types of
surveys, and this survey on behalf of Bruce Power was to
ask folks in the community what's the top issue on their
mind, what is the number one issue that they feel that
local community leaders, politicians, stakeholders should
pay attention to.

As you can see, on top, perhaps not that

unsurprisingly, jobs and unemployment was mentioned by 15
per cent of residents.

If you add that up with the

economy, which is about 5 per cent of the local population,
it's about one in five local residents telling us that the
economy unemployment is the number one issue for them,
healthcare second, highways, infrastructures and roads also
at 6 per cent, taxes as we go down the list.
We also asked local residents how
knowledgeable they feel that they are about nuclear energy
and nuclear technology in general and, as you can see,
overall 65 per cent of local residents told us that they
were very or somewhat knowledgeable about nuclear energy.
Somewhat few residents telling us that they are very
knowledgeable, only about 8 per cent, so generally I would
say the knowledge of local residents falls in the middle,
57 per cent saying they are somewhat knowledgeable, only
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about 9 per cent saying that they are not at all
knowledgeable, so overall I feel that residents feel
knowledgeable about nuclear energy, however not that many
very knowledgeable, but given the kind of technical nature
I think of this, it's not surprising that there is not a
large number of residents telling us that they know
everything there is to know about nuclear energy.
As you can see, since 2013 it has been
pretty consistent.

We also asked local residents their

support for the refurbishment of the Bruce Power facility.
And as you can see, overall about eight in 10 local
residents telling us that they strongly or somewhat support
the refurbishment of the Bruce Power facility, 42 per cent
telling us that they strongly support the refurbishment of
the Bruce Power facility, and again these opinions have
been generally consistent over the course of the past two
years.
We wanted to know why local residents said
that they supported the refurbishment of the Bruce Power
facility.

As you can see, on top, about 15 per cent

telling us that they support refurb because it creates
jobs, 8 per cent telling us that there is no better
alternative.

I think that means no better alternative way

of generating electricity, 7 per cent telling us that they
like nuclear, about 6 per cent saying it's good for the
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economy, 5 per cent saying it is cost effective.

So I

would say overall most people support the refurb because of
creating jobs and to support the local economy.
We also wanted to understand why people
opposed the refurbishment of the Bruce Power facility.

8

per cent of local residents telling us that they did not
support refurb, and this is among those that didn't support
because it's dangerous or they have safety concerns, 6 per
cent telling us that they are concerned about nuclear
waste, about 5 per cent telling us that they are concerned
about the cost and about 3 per cent saying that they just
don't like nuclear.
We also wanted to know the level of
familiarity that local residents had with Bruce Power as an
organization.

As you can see, about 76 per cent, so three-

quarters of local residents telling us that they are very
or somewhat familiar with Bruce Power as an organization,
as a generator of electricity, as the operator of the Bruce
facility.

Again, most people, 61 per cent telling us that

they are somewhat familiar, very few saying not at all
familiar, only 3 per cent.

So generally I think folks in

the local area are familiar with Bruce Power.
We also wanted to know if local residents
had a change in their opinion over the course of the past
12 months when we conducted the survey.

For example, did
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they have a more positive, a more negative or did their
opinion of the organization stay the same.

As you can see,

the vast majority, 86 per cent telling us that they have
had no change in their impression of Bruce Power, 8 per
cent saying it's more positive, 6 per cent saying it's more
negative, but generally no change in the opinions of local
residents.
We also wanted to understand various
attitudes towards Bruce Power as an organization and, as
you can see, some pretty positive numbers here from local
residents.

Nine and 10, so almost all residents telling us

that they agree somewhat or strongly that they have
confidence in the Bruce Nuclear Facility that it operates
safely.
Nine in 10 local residents telling us that
Bruce Power is a good community citizen, so these are those
that strongly and somewhat agree; 86 per cent telling us
that they have confidence in the security measures at the
Bruce Power facility, 85 per cent agreeing that Bruce
Power is involved in the community in a positive way;
83 per cent telling us that they agree that Bruce
Power is responsibly managed; and eight in 10 local
residents agreeing that Bruce Power keeps the
community updated through regular communications.
Speaking about communications, we
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wanted to understand what's the best way to
communicate with local residents about Bruce Power and
about issues related to nuclear energy.
As you can see on top it tends to be
more the traditional kind of in paper communications,
22 per cent telling us that they'd like to receive
communications through a newsletter or flyer; 20 per
cent through a newspaper and 14 per cent by the
Internet.
These numbers do differ quite greatly
by age group.

We tend to find those between the ages

of 18 and 34 a lot more likely to prefer information
through the Internet; those over the age of 35,
particularly those over the age of 55 are much more
likely to want to receive information through in
paper, more traditional formats.
We also asked folks if they had any
areas of concerns at all with Bruce Power's operation.
This is an open-ended question, this allows local
residents to offer anything up that's on the top of
their mind.
What we found was that 62 per cent of
local residents couldn't mention any concern, anything
specific that they had with Bruce Power.

Among those

that did have a concern, that did mention it in an
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open-ended way, 13 per cent of residents mentioned
that they had concerns relating to disposal
procedures; seven per cent of local residents
mentioned safety measures or environmental concerns;
seven per cent mentioned the repository, the waste
repository; five per cent just wanted more
information.
As we go down the list some pretty
small mentions, but the majority of folks couldn't
mention that they had any specific concerns.
Now, moving on to the survey of
Ontarians.

I'm going to move a little quicker, I see

I have a minute and half left.
So this is a larger sample size, this
is province-wide, it's 800 adult Ontarians that we
talked to.
cent.

Margin of error plus or minus 3.5 per

It was also conducted by telephone.

We wanted

to understand overall support for the phasing out of
coal-generated electricity.
As you can see, the vast majority, 86
per cent telling us that they supported the phase-out
of coal-generated electricity by 2014.
Attitudes to refurbishing provincewide, seven in 10 Ontarians telling us that they
support refurb.
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Just looking at some of the gender
differences, it's pretty equal.

Women, it's the high

60s, it's about 66 per cent of women support the
refurb of nuclear in Ontario and it's about 72 per
cent of men.
In Bruce County in the local regions
specifically it's a little higher.

As you recall,

it's about eight in 10 support refurb and it's also
very similar among men and women; women are about four
points lower than men, but statistically it's the
same.
Attitudes towards refurb.

We wanted

to look at the impact on electricity prices for
consumers, what they thought this would mean, and also
the impact on the economy.
About half of Ontarians told us that
they think refurbishment is good for electricity
prices in Ontario; about a quarter telling us it's bad
for electricity prices.

In terms of the economy, you

can see the vast majority, eight in 10 Ontarians
telling us that refurb is a good thing overall for the
economy.
And finally, just some general
attitudes towards Bruce Power among Ontarians as a
whole, so looking beyond the region.

The vast
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majority of Ontarians telling us they agree that they
have confidence in Bruce Power, that they operate the
facility safely.

And security measures that Bruce

Power is responsibly managed and that Bruce Power is a
good community citizen.
You'll notice there's a larger
percentage of "don't know" respondents there, it's not
surprising, maybe some residents in Ontario aren't
familiar as local residents are with Bruce Power.

And

that's it.
THE PRESIDENT:
MR. HROBSKY:
THE PRESIDENT:
here.

Thank you.
You're welcome.
Okay. Lots of material

Who wants to go first?
Question?

Dr. McEwan...?

MEMBER McEWAN:
President, with Slide 7.

So if I start, Mr.

Recognizing this is only a

two-year period, but I'm surprised that there has been
no change in the number of people who are
knowledgeable about nuclear energy.
We have stressed the importance of
public outreach and I know Bruce have put a lot of
effort into public outreach.

So should I be surprised

that these numbers have stayed static rather than
slowly go up over the course of the two years?
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MR. HROBSKY:

I would say from our

experience conducting a large number of public opinion
surveys that it does take quite a while for people to
change, not only what they know, more difficult I
think even behaviour is when we get into things like
recycling and electricity conservation, but I think
the course of two years is quite a short amount of
time, so I wouldn't be surprised that things don't
move that quickly.
Typically we do see that things do
take a lot of time for people to change.

So I really

think that you'd have to look at it over the course of
a greater number of years to actually see an impact.
THE PRESIDENT:

When was this -- was

this survey done after Mr. Hawthorne's outreach to
thousands of people, or before?
MR. SCONGACK:

The town hall.

So James Scongack, for

the record.
So the fielding date I think of this
poll, looks like here on Slide 17, is January 8th -sorry, that's the Ontario one.

The fielding date of

the local one would have been -- most recent fielding
date is November 24th to December 12th, 2014 and the
CEO telephone town hall with 15,000 people was the
third week of January.

I don't have the exact date.
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So it would have been before.
THE PRESIDENT:

So you don't expect to

see the impact of the town hall meeting in these?
MR. HROBSKY:
comment.

No, just the previous

I think the point that is really important

here is when we're talking -- and we've spent a lot of
effort in this and I think the CNSC new public
disclosure program has encouraged us to try to
consider a very broad region we consider around the
site, so this is, as was mentioned, Bruce, Grey and
Huron counties.

So that's approximately 200,000

people, just slightly north of London, as far east as
Collingwood, so it's a very, very large area.
My guess would be from the CEO
telephone town hall that even though in total numbers
there was a huge pick-up, my guess would be is that
would be very skewed to the immediate area around the
site.
And that probably tends to be an area
that if you focus -- interested in Ipsos Reid's view
on this -- but my sense would be if you focus this
poll on, you know, an area of 50 kilometres around the
site I think you'd see even stronger numbers here, but
what we're trying as a company to recognize, you know,
it's not just 50 kilometres around the site, we really
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have to take a real regional approach to looking at
these things.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Dr.

Barriault...?
MEMBER BARRIAULT:

Thank you, Mr.

Chairman.
In your survey, did you differentiate
between the residents who live here full time and
those who are transient, like the cottage population,
for example?
MR. HROBSKY:

For the record, Martin

Hrobsky.
Yes, we did, we made sure that we
interviewed people that actually reside, primary
residence in the regions.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:

And do you have the

same statistics for cottage population or none?
MR. HROBSKY:

I think that population

group is so small within the overall sample that it
would be difficult to look at them individually, yeah.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay, thank you.

Question?

Anybody?

On Slide 6, top of mind issues, so
nuclear is not there; right?
MR. HROBSKY:

No.
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THE PRESIDENT:

Interesting that wind

is there; is that resistant to wind?
MR. HROBSKY:

Martin Hrobsky, for the

record.
It's not surprising in this part of
the province that there is a somewhat large -- well, I
caveat large, but there is a population that is
concerned with wind power and you see that in the
three per cent of all residents.

So it's a relatively

small, a very small number in terms of all residents,
but it does show up.
But no, concerns with nuclear power
does not show up in a significant way.
THE PRESIDENT:

My other question is,

I know you've been doing polls like this for a while.
The interesting change I would like to have seen is -so 2011, Fukushima influence, do you see any changes
in between then and now?
MR. HROBSKY:

Martin Hrobsky, for the

record.
It's an interesting point.

I think

what we saw, directly after Fukushima we did see a
slight dip in support for nuclear energy across the
country, however which was even more interesting, I
would say, is that it rebounded quite quickly back to
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levels that we saw previous to what happened in
Fukushima.
So it was a very quick kind of blip on
the map, but it came back quite quickly and we have
some data, publicly available data on that, but I
think that speaks to probably some of the
communications and the work that the industry did
directly after that people were aware of.
So in short, it did dip shortly after,
but we did see a rebound quite quickly.
THE PRESIDENT:
Anybody else?

Okay, thank you.
Okay.

Thank you for

your presentation.
MR. HROBSKY:

Thank you.

THE PRESIDENT:

The next submission is

an oral presentation from Mr. Sutton as outlined in
CMD 15-H2.66.
Mr. Sutton, please proceed.

CMD 15-H2.66
Oral Presentation by Mr. Glenn Sutton

MR. SUTTON:

Thank you.

Welcome to

Kincardine, Members of the Commission.
I'm appearing as a private individual.
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I'm a retired former employee of Ontario Hydro.

My

experience was at the NPD NGS in Rolphton, Ontario
followed by service at Bruce B.

I was also a

councillor/mayor in the former Town of Kincardine and
a councillor/mayor in the new Municipality of
Kincardine for 18 years.
I've been a member of the Canadian
Nuclear Society since the mid-1970s.

As such, I did

some work on their Community Outreach Committee for
several years.

I also served on their Environment and

Waste Management Division.

Recently I volunteered to

serve as a member of the CSA's Technical Committee for
N294, decommissioning of nuclear facilities.

Finally,

I volunteered as well to serve on the Huron-Kinloss
Nuclear Waste Community Advisory Committee in July of
2013.
I'd like to welcome the CNSC to the
Municipality of Kincardine again.

I have to emphasize

that it's very important for the CNSC to travel from
Ottawa and have hearings and hold them in local
communities adjacent to the nuclear facilities.
While as Mayor of Kincardine, the CNSC
did appear before the Municipality of Kincardine
Council in about 2005.

The CEO and President, Linda

Keen, at that time addressed Council.

Also several
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senior staff members addressed Council, as I remember.
This trend should continue into the future.
I do remember the former Impact
Advisory Committee that I was a member of travelled to
Port Hope in the late 1990s to attend a CNSC re
licensing hearing for either Pickering or for
Darlington.
Here are my brief comments on each of
the following documents.
First is CMD-15-H2.1A.

This is a

concise PowerPoint that gives a short overview of the
history of Bruce Power and summarizes the various
improvements made by Bruce Power.
CMD-15-H2.1, this document is called
Delivering Safe Reliable Operations.

Quoting from the

executive summary:
"As part of its long-term vision,
Bruce Power plans to revitalize
its site through a multi-year
investment program to meet the
company's role in Ontario's LongTerm Energy Plan.

This role is

supply 6,300 megawatts of power
from the site through ongoing
life-extension outages and major
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component replacements over the
next 20 years." (As read)
Also:
"In keeping with its core value
of safety first, safety
performance remains an area of
continuous focus and improvement
at Bruce Power.

In 2010 the

company's employees surpassed 22
million hours without a lost-time
injury and followed up with
another run of more than 15
million hours in 2013."(As Read)
I have reviewed the rest of the
document and find it in order.

I did pay particular

attention to section 1.2 highlights, second paragraph,
emergency response upgrades. This summarized Bruce
Power's response to the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear
facility that experienced the tsunami.
Based on lessons learned by the
world's nuclear operators, Bruce Power found areas of
improvement.

They made significant upgrades to a

fleet of fire trucks, purchased numerous backup
generators, and constructed a state of the art fire
training facility.
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Section 2.10, page 46 under future
plans, summarizes Bruce Power's and the Municipality
of Kincardine and the Office of the Fire Marshall
plans to distribute potassium iodide pills within 10
km of the site in early 2015.
Section 3.2 under community support
and aboriginal engagement, gives a good summary of
Bruce Power's initiatives in this area.
Now on the comments on CMD-15-H2.A, it
consists of seven sections on these points.

Site

inspectors provide continuous regulatory oversight at
Bruce Power.

Bruce Power made adequate provision for

the protection of the environment, workers and public.
As requested by the Commission, Bruce
Power will pre-distribute KI pills.

Bruce Power has

adequately responded to the Fukushima event and has an
emergency management program that meets requirements.
Pressure tubes are fit for continued
service and operation.

But Bruce Power must return to

the Commission once a decision is made on the future
of Bruce A and B.
And I want to make a note here.

I

want to emphasize to the CNSC that there is strong
local support for the refurbishment of units 3 through
8, and CNSC Staff are proposing a single licence for
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both Bruce A and Bruce B.
CMD-15-H2 is a very comprehensive
report prepared by CNSC Staff with detailed comments
about performance of Bruce Power during the current
licence period for both Bruce A and B.

Based on the

table on page 2 showing performance ratings from 2009
to 2013, it is stated:
"The table shows that Bruce Power
meets or exceeds regulatory
requirements in all SCAs and that
Bruce Power has operated Bruce A
and B safely during the current
licensing period.

CNSC Staff

believe that Bruce Power will
continue to maintain and
implement adequate programs and
will fulfill regulatory
commitments made in the licence
renewal application and complete
the planned improvements during
the proposed licensing period."
(As Read)
In section 5 CNSC Staff recommend that
Bruce Power be authorized to continue to operate Bruce
A and B until May 31 st , 2020, also that Bruce A and B
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licences be issued as one single licence.

I concur.

Section A contains an environmental
assessment information report that is similar in
content to previous documents I have read in the past.
On page 32 mention is made in section 5.2 of the first
telephone town hall meeting held by Bruce Power.

I

did listen in to the telephone meeting and many
questions were answered for the public record.
Next is CMD-15-H2.B.

This report by

CNSC Staff updates Part 1 of CMC-15-H2, however, it
does recommend increasing the equivalent full power
days of 245,000 hours to 247,000 hours.
Finally, in closing with some general
observations.
First, is the Nuclear Liaison
Committee.

This committee at the Municipality of

Kincardine meets with Bruce Power on an as-required
basis.

It consists of all members of council.

Both

parties discuss items of mutual interest and update
each other on their ongoing activities.
Second, public outreach and
communications.

Bruce Power regularly communicates

with local municipalities and the public.

They have

ads in local papers and I have read ads in the Toronto
Sun as well.

Radio and TV ads are also used.

Regular
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mail outs to the local community are still provided.
Number three, is the Fukushima
upgrades at Bruce Power.

Last year I went to the

Bruce Power information centre.
of booklets at the centre.

I collected a number

One of them was a booklet

summarizing the Fukushima upgrade improvements that
Bruce Power has made at the Bruce site.

That is,

Bruce Power is providing information to the public to
keep them informed.
Number four, is the project management
construction training centre upgrades.

On February

1 st , 2015 the follow article appeared on the
Kincardine record:
"A classroom of the future will
be built in the Bruce Power
Training Centre located in the
former W.E. Thompson Public
School at the corner of Princess
and Russell Streets near Downtown
Kincardine.

John Peevers,

Manager of Investor and Media
relations at Bruce Power says the
classroom is a prototype for a
training facility slated for the
Bruce Power site five plus years
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from now.

Cost of the classroom

is budgeted $350,000.

Bruce

Power is assuming all costs
through an agreement with the
Municipality of Kincardine which
includes all renovations to the
training centre facility using
local contractors." (As Read)
Going back in time, our council in
approximately 2005 bought the surplus school from the
local school board.

We leased the school to Bruce

Power and they made a number of significant
improvements or upgrades to the school.

The current

council is continuing these lease arrangements.

This

has been a good partnership between Bruce Power and
the local municipality.
Number five, is winter road closures
and the gate at the south end of Victoria Street.
Road closures of Highways 21 and 9 occur regularly in
our area during the winter.

A few

years ago the

Municipality of Kincardine adopted Policy TP3.1 Access
to Bruce Power Nuclear Development.
I have a attached a copy for your
information.

It includes a process to allow access,

for Bruce Power workers to gain access to the site
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during shift changes.

When Bruce County Road 23, or

known locally as B-line, is closed as well of the two
highways, by opening a gate at the south end of
Victoria Street.
In the last several years Highway 21
was repaved between Kincardine and Tiverton.

It is my

understanding that the original proposal to repave
this section of Highway 21 included upgrades to better
control snow build-up on Highway 21, but that these
upgrades were cut out by the province due to cost.
Perhaps these snow control upgrades
should be done by the province now.
This issue has been discussed at the
local council table and in the local media about
allowing this gate to be open for longer periods of
time.

I understand that the Policy TP3.1 mentioned

above will be reviewed by the Municipality of
Kincardine in the near future.
There may be advantages to allowing
this gate to remain open for longer periods of time.
Finally, I must add a personal note.
I arrived in Kincardine in 1981.

During the winter

during the 1980s when both Highway 21 and Highway 9
were closed, as well as Bruce County Road 23 or the Bline, Ontario Hydro used the following process to take
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employees into the site.
I can remember one time and other
times when radio ads asked Ontario Hydro employees in
Kincardine to assemble at the Kincardine Co-op.

And

in downtown Kincardine -- that is where the local Tim
Hortons is now downtown.
We got in the busses, there was a
snowplough at the start and a snowplough at the end of
the convoy of the busses, we then drove up the B-line
to the site, and we came back that way.

And perhaps

this could be reconsidered for use now.
Now, this is for your information
only.

I have included two news articles about road

closures in Huron County that may apply in Bruce
County.
Whatever solution is chosen for the
gate at the south end of Victoria Street, it must a
safe solution with agreement from all parties
concerned.
And my summaries and recommendations.
In summary, for the reasons given above, I support the
application by Bruce Power with respect to their
application to renew the power reactor operating
licence for Bruce A and B, and for the CNSC to issue a
single power reactor operating licence for Bruce A and
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B.
I therefore agree with the conclusions
of the CNSC Staff and urge the CNSC to approve the
application by Bruce Power.

Thank you.

THE PRESIDENT:
Questions?

Thank you.

Anybody?

Dr. McEwan?
MEMBER McEWAN:

Thank you for the

presentation.
One of the things we have heard
constantly throughout interveners, both written and
oral submissions, has been this concern about the
refurbishment of Bruce A going ahead without any
further review or just happening.

And yet, you make

it very clear, that you have a very clear
understanding of what that process is and how that
process is going forward.
How have you developed such a good
understanding of the process and there is the
misunderstanding in the rest of the community?

I

think that might be helpful for us to understand.
MR. SUTTON:

Okay.

Thank you for your

question, Dr. McEwan.
I agree with part of your I guess
analogy or summary, part of it I will comment more on
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the detail.

I did say in my presentation there is a

large -- great support locally in Kincardine and Port
Elgin and about a 50-mile radius because people work
here, they understand the technology, they are
comfortable with it.
Bruce Power has gone out of its way to
communicate in many ways in the media and at a
personal level with people in this area, and I think
that has lead to the high level of support.
Why do I have an understanding?
worked in the industry.

I

I am retired now, but when I

was working there I did take part in local politics
and I met a lot of different people in situations.
And, for example, a lot of people know we have an EOC,
an Emergency Operations Centre in Kincardine, the Town
of, and it is in the basement of the former Westario
Power Building.
And when that outage was experience in
the early 2000s in the North American grid, we
activated that Emergency Operations Centre and we
followed the rebuilding of the power grid in the
Province of Ontario.

And three units out of four, if

my memory serves me right, helped rebuild that, they
held on and built the transmission grid back.
So we always have annual or semi
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annual emergency practices.

And all the different

safety departments, the OPP, the fire department,
Bruce County Social Services, ambulances and so on.
Bruce Power, OPG, and municipal staff are in the
basement there activating.

And then we coordinate in

the City of Toronto with the Province of Ontario.
So I have been involved actively with
several of those emergency operations actions and so
on.

I hope that helps you.
THE PRESIDENT:

When were you the

Mayor of Kincardine?
MR. SUTTON:

The first time was the

Town of Kincardine in 1997/1998, then the Province of
Ontario restructured Bruce County from approximately
32 municipalities down to eight, and then I ran for
mayor and I won from 2003 to 2006 for the Municipality
of Kincardine.
THE PRESIDENT:
with the emergency planning.

So are you satisfied
There was some

intervention that we are probably going to discuss on
Thursday, the adequacy of Kincardine emergency plan.
MR. SUTTON:

Just to give an example.

In the telephone book that is distributed locally,
there are several pages of emergency instructions in
the telephone book that tell people what to do.
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And I am glad to see that we are
finally pre-distributing potassium iodide pills
because, like I mentioned before, Highways 9 and 21
closes quite a few times in the winter and it is nice
to have those pills in people's

houses or businesses.

I am quite satisfied with the
structure and the level of performance of the
emergency systems in place right now.
THE PRESIDENT:

Go ahead, Dr. McEwan.

MEMBER McEWAN:

So if I understand our

earlier conversation, you will or will not be
distributing potassium iodide within the Kincardine
Municipality itself?
MR. SAUNDERS:

No, the 10 kilometres

will not take you into the main town properly.

We

will have stores of potassium iodide there and people
can pick them up if they want them, we just won't go
door to door and distribute them.

We will have

information, people will be able to go to whatever
centres we set up and pickup the pills if they prefer
or we will hold them there until an emergency.
So they have the choice outside from
10 to 50 kilometres, it is their option as to whether
or not they want to pick up the pills or not.
MEMBER McEWAN:

Given the closeness of
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a major population centre, is that as appropriate as
it could be?
MR. SAUNDERS:

In my view, it is.

The

scenarios for use of potassium iodide would never
reach Kincardine.

So the kind of events where you

would use potassium iodide on sheltered people in
place won't extend that far.
And if you have a major event that is
extending beyond that, potassium iodide is not
appropriate protection.

So, quite frankly, in my view

the 10 to 50 kilometres is a bunch of potassium iodide
that will never get used because it doesn't fit the
scenario.
However, it doesn't hurt to have some
margin I guess in the thing.
MEMBER McEWAN: Mr. Sutton, you are
happy with that scenario?
MR. SUTTON:

Yes.

And I just want to

point out just for the Members of the Commission that
this Davidson Centre you are in right now is the
evacuation centre of whatever for the surrounding area
and the Town of Kincardine.

And if you ever have

time, just open that door to your left, behind the
other set of doors there is an emergency generator
that we have there.
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We also have an emergency generator at
the Kincardine Airport, so we are well-equipped with
backup power.
THE PRESIDENT:

Anybody else?

Just for clarity, you give us this
article about the road closures.

I am trying to

understand, are you suggesting that more work has to
be done here?
MR. SUTTON:

Well, this was a personal

opinion, you know.
THE PRESIDENT:
MR. SUTTON:

That is all right.

It appears that we close

a road at the drop of a hat.
belittle any safety concerns.

Now, I am not trying to
However, in the 1980s,

early 1990s, we didn't close roads, in my opinion, as
often as we do now.
I know there is liability issues, but
I think if the appropriate parties got together,
somehow by opening that gate for longer periods of
time at the south end of Victoria Street we could
improve the safety of the workers getting to the site
for shift relief.
And I did a bit of research, I read
some Commission minutes over the last three to six
months.

And I read with interest that there was an
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answer asked of a staff officer from New Brunswick
from the Point Lepreau Station, with the record
amounts of snowfall they had this year and also last
year, how things were down there, the answer was it
was okay.
Now, I don't know what they would tell
you from here, but I know you have to have shift
workers report for the 12-hour shifts and be relieved
and so on.

There is internal procedures to break up

the shifts.
However, I guess what triggered it was
I think with Bruce Power working with municipalities I
read in the local paper, I couldn’t get a copy of the
article, but there is a senior citizen's manor in the
Village of Tiverton, and the owner or the general
manager of that facility was quoted in the paper
saying that they couldn't get supplies of propane into
their facility because of these road closures.
So it is the safety of Bruce Power,
the nuclear stations, but there is also the safety of
the citizens in the area.

And I think working

together we could somehow enhance and improve the
delivery of essential materials during road closures
up the B-line.
THE PRESIDENT:

So is that a Bruce
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issue or a municipality issue or both?
MR. SAUNDERS:

This particular plan is

part of our emergency winter plan.

And if you

remember yesterday, somebody talked about -- or maybe
it was the day before, I am losing track now -- talked
about Appendix N and what belongs in Appendix N.

This

is the kind of stuff that goes in Appendix N.
Typically not published, because they provide details
about traffic plans and stuff that they don't just
want out in the public domain.
So in this particular case there is a
normal road and the plant has a fairly steep little
hill and turn on it, and when the wind blows and
drifts, inevitably that little piece of road gets
closed and people can't get in.
There is a better road along the lake
and the trees, it goes through cottage territory and
cottage country, and the people who live in there
object to it being a main route to Bruce Power, so
this gate is just to stop our staff from making -- it
is also a shorter route, right -- so the gate is there
to stop our staff from making use of it when they
don't need to essentially, and that is why the gate
there.
And I think all Mr. Sutton is saying
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is not sure why we need a gate or why it should be
closed as much as it is.

But from our point of view,

we need it for winter when the other road gets closed,
and we are satisfied with that.

Now the rest of it is

really up to the Town as far as we are concerned, and
the residents.
THE PRESIDENT:

Anybody else?

Okay, thank you.
MR. SUTTON:

Thank you very much.

Thank you and good luck

in your deliberations.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

I think we are going to take a 10
minute break, reconvene at 3:30.

--- Upon recessing at 3:19 p.m. /
Suspension à 15 h 19
--- Upon resuming at 3:34 p.m. /
Reprise à 15 h 34

THE PRESIDENT:

Okay, we are ready to

continue.
The next submission is an oral
presentation by Dr. Nijhawan as outlined in CMD 15-H2.145,
2.145A and 2.145B.
Dr. Nijhawan, the floor is yours.
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CMD 15-H2.145/ 15-H2.145A/ 15-H2.145B
Oral presentation by Dr. Nijhawan

MR. NIJHAWAN:

Thank you, Dr. Binder.

Mr. Leblanc, Madam Counsel, members of the
Commission, I'm grateful, finally, to be able to sit in
front of you and summarize some of the issues I've been
raising for many, many years.
coming.

It's been a long time

There's just so many things to talk about.
I've been working in the CANDU industry

for 34 years, about 5 of it, actually, where I was
teaching, but, say, about 30 years, 25 of which I've been
working on severe accidents.
I have a slightly different perspective on
severe accidents.

I have worked on various parts of PSA,

level 1 and level 2, but I have also analyzed things as an
engineer, not qualitatively, but quantitatively, and I've
discovered a large number of things which have a benefit
both to the regulator and the owners.
It is in their interests, the owners'
interest, that the reactor be operated safely.
operated safely.
nuclear engineer.

And it is

There's not question about that.

I'm a

I have more than just a trust, like a

religion, into what the CANDU industry is doing.

I believe
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their operating the reactors well.
But we have developed these clichés, the
arguments, these things about us being the world leaders,
us being the best.

A little humility, please.

Please,

let's assume that we agree, let's resolve that we agree
that nuclear power is good for the future.
Let's resolve that Bruce Power has good
intentions -- there's a lot of money riding on it -- but
then let's go into the details and see where we can improve
the safety against severe accidents of reactors which were
never designed with severe accidents in the design basis.
Let's not pretend that there is something
inherently good, something inherently superior about CANDU
reactors that other reactors don't possess.
The fact that we can put water into the
boilers and stop the heat up of the fuel is common to all
the reactors.

What brings us to think that we are the only

one who can do that and for us to think that these three
bodies of water, the moderator being the second, and the
shield tank, are actually retarding our accident so
severely that we can rejoice that we can't have an
accident?
What makes us think that we can have a
common cause between four units considered in PSA and
applied to the statement saying, I'm looking at a severe
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accident on all four reactors?

I'm not.

There are clich1és like our vessels can
hold our vessels can hold -- our vessel, a 1-inch stainless
vessel, with wells at the end after four meters at two
locations -- my pan in my house is a half inch in
thickness, this is 1 inch in thickness -- that this can
hold 140 tonnes or 120 tonnes of molten material.

I wrote

the first paper which said they can in 1991, but the truth
is later than that we discovered it can't.
I've been saying for many years that we
cannot hold debris in that vessel, and the reasons are that
this mechanical elongation, even if there's water on the
outside, will affect the wells.

And if it affects the

wells, the outcome can be either a little bit of water
coming in and increasing the mud water reaction
tremendously or a lot of water coming in and quenching a
process which can be very energetic.
But we should look at all these things not
as a religion, but with an engineering sense.
I'm going to point to this graph, this
picture of the levels, the two major levels of risk
assessment.

Ad nauseam for the last 25 years, I've been

saying -- working with a level 1 PSA as if the second place
of decimal is ever determinable.

It is not.

There's so

much uncertainty in level 1 PSA that we cannot do that.
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Have we looked at all the causes?

Do

people who look at planes hitting buildings know that two
buildings will be hit by two planes and both will collapse
or that a plane can land or -- a whole bunch things.

We

can never actually look at all the causes, we can just
assume that something has happened.

For example, let's

assume that in our reactor we have lost power and emergency
diesel generators, the backup power, doesn't come on.
Let's see what happens to that.

Let's do a good analysis

on that.
I was lucky, I was involved in that
analysis back in 1988.

I was very lucky.

I had spent

about five years at Ontario Hydro -- sorry if I'm a little
too fast -- I spent about five years at Ontario Hydro
modelling single-channel events.

Some of the methodology

that I have is in Bruce's safety report for single-channel
emergencies like pressure tube breaks, clearing tube
intact, stagnation feeder breaks.
I did a lot of -- a little modelling, I
did some experiments before that, and there were some
people of vision at Ontario Hydro at that time, Alan Brown,
who was heading the safety department, Bill Morrison, who
was his boss two levels up.

They decided that even without

CNSC asking for it. Even before Ken here asked for it in
his request for the effects of loss of shutdown in
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Pickering, even before anybody asked for it, they decided
to do a severe accident analysis.
I was lucky to have been chosen to
integrate that knowledge.

I spent five years developing a

computer code, which I finished in about 1992, and it is
even used today by the industry to model severe accidents.
It does give some numbers, but over the
years I've realized that was when I was young and foolish.
I have matured.

I look at things differently and I look at

things in more detail.

And I have new ideas, new concerns

which have come up as a result of that analysis, beginning
with one concern I raised in 2001 with CNSC, when my
friend, John Waddington, a great man, told me that if I
brought a concern to him he would not release my name to
the public.

But it was released in five days and it

changed my life since that time.
I've been raising that one concern, and a
few other concerns.

I've raised concerns based on what I

understand about severe accidents, not out of my love for
the science, not out of love -- my attitude towards the
science as a religion, but the science of CANDUs as an
engineering problem which have sat in salt.
So what I've seen is that -- and I'm going
to skip some of the stuff.

The questions here in this

slide were that when we are doing a relicensing hearing we
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should be look at the licensing basis.
at the licensing basis?

Did we really look

Was it adequate?

Has it changed?

Should we ask somebody else to look at that?

Have we

actually never given them relief from their licensing
basis?

Have they always tested their buildings at full

pressure, as they're supposed ever six years?
Have they done all these things?
those are the things we should have been asking.

Maybe
Maybe we

would should be asking is it even fair for us to ask Bruce
Power to licence reactors against severe accidents,
something for which they were not designed?
they?

They were deemed adequate.

Why should

Those are the questions

we should be asking, but we're not asking that.
I felt when I prepared this slide a few
years ago -- a few weeks ago that perhaps CNSC doesn't want
to do anything.

Maybe the Commission is in bed with the

industry and this is just talk and they don't want to do
anything.

But having been here two days and seen the

questions that are asked and the sincerity in your voice,
even asking questions for people who approve licensing,
even asking those questions, I come to the realization that
that's not true.

There is definitely impartiality I see,

which I didn't see before, because I saw it in the
mannerism of people here that definitely you will perhaps
join me in asking some of the questions that I've raised
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about severe accidents.
One minute, holy God.

One minute.

Quickly, the fact that -- if you'd allow
me one extra minute, I'd be grateful -- the fact that our
reactors, say at Bruce, will have early releases is very
easy to see.

The fact that fuel heats up under a severe

accident loss of heating is not debatable.

It heats up to

temperatures which are perhaps something like this, from
about 1500, say, to 1200 to 1300°C, if you take water away
from it.
The fact that fission products will come
out of it is also not debatable -- fission products will
come out of it at the rate of 1 per cent per minute is not
debatable.
The fact that our reactor is designed such
that the fission products will end up in the containment is
not debatable.
The fact that my -- one more minute, if I
may, please -- the fact that our releases -- I'm sorry, the
losses from the containment are 2 per cent per hour by
design of design pressure, 2 per cent per hour, which is 48
per cent per day, compared to 0.1 per cent for a solid PWR
or a typical PWR.

The fact that a containment is leaky is

not debatable.
So when I hear -- when I hear that CNSC
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had done a study in which they have said that only 0.1 per
cent of fission products, so cesium 137, will go outside,
it is laughable.

It is just not possible, that a reactor

in which -- low probability as it may be, the release of
activity into the containment is very obvious.

The fact

that it will go out at a rate -- go out from the fuel at a
rate which is about 1 per cent per minute is not debatable.
So I'm going to lose the stuff to outside.
The fact that I'm going to produce a lot
of hydrogen is -- and we have never re-analyzed that.

One

of the things I analyzed with the computer code that I have
is that the amount of hydrogen -- and, by the way, we don't
produce hydrogen in Bruce, we produce deuterium, which is a
different gas in its properties.

In its generation, in its

transport, in its transfer of heat, absorption, in every
property it was different than H2.

I can show you that the

amount of D2 produced by the oxidation of steel is two times
more than that from fuel.

That is of concern.

So these are the kind of things that I
took together, and I put them in my recommendations with 34
different things -- 34 different questions that you should
ask.

Within that context, I presented to you a whole bunch

of suggestions, even for the improvement of the analysis
which has been done so far.
I submit to you that I'm available,
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willing and hopeful that Bruce Power and my company and the
staff can work together in harvesting some of the knowledge
that I have developed over the field, not as -- not to put
you down, but just to say I had more time to do this.
had more time to do this.

I

I've done it.

Our reactors -- please don't be delusional
-- are not superior than any other reactor. Our safety
culture is not any better.
one of the pack.

We are not leaders, we're just

We should do as well as possible to

produce a risk factor for the population which is as low as
possible not by handwaving, not by pretending that this
can't happen and that can't happen, not by pretending, like
I saw in the Bruce SAMG that this building, which is
designed for half an atmospheric pressure as far as the
vacant building is concerned, 0.7 atmospheres as far as the
regular is concerned, is going to magically last until
four and a half atmosphere pressure.

It will fail.

That is impossible, physically
impossible.

If an American building designed for 10

psi is good only for 60 percent more over pressure
before it cracks, how can my building, which is not
even a spherical building, but a rectangular building
with slabs sitting on top of each other -- how can
that take 600 percent over pressure?
MR. LEBLANC:

So Dr. Nijhawan, I think
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this would be a good time now to enter into the
dialogue.

And I know the Members have many questions

for you.
DR. NIJHAWAN:
MR. LEBLANC:

Thank you.
And I think we will be

able to structure it as you have presented them in
your written submission.
Thank you.
DR. NIJHAWAN:

I thank you for the

extra time.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

Let's start the

questions.
Dr. McDill.
MEMBER McDILL:

Thank you.

Thank you for your presentation.

It's

interesting to meet the person on the other side of
the paper sometimes.
I would like to start with page 6 of
H2-2.145.
DR. NIJHAWAN:
the text or the presentation?
MEMBER McDILL:
DR. NIJHAWAN:
MEMBER McDILL:
DR. NIJHAWAN:

Are you talking about
Text.
Text, please.
I got it.
Page 6 of H2-145.
Right.
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MEMBER McDILL:
heading for valves.

This is the -- I'm

Be patients.

There's two

paragraphs first.
This is the overall progression of the
station blackout at Bruce.

Has everybody -- I have it

on page 6.
DR. NIJHAWAN:
THE PRESIDENT:
DR. NIJHAWAN:

Do you have -This is 145.
Supplementary version,

or...?
MEMBER McDILL:

I'm using -- I guess

it's your oral presentation, but it's the text.

It's

not the slides.
DR. NIJHAWAN:

I understand.

MEMBER McDILL:

Page 6.

THE PRESIDENT:

It's not the

supplementary.

It's the original.
MEMBER McDILL:

supplementary later.

I'll get to the

We're starting with this one.

THE PRESIDENT:

All right.

It's 145,

page 6 on the ---- Pause
DR. NIJHAWAN:
MEMBER McDILL:
DR. NIJHAWAN:

Yes.
Are we all set?
Yeah.

Good.
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MEMBER McDILL:

This is going to be a

bit tricky to negotiate.
What I would like to do is go one
paragraph at a time, just three paragraphs, and then
I'll stop going one paragraph at a time.
And if somebody objects to the
sequence that's written, can they wave their hands or
jump up and down or do whatever it is that gets my
attention.
After all AC power is lost, the
reactor trips, the reactor thermal power drops and
then there's a sequence ending with "1.5% in about 1
hour."
Is that approximately correct?
DR. NIJHAWAN:
MEMBER McDILL:
Staff?

Exactly correct.
Thank you.

Bruce?

MR. SAUNDERS:

Yes, approximately

right.
MEMBER McDILL:

Approximately.

The next paragraph I was intrigued by.
And the reason I was intrigued by it is the reference
to thermos-siphoning about halfway through the
paragraph.
And I know that when we had a station
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blackout in 2003, it was Pickering, was it, and it
thermos-siphoned for 24 hours.
The next paragraph says one to two
hours, so there's something between paragraphs 1 and
3.

Do you agree that it would thermos-siphon for 24

hours?
DR. NIJHAWAN:

It would do thermo-

siphoning for a million years if I can put water in
the boilers.
MEMBER McDILL:

But as I recall it,

Pickering had just thermo-siphoned.

There was no --

there was some added water?
Let me ask Bruce.
MR. SAUNDERS:

Yes, in order -- and

this is the whole strategy behind the response.

You

need to keep cool water -- well, water in the steam
generators.

The fuel boils that water off, and that

takes the energy out of the fuel.

And that's the

intent.
DR. NIJHAWAN:
MEMBER McDILL:

We agree.
Yes.

The reason I

wanted to do that is because that piece of information
is not there for the intervenors and the general
public to read because you're down in the -- you've
said that you haven't taken advantage of some of these
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things.
DR. NIJHAWAN:
MEMBER McDILL:

No, no, no.
But that didn't happen

at Pickering.
DR. NIJHAWAN:
MEMBER McDILL:
DR. NIJHAWAN:

No.
And I think for the -No, no.

No.

I am

looking at a station blackout scenario, not a loss of
power.

At Pickering, power was restored to the

boilers.
If there was no heat sink in the
boilers, where was the heat going?
MEMBER McDILL:

Okay.

Let me come

back here because I've just had what I requested,
which someone to wave their hands and say they'd like
to intervene at this juncture and say something.
MR. FRAPPIER:

Gerry Frappier, for the

record.
So just to be clear, when we're doing
thermo-siphoning, that can continue to go on for as
long as you want as long as you're putting water into
the cool side of the boiler or the steam generator.
I think this is one of the first
paragraphs where we now say I'm not sure exactly why
he's going to stop it at one or two hours.

We've put
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a whole bunch of new equipment in.

We have several

approaches to ensuring that we continue to put water
into the steam generators.
So we would see that, at this point,
this would now be stable as long as you can continue
putting on the water.

I think Dr. Nijhawan would

agree with that.
And that becomes one of the first
things that's very important in these scenarios, is to
say this is a scenario where, as he says, there's no
credit for anybody doing anything.

So we've got to be

clear as to are we talking about reality or are we
trying to create an environment where we're going to
have a large release at the end.
So first step on this paragraph is
that we would hold at this level and continue to put
water into the steam generator so that it would
continue thermos-siphoning until you could figure out
whatever the original problem was.
DR. NIJHAWAN:

Mr. Frappier, the

reality is that there are finite chances of the EME
not working.

Finite chances of that.
The whole world looks at station

blackout -- the whole world -- as an accident in which
there is no restoration of AC power.

The fact that
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you bought two generators and put them somewhere does
not mean that there's 100 percent chance they will
fail.
I can tell you a simple sabotage would
stop that.

A bad weather will stop that.

Something

will stop that.
We are just looking at like everybody
else does, a severe accident in which there is no
operator intervention.

That's all.

It's very easy to understand.

And

that's when it's -- otherwise, you can give a large
release frequency of zero.

We're done.

THE PRESIDENT:
MR. TAVASOLI:

I think there's -For the record, this is

Vali Tavasoli, Director of Reactor Thermohydraulics,
CNSC.
The availability of water in the steam
generator that's estimated for two hours, it is if you
don't add any more water.

But in case of Bruce, they

have lots of water supply in the boiler emergency
cooling tanks and the aerator tanks, which are
supplied to the boilers through gravity feed.
So that extends availability of the
water in the boilers to almost nine hours.
MEMBER McDILL:

But without
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intervention -DR. NIJHAWAN:

That's not --

MR. TAVASOLI:

That's -- yeah, true.

It feeds it through gravity feed, basically.
MEMBER McDILL:
MR. TAVASOLI:

That's gravity and -Yeah, that's exactly

failsafe mechanism.
And on top of that, different
exercises have shown that the EMEs can be installed
and implemented in a couple hours, so availability of
water is no problem.
MEMBER McDILL:

Okay.

Let's go over

to Bruce.
I just commented this has got some
challenges.

It's a bit like lecturing.
MR. SAUNDERS:

So I think that, you

know, maybe we can sort of just track through this a
little bit to help.
The one thing that we certainly agree
with Dr. Nijhawan is that severe accidents are to be
avoided, right, because severe accidents put you in a
bad place.

So our whole focus has been on making

sure, in fact, that we don't get a severe accident.
Can you make that absolutely zero?

As

you're seeing in probability, there is no such thing
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as absolutely zero.
But what we've done is add a number of
layers of protection to what already exists.
The station design has several ways
that we can add water to the boilers, right, and this
has always been the case.

So what we've done is add

another layer.
We start with -- in fact, if you
remember the diagram from my presentation on Monday
night, we start with making sure that the boiler
relief valve is open because not only does the boiler
need to be full of water, there needs to be somewhere
for the steam to go.
So you start with opening the boiler
relief valve, so we have three or four different ways
that can happen, including the last-ditch one of an
air bottle and operator opening the valves.
And can you say that, you know, is it
100 percent that every time an operator -- don't know,
but you got multiple layers, multiple success paths.
The probabilities become very low of failure.
You then have the EME that will
maintain the boilers full of water if it needs to
extend to that length of time, and the EME can pump
water virtually forever, right.

They got multiple
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trucks and multiple pumps and multiple suction places,
multiple addition points, so again, a likelihood of
none of that working is extremely small, along with
all the plant equipment that you would, of course, be
restoring at this point in time, right.
And then the next step is, of course,
to make sure the heat transport system stays full.
Again, these things have to work, so that position is
also in place.
I don't know whether Dr. Nijhawan is
actually familiar that all those modifications have
actually now been installed in our plant and are
operating, and have been tested and so forth.
So our view is that the success path
here was preventing the severe accident in the first
place.

Second thing, reduce the consequence.

This is

where we get into keeping the moderator full of water
so if, for some reason, we start to get fuel channel
sag or whatever, as long as we keep the moderator full
of water, you won't get the melt-through, right.
So this is -- this has been the
position of multiple layers of defence and then below
that, the shield tank, so that you do not get into the
severe accident scenario.
I'll ask Mr. Newman if he wants to add
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more detail.
MR. NEWMAN:

No.

No, I think -- Gary

Newman, for the record.
So I think Frank's categorized it very
well, as well as our CNSC staff colleagues.
The whole idea is you -- no matter
where the fuel sits, you protect it.
core, you protect it.

If it's in the

And you do that by accessing

these multiple levels and barriers and water sources,
so you need to provide make-up, relief where you need
it, and you need to do that within certain time
frames.
And that's really what the entire
sequence of -- and strategy associated with IVR has
been since we developed it.

And this is what we've

been putting in place, and are continuing to install
in the plants.
MEMBER McDILL:

Okay.

So we hope we have

avoided this, but in the minutely small, we hope,
possibility that we haven't, the next one is the one that I
think is -DR. NIJHAWAN:

May I get a ruling on what

did you understand this to be, that without an operator
action the water will flow in a system which would require
atmosphere to do operation, a tank on the top and the
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gravity will flow water.

It requires an operator action to

make that water available.
MEMBER McDILL:

What I would like to get

to is the pressure relief valve and I'm assuming that
through we have -- to get to the next paragraph we have to
go there.
DR. NIJHAWAN:

Okay.

MEMBER McDILL:

Okay.

This is one of your main

concerns is the valve.
DR. NIJHAWAN:

No, it is one of the 34

concerns.
MEMBER McDILL:

Well, you have 34 main

concerns and it is one of the 34.
DR. NIJHAWAN:
MEMBER McDILL:

Yes, ma'am.
So I'm going to ask again

because we had this discussion before and I would kind of
like to go back over it because I haven't been here for all
the meetings, so I know there was something about ASME and
the decision about the valve and there are some
contradictions in the text here.

So I would ask, if the

valves -- I'm going to ask one simple -- I know it's not a
simple question.
situation?

Are the valves properly sized for this

And then -MR. SAUNDERS:

Yes.

I mean for Bruce

Power again, there are competing interests in the heat
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transfer system for the size of the relief valves and we
believe they are properly sized for what they are.

This

was a deliberate decision and it was a decision made
between CNSC and Bruce Power and others.
We don't change the valves because they
are not expensive to change or whatever.

It would actually

be a fairly simple thing for us to make the valves larger.
But in our belief they are the right size for where they
are today and when you do the sums of all the risks, those
are the right valves to have there.
We reviewed that.

We have had the ASME

code people review it and give us their view on it and we
are satisfied that those valves will do the trick.
So, you know, you can sort of go -- there
is a bit of a philosophy on a conventional system which
says the bigger the valve the better because, you know, it
lifts and it clears it, but that is not always so in a
nuclear environment, there are other consequences for
valves lifting and dropping pressure quicker than you
really want to and so there is a great deal of analysis
done around this.
We certainly were aware of the points he
made and we didn't dismiss them out of hand.

We took great

care to check them out and we believe that the answer is
the proper one and CNSC staff agrees with us.

And the ASME
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people also said that they were comfortable with our
interpretation on that.
So that is our position on that.

I take

his point and I can tell that he holds that point very
passionately.

We just have a different point of view and I

think we are correct.
THE PRESIDENT:
science here.

So just a little bit more

What would happen if you replaced those

valves by the larger valves?
MR. JAMMAL:

Staff...?
It's Ramzi Jammal, for the

record.
Allow me, sir, to remind everybody that on
August 21, 2013 we had the discussion and actually Dr.
McDill was the lead in that discussion, 2013, and the issue
was exactly what you asked the question with respect to the
valve, the size of the valves and the transcripts and the
discussions in the meeting came to the conclusion that the
designer and the operator reviewed, from the manufacturing
level to the operators level, depending from the CANDU-6
owner and CANDU-6 operators, they took their review.
And then this declaration -- I will pass
it on to Mr. Frappier -- said we cannot -- we will be
remiss if we did not recognize the technical competency of
Dr. Nijhawan.

The key point here is that we are agreeing

to disagree on this issue with respect to that the valves
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will function as designed and the testing of the valve and
the evaluation according to the input from the intervener
was evaluated, and the decision from regulatory perspective
and the CNSC is, this will be going in the wrong direction.
So in other words, if the operators were going to change
the valves we would not allow them to do so.
So I will pass it on to Mr. Gerry
Frappier.
MR. FRAPPIER:

Gerry Frappier, for the

record.
So it is staff’s view, and we have
established this view several years ago and we haven't
changed, that the steam relief capacity is sufficient.
pressure relief valves are adequate.
installed.

The

They are properly

They were properly designed.

They were

properly tested.
We went back to, at the direction of the
Commission, to the ASME standards setting organization
which is responsible for worldwide, one of the key agencies
worldwide for setting the standards for engineers to be
followed.

We had this specific case put to them in the

manner by which they have arranged for code
interpretations.
The ASME folks were very categorical and
clear.

They agree with staff's interpretation of the Code.
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They agree with our assessment.

So we do acknowledge that

the intervener does not agree with that conclusion and that
has been one of our main points of disagreement, if you
like, for maybe a decade now.

But in our view the valves

are adequate for the purpose.
MEMBER McDILL:

Is there a written

contribution from ASME or just an oral?
MR. FRAPPIER:

Gerry Frappier, for the

record.
There are several written interpretations
-- not interpretations, but assessments of this scenario
that we have done that is on our website.

We also have the

written submission from the ASME organization and that is
on our website.

It has been published as well.

So there

is all the information anybody who wanted to have it from
the regulator's perspective is available, very transparent
and I would suggest very conclusive.
DR. NIJHAWAN:

May I?

It is disingenuous

to say that this question was given to ASME, the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, and they concurred with
the question asked.
This question was given to a consulting
company in Etobicoke whose principal used to be on a
committee at ASME and it was examined by a junior engineer
at that location.

And the very first thing on page 3 that
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particular analysis said was that "We did not look at the
relief capacity of the valves".

That was not the question.

The question that was asked was, "Have they been going
through a process which is consistent with ASME
requirements?" They did not answer the question of whether
the relief valves are big enough.
They were not ASME.

They were a

consulting company whose -- and I know the engineer who has
done that.

His question was, "Did Sunil Nijhawan use

layman's language in explaining that problem to the CNSC
Commission".
language.

I am quite capable of using technical

I used to be a professor.

I hold a PhD.

I have

written perhaps 100 papers -- well, 20 papers, but the main
thing in that submission from that company was that my
language was loose, it was not purely technical.
it says we did not look at the relief capacity.

On page 3
The fact

that the relief capacity of the valves was properly tested
was also in question because it was actually only tested
for Bruce Wells.
The design relief capacity is 2 kg per
second.

The ASME requirements are that the test be within

5 percent of a design value.

The tests were between about

1.0 and 2.7, so it was more than 5 percent.

But since the

steam relief capacity, low as it is by a factor of 10 was
not the method of certification of the valve -- it was the
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liquid relief capacity which was -- the valve was passed.
The test was done, not with steam release capacity.

I have

worked on this problem with the designer Jean Papp.
I also would like to tell you that the
original valves in Bruce when Bruce was built in the 1960s,
starting -- designed in 1967, were proper.
right.

They were designed by Kuljit Singh(ph).

people.
it.

They were
I know the

I know every design, everybody who has worked on

Those valves were proper.
In 1995 there was a valve which stuck open

at Pickering, the same relief valve and as a knee-jerk
reaction to that particular event all valves were changed
to small value.

The fact that this particular valve

results in an old pressure was denied by the industry for
10 years very improperly and finally when they agreed that
the pressurization does happen, very different than what
happened in the reactor -- let me show you.
In a normal reactor, like in a PWR, or in
our reactor, the pressure transient given by the red paper
is the top line which would happen after the heat sync is
gone.

It will be a constant pressure and that constant

pressure could stay forever unless some other failure
happens.

In our reactor the blue line is the analysis done

by AECL, which said we will pressurize and fail.

How can

this -- if this transient will be pressurized and fail,
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will something be acceptable?

How can ASME ever agree that

an over pressure to result in a failure of a component and
how can anybody ever tell me as an engineer that putting a
larger valve will mean I'm going to lose a lot of water?
That doesn't make sense.
then it will close.

The moment I relieve the excess,

And that's what happens in this PWR

scenario.
But you see the red line.
constant temperate pressure.
see in our reactor.

That is the

That is what I would like to

It should stay up here.

What happens

otherwise, by AECL's calculation, not mine, the blue line
occurs.

So in about an hour you pressurize and you fail

something.

You fail -- and you fail a channel inside the

reactor which has been taken to be an acceptable outcome.
It will cost you a billion dollars to fix it because right
after that you're going to come in and you're going to -it's not a straight. Accident.
power.

It was just a loss of

ECC came in, you're okay.

But we are causing a

failure.
And somehow people have dug in their heels
and said -- I gave a presentation to CNSC years ago saying
the relief valve capacity, which was designed to be 2 kg
per second is really 15 kg per second.

I wouldn't call it

a lie, but I would call it a very conveniently wrong
number.

That's what it was.

So how can that -- once they
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have accepted AECL's analysis the relief was actually small
as in this analysis here.
done by AECL.

The red colour is the analysis

They question -- 15.

Something will fail.

It is small.

What will fail?

Pressure tube.

If

it is acceptable to you, live with it.
THE PRESIDENT:

So let me understand.

We

are not going to resolve it here so I'm trying to
understand the process.

We have, you know, three

operatives, we have Gentilly-2, we have Point Lepreau, we
have Pickering; we have Bruce Power.

Do they all use the

same valve?
DR. NIJHAWAN:
the -- no.

They have been asked to use

The valve in Darlington is from -- I've got

little holes in my head.

Things disappear --

THE PRESIDENT:
DR. NIJHAWAN:

But in terms of size?
No.

no, it it not the size of the pipe.
THE PRESIDENT:

It is a different -It is the lift.

No, no, the valve.

I'm

talking about the -DR. NIJHAWAN:

No, no, no.

Even in a

pipe, in Darlington the size is 4 inch, in Bruce the size
is 2 inch.

It's not a 2 inch pipe it relieves.

It is the

lift of the valve and it lifts only about 1 millimetre.
is a relief through that.

It

The size is exactly the same as

far as design specifications are concerned.

If the valve
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which was not bought for steam relief was properly bought,
it does 2 kg; not 13, 14, 15 or 30 as was claimed and
maintained for 10 years.
Today industry doesn't say this is 15-30
kg.

It says yes, it is small, but it is acceptable if we

lose a channel.

I’m saying this.
THE PRESIDENT:

So let me understand.

Obviously it is not a money issue because replacing the
valve I understand is not that -DR. NIJHAWAN:
THE PRESIDENT:
DR. NIJHAWAN:
THE PRESIDENT:

It is a pride issue.
Okay.
It's a pride issue.

It is.

Not our pride, so I'm

trying -DR. NIJHAWAN:

Not your pride, but that's

THE PRESIDENT:

So I'm trying to figure

what I'm hoping.

out.

so you said you didn't like or you didn't agree with

the ASME.
DR. NIJHAWAN:

No, it's not ASME, please.

ASME did not do that.
THE PRESIDENT:

I know.

Did you try to go

to ASME as an independent body and put your argument to
them and see what they said?
DR. NIJHAWAN:

Dr. Binder, I used to teach
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thermal hydraulics at graduate level.

To me writing an

equation to see what the numbers are was easy and looking
at the data which came out of the test results was easy.
There is not other things to do.

Test results show 2

kilograms, design number is 2 kilograms and the theoretical
-THE PRESIDENT:
DR. NIJHAWAN:
THE PRESIDENT:

I'm not challenging this.
-- numbers are 2 -I’m not challenging this.

It's just when you have -- as you know, when you have a
science disagreement you normally look for peers to try to
arbitrate -DR. NIJHAWAN:

Okay, let me tell you this.

I presented a paper on this topic in an ASME conference in
2012.

Nobody laughed at me.

why, why is it happening?

They asked me questions about

That was my peers.

When I show them the equations I showed
them -- I have actual test results.

No test results were

done for Bruce, or for CANDU-6 or for Darlington for the
same wells.

It was only done for Bruce and Bruce test

results were carried over at Wyle Labs and I have the test
reports.

They were carried over to other reactor design.

But as far as Bruce is concerned the design number is about
2 kg.

The test number is about 2 mg, although there is a

large scatter.

Unacceptable to me, but it was fine,
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liquids within 5 percent off the stated value of 27 kg a
second.

So the valves are good as designed.

We keep on

forgetting we did not design this reactor to take the heat
after a severe accident.

That's why the wells are ill

designed for that.
For what they were designed for they are
fine, and what they are designed for was loss of bleed with
feed coming in, for example.
met.

So the design criteria are

They are good for that.

For severe accidents it is

just unfathomable to 99 percent of the people I have talked
to why such a simple thing is not fixable.
THE PRESIDENT:

So, Bruce, you hear the

arguments?
MR. SAUNDERS:

Yes, and we have heard them

many times and we have had many people look at this.

We

are still comfortable that we have made the right decisions
here.

We are certainly happy to have another go at it with

Sunil in terms of trying to get to a technical review on
this.

Like I say, this is not a pride thing and it's not a

money thing and we actually think we are in the right spot,
and so do the other operators, right.
So the question is, I guess, how do we
settle a technical disagreement?

Within Bruce Power we

have our own process, because believe it or not engineers
don't always agree on these things and we sometimes have to
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have a process to settle technical disputes.
Unfortunately, you know, once you are outside of Bruce
Power we don't have that kind of a process available to us
but, you know, we are certainly willing to have another go
at it, I'm not convinced that the outcome will change.
You are operating the reactors primarily
to operate them safe.

You want to prevent to severe

accident so you try not to design for a severe accident at
the disadvantage of normal operations I guess would be my
view.

Because you are in normal operations virtually all

the time, that is where your primary safety focus needs to
be.

Preventing severe accidents is the next step and then

doing your best to control a severe accident once that's
there.
We think we have this in the right order.
We think it is the right sequence.

But we never said that

we wouldn't, you know, hear a dissenting opinion and have
another go at it, because we are willing to do that if you
want.
THE PRESIDENT:

So I am always -- you

know, you heard me try to arbitrate with fish.
MR. SAUNDERS:
THE PRESIDENT:

Yes.
You would think that fish

would be a simple thing, right, and the scientists couldn't
agree on fish.
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So what kind of a process here would you
have, staff, on this that actually can resolve it and maybe
put it away?

Because even if he is slightly right, let me

put it that way, he quotes billions of dollars of
consequences so it's a low probability, high impact and we
always worry about those kinds of incidents.

I hear staff

raising their hands.
MR. FRAPPIER:

Thank you.

Gerry Frappier,

for the record.
So we are listening to Dr. Nijhawan.
There are several inaccuracies in what he has said and so
we have to correct some of them.

I don't think we have the

time to go through all of them, but first and very easily
is we did go to ASME.

Yes, we did have a contractor who

wrote up the report.
My Director of Engineering Design
Assessment, Andrei Blahoianu, was down at the meeting in
ASME.

We met with the committee.

back and forth.

We put several things

It was the actual ASME Committee that made

the review and the decision, if you like, with respect to
whether the ASME Code was properly interpreted and whether
the ASME Code was utilized properly.

They will not, and it

is not appropriate for a standard-based organization to
give you comments on your design.

That's not what they do.

What they do is they say here is the standard, use the
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standard, do your own design.
The question we had to ASME was did we use
the standard correctly and the answer was clearly yes.

And

it wasn't a junior engineer and it wasn't somebody in
Toronto.

We did have a contractor who helped us put the

report together, but we actually went down.

We sent Mr.

Blahoianu, who is on the phone if we want to get more
details on what all happens at ASME.
that.

We can certainly do

So that we should be clear about.
The second thing is, yes, Dr. Nijhawan has

made several presentations internationally on this and
generally has been refuted, certainly by CANDU Energy who
is the original designers and not viewed as necessarily
having all the facts in order.

There are certainly some

people who -- and we certainly agree that he is a
knowledgeable person.

That doesn't necessarily mean he is

infallible.
So certainly people have reviewed it.
have had the industry look at it.

I forget when the last

time was, but a couple of years ago we had the industry
review the pressure relief valve situation again after
Fukushima, and so it is one of the analyses that all
licensees were required to redo, again to ensure that we
had this right.

Perhaps Bruce wants to tell us a little

bit about how that review went.

We
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So we have looked at this and I'm not sure
there is any new information here that we haven't had in
the past.
THE PRESIDENT:

Bruce, you wanted to add

something to this?
MR. NEWMAN:

Gary Newman, for the record.

So as was just articulated, as part of the
follow-up requirements on the Fukushima response, we were
asked to review this once again.

We did that due diligence

again and we came to the same conclusion as already
articulated by Mr. Saunders.
THE PRESIDENT:
Questions?

Ms Velshi...?

MEMBER VELSHI:
is a question.

Okay.

I'm not sure whether this

I just don't know where you are leaving

this particular issue at.

If it has been going around back

and forth for the last 10 years it will probably carry on
for the next 30 or 40 years.

Perhaps we need to --

DR. NIJHAWAN:

God gives me life.

--- Laughter / Rires
MEMBER VELSHI:

Okay.

So, I mean, maybe

we need to agree on a process to bring it to resolution,
maybe not to everyone's satisfaction, but at least agree on
how we are going to hear everyone out, maybe get some
independent review, maybe it's not ASME, maybe it's someone
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who can actually comment on the design and get some
verification.

I think that would be helpful.
MR. SAUNDERS:

I mean, I think from Bruce

Power's point of view we think we have already done that.
We engaged the experts.
brought it to CNSC.

We had the ASME review.

We

CNSC accepted it.

You know, I understand his position.

I

understand he is passionate about it, but from our point of
view this issue has been resolved and, you know, discussing
it more is not going to change it, to be quite frank.

You

know, it does happen sometimes that we disagree on design
principles but, you know, I don't think that there is any
substantial issue here on the long term and that we should
stick with our decision unless there is some new technical
information that would actually cause us to change it, and
I don't see that anywhere.
MEMBER VELSHI:

Sorry.

And I agree with

you, I mean, if there is no new information.
Dr. Nijhawan hasn't seen the information.

But perhaps

I don't know.

I

don't know what kind of dialogue has happened amongst the
parties.
MR. HAWTHORNE:
you don't mind.

So let me just comment, if

Duncan Hawthorne for the record.
Obviously this is a very complex

intervention.

I think we have all struggled with the
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complexity contained within it and it’s a very difficult
task for the Commission to deal with.

But the basic

construct as I view it here is there has been a lot of
dialogue on this topic and there is a difference of opinion
amongst passionate experts on all sides of the argument.
Hard to see anyone letting go of their position.
What Dr. Nijhawan is suggesting is that if
we were to make use of the new software tool that his
company has developed and chose to use that, then we'd all
be better off and better informed and learn a lot from it.
Because that's really the proposition, and
I don't know if that's been made clear, but the
proposition, I think, that you exposed earlier was that
what you would like to see happen is Bruce Power, CNSC and
your own company get together and do more analysis.

I

think that's basically the construct -DR. NIJHAWAN:

I totally resent --

MR. HAWTHORNE:

-- the essence of his --

DR. NIJHAWAN:

I resent that implication 

MR. HAWTHORNE:

Well, let me finish, will

-

you?
DR. NIJHAWAN:

-- that the purpose of my 

MR. HAWTHORNE:

Will you let me finish?

-
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DR. NIJHAWAN:

-- submission is to sell my

software to you.
MR. HAWTHORNE:
DR. NIJHAWAN:
MR. HAWTHORNE:

That's not what I said.
That's what you said.
Let me finish, will you?

I was about to say something positive.

I don't know if I

want to now.
What I was about to say, however, is it's
clear to me there's a lot of expertise in the doctor's head
and there's a lot of history and I've found in my time
being here that it's a mistake to ignore historical
perspective and knowledge even if you on the surface don't
completely understand it.
So I was about to say -- and I'm not sure
I really -- my own guys will probably want to bang my head
-- that I think we make a mistake to totally cast aside
these opinions without giving them a bit more due
diligence.

I don't think it can be resolved in these

licensing hearings because I think it's too complicated and
too difficult, but I for one am prepared to give some time
to this.
You know, all of us have the ability to
learn from others and if they don't have the same
mainstream view, that's not a problem for me because
sometimes it's through that attention that you actually do
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make improvements.
So I for one am more than willing to give
it some time and look at it.

I just don't think this is

the place to do it because it's --

position.

THE PRESIDENT:

No, no.

MR. HAWTHORNE:

-- an unreasonable

So I don't know if that was what Commissioner

Velshi was talking about but I can tell you on behalf of
Bruce Power that I'm certainly prepared to create a forum
to hear more and see more and if there is another tool -which I wasn't trying to suggest at all was a sale -- if
there is another tool that we can deploy to help us better
understand this, then we should pay attention and take some
time to see if it's real.
At the end of the day we might decide it
doesn't add but I think we're all seeking the same end,
which is the highest level of nuclear safety, all of us,
every one of us.

There's no one in this room who isn't

trying to do that.
So, as I say, for my part, on behalf of
Bruce Power, I'm certainly prepared to create a forum where
we spend more time, we look again and see if there's some
value to it.
THE PRESIDENT:

Well, that's exactly --

I'm glad to hear you say that because we're definitely not
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going to resolve it here, I've already stated that, but we
need a process that, in spite of all the work that's been
done, maybe another kick at the can is warranted for all
the reasons you've said.
We are not afraid to make a decision once
all the inputs are in.

Every time we hear and we get this

submission, we spend a lot of time reading all the material
here, try to understand it.

It's very, very complicated

and we definitely need help, one more time, to try to
ascertain whether all the work we've done to date puts this
problem away to our satisfaction.
So I think one more round is due and the
question I was trying to say is if all parties agree, I
think you will need some process here that allows this to
be resolved in a kind of neutral way.
MR. HAWTHORNE:

So I don't think --

Sorry.

Maybe I should

have been a bit clearer.
I think it's incumbent on us as a customer
to actually talk to the good doctor and do some analysis,
because I don't think a regulator right now necessarily
sees a gap in what we're doing.

This is an expansion, a

development, a thought process.
Because I don't think anyone in this room
is suggesting for a moment we're not regulatory compliant,
that we're not doing what we need and that the regulatory
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process that we're going through right now is affected one
way or another.
THE PRESIDENT:

No, no.

MR. HAWTHORNE:

My argument is not about

let's go -- because everybody's busy on the regulator side.
Let's not go and form a working group.

Because you could

have done the same on fish and you didn't.
that temptation.

You resisted

So I would ask you to resist again and I

will give you an assurance that we will form a relationship
and give time and energy to see if there is some merit.
I also think, just listening to this, that
because of the relationship that's gone on for a decade or
so, it may well be the case that the doctor has not been
made aware of improvements and upgrades that have been
physically carried out to the site, and were he made aware
of that, some of these concerns may be reduced.
And so, an open dialogue between Bruce
Power, the operator, and an expert with some, you know,
valid concerns makes a lot of sense to me.

I don't know,

frankly, at this point that necessarily involves the CNSC.
THE PRESIDENT:
solution coming in front of us.

We always like to hear a
We're not looking for

additional kind of regulatory work.

However, now the three

parties being involved here in putting a position together
-- in fact, staff has just said that they agree that if you
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change the valve, you're going in the wrong direction.
So by all means develop an approach, agree
where you agree.

Where you disagree, let us know then what

the situation is so we can all agree as to what is the
final solution here.
MR. JAMMAL:
record.

It's Ramzi Jammal for the

Thank you, Mr. President.
A couple of things I would like to

reiterate on the record.
Our recommendation to you with respect to
this relicensing recommendation has not changed.

So the

information we've got, the process we approved for Bruce
Power to conduct with respect to post-Fukushima is
acceptable to us.
Now, Bruce Power as a licensee is offering
to work with the intervenor with respect to review of the
assessment, how it's done, but it has to be bounded with
respect to establish the elements of the engagement so
we're not going to end up spinning the wheels, is it ASME
Code process and so on and so forth, because at the end we
base our regulatory decision based on fact and science, not
research projects.
So the engagement:

the licensee has

responsibility for safety and Bruce Power and the
intervenor can engage.

We would like to make sure that the
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process that's going to be applied is acceptable to us by
both parties.
This is not just freelancing on a licensee
or an intervenor and coming up with results because we want
to be engaged to ensure that what's being done meets our
regulatory requirement and we can render a regulatory
decision based on what's been done.

Because to date the

regulatory decision has been based on an ASME requirement,
ASME process, and CNSC has reviewed and accepted these
processes.
So I want to leave the Commission with:
My conclusion is, as we stand today the recommendation to
the Commission will not change.

The engagement between the

licensee and the intervenor is welcome and the CNSC will
make sure that this engagement is made in a way that the
result can be used for a regulatory decision.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

There are a couple

of other issues that have been raised by the intervenor.
So unless somebody wants one more -- by all means, Dr.
McDill.
MEMBER McDILL:

No.

I have another issue

but maybe other people -THE PRESIDENT:

Anybody has another issue?

Dr. McDill, you're still on.
MEMBER McDILL:

Thank you.
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My second question is PARs with hydrogen
versus PARs with deuterium.
time too.

I think I was on that one last

So please talk to me about it, all three of you

in turn.
MR. FRAPPIER:
record.

Gerry Frappier for the

Maybe I'll take a first stab at it.
So, as you know, we have PARs that have

been deployed at the stations along with the ignition
systems that have been there traditionally to manage the
hydrogen issue should hydrogen be generated out of an
accident scenario.
There was a point made that because we
have heavy water a lot of the hydrogen, certainly the
initial hydrogen might have a lot of deuterium in it, which
is a different isotope of hydrogen, and whether the PARs
would function using that.
We had done some calculations indicating
that the PARs would perform as well with the deuterium as
it would with hydrogen.
However, we are also doing experiments.
We started an experimental program with Chalk River to
actually test those hypotheses and that is going on as we
speak and we'll see when the results come back from that
with some experimental evidence regarding deuterium and
PARs.
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At this point in time we are satisfied
that the PARs that are in place are sufficient to meet the
requirements as laid out by the CNSC, and if research shows
something different, then we will adjust our thinking at
that time.
MEMBER McDILL:

When are these results

liable to be on the scene?
MR. FRAPPIER:

I would say within the next

few months, but to tell you the truth, I haven't got the
actual schedule in front of me, unless there's somebody in
Ottawa perhaps -- I don't know, Sam or Chris, if you have a
better sense of the research project with Chalk River, when
it's going to come to fruition.
MR. HARWOOD:

This is Chris Harwood from

Ottawa.
We believe that we should be able to get
some results in the next fiscal year.
Can you hear that?
MEMBER McDILL:
DR. NIJHAWAN:

Thank you.

Yes.

Sunil Nijhawan.

There are three issues in PARs.
First of all, let's talk about which gas
is produced.

Mr. Frappier just said:

Well, maybe part of

it will be deuterium.
Where is deuterium produced from?

It is
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produced by the interaction of heavy water -- and let's
talk about one scenario, the scenario of station blackout.
In that scenario, it's produced by the
interaction of remaining heavy water in the heat transport
system with the overheating fuel.

It is also generated by

the interaction of boiling moderator heavy water with fuel
and debris.

It is also generated by the interaction of

heavy water in the heat transport system and from the
moderator with the feeders.
There is no light hydrogen in the
accident, none.

If there was light water, we don't have an

accident.

There is no -- so the PARs have to be done for

deuterium.

Let's forget talking about hydrogen in CANDU

industry, let's talk about deuterium.
A very simple equation will tell you
that the recombination rate, and I found 100 papers on
the different hydrogen deuterium from 1950s when they
began making bombs.
And there is work showing that the recombination
rate would be at least

1
2

times smaller.

Which is

confirmed to me by Grant Carol, one of the original
people who worked on it at AECL.

It is confirmed by a

whole number of people.
So, A, we should have PARs which are designed for
deuterium.

Secondly, we should have PARs which are
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designed for enough amount of hydrogen -- well
deuterium, hydrogen.
Look at this.

I would like to point to this

graph of reactivity of carbon steel and zircaloy and
stainless steel with light water. Because we don't
have data for heavy water.

Reactivity is only

different by 5 per cent, because the dissociation
required before you create an oxidation is about 5 per
cent different.

Reactivity of carbon steel, which is

in our feeders, is more than for zircaloy at any
temperature that the steel exists.
So we have forgotten in the last 30 years that we
have been licensing reactors.

And every time we have

been looking at the temperature of the fuel in 1500°C
range, 1000-1200°C range.

We have forgotten what

happens downstream of that, there is an end fitting,
and downstream of that at the feeders.

And I didn't

forget that in my calculations.
And I spent about four months doing research on
oxidation of steel and setting up models whereby
channels heat up, transfer some of this energy and
steam to the feeders.
And look at the oxidation of feeders.

Oxidation

of feeders, in my opinion, in a bounding analysis will
produce, if steam was available, up to 2,000 kg of
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deuterium, which is a very large amount of deuterium,
which is more than what is produced from intact fuel.
So that is something we could remember.
So second thing about PARs selection, which Mr.
Frappier claims is sufficient for our reactors, is
that these PARs should remove the hydrogen such that
the concentration remains below 4 per cent.
The reason it should remain below 4 per cent is
that at 4 per cent they start to burn.

And at 6 per

cent AECL PARs initiate or have initiated in their
experiments, as I predicted 10 years ago, experiments
done a few years ago show that the PARs will produce
explosive interactions with the gas at the exit.
Because the temperature at the exit of the PARs
is so high when the concentration is more than 6 per
cent.
The feeders which produces hydrogen by the way
are corroded even on the outside.

They are turning

about .9 mm per year, it depends -- is the data which
has come from Bruce Power, that they will trim.

So

they are susceptible to oxidation.
Here is what happens in the PARS.

The red line,

where I say "AECL Type", is the increase in its
hydrogen conversion with concentration.

So if I am

more than 10 per cent, my concentration is about -- my
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removal capacity is about double of what it is at 5
per cent.
I shouldn't let it go to 10 per cent or more than
5 per cent because the temperature at the exit at high
concentration is more than the autoignition
temperature.

That is why AECL experiments, short

explosion.
So the PARs, as designed today, based on the AECL
substrate, will produce explosion because they produce
-- they just do the job too well.

There are other

substrates available like which is better, which limit
their oxidation rate at anything after about 6 per
cent, 7 per cent, and maintain the temperature below
the temperature of the auto ignition.
So maybe we can design PARs which look like this.
Secondly, the 19 PARs put at Point Lepreau will
be grossly dangerous, let alone inadequate, because
the concentration of hydrogen only from -- deuterium
only from zircaloy reaction could be as high as 15 per
cent, maybe 30 per cent if 100 per cent oxidation of
zircaloy takes...
So oxidation of zircaloy -- of par number is
wrong, our PAR types is wrong.
the placement?
well.

And then what about

We have to look at things like that as
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MEMBER McDILL:
Thank you.

They are huddling.

THE PRESIDENT:
me.

I am going to move over to Bruce.

Before, just try to explain to

So AECL was supposedly building these boxes for

Canadian -- for the CANDU.

How did they not design it

for deuterium?
DR. NIJHAWAN:

Very good question, sir.

Very

good question.
And there is history there.

They had a

requirement, and the requirement -- and I continue
saying our reactors were not designed for severe
accidents.

All the things we put into it weren't for

design basis accidents.
The design basis accident source term for
hydrogen is from the worst case of LOCA plus loss of
ECC accident.
For the CANDU 65 Reactor the number is 65 kg of
total hydrogen.

The 65 kg of total hydrogen produces

and average of total 3 per cent of hydrogen
concentration in the containment and never reaches 6
per cent, maybe 6 per cent locally, but globally it
does not.

So those were just fine for design basis

accidents.
The moment I put three PARs or 20 PARs or 50 PARs
in a CANDU 6 building and I have not done the numbers
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required for Bruce, which are significantly more, I am
playing with fire.

Because the amount of hydrogen

which can be produced by a severe accident is so high
concentrations will go more than 6 per cent very
easily.
And especially very interesting part, that our
Bruce reactors, which have a containment looking like
this, if you can pay attention the bottom part is my
fuelling machine duct.

So I got 5 inverted volumes, 4

-- 4 inverted volumes for reactors and maybe 2 for
fuelling machines which can't contain this hydrogen if
there is an accident in all four units.
Or even a single unit, there is no reason for
hydrogen, which is exited, which is taken out at this
location inside this inverted volume to go out.
Because the vacuum building has already acted to
remove the hydrogen, to remove the steam produced much
earlier.
First thing which happens is that the steam from
heat transport system comes out without any hydrogen.
That is what goes into the vacuum building.
So this is a trap.

I have to have very special

systems for hydrogen removal, more than some PARs at
sporadic places.

This is a -- problem is these are

just problems, they can be fixed.

It is not that this
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is -- we can come up with a system here where hydrogen
can be removed, but not in the present geometry.
This is the only reactor in the whole world where
the reactor is sitting at the pressure mark.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay, Bruce, now your turn.

MR. HAWTHORNE:

Well, I am just going to say

again what I said before, there is a lot of material
here, there is a lot of compelling stuff.
knowledgeable presenter.

Got a

But we are not going to deal

with 34 points here, we are not, we are just not going
to do that.
You know, it is the first time I have seen this
information.

I am actually very interested in

exploring it more, but we are not going to do it here.
What do you want me to say?

I think he is right?

Let's throw out all the PARs, we will go out and get
some new ones?
You know, there is merit in exploring this.
I want to hear that, I want to be involved in it.
these are -- this is not a Bruce Power issue.
a CANDU industry issue.

Yes,
But

This is

This is about have we thought

about the design of the CANDU reactors and severe
accidents scenarios in the right way?
submissions is perhaps not.

And some of the
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You know, I don't think it is reasonable for me
or anyone on my team to say, yeah, we agree with that
or we don't.
We work within a regulatory framework.
asked to provide support to that.

We are

We have guidance

and we have CNSC Staff interaction which goes on, and
we do what we think is appropriate to meet the
requirements.
Notwithstanding that, if someone with clear
expertise comes along and says, maybe there is another
way to look at that, then we are going to look at it,
I have already told you that.
But, you know, to give you incremental answers
here to 34 points, it isn't going to work.
THE PRESIDENT:

But when somebody tells us right

here there is new information, that Point Lepreau is
now -- the PARs are dangerous, well, we take no risks.
And the question is -MR. HAWTHORNE:
group issue.

Sure.

But that is a CANDU owner

With all due respect --

THE PRESIDENT:

-- the question is what are we

going to do about it?
MR. HAWTHORNE:

-- with all due respect, I think

that that's what I was asking, that's what the huddle
was by the way, just so you know, because I said, is
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this gentleman ever had the chance to present to CANDU
ownership?
Because this is broader, it is -- I think it is
broader.

From what you say it involves, you know, a

discussion about the CANDU fleet.

And it seems to me

that that is exactly why the CANDU Owners Group was
created, to actually look at R&D and consider various
other things.
And, you know, Gary serves on that. So the reason
I was huddling with him was why don't we invite this
gentleman to come and present to the CANDU Owners
Group and have an informed discussion amongst all
CANDU operators, not just the ones in Canada.

And

give him a fair hearing and come to some conclusions
on behalf of the industry at large.
THE PRESIDENT:
MR. JAMMAL:

Staff?

Ramzi Jammal, for the record.

I will pass it on to Mr. Frappier.

There are a

couple things I would like to say here.
This is not new information that is being
introduced here.

The calculation with respect to the

design with respect to the post-Fukushima, everything
has been taken into consideration.

So the mention of

the PARs, CANDU Inc. is not here to defend the design
of the PARs.
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But they have sold thousands around the world, so
now we are declaring that the PARs are inadequate
right around the world?

That is a success story, it

is a Canadian success story with respect to the
design.
So I am not going to go into the debate, but
there is one thing I want to go back and reiterate.
The information we have that the staff presented to
you as a recommendation is based on facts and science.
In addition, even though Dr. McDill spoke about
the thermal siphoning and the water makeup.
longer a fact.

It was no

In 1998 we learned from the events in

India where they were able to -- they had a full
complete fire and loss of instrumentation control and
they were able to maintain the cooling.
So what we implemented post-Fukushima is based on
factual elements, that they were done elsewhere from
the COG and OPEX.
But I would like to pass it on to Mr.
Frappier, because this is nothing new that is being
introduced here.

There is one key element with

respect to the effectiveness of one, one, probably,
beyond-design-basis element, but we're forgetting the
whole systematic improvement that did take place in
the containment from the cooling, from the other
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elments, that will take -- should take credit with
respect to the safety systems and enhancement that has
taken place.
I'll pass it on to Mr. Frappier.
MR. FRAPPIER:

Gerry Frappier, for the

record.
Thank you.
So there's a lot of complicated things
that have been put in front of the Commission with
this intervention.

I think that when it comes to

severe accidents, in doing detailed severe accident
analysis, the beyond- design-basis accidents, I'm sure
there's lots we can still learn, but we have looked at
many things.
The carbon steel question, for
instance, is one that has been looked at before.
not new.

It's

We don't believe the carbon steel will get

warm enough to be able to start producing massive
amounts of hydrogen.
With respect to the PARs, as Mr.
Jammal said, we don't AECL here to defend themselves,
however, we do have our hydrogen expert back in
Ottawa.

If you don't mind, I'd like to give him

perhaps a second or two to explain a few things or
comment on a few things to the Commission.
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So, Sam, if you can hear me, could you
take the ball here?
MR. GYEPI-GARBRAH:

Sam Gyepi-Garbrah,

for the record.
First of all, I'd like to address the
6 per cent hydrogen that Dr. Nijhawan mentioned.
Hydrogen at 6 per cent bends rather
slowly and there isn't any significant kind of
explosion experiences there as far as we are concerned
and to our knowledge.

AECL has done a few -- a lot of

experiments in near-flammability-limit mixtures done
in enclosures with PARs in containment and between 4
to 9 per cent these mixtures are not very reactive and
they bend rather slowly.

They are not explosive

hydrogen mixtures.
Second, Dr. Nijhawan mentions that
there is 65 kilograms used in the analysis.

It is

actually 65 kilomoles of hydrogen, and that is 130
kilograms of hydrogen that AECL used in the analysis
for hydrogen distribution and containment.
If there's any other he wants to me
clarify on.
MR. FRAPPIER:

Thank you.

So certainly we can look at -- and I
think no matter what happens, both in Canada and
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internationally the more investigations into severe
accidents is something that is ongoing.

But from the

perspective of what's before the Commission right now,
we believe that we have the information we need to
make the recommendation that we have made.
THE PRESIDENT:

Go ahead, Ms McDill.

MEMBER McDILL:

I'll forbore on the

other 32.
--- Off microphone / Sans microphone
DR. NIJHAWAN:

Just one final thing.

I'm not casting dispersions on AECL
PARs.

If I put 75 of these PARs in Point Lepreau

they'll be just fine.

It's just having the lesser

number which will permit a higher concentration, and
hence an explosive interaction by be exceeding the
autoignition temperature that's all.
before.

I put 75 on

At the right places, that's all.
And make sure no local location

exceeds 6 per cent.

That's all.

there are just not enough of them.

AECL PARs are fine,
I would rather not

put any PARs at Point Lepreau than put 19.

That's a

personal recommendation.
And about 65 kilomoles/65 kilograms;
my bad.

It is 65 kilomoles.

But the actual hydrogen

produced in a local LOECCwill not be limited to 65
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kilomoles because they neglected to calculate the
oxidation of feeders.
As Mr. Frappier was saying, We don't
believe the feeders will get warm, warm for an hour,
even in the analysis presented by a CANDU 6 reactor,
you've got 20 grams per second of steam going out at
1500°C into an --and feeding into a feeder, it won't
get warm, it'll get hot!

And I calculate that

transient with a very sophisticated model which takes
days to run.

It takes me four days to run a transient

to find out hydrogen generated from a severe accident.
By the way, just by the way, for your
interest, the worst amount of hydrogen -- if I may
please have this picture here -- the worst amount of
hydrogen is not produced by high-power channels, which
-- which you would think, High-powered channels, a lot
of heat, they produce a lot of high power.
don't.

They

It's the low-power channels which don't fail

and sit there and cook, and they produce hydrogen both
from the fuel and from there, and from the feeders.
So it is only by analysis.

All I'm

selling you is analysis saying, Please, go and do
analyses based on the 34 different questions that I
asked over here, whatever method you use to do the
analysis.

Without an analysis anything you do to do
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EFADs, and if you do PARs, water by the water hook-up
-- may I have one more minute -- we're so happy you're
going to add water to the boilers, but should you add
water at three hours instead of at two hours, you will
cook the reactor.
How?
boilers are empty.

Even -- the way it is, the
When the boilers are empty, the

heat transport system, water, will now stop the
thermal siphoning and relieve through the relief value
whether they're adequate or not, go into the heat, go
into containment and get depleted.
When they get depleted -- and let's
say we are removing half the water, unless we are down
too close to the headers, at that time, which is at
three hours, at that time I go and put in water into
the boilers.

Bad move.

If you had not done the

analyses, you'd never know.
The bad move is because at that time,
even if you put water into the boilers, the heat
transport system will not cool.

Not only it will not

cool, because their thermal siphoning it's in their
steam, but water will come from the channels and sit
inside your boilers.

That's called reflux

condensation.
That's an experiment we did.

I worked
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with a professor -- I was blessed.

I was blessed.

I

had three of four people who worked in my life who
beat things into me which makes sense.
We did an experiment which said: what
if we put water in the boilers late?

We put the water

in the boilers, all the water from the channels will
come and sit inside the steam generators.
would be empty.

The channel

Wrong move.
So that why I say do better analyses

rather than handwaving.

Do better analyses and all

these 34 questions I've raised can be solved.
is beyond us.

Not one

We went out and made these reactors.

It was my generation who designed and built these
reactors.

We can fix them too.

But to go out and as

a religious statement say they are safe, they're
designed by gods, they have very low chances of giving
out fission products is wrong.
can fix them.

Whatever we got, we

They all can be fixed.
MR. FRAPPIER:

Gerry Frappier again.

Just for the record, I was flippant in
my language in using the word "warm."

I certainly

didn't mean that they were just going to be warm.
They were going to get hot, very, very hot, just not
hot enough is my point.
DR. NIJHAWAN:

The temperature at --
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I'm sorry, I don't want to hold -- I will finish this
talk.
The temperature at which the oxidation
starts for steel is 400°C.

Steel melts at about 1500.

So the temperature at which my fuel is still sitting
and available -- here we go.

Look at the -- look at

this blue curve on the left.

Look at the bottom.

is 900°C.

At about 600°C I'm already oxidizing:

It
2000

square metres of surface area and a surface layer
which peels off after some time, although I didn't
model peel off to limit the amount of hydrogen, you
have a lot of hydrogen potential.

This is undeniable.

If we had stainless steel feeders, they should not
exist.
I thought, Will there be would be an
issue, but my analysis shows hydrogen does not do
nothing.

Twenty-two kilograms of hydrogen over two

days, who care?

Feeders do 2,200 or 2,000, some

number like that.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

You obviously gave us a lot of things
here.

Some of them -- I can tell you, for me,

personally, deuterium gas is new.

Whenever I have new

information, I always like to have a little bit more
information.

I think that we had a pretty good
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suggestion to get some sort of industry committee to
invite the intervenor and go through those 34 and see
if we can agree, where we agree to disagree or agree
to agree, and what needs to be done, and we'd like to
have some kind of updates as to how this thing kind of
progressed.
So unless somebody has further
concerns or questions, I will give you -- you have the
final word, any final word you want to say.
DR. NIJHAWAN:
thankful.

Dr. Binder, I'm very

I'm very thankful to you, sir.
I would like to tell you I've spent 25

years working on this, and this is the best day of my
life as far as this issue is concerned, that you are
at least willing to talk to me.

I will do my best and

I will get back to you, but I'm very grateful for the
opportunity to work further on this to give -- and we
didn't even get into 32 other ideas there ---- Laughter / Rires
DR. NIJHAWAN:

-- but that's something

I would ask the Commission to look at as part of the
licensing process that you're going through, that
those issues will also have a bearing on the safety
story of Bruce.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay, thank you.
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Thank you very much.
--- Pause
THE PRESIDENT:

The next submission is

an oral presentation by the Bruce Power Pensioner
Association as outlined in CMD 15-H2.135 and 2.135A.
I understand that Mr. Mullaly will
make the presentation.
Over to you.

CMD 15-H2.135/ CMD 15-H2.135A
Oral presentation by
Bruce Power Pensioner Association

MR. MULLALY:

I want to thank the

Commission for allowing me to do this presentation
today.
Let me introduce myself.

I'm Doug

Mullaly, and I'm President of the Bruce Power
Pensioners' Association.
And I guess I could say after sitting
here for the last three or four hours, I reaffirm that
I made the right decision to retire.
--- Laughter / Rires
MR. MULLALY:

I want the Commission to

know that the Bruce Power Pensioners' Association
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strongly supports Bruce Power in its five-year licence
renewal.
Allow me to tell you a bit about the
Bruce Power Pensioners' Association.

The Bruce Power

Pensioners' Association has been in existence since
2007.

The Association has over 1,300 members,

representing approximately 40,000 years of nuclear
experience.
Now, the role of the Association is to
maintain a communication channel between Bruce Power
and the pensioners.

And certainly one thing that we

have found with any new pensioner that -- it seems
somewhat like a divorce.

Everything just stops after

they retire from Bruce Power, so we had a lot of
people saying, "We really want to still have that
communication", so we established the organization and
then Bruce Power's been a strong, strong supporter of
us since day one.
So we have opened up those channels of
communication.

That's been great.
Another role of the Association is to

keep pensioners updated on the pension plan and any
other issues affecting pensioners.
We support pensioner and spouse
wellness program activities, and we do a lot of work
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in that area.

We want to maintain healthy pensioners

as long as we can, and we work with the community,
Grey-Bruce Health Association, various other groups to
do that.
We're proud to say that we support
Bruce Power in ongoing activities.

We are an advocate

of Bruce Power in the community, and we support
pensioners' social activities, obviously.
We, as pensioners, considerable
ourselves as ambassadors of the company.
Now, I'm not here to discuss the
technical aspects of Bruce Power's application.

Their

strong safety culture and operational excellence
speaks for itself.
What I do want to talk about is the
commitment of Bruce Power to its pensioners and to the
community.
Since day one, Bruce Power has
demonstrated its support and commitment to the Bruce
Power Pensioners' Association through its
participation on the Bruce Power Pensioners' Executive
Team.

We actually have a senior manager that sits on

the executive with us to keep that dialogue going
between Bruce Power and the pensioners.
Bruce Power collaborates with us on
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employee wellness.

They take their wellness programs

and where it will fit in with pensioners, will marry
those programs together, so we'll adopt the Bruce
Power wellness programs if applicable to pensioners.
We have an annual general meeting, and
every year we have a senior executive from Bruce Power
come to that meeting and give us, as pensioners, an
update on what is happening at Bruce Power and what,
exactly, is going on on the site.

So that's a very

important thing for our members.
Bruce Power provides funding to
support our active membership.
Bruce Power involves our membership in
key stakeholder events and announcements.

And Bruce

Power has invited the Pension Association to be an
active member on the tripartheid committee on
pensions, along with the PW and the Society, and
that's very important to pensioners.
Now, the Bruce Power Pensioners'
Association partners with Bruce Power on a number of
community initiatives.

We heard a bit earlier today

about the snowstorms and the Highway 21 closings, and
this is certainly the land of the horizontal snow.
We've worked with Bruce Power for a
number of years in planning the living snow fence, and
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for those of you that aren't familiar with that term,
it's just a string of trees along Highway 21,
predominantly Highway 21, that act as windbreaks to
cut down on the horizontal snow that we get.

And

that's been an ongoing activity for probably seven or
eight years we've been planting trees along with Bruce
Power people.
Not just only does it help Bruce Power
and our pensions, but everybody in the community.
We help out with community e-ways
collections with Bruce Power.

We've helped out with

Habitat for Humanity builds with Bruce Power.

We've

helped out with the Saugeen Valley Children's Safety
Village with Bruce Power.
We supported community television
programming.

We have supported breakfast programs for

local schools with Bruce Power.
We help Bruce Power out in their
annual community beach party.

We support and assist

local food banks, and we support and assist many
community charitable organizations.
Bruce Power is an integral part of
this community.

Prior to Bruce Power taking over the

site from OPG, the local towns were in dire straits.
OPG had closed down generating units,
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and the impact of lost jobs as a result had a terrible
effect on the local communities.

Population was

decreasing, businesses were closing, house values were
dropping rapidly and there was no hope that our
children could remain in this community due to lack of
employment.

Communities were in rapid decline.
When Bruce Power took over the site,

it breathed life into the local communities once
again.

Their capital investments with the local

economic spin-offs -- spin-off effects brought the
communities back to life.
They offered many job opportunities,
not only during their expansion phase, but also in the
operation of the site.

They have employed many young

people, which has caused housing to grow, schools to
expand and local businesses to flourish.
So what are the community benefits of
having Bruce Power here?
Bruce Power certainly demonstrates
safety first.

It's one of their core values.

And

that's not something that's just practised on the
site.

That spills off over into the communities.
When people come home, they carry

those values and they share those with the rest of the
communities.

It's a very important value that they
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follow.
It's certainly improved the local
economy.

No question about that.

Capital investments

not only on the site, but in local towns.
It's provided employment for young
people, financial support for local charities and
organizations, and it is a leader in the industry and
the community.
There's overwhelming support from the
local communities for Bruce Power, as evidenced by the
many surveys conducted locally.

Eighty-nine (89)

percent agree that Bruce Power operates safely and is
a good community citizen.

Amazing number, 89 percent.

Bruce Power, with its low-cost strong
operational performance, excellent safety record and
strong community support definitely deserves to
continue supplying Ontario 6,300 megawatts into the
future.
Bruce Power has earned the renewal of
their operating licence.

I thank you.

THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Questions?
Mr. Tolgyesi.
MEMBER TOLGYESI:

Where are your

members generally living now, being retired, in the
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area, in a large area, or some of them are -MR. MULLALY:
this area.

The vast majority are in

Certainly we have members across Canada

and outside of Canada, but the vast majority tend to
stay here after they retire.
MEMBER TOLGYESI:

How many members you

have?
MR. MULLALY:

We have over 1,300

members.
MEMBER TOLGYESI:
MR. MULLALY:

That's quite a bit.

Yeah, it's -- we're

quite happy with the membership.
thing.

It's a voluntary

You don't automatically become one.

Someone

has to apply to join.
But I think the total retirement
population is roughly around 16, 17 hundred, so we
have 1,300 of those as members in our Association.
THE PRESIDENT:

Anybody else?

Dr. Barriault.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:

Thank you, Mr.

Chairman.
Perhaps this has been explained
already.

What is the Saugeen Valley Children's Safety

Village?
MR. MULLALY:

Saugeen Valley
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Children's Safety Village is something that the
community has come up with, and it actually is a
miniature village, a town, and it's to teach children
safety in their environment, in a town.
So it actually has little cars and
streets, and it just operates like a little town.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:

And to what age

group does this cater to?
MR. MULLALY:

It would be kids just

entering school, like Grade -- probably Grade 1 to 3,
that range.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:
MR. MULLALY:
THE PRESIDENT:

Five or six.

Yeah.
Does it have a nuclear

power plant in it?
MR. MULLALY:

Just down the road.

MEMBER BARRIAULT:
THE PRESIDENT:
Okay.

Thanks.

Anybody else?

Thank you very much.

The next submission is an oral
presentation by Babcock & Wilcox Canada Ltd. as
outlined in CMD 15-H2.112.
I understand that Mr. MacQuarrie will
make the presentation.
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CMD 15-H2.112
Oral presentation by Babcock & Wilcox Canada Ltd.

MR. MacQUARRIE:

Good afternoon, Dr.

Binder and Members of the Commission, and ladies and
gentlemen.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to

present to you.
My name is John MacQuarrie and I am
president of Babcock & Wilcox Canada.

I understand that

you have had a chance to review my presentation so I will
just hit the highlights of some of the key points that I
would like to present to you today.

Essentially I will

cover who we are and what we do and why we support the
renewal of the license application for renewal of the
license for Bruce A and B.
So a little bit about Babcock & Wilcox
Canada.

We are headquartered in Cambridge, Ontario and we

are a global supplier of nuclear components and services.
We have a large facility in Cambridge.

In fact, we are the

only North American-based supplier of large nuclear
components such as steam generators.

We also have a

significant training facility there that supports our
service business that we use to provide services to
customers in Canada and around the world.
A little bit more about our products and
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services so you can understand a little bit about the role
that we play in the industry.
there on the slide.
generators.

Our products are listed

Some of the key ones are steam

We are at up to 305 steam generators supplied,

which we understand to be the most ever supplied by any
company in the world, not just of the CANDU type, but of
every type of reactor that has been operated in North
America.
We also make critical heat exchangers and
near the bottom of the list you can see reactor feeders
there.

So essentially we are making what you might call

critical pressure retaining components for a variety of
nuclear plants, including pressurized water reactors and
CANDU plants.
And services, essentially we service what
we sell and so you can see the list of components that we
work on is very similar to the products that we make.
Essentially, what we do in our service business is assess
the condition of these components and so look at the need
for repair of degradation or perhaps replacement.
One thing I would comment on about our
service business is it gives us a unique opportunity to
work very closely with our customers because we work in
their facilities and therefore they get to know us very
well and we get to know them very well, and so my comments
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this afternoon are related to that perspective that we gain
by working so closely with our customers.
So with that background on B&W I would
like to explain a little bit about or talk a little bit
about our relationship with Bruce Power.

It is a long

standing relationship.
We supplied all of the steam generators
and some other critical components for the Bruce reactors
starting in the several and we have been providing services
since that time.
What I would like to say to summarize some
of the points that are on this slide is that we have found
that whether Bruce Power is procuring components from us or
working with us where we are providing services in their
facilities, that in everything that they do, that safety is
always paramount in their approach to executing their work
and so therefore we have high confidence in their ability
to continue to operate their reactor safely and provide
clean and economical power to Ontario.
A couple of the attributes that I would
like to highlight that we observe about Bruce Power is,
first, their commitment to nuclear safety culture and,
second, their collaboration with industry partners to
ensure that they are always utilizing the best technology
to understand the condition of their components.
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Bruce Power exhibits a continuous
improvement attitude, particularly in the areas of human
performance in an effort to reduce errors, to improve
performance overall and to achieve event free operations.
Some of the best evidence perhaps I can
offer for this is what's noted there at the bottom of this
slide, is that in our service business we have been
fortunate to work over 9 million hours, which for us is 18
years, without a lost time accident.

And while we would

like to take credit for that entirely at B&W that would not
be correct to take all that credit because we work most of
those hours in Canadian nuclear plants and a lot of them in
Bruce's plants.

I think a lot of credit goes to the fact

that they operate in a very safe way and they have
challenged us to be safer over the years and because of
that we have been able to achieve that record.
Bruce Power makes tremendous investments
in monitoring the condition of their safety related
components.

They invest millions in every outage to have

inspections occur, to have analyses done and to ensure they
understand the condition of critical components.

In our

case, we are quite involved in steam generator inspections
and feeder inspections and some other components, but I
know that they work similarly with many other suppliers to
ensure that they understand the condition well.
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They also make tremendous investments on
an ongoing basis in leading-edge inspection and repair
technology.

There are some examples on the slide here of

what they have invested with us, but they are ensuring,
from our perspective, that they remain at the leading edge
of inspection technology so that they can detect any
degradation issues in their components.
So today I would say that from my
perspective Bruce Power knows more about their components
than ever before because of the techniques that they are
using and the investments that they are making and that
gives us confidence that they know about the integrity of
their components, they understand degradation mechanisms
and that they know that they are fit for service.
One of the things we wanted to highlight a
little bit was a case study in a series of projects that we
worked on with Bruce Power a few years ago known as the
West Shift.
projects.

Perhaps you may be familiar with these

They were on Bruce A, Unit 3, and the essential

purpose was to shift the fuel channels in order to extend
the life of these reactors.

B&W Canada was fortunate to

work with Bruce Power on this project, along with many
other industry partners.
You know, what I would like to highlight
to you is not the fact that I understand they were executed
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on time and on budget, but I would like to highlight to you
the approach that Bruce Power took to those projects, which
was investing in a considerable amount of training to
prepare the crews to do that work.
involved in that at B&W.

We were heavily

Our facility that I mentioned

earlier where there were more than 100 boiler makers,
millwrights, other skilled tradespeople, technicians and
engineers trained on a full scale or a partial scale mockup, but fully simulating the tools and the procedures that
we were going to use, often done in full dress rehearsal so
that the individuals could experience what the environment
would be like, all of this done to ensure that the work
would be done correctly with minimal radiation exposure.
I would say that there are very few
industries, in my experience, that would go to that extent
or invest that kind of -- make that kind of investment in
training.

So I think it is remarkable.

You know, it

ensured that the work could be done safely.

It could be

done first at the right time and that there would be no
challenge to reactor safety.

I think this demonstrates

Bruce Power's conservative approach to doing work like this
and their strong commitment to a nuclear safety culture.
We have been providing engineering support
to Bruce Power for many years, as I mentioned, primarily
around component lifecycle management for those are the
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components that we are the original equipment manufacturer
of.

We have seen them invest a great deal in the

development of new engineering and analysis tools so that
they continue to understand new degradation mechanisms as
they arise or make sure that they are at the leading edge
of their capability to engineer and analyse components.
You know, from this we find that they are
very ready to rely on expertise that exists out there, to
utilize global operating experience whenever they can to
ensure that their assets are appropriately managed and that
they are meeting all of the code and licence requirements
that they need to in order to operate their facility.
So with that experience, Babcock & Wilcox
Canada requests that the Commission extend or renew the
operating license for Bruce A and B because we are
confident that Bruce Power can continue to operate these
reactors safely and that they will continue their
commitment to nuclear safety culture and to the strong
focus on asset management that they have and that they will
continue to provide a very safe working environment for
their staff and for everybody that works in the reactor, as
well as the many other positive things that we have heard
about today.
Thank you very much.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.
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Questions?

Mr. Tolgyesi...?

MEMBER TOLGYESI:

You said you are the

sole producer of steam generators.
MR. MacQUARRIE:
MEMBER TOLGYESI:

In North America.
In North America.

So

what is the second-hand market for those steam generators?
MR. MacQUARRIE:

Second-hand market as in

for used steam generators?
MEMBER TOLGYESI:

What do you do with

them?
MR. MacQUARRIE:

I'm sorry.

I'm not sure

I understand the question.
MEMBER TOLGYESI:

What do you do with the

steam generators when they are built or do you change them?
Do you recover them or you -MR. MacQUARRIE:

So you are referring to

when a steam generator has reached its end of life and what
do you do with the generator.

So typical practice in the

industry is that when a generator reaches its end of life
it is replaced and replacement is quite common.

Bruce

Power has done that.
he reactors that are -- or, sorry, the
steam generators that are no longer needed, the original
steam generators, are typically either stored at the site
or they are sent somewhere else for reprocessing and for
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recycling, if that is possible.
THE PRESIDENT:

So I think there is a

little hidden meaning to this question.
--- Laughter / Rires
THE PRESIDENT:

We have a long history

with steam generators’ end of life.
service what we sell.

So you said you

Have you ever thought about vendor

take back?
--- Laughter / Rires
MR. MacQUARRIE:

Yes, we have.

We have

been asked that before and at this point in time we don't
offer it.
THE PRESIDENT:
is on the table I cannot resist.

So since steam generators
What is the plan?

What

is the long plan if it changed for the steam generators?
MR. HAWTHORNE:
that opportunity.

I knew you wouldn't resist

For the record, Duncan Hawthorne.
As we all know and are painfully aware, we

did have a strategy here that involved waste reduction,
really which we have advocated is the environmentally
appropriate thing to do, to reduce, reuse, recycle, which
are the tenets of environmental stewardship.

For us that

involves shipping to Sweden and have Studsvik do it, who do
it for many countries throughout the world.

CNSC had a

hearing and, you know, as far as we were concerned we met
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all the regulatory requirements to do that but, as you well
know, there was a lot of heat in that debate.

We took the

decision to store for a while where we tried to engage
communities along with a potential route.
Frankly, as I said at the time, it wasn't
a commercial case for us.

We weren't going to save money

by doing that versus storing.

I just think it was

important that we took the right environmental choice.

And

what we are looking at is the possibility of doing, what we
would have done in Sweden here, do it locally and avoid the
whole transit issue.

So we are actively pursuing that now.

For the moment they continue to be stored
on-site, but I think it would be a great disappointment to
all of us if all we ever do with these is stack them up on
the site.

It's a mistake.

It's a bad environmental

solution and so I am still committed to the tenets of
reduce, recycle, reuse.

I just don't think I am going to

Sweden with them in order to achieve that goal.
THE PRESIDENT:
Questions?

Thank you.

Question?

Okay.

Thank you very much for this presentation.
MR. MacQUARRIE:

CMD 15-H2.113
Oral presentation by

Thank you.

Thank you.
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The Society of Energy Professionals

THE PRESIDENT:

The next submission is an

oral presentation by the The Society of Energy
Professionals, as outlined in CMD 15-H2.113.
I understand Mr. Travers will make the
presentation.

Please proceed.
MR. TRAVERS:

Thank you, and I would like

to thank the Commission for being here and allowing us the
opportunity to speak in support of the Bruce licence
renewal application.

My name is Scott Travers.

I am the

President of the Society of Energy Professionals, IFPTE
Local 160.
With me here today is Mr. Mike Gade.

Mr.

Gade is currently an operations specialist at Bruce Power.
He has previously been a licensed authorized nuclear
operator at Bruce to be.

He is here today in his capacity

as one of our local vice presidents.

So Mr. Gade is the

local Vice President for the Bruce Power Local and he will
be speaking a little bit later on in the presentation.
MR. LEBLANC:
bit of interference.

There is perhaps a little

Perhaps you have a blackberry or

another electronic device close to the microphone.
MR. TRAVERS:

Oh, definitely we can --

MR. LEBLANC:

Sometimes it works.
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MR. TRAVERS:

Okay.

I hear it now.

Okay.

How many more phones

--- Laughter / Rires
MR. TRAVERS:
do we have kicking around here?

It’s shutting off.

Perfect.
The Society is a union that represents
almost 8,000 employees in the electricity industry here in
Ontario.

We represent members at 13 different employers,

including Ontario Power Generation, AMEC-Nuclear Safety
Solutions and Nuclear Waste Management Organization.

In

particular we represent approximately 1,100 members here at
Bruce Power.
Our members are employed as first-line
managers, supervisors, professional engineers, scientists,
information system professionals, economists, auditors,
accountants, as well as many other professions.
Approximately 90 percent of our members hold post-secondary
degrees and diplomas, with about 70 percent holding degrees
at the Bachelors, Masters or PhD levels.
Our members are knowledge workers, working
to the best of their abilities who take great pride in
exercising their civic, social and professional
responsibilities and as a union we stand behind our members
professionalism, their integrity and their commitment to
excellence in all areas and, in particular; workplace
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safety, public health and environmental sustainability.

So

we come to the Commission uniquely represented to be able
to speak to the safety culture and the practices at Bruce
Power.
So I would like to turn over the
presentation to Mr. Gade at this point.
MR. GADE:

Thanks, Scott.

Mike Gade, for the record.
Yes, as Scott said, the Society members
support the Bruce Power licence renewal application.

Our

members and our union are uniquely motivated and uniquely
situated to act as an additional safeguard of the public
trust in the Bruce nuclear generating stations and indeed
to all of Ontario's nuclear operations.
Our members work inside of and in close
proximity to these facilities.

They are amongst the first

in harms way if the highest standards of safe operation and
occupational health and safety are not adhered to.

They

live in the Bruce and surrounding communities and their
children drink the same water and breathe the same air as
all the local residents.
Because of our occupational positions,
training and experience, and thanks to the independent role
we play in the internal responsibility systems at Bruce
Power, we are in a position to enforce the most stringent
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of standards.

It is a position and responsibility which we

take very seriously.

Our members have confirmed to us that

Bruce Power continues to implement and maintain effective
environmental protection programs at Bruce A and Bruce B,
in accordance with the CNSC requirements.
We are proud of the health and safety
achievements of the Society members that work on the Bruce
joint health and safety committees and their efforts to
ensure worker safety.
The Society is committed to continuing to
work with Bruce Power, the CNSC and all stakeholders to
approve not only the operation of the stations, but also
the health and safety of the workers in the surrounding
community, the reliability of the units and the engagement
of the workers at this plant.
The Society would like to thank the CNSC
for inviting us to make this submission.
THE PRESIDENT:
Questions?

Thank you.

Dr. McEwan...?

MEMBER McEWAN:

Thank you, Mr. President.

Thank you for the presentation.
interested in again the safety culture.

I am

We have heard a

lot about it and Bruce are obviously very proud of what
they have achieved.
For your members, if they have a concern
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in the workplace, do they have the ability to make it
either known or acted upon immediately or is there a
process or is there a supervisory food chain that they have
to go through?

If they see an immediate concern, can they

do something about it?
MR. GADE:

Absolutely.

So if our members

see an immediate health and safety concern, they can
actually take action and if it is an unsafe activity they
can have that activity stopped immediately.

If it's not an

immediate concern, each of our members has a requirement
and an obligation to raise that safety concern.

That is

part of our internal responsibility system and our safety
culture.
Every person has a responsibility for
safety at this site and a requirement to play their role,
so if there is a safety concern the expectation is the
members will raise that through their line to their line
managers and seek resolution and also one of the safeguards
that I spoke of for safety is that the members also know
that we have an independent voice as a union, they have
representation and they have many avenues, including joint
health and safety committees, joint committee on radiation
protection in which to have issues raised and dispositioned
in a thoughtful manner.
MEMBER McEWAN:

So just following on from
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that, if raising the issue through the line management
didn't work to the member’s satisfaction, what would they
be able to do?
MR. GADE:

So the question is if they are

not able to have it resolved through the line manager?

The

expectation would be through the internal responsibility
system if their concern isn't resolved to their
satisfaction, to continue elevating that and the union
would at that point get involved, likely, to make sure that
the issues are resolved in a thoughtful and meaningful way.
So it will be resolved and elevated to the highest levels
of the company if the issue is still in existence.
MEMBER McEWAN:

So I guess my final on

this theme would be the joint health and safety committees.
How often do they work and, again, how effectively do they
work and how much are they concerned with, if you like,
policy and how much with operational detail?
MR. GADE:

So joint health and safety

Committees meet regularly, every three or four weeks as a
regular basis.

They do -- joint health and safety members

have a requirement to do regular workplace inspections so
our entire workplace is inspected for hazards and to make
sure that the standards are being upheld.
And also the joint health and safety
committee members of both unions and the management members
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also have a requirement if there is an emergent issue to
take that on an immediate basis.

So they are available

24/7 if there is any emergent issue to deal with it.
THE PRESIDENT:

Questions?

Ms Velshi...?

MEMBER VELSHI:

In your written submission

on page 4 under safety culture you talk about a selfassessment that was done and it identified a few areas of
improvement and you talk about three specific initiatives
that are underway.

Can you elaborate on what those

initiatives are and what were those areas of improvement
identified?
MR. CLEWETT:

Scott, would you like me – I

can -MR. GADE:

Sorry?

MR. CLEWETT:

Do you want me to cover

that?
MR. GADE:

Sure.

MR. CLEWETT:

Len Clewett, for the record.

Yes, that is a formal safety culture
assessment we performed in 2013, which we do every few
years.

We had over 2,500 respondents and we got very solid

ratings from those respondents, but we had two areas that
we thought would help us improve performance.
One was equipment health that had a lot of
comments and we had a site-wide initiative and in fact have
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seen tremendous improvement in the equipment performance,
specifically at Bruce A since that time as a result of that
initiative.
The other was really involving
communications at the first line managers to their crew.
We, I think, have excellent communications throughout the
site, but it is an area to help us facilitate giving them
communication tools each and every day and that has also
been very successful.
So those were the two initiatives really,
that first line manager communications and the equipment
health are the top two themes that came out of that survey.
MEMBER VELSHI:

Thank you.

THE PRESIDENT:

On that topic, staff, are

you familiar with this INPO 12-012 and the Nuclear Energy
Institute 0709?
MR. HOWDEN:

Barclay Howden speaking.

I believe we are.

I'll ask André Bouchard

to reply.
MR. BOUCHARD:

André Bouchard, Director of

Human and Organizational Performance Division.
Yes, we're very familiar with that INPO
document and we were privy through a collaboration with COG
to a discussion with INPO members to get a deeper
understanding in our way forward with our current effort
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for producing a REGDOC on safety culture.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Any other questions?
Thank you.

Thank you for your

presentation.

CMD 15-H2.143/15-H2.143A
Oral presentation by ATS Automation

THE PRESIDENT:

The next submission is an

oral presentation by ATS Automation, as outlined in CMDs
15-H2.143 and 15-H2.143A.
I understand that Mr. Bains will make the
presentation.
MR. BAINS:

Thank you, Mr. President.

I would just like to thank you the
Commission for allowing ATS to present at this hearing.
My name is Narinder Bains.

I am the

General Manager of Nuclear at ATS Automation.
I would like to start off by saying that
ATS supports the continued operation for the Bruce Power
Nuclear Generating Station and the further five-year
licence renewal.
During the presentation, I would like to
outline how Bruce Power is leveraging the commercial sector
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to support the important mandate of running a safe plant.
They're doing this by introducing new innovative
technologies and by working in lockstep with key suppliers
and ensuring that their suppliers match Bruce Power's
safety culture and record.
If the Commission could bear with me for
the next couple of slides, I'll be giving an overview of
ATS because I think it's important to note that Bruce Power
is really thinking out of the box, looking beyond
traditional nuclear suppliers and have broadened their
supply chain to draw in experiences and best practices from
other industry sectors.
They have brought in companies like ATS
Automation who have the experience in implementing
innovative technologies and design processes that are used
in other industry sectors such as life sciences,
transportation and consumer products.

ATS is not a

traditional nuclear company.
ATS is one the world's largest systems
integrators with revenue run rates of approximately $1
billion.

We are a Canadian company and our headquarters

are in Cambridge.

We focus on industry diversification,

which provides business stability as well as cross-industry
transfer of technologies, knowledge, methodologies and
lessons learned.
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Our relationship with Bruce Power mirrors
our customer approach in other business segments.

This

approach is partnership-based, validated by long-term
relationships.

Our strength is our resource base of over

3,500 people involved in innovative high-technology product
development and project implementation throughout the
world.
ATS is an example how Bruce Power is
continuously searching and qualifying suppliers who can add
greater value in the area of innovation which has a direct
impact on safety.
This slide illustrates the diverse
industry sectors that ATS serves.

ATS has engineered and

built manufacturing and assembly lines for all these
products and industries.

ATS has supplied large assembly

lines for automotive and solar industries to complex
assembly lines for life science products and understands
the consequence of failure and safety in every industry.
For example, we supply manufacturing lines
for heart pacemakers, drug-coated stents for heart surgery
and produce medical imaging machines.
Similar design methodologies and safety
practices have been used to design and implement nuclear
systems for Bruce Power.
Although ATS is a fairly new company in
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nuclear, about 15 years, our impact has been seen across
many areas of industry, including refurbishment projects,
outage tooling to fuel fabrication, decommissioning and in
the radiopharmaceutical field.
There are two specific examples in the
following slides where ATS has worked closely with Bruce
Power and is continuing to work closely with Bruce Power.
One is the NCR Project, the refurbishment
of reactors, and the second is designing and building an
innovative fuel channel inspection and maintenance system.
This system is called BRIMS, the Bruce Power Inspection and
Maintenance System.
BRIMS has been developed in an effort to
increase worker safety and productivity.

It's a

collaborative project with Bruce Power and other suppliers
and has resulted in the creation of a specialized tool that
will be deployed during outages to inspect and maintain
fuel channels in the reactor core.
The design combines operations experience
from Bruce Power, an innovative design from suppliers that
has resulted in an advanced remotely controlled system.
There are unique features that make the system more
reliable and faster.

One of these is a local tool test and

calibration system which is done right in the vault.
The BRIMS System and its approach is to
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reduce personnel time in the vault, which reduced radiation
dose and provides faster and more predictable inspection
data.
Apart from the innovative design of the
BRIMS System itself, several other factors within the
project increase overall safety.
The BRIMS machine is currently being
thoroughly tested offline at ATS on a representative
reactor fuel channel mock-up.

This ensures that the

machine goes through thorough cycle testing for reliability
and performance.
Also at ATS, we have a vault replica that
has been set up so the workers can rehearse transporting
the machine into position and commission on a mock-up using
actual personal protection equipment such as protection
suits and breathing air lines.

This ensures that everyone

has in-depth training that increases safety and reduces the
time spent in the vault, which in turn reduces the
radiation dose.
ATS also supports refurbishment of the
Bruce Power Nuclear Generating Station.

We have been

involved in almost all of the CANDU refurbishment projects,
starting with Point Lepreau in New Brunswick.

More

recently, ATS engineered and supplied the majority of the
automated tools for the active component removal for the
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Darlington refurbishment projects.
A sample of the automated tools is shown
in the slides.

They're all designed to reduce setup time

and are remotely controlled so the personal radiation dose
is minimized.
Operating experience will be used and
incorporated from all previous refurbishment projects for
future refurbishments of Bruce.
The tool design process for refurbishment
projects involves all the stakeholders.

As already

mentioned, operating experience is carefully collected from
previous refurbishment projects and design changes are
incorporated.

In some cases, changes are subtle, while

others more intrusive.
The stakeholders involved in the design
process from the station include engineering, operations
and, more importantly, safety, radiation protection and the
actual staff who will be handling and operating the tools.
Detailed risk registers and risk
mitigation planning steps are taken to ensure the risks are
eliminated or reduced to an acceptable level.
Other key design features and processes
include the use of state-of-the-art safety control systems
and the use of computer simulations to optimize the invault installation process.

Simulations are used to work
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offline and evaluate different scenarios so the safest
possible solutions can be found.
Another important aspect of the project
will be the use of high fidelity mock-ups for complete
system testing, rehearsals and training.
ATS supports Bruce Power's application for
licence renewal.

We have worked very closely with Bruce

Power in developing tools and systems that are inherently
safe and minimize radiation exposure for the workers.
There has been a tremendous focus at Bruce Power on safe
operation and ensuring that all suppliers put safety as the
highest priority.
Bruce Power promotes innovation,
commitment and, above all, teamwork with suppliers like ATS
to ensure safe operation and safe implementation of key
projects during maintenance outages and refurbishment
projects.
This concludes the presentation.

Thank

you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Questions?
Dr. Barriault.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:

Thank you, Mr.

Chairman.
Your BRIMS machine for examining fuel
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channels, how many channels can you examine a day?

How

long does it take to look at all the fuel channels?
MR. BAINS:

There are multiple channels

that can be done within a day and the design of the BRIMS
machine was really to enhance the productivity of
inspecting fuel channels.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:

Is it a visual

inspection or non-invasive?
MR. BAINS:

There's a visual inspection

but the machine is also used for sampling, taking pressure
tube samples.
spaces.

It's also used to locate and relocate the

So there's multiple uses of the machine.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:

Okay.

Is that in

operation now at Bruce?
MR. BAINS:

(No audible response).

MEMBER BARRIAULT:

No.

When do you expect

delivery or do you -MR. BAINS:

Yes.

MEMBER BARRIAULT:

The delivery -Maybe I'm assuming

something -MR. BAINS:

The scheduled delivery is June

-MEMBER BARRIAULT:
MR. BAINS:
August outage.

Okay.

-- and it will be used in the
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MEMBER BARRIAULT:

Okay.

And how much --

what's the efficiency of this machine compared to what
you're doing now?
MR. CLEWETT:

Yeah, efficiency of the

machine -- it will also help for reliability but also allow
us to have a lower dose to the workers.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:

The workers, yeah.

Great.
MR. BAINS:

Yeah.

THE PRESIDENT:
specific?

Can you be really more

What is it the machine actually measures?
MR. CLEWETT:

Glen Clewett, for the

record.
Actually the machine is a tool
delivery apparatus, so when we use testing to do the
scrape of the channels, this tool delivers the other
tool to the reactor face.
Same thing when we do measurements to
locate spacers, this tool is used to deliver the tool
to the specific pressure tube.
So it's actually a tool that we call
the delivery tool.
THE PRESIDENT:

So it's like a robotic

kind of delivering something.
MR. CLEWETT:

That's correct, yeah.
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THE PRESIDENT:

To save, you know,

people from doing this.
MR. CLEWETT:

Remotely controlled.

THE PRESIDENT:
MR. CLEWETT:
MR. NEWMAN:

Yes.
Correct.

Gary Newman, for the

record.
It's actually taking the place of fuel
handling equipment that currently delivers the entire
suite of tools.

This new tool is actually based upon

many elements of our prior tools, like mini-SLAR you
may have heard of in the past.

It's just taking all

these concepts and making now this new tool with some
greater efficiencies to deliver the entire suite of
tools that we put on the reactor to do full-length
volumetric inspections for, you know, indications in
the channels, to do scrape, to do maintenance such as
SLAR-related activities, that sort of thing.
THE PRESIDENT:
MEMBER TOLGYESI:
manufacturing them.

Mr. Tolgyesi...?
These tools, you are

Are you selling them to the

customer or you are renting them and, you know and...
MR. BAINS:

This is actually almost a

first-of-a-kind project in nuclear because this is
actually a project managed by Bruce Power.

It's a
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collaborative effort.
So Bruce Power have bought the best
and the best from the industry, so other companies
like CANDU Energy are supplying inspection heads, MDA,
MacDonald, Dettwiler Associates are doing the overall
systems engineering, there's Bruce Power involved in
the execution.
So Bruce Power have brought really a
number of key companies together and worked together
in lock-step to deliver this system.
THE PRESIDENT:

Is OPG interested in

it, or is there a commercial secret here?
MR. HAWTHORNE:

Maybe I can add, sir,

a bit more and it's really not fair to put a vendor on
a spot in that respect, but let me just try and give 
- for the record, Duncan Hawthorne.
Our strategy here is that we know that
as a consequence of managing the asset life program
that we're going to have to do a lot of inspections of
fuel channels.

It involves repositioning spacers, it

involves taking scrapes and samples, et cetera, but in
order to do that kind of encased form of activity, we
didn't want to continue to use the old tools and
techniques.

One, because they carry with them a

higher employee dose uptake and obviously that's not
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desirable.

Secondly, it ties up the fuelling machine

and, again, given that there's a lot of operational
units that are in that, it didn't seem to make sense.
And, thirdly, we think there's real productivity
improvement to be had by having new state-of-the-art,
modern, efficient tooling.
And frankly, bringing a supplier like
ATS in who are not of the nuclear culture who have a
different approach and can bring more innovative
techniques, seemed to us the way to create some
breakthrough.
BRIMS machines are an example of that.
We've got one we're going to deploy it, we're going to
test it in places we don't really, you know, it's not
on critical path until we prove the concept, we've
seen it work in action in the facilities now.
So there's a whole suite of new tools
and techniques that we're deploying here, just to do
all of the inspection work and are more efficient both
in terms of time, cost and dose uptake and it's part
of a very comprehensive, you know, tens of millions of
dollars, in fact, probably into the hundreds of
millions of dollars of capital investment on our part.
THE PRESIDENT:

Ms Velshi...?

MEMBER VELSHI:

Would there be a
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challenge to compare results from BRIMS with your
historical way of inspections?
MR. HAWTHORNE:

No.

The reality is,

it's just a more efficient way of obtaining the
sample.
And sorry, I didn't answer the
question about OPG, but there are signs of interest.
You know, we were smart enough to have some role in
the intellectual property of that, so there is indeed
a commercial element to the rules of entry, if I can
say that.
But, you know, obviously all of us as
operators are looking to try and share expertise and
knowledge.

We had a specific initiative and a

specific sense of urgency and pace to do some of the
stuff, but equally, there's obviously benefit in OPG
doing some of the things.
So the most recent position I would
tell you, and I'm not speaking for OPG, but they
certainly have expressed an interest in having their
own BRIMS machine and we won't charge them too much
for that opportunity.
--- Laughter / Rires
THE PRESIDENT:
Question?

Anybody else?
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Just a comment.

I have rarely seen so

much information very efficiently displayed of their
slide here, it's a highly dense deck.

So thank you

for that.
--- Laughter / Rires
THE PRESIDENT:
MR. BAINS:

No, sir.

THE PRESIDENT:
MR. BAINS:
MR. LEBLANC:
agenda.

Any final comments?

Thank you.

Thank you.
Just an update on your

We had planned to have dinner at six o'clock.

It's not yet six o'clock and we have Nordion that is
available who was scheduled to present at seven, so we
appreciate their willingness to present now.
And then we're going to take, after
Nordion's presentation we're going to take a one-hour
dinner break and we're going to resume thereafter.
For the occupants in the room, we know
that the Ottawa Sens are playing against the Montreal
Canadiéns, however, we do have two interveners that
had been scheduled for tomorrow that will be
presenting this evening, so we're adding two
presentations this evening.

They will be from the

Southwest Economic Alliance, that's CMD 15-H2.137 and
Kinetrics, which is CMD 15-H2.119.

So Southwest
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Economic Alliance, .137 and Kinetrics, .119.
Thank you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay, thank you.

So the next submission is an oral
presentation by Nordion as outlined in CMD 15-H2.41.
I understand Mr. McIntosh will make the presentation.
Over to you.

CMD 15-H2.41
Oral Presentation by Nordion

MR. McINTOSH:

Thank you very much.

My name is Scott McIntosh and I am the
President of the Gamma Technologies Business Unit at
Nordion based in Ottawa here in Canada, of course.
I'm here to speak to you about the
contribution that Bruce Power and the Bruce Nuclear
Generating Station make every day to the health and
wellbeing of millions of people in Ontario, in Canada
and around the world.
Nordion is a provider of radioisotopes
for the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of
disease.

One of our primary products is Cobalt-60,

and that Cobalt-60 is produced in power reactors.
In Ontario, both the Pickering B and
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the Bruce B reactors produce Cobalt-60 for Nordion.
And today, Bruce Power is the largest producer of
Cobalt-60 in the entire world and they currently
account for approximately 30 per cent of the global
supply of Cobalt-60.
When the Pickering B reactor shut down
permanently in the 2020 timeframe, there will be an
even greater reliance on Bruce Power.
Now, Cobalt-60 is used primarily for
sterilization of single-use medical devices and that's
such as drapes, gowns, catheters, sutures, IV
equipment, orthopedic implants, endoscopic devices,
many more.

You name it, it is sterilized with Gamma.
More than 40 per cent of single-use

medical devices world-wide currently use Cobalt-60 as
a method of sterilization.
Now, if you or someone you know has
spent any time in a doctor's office, a dentist's
office, any clinic, undergone any kind of diagnostic
procedure, any kind of small minor surgical procedure
chances are very, very good that you have been touched
by products that were sterilized using Cobalt-60.

And

in fact, some products, many products in fact, can
only be sterilized with Cobalt-60 either due to their
design or due to the materials that were used in
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producing them or packaging them.
Sterilization with Cobalt-60 is known
as gamma processing or irradiation, it's a simple,
safe, reliable and cost-effective method that's been
used for over 50 years.

The Bruce Nuclear Generating

Station, and subsequently Bruce Power, have been a
significant contributor to that history since 1983.
In fact, Cobalt60 produced at Bruce Power makes up almost half of the
installed base world-wide of Cobalt-60 and that's
enough Cobalt to sterilize 175 million cubic feet or 5
million cubic metres of single-use medical devices
annually.
And to put that in perspective, that
would equate to roughly 100 billion syringes or 10
billion surgical gloves sterilized every year using
Cobalt produced at the Bruce Power station.
As you can imagine, this has had and
continues to have a profound impact on the lives of
many millions of patients around the world.
So with that, I'd like to play you a
short video that gives a first-hand perspective on the
impact from a front-line healthcare provider.

So

there's also a cameo in here from somebody you'd
recognize.
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--- Video presentation / Présentation video
MR. McINTOSH:

So although alternative

technologies for sterilizing medical devices certainly
exist, they each have drawbacks that make them less
appealing than gamma.
As an example, ethylene oxide is used
for fumigation of sterile medical devices, but it is
an explosive carcinogenic gas, difficult to handle and
dangerous in many respects.
More importantly, switching between
technologies used to sterilize is a burdensome and
costly process for the manufacturers, could take years
to accomplish due to stringent regulatory
requirements.
And, as such, if there was a sudden
reduction in the availability of Cobalt-60, much of
the healthcare infrastructure that we as North
Americans and those in the west have come to rely on,
would be put at risk.
Gamma processing is also used to
reduce pathogens such as e coli and salmonella in
meat, poultry, shellfish, and spices in a growing
number of countries.
In fact, food used by NASA for space
missions has been treated with gamma to eliminate any
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chance of food-borne illness.

Potatoes, onions,

grains can be treated with gamma to inhibit sprouting,
eliminate spoilage and extends the shelf life,
substantially reducing post-harvest losses and
ensuring that food makes its way from field to fork.
Continuing on the subject of food,
Cobalt-60 is used to control insect populations and
improve crop yields through something called sterile
insect technique.

It is also used to eliminate pests

in fruits and vegetables prior to export, reducing the
possibility of infestation in the importing country.
And in come cases, such as for Indian mangos being
exported to the U.S., irradiation is the only approved
treatment.
Gamma also has applications in a broad
range of consumer products from cosmetics to pet
treats to food packaging materials.

And in a bit of a

symbiotic way Cobalt-60 actually supports the nuclear
reactors from which it is derived by providing a means
for tests for reactor component testing for radiation
durability.
Now, today, Cobalt-60 from Bruce Power
is processed by Nordion into sealed sources at our
facility in Ottawa and shipped to more than 120 gamma
processing facilities in over 40 countries around the
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world.

Not only does this directly support more than

300 highly skilled jobs, including scientists,
engineers, and technicians in Ontario, it drives
significant exports.
The unique combination of capabilities
and capacity positions Canada as a global leader in
the gamma processing industry.

Bruce Power and the

Bruce Nuclear Generating station have been and
continue to be critical to maintaining this
leadership.
There are a limited number of reactors
in the world that can produce Cobalt-60 and, moreover,
development of a new source of Cobalt-60 production
takes many years, is capital intensive, and can
involve dealing with foreign governments and reactor
operators whose commercial and operational
philosophies are not as well aligned as those of a
Canadian operator.
Furthermore, having a partner like
Bruce Power who is geographically close to our
production facility and can produce Cobalt-60 in
multiple units drives efficiencies that we could find
in few other places.
Transportation of radio active
material is, as you can imagine, costly and complex.
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And having a Canadian reactor operating under the same
world class regulator regime as we do, provides
confidence in safety, security, as evidenced by an
impeccable transportation record.
So in closing, I hope I have impressed
upon you the important contribution Bruce Power and
the Bruce Nuclear Generating Station have made to the
health and well-being of people in the community, in
the province, in the country, and around the world
everyday through the production of Cobalt-60, and that
you give ongoing need for this critical resource
consideration in your decisions.
Thank you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Questions?
Dr. McEwan?
MEMBER McEWAN:

Just out of interest,

how much Cobalt-60 still goes to therapy applications?
MR. McINTOSH:

Cobalt-60 is not

typically used for a great deal of therapy, except in,
and very specialized cases, that is used for external
beam, and it is a very very small quantity of the
total Cobalt made around the world.

In fact, none of

the Cobalt made at power reactors, such as Bruce right
now, is used for that application.
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THE PRESIDENT:
Okay.

Questions?

So let me ask.

When are we

going to get some of this food irradiated in Canada?
MR. McINTOSH:

Mr. Binder, I thought I

would have that question from you.
--- LAUGHTER / RIRES
THE PRESIDENT:

I thought you would be

ready for this.
MR. McINTOSH:

Food irradiation has

been around a very long time.

And we have at Nordion

put a great deal of energy really over a 30-year
period to have it adopted.

It is being adopted very

very well in some countries, mostly, truthfully, for
export of materials to other -- it is used as a
quarantine practice, so for disinfestation of pests.
But it could be used far far more
effectively for food safety applications in the U.S.,
in Canada, and in other places where we have kind of a
mass food industry.
And really, it has been held up for
two reasons.

One is consumer acceptance.

I would

love to be able to overcome that, but have been unable
to.

And to some degree from a regulatory regime,

certainly other countries have been faster to adopt
the technology than Canada has.
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So I don't know the answer to your
question, when it is going to be adopted.

But, boy,

that is a day I would celebrate.
THE PRESIDENT:

I hear rumours that

Health Canada is looking at this again.

Anybody can

clue us in on that?
MR. JAMMAL:

Ramzi Jammal, for the

record.
That is correct, the discussion is
taking place with Health Canada with potential.

Our

Staff, Director Kavita Murthy, is providing some input
with respect to the Health Canada proposed plan to go
for Gazette 1 with potential regulatory requirement
for food irradiation.
THE PRESIDENT:

I must add, for ground

beef, I just cannot understand why we don't -- the
U.S. allows it, we don't allow it.
MR. McINTOSH:
more.

Yes.

I couldn't agree

I think it is an easy technology to adopt.

And

the fact that consumers have been slow elsewhere to
pick it up, I understand, but it should be their
choice, quite frankly, and in Canada it is not.

So we

operate in the regulatory environment we are given.
THE PRESIDENT:
Anybody else?

Okay.
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So thank you for your presentation.
So we, I know you have been waiting
for this, we are going for dinner.

And we shall

return at 7:05.
Thank you.

--- Upon recessing at 6:08 p.m. /
Suspension à 18 h 08
--- Upon resuming at 7:06 p.m. /
Reprise à 19 h 06

THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

We are ready to

proceed.
I understand that CNSC Staff want to
update us?

CMD-15.H2.18B
Written submission from Frank Greening
(Update)

DR. THOMPSON:

Yes, Mr. Binder.

My name is Patsy Thompson, I am the
Director General of the Directorate of Environmental
and Radiation Protection and Assessment.
We were asked to come back to deal
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with some issues related to CMD-15.H2.18B, and the
questions were related to those calculations and
values that are on page 14 of that CMD.
And so in reviewing the information
provided on page 14, Staff found a number of errors in
the approach used to do the calculations on that page.
The first error is that the alpha dose
that is used in the calculation is a preliminary dose
that was performed very early by Bruce Power in the
assessment when they became aware of the event.
This was a simple dose calculation
based on ICRP default parameters.

And as we explained

last night, as we got fecal and urine analysis, we
actually got refined and accurate dose information.
And so the actual dose from the event
for the highest exposed worker is 6.9 mSv, and not 35
mSv used by Dr. Greening in his calculations.
The approached used, as we mentioned
yesterday, was independently verified by the Radiation
Safety Institute of Canada.

It was also independently

verified by CNSC Staff.
CNSC staff also used our own dosimetry
software program to verify Bruce Power's calculations.
In addition to transuranic doses,
people working at nuclear power plants can be exposed
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to other sources of radiation, and those include
intakes of tritium and external exposure to photon and
beta radiation.
The dosimetry used to ascertain doses
for tritium are urine bioassay samples, and for the
other components they are essentially -- the dosimeter
is worn outside of the body.

And when we look at the

total dose it is essentially the dose from all those
components.
And so the second error that is found
on Dr. Greening's intervention is that the tritium
dose that he provided is based on essentially a very
basic calculation using general assumptions from a
tritium measurement in air, and that is from a tritium
release that occurred in Unit 1.
Bruce Power in their approved
dosimetry program essentially used urine bioassay to
measure tritium doses.

And so using the air

concentrations the way Dr. Greening did is not a very
accurate way, and it is a very simplistic way of doing
those calculations because it is difficult to know and
verify the assumptions like time of exposure.
The 7.6 mSv dose that is shown in the
calculation can be discounted as the individuals
exposed would have their individual tritium urine
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bioassay measurements done and doses calculated
afterwards.
The worker who received the highest
alpha dose during the event actually did not receive
any tritium dose during that event, nor did he have
any tritium doses for the year 2009.
The third problem with the
calculations done by Dr. Greening is that the 17.3 mSv
dose that he quotes was actually the dose received by
a different worker, and not the worker that received
the highest alpha dose of 6.9 mSv.

And so combining

doses from two different workers is not appropriate.
In addition to verifying those
calculations, CNSC Staff obtained the name of the
individual with the highest alpha dose and we went to
Health Canada's National Dose Registry today to obtain
the dose history for that individual.

And that is the

individual who received a 6.9 mSv dose from the
transuranic intakes during the event.
For that worker, the dose that is
measured with the external dosimeter for the year was
10 mSv.

And this is the total for year 2009. The

transuranic dose, as we said, is 6.9 mSv.

And so the

total dose for that individual for the year 2009 was
16.9 mSv.
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And so the information we have here is
consistent with information from Health Canada, it is
consistent with the information that was provided to
Bruce Power during the event, and subsequently to
close off the alpha event.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay, thank you. Thank

you very much.
I would like to move now to the next
submission, which is an oral presentation by New Clear
Free Solutions, as outlined in CMD-15-H2.126.
I understand that Mr. Rouse is joining
us via teleconference.

Mr. Rouse, you have 10

minutes, the floor is yours.

CMD 15-H2.126
Oral presentation by New Clear Free Solutions

MR. ROUSE:
and commissioners.

Good evening, Mr. Chair,

Thank you for having me.

I'd also like to thank Dr. Nijhawan
for his presentation.

It was really, really

interesting and I'm really glad he was here.
I have a couple of things about his
intervention I just want to mention really quickly.
Again, I'm very interested in the
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results on all this stuff, especially when I find out
that Le Preau might be more dangerous with PARs than
without them.

I just want to make sure that any

discussions and conclusions that come out of that,
that the results be made public, maybe at a public
meeting or something like that.

That would be great.

Another thing, just watching his
intervention, was the safety relieves valves.

We seem

to have this decision to make between the big valves
or the small valves.
problems.

There's two different competing

I'm just curious why we couldn't try and

come up with a solution that solves both problems.
Maybe have both, with the normally open value on the
big ones for the last hour, is something to consider
there.
I would also like to mention that
earlier in the Greenpeace submission I think there was
a couple of things in his intervention that I didn't
hear his dispositions and hope that maybe the
Commission will revisit some of those things, like the
timing of the PSA results, and I think there was a
methodology when it was accepted or if it was
accepted.
That's it regarding the other
presentations that I saw.
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Now to mine.

The main point, I guess,

in my intervention is that Bruce Power didn't do
uncertainty analysis for the external events.
Uncertainty analysis is a clear requirement of the
PSAs.

As you well know I was involved in the

consultations on the new PSA reg docs and there was no
mention from industry or anybody about exemptions to
uncertainty analysis.

I think if we wanted to have

some kind of exemption from doing that requirement it
should have been handled then instead now at the
licensing hearings.
I think, you know, uncertainty
analysis is a real key part of risk, you know.

It's

used for decision-making, and knowing the uncertainty
in the things we're making decisions on is very
important.
I just want to read a couple of quick
quotes from an IAEA document called "The Safety of
Nuclear Power Plants, No. SSR-2/1, Specific Safety
Requirements."

These are requirements that are in our

international obligations to the Convention on Nuclear
Safety.
Requirement 42, under "Safety
Analysis," section 5.73, says:
"The safety analysis shall provide
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assurance that uncertainties have
been given adequate consideration in
the design of the plant."
There's also another section in there
under the "Probabilistic approach" that says:
"Establishing a balanced design that
has been achieved such that no
particular feature or postulated
initiating event makes a
disproportionately large or
significantly uncertain contribution
to the overall risks..."
I think these two requirements in the IAEA
document especially apply to the EME equipment, and my
concerns.
know:

I think there's a lot of concerns about, you

is this really reducing our risk by an order of

magnitude?
You know, we heard from Dr. Nijhawan's
presentation, that didn't seem to be refuted a whole
lot, that we only have two to three hours to get this
to work.

That doesn't seem like a lot of time from

the public's perspective.

You know a lot of things

can go wrong that can delay something a couple of
hours. So I'm quite concerned about the uncertainty.
There was something else I heard
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today, a discussion -- I've heard this at several
Commission meetings -- is, you know, the worldwide
numbers are showing us we're having an accident every
10 years, but the PSA are showing that, you know, it's
one in a million or whatnot.

The answers given today,

I don't think really explain it all that well.

I

think I have a better explanation for the Commission
of why these numbers might be coming out like that.
I think it's our use of the mean data.
We use the average.

There's a lot of statistical

outliers in these studies, a lot of uncertainties in
the stuff.

So if we look to -- you know most

scientific bodies and stuff use the 95 th percentile to
determine, you know, if something is scientifically
factual or not.

Like kind of the benchmark is the

95 th percentile.
When we do look at some of the
uncertainty analysis that come from PSAs, when you
look to those values, they're a lot more in line with
what's happening in the real world.

I think that may

be a better explanation of why those numbers are they
way we are and maybe we should be setting our bar a
little bit higher than the average.
In conclusion --I'll wrap up here, I
think, sooner than I'm supposed to -- in conclusion,
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uncertainty analysis is a requirement and Bruce Power
is not filling that requirement.

I really hope that

the Commission will remedy that.
Thank you very much.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Questions?
Ms Velshi.
MEMBER VELSHI:

I'll ask staff of

this.
What's the difference between
uncertainty analysis and sensitivity analysis?
MR. FRAPPIER:

We thought that

question might come up, so we have tried to make sure
that we got the definition exactly right for you.
I'm going to ask Usha Menon, our
specialist in PSA, to respond to that.
MS MENON:

The uncertainty analysis is

where we take a parameter in the basic event data and
then we run through a Monte Carlo simulation with
various samples to derive a particular value.

So

there is a certain -- for example, if a basic
parameter, like a failure rate in the data, has an
error factor and has a normal distribution -- a
distribution given, then we run that model to
calculate the mean or the point estimate value.
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So the uncertainty basically gives the
5 th percentile, the 50 th percentile and the 95 th
percentile.
Sensitivity is basically done within
the PSA model by, you know, taking credit for a
certain component.

Like if you say that EME is there,

with the EME or without the EME what would be the
difference in the core damage frequency value?
So that's what sensitivity is.

So

there is a difference between the two.
MEMBER VELSHI:

Thank you.

The intervenor says that uncertainty
analysis has not been done by Bruce Power, so maybe
I'll ask staff:

is this a requirement?

And then --

maybe you can answer, and then we can come to Bruce.
Has this been done?
MS AKL:

Yolande Akl, Director of

Probabilistic Safety Assessment and Reliability
Division.
Yes, uncertainty and sensitivity
analysis is part of a S-294 requirement.

Bruce Power

did uncertainty analysis for internal events level 1
and level 2 and also level 1 outage.

However, some of

the external events -- one of the requirements in S
294 allows for alternative methods, so they don't need
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to do a PSA for some external events.
In this case there is no possibility
of doing uncertainty analysis, so they can use an
alternative method with justification.
MEMBER VELSHI:

Bruce Power, do you

have anything to add?
MR. SAUNDERS:

Sorry, yeah.

Bruce

Power, for the record.
Yeah, I mean the requirement is that
we will understand the uncertainty, right, and in some
cases uncertainty is fairly easy to calculate when
you're doing mechanical systems and the like, and
that's what the level 1 PSA does.
All of the external events actually
feed through the level 1, right, because they're only
an event if they damage something in the plant, quite
frankly.

Yeah, so the uncertainty is calculated

there.
As anybody who knows the weather
knows, there's a whole lot of uncertainty around
weather events and whether they happen or not, so,
generally, you used a combination of uncertainty and
sensitivity.

What sensitivity really means is:

if I

say my maximum wind is 227 kilometres per hour, what
happens if it's 280, does that dramatically change the
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outcome?
there.

And that's essentially what we did, both
We also did that for seismic, you know we

changed the return period from 10,000 to 30,000 year,
seeing if that made a dramatic difference on the
output.

Then you feed it through your level 1, which

is, in fact, where the sort of uncertainty is done in
a different way.
And that's a normal way of doing it,
so it's not -- it's not unusual.

I think people were

just getting confused about the terminology.
MEMBER VELSHI:

Mr. Rouse, do you have

any comments on that?
MR. ROUSE:

May I speak?

MEMBER VELSHI:
MR. ROUSE:

Yes, your turn.

Okay.

A couple of points.

The clause in the

requirements for the external events, it says that
they can do something besides a PSA, that -- like a
seismic margin analysis or something.
They did PSAs, and uncertainty
analysis is a part of that, and it's a requirement.
It's not that they didn't do a PSA.
Another thing, I kind of get the
conclusions there that they can't do it.

OPG's

uncertainty analysis, I believe it's the minimum for
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their seismic, and you may want to ask if other people
are doing uncertainty analysis.
So that's kind of -- yeah, my two
points, it's pretty clear that we need it and we don't
have it, and we would like to see it.
Thank you.
MEMBER VELSHI:
MS AKL:

Staff?

Yolande Akl, for the record.

I just want to correct the -- what the
intervenor is saying because Bruce Power actually
performed uncertainty analysis and sensitivity
analysis and, for example, seismic events, PSA and
internal fires PSA.

So this is like a requirement for

-- in S294, but it allows for alternative methods.
But they are compliant with what S294 is requiring.
MR. ROUSE:

So -- oh, sorry, Chris

Rouse, for the record.
So they didn't do uncertainty
analysis?

That's correct?

Because the response I get

from Bruce Power is that they didn't do it.

And if

there's an analysis on uncertainty, I would like to
see the results, please.
MS AKL:

They actually did uncertainty

analysis for seismic PSA.
MR. ROUSE:

So why can't I have the
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results, then?
MR. SAUNDERS:

So the conversation --

the letter that we had and the conversation, this was
around EME and how it was employed and where the
uncertainty analysis fit into that.

And that was the

case.
The submission had all the rest of it
in there, so I'm a little puzzled what you don't have
because we sent you what we have.
MR. ROUSE:

But we can try --

I guess I don't have

uncertainty analysis for the external event.
MR. SAUNDERS:

Well, you have the

uncertainty analysis for the Level 1 events, which
include the external events when they're factored
through.

But let us go look at what we sent you, and

if we didn't send you -MR. ROUSE:

I mean, it kind of seems

like we're saying that we're not going to do an
uncertainty analysis because it's too uncertain, which
is a little concerning from the public's point of
view.
MR. SAUNDERS:
weather is uncertain.

Well, I think the

If that concerns you, then I

think you're on the wrong planet, quite frankly.
MR. ROUSE:

I take climate change very
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seriously.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

I think I hear

that Bruce will undertake to send you the material -try to verify what they sent you and supplement it if
you're missing something with what you're asking for.
Dr. McDill?
MEMBER McDILL:

Two questions.

Just to address Mr. Rouse's first
comment with respect to the two hours and -- I wonder
if just so that that is clear, perhaps, again, state
the case of the Indian reactor that thermo-siphoned
without power of any kind externally, if I understand
correctly, for quite a large number of hours.
If you could clarify what I'm trying
to say.
MR. LAFRENIÈRE:

Ken Lafrenière, for

the record.
I think Gerry Frappier will augment my
response, but coming from an operating background in
nuclear reactors, thermos-siphoning is what we call an
accredited heat sink.
not unusual.

It occurs all the time.

It's

And it's been proven very effective, and

we've analyzed the effectiveness and we've accepted it
as an accredited heat sink.
Virtually all Canadian reactors have
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thermos-siphoning at one point in time, and it's
nothing really unusual.
Thermo-siphoning accidents or, for
instance, in the 2004 blackout, the Pickering
reactor's thermo-siphoned during that period of time.
I also know there is some OPEX on the
Indian event which, I think, Gerry Frappier will fill
you in on.
MR. JAMMAL:
the record.

It's Ramzi Jammal, for

Gerry told me to speak to that one.
The event that occurred in India was

an internal fire that actually rendered the whole
station to full blackout, and there was a loss of
instrumentation.

And I mean, anything that could

happen, did happen, from loss of control room and so
on and so forth.
And the OPEX with respect to the
event, was the capability to go into the steam
generator or the boilers, a non-technical term, and
they were able to hook it up with one pumper -- one
literally pumper, of the fire pumper and they were
able to maintain cooling of the reactor for a long
period of time.
They were able to do the hook-up in a
matter of approximately six and a half hours exactly,
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so it was way behind two to three hours.

And at no

time there was any risk for the loss of heat sink in
the reactor itself.
MEMBER McDILL:

Thank you.

In fairness, does Bruce want to add
anything to that?
MR. SAUNDERS:

Yeah.

proven -- it's a proven methodology.

Actually, it's a
It works.

As

long as you keep cooling water in the SGs, it will
siphon until it's cold and there's no more heat to
drive the siphon.
Mr. Senil was talking about some sort
of a severe accident where all this stuff disappeared
and there wasn't anything there to cool a reactor, so
that's not actually the case.

It's actually a pretty

straightforward operation, which is why we chose it as
one of the additional methods to protect the core.
MEMBER McDILL:

Thank you.

My question, Mr. Rouse -- oh, sorry.
MR. ROUSE:

I was just wondering, you

know, from my perspective, like they keep saying they
added cooling water.

Like is it two hours?

Like if

we don't get cooling water for two, three hours, which
is my point, you know, that's a lot of point.
can happen and, you know, India got lucky.

Stuff
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But is it two or three hours before we
have to put water in the steam generators?
MEMBER McDILL:

I'll pass that back to

staff again just to -MR. JAMMAL:

It's Ramzi Jammal, for

the record.
The -- okay.

There are a couple

things.
The Indian experiment -- not
experiment.

The Indian accident itself demonstrated

that there was ample of time to intervene, so really,
in two hours, there will not be a boil-off of heat
sink in a reactor designed as the CANDU.

That's one

thing I would like to put on the record.
So there is ample of time.

And as was

previously mentioned in the discussion in the
blackout, 24 hours of thermo-siphoning was taking
place.

So the two hours will not -- as far as we know

to date, will not cause the heat sink to disappear
from the reactor.
MR. ROUSE:

Well, (indiscernible) the

analysis that they did for the Fukushima plant.
But anyways, if that's your answer,
that's your answer, I guess.
MR. TAVASOLI:

If I may add something.
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This is Vali Tavasoli, Director of Reactor
Thermohydraulics.
As I mentioned, it might take two
hours to deplete the boilers, but there are other
sources of water available which will be fed through
gravity if there's no intervention, no opening of
other things and so on.

It's just that they will be

fed through gravity feed from the boiler emergency
tank and the aerator tank.
That gives you an extra few hours.

So

in total, you have about nine hours of water capacity
to ensure this natural circulation of the water
through thermos-siphoning.
In the meantime, EMEs can be installed
within a couple of hours after accident initiation, so
there are means in place to ensure consistent
availability of the water in the boilers to maintain
the natural circulation.
THE PRESIDENT:

I don't want to reopen

the discussion we had before, but I just really would
like clarity because I think even if it's a
theoretical scenario with, really, almost zero
probability of happening, nevertheless, I think it's
important to answer the question.
Blackout with no operators, how long
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before serious breach happens, okay?

How long before

you must add water?
So you came up with nine hours, but I
want to make sure that I understand the nine hours is
without operator intervention.

This is totally

without anybody doing anything in the machine.
Is it nine hours?
MR. JAMMAL:

Okay.

It's Ramzi Jammal

-MEMBER McDILL:

I think maybe Bruce

can.
MR. SAUNDERS:

I'm happy to answer.

If you -- with the inventory that's
available in the station, minimum five or six hours.
If you don't make any arrangement to use all the
inventory you have in the station, which is relatively
easy -- you just open a manual valve and drain some
down -- it's about four hours.
EME hook-up is 30 minutes to all eight
units without any real challenge to do that, so
there's ample time to do that successfully.
And this assumes that you have, in
fact, all eight units engaged in the problem.

Quite

frankly, if it's less than that, you're just going to
feed from another unit.
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So you know, it's really only an issue
at all if you've got all eight units there because the
advantage of a four-unit station is you can feed from
one unit to the other unit and you wouldn't even need
the EME, quite frankly.
THE PRESIDENT:

I really don't mind

the explanation, but it's nice to have you have at
least four hours.
MR. SAUNDERS:

Yeah.

THE PRESIDENT:

Oh, yeah.

And then you can bring

in all the equipment and all the EME.

But we should

be able to answer, even if it's a theoretical
question, and all the mitigation that you build in to
fix, that it's never going to happen.

But we should

be able to come up with a straight answer on this.
MR. JAMMAL:

It's Ramzi Jammal, for

the record.
MR. ROUSE:
MR. JAMMAL:

But -It depends on the design,

if you allow, Mr. Rouse, to provide the answers.
For example, CANDU 6 at Point Lepreau
with respect to the failsafe mechanism, when we speak
of the number of hours, it varies.

So you -- in the

CANDU for Point Lepreau, we did the Fukushima
assessment.

With the failsafe design and is nobody
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intervening, nothing, just the inventory that
currently exists in reactor, they have up to eight to
10 hours before they can intervene.
So depending on the design.
So in Bruce's case, you've got up to
six hours.

In Point Lepreau, eight to 10 hours.
That means no intervention whatsoever.

You're just depleting the inventory based on the
failsafe mechanism.

No opening valves, nothing.

Just

the way it is.
THE PRESIDENT:

Well, that's good.

a straight answer, I understand that.
MR. ROUSE:

That's

Okay.

Dr. Rzentkowski said that a

valve had to be open to do that, I believe, at one of the
other hearings.

A valve on a -- in some tank I believe.
THE PRESIDENT:

We just heard -- I asked

that and I asked without operator intervention and I think
I got from Bruce four hours.
MR. ROUSE:

I think that -Okay, that’s better than --

well, not better than nine, but it seems like a more
realistic number.
THE PRESIDENT:

Question?

MEMBER McDILL:

Yes, I will change the --

I wanted to talk about your tables, Table 4 and Table 5 on
page 5 of H2.126.

And you pose a question so I'm just
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going to pass the question over to Bruce.
The comment basically for both tables, the
intervener says these tables came from an access to
information of some kind.

This is extremely odd that the

reactor would be safer during a large earthquake then just
from normal internal events, so I am going to ask you to
interpret your graph.
MR. SAUNDERS:

Yes.

It's a common

misunderstanding about the way PSA programs work.

PSA not

only estimates the size of the risk, they also estimate the
probability of it happening, although a large seismic
event, obviously if it is a very large event will cause
more damage and be more risky
The probability in Bruce County of a
large seismic event is truly small, so when you multiply
consequence times probability together, the risk from a
seismic event here is in fact very small.
MR. ROUSE:

Do you not consider the normal

failure rate in your seismic PSAs?
stuff in the normal PSAs?

Like, isn't all the

You know, you can still have

valves that break and whatnot.

I just am having a hard

time understanding how we could be safer during an
earthquake.

All the same things could go wrong.
MR. SAUNDERS:

The plans are designed with

a design basis and the important safety systems are
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seismically qualified, so normal type of earthquakes that
we could expect in this region, actually up to about double
what those would be, are already designed in the plant and,
yes, they are taken account of in the Level 1 PSA, but we
wouldn't expect in a normal earthquake to have any
significant failures of those systems.
MR. ROUSE:

I guess my thing was all the

things that could happen in an internal event can still
happen in combination with an earthquake.

So I think --

are those things not taken into consideration -MR. SAUNDERS:
MR. ROUSE:

They are indeed.

-- in the seismic PSA?

THE PRESIDENT:
MR. SAUNDERS:

Okay, Bruce.
They are indeed.

As I

explained earlier, all the data that comes from the
external events is actually fed through the Level I PRA and
the Level 2 PRA in order to get the results.
So yes, when you look at the spectrum of
earthquakes or high winds or anything else you assess the
damage they will cause, you feed that damage into the Level
1 PRA and then you produce the risk or the Level 2.

So

yes, all considered in the process.
MR. ROUSE:

It seems odd that you could

get a number that's lower.
THE PRESIDENT:

Excuse me, can you let us
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direct the traffic here.
Does somebody else have any other
questions?

Any other questions?
I just have one.

Can somebody explain,

the intervener talks about this dry filter vent system.
This is on page 8, the evaluation of the dry filter vent,
that it is stated to be completed by Q4 2016.
explain what it means?

Can somebody

Bruce?

MR. SAUNDERS:

Yes, we can indeed.

It is

part of the Fukushima action items and there is a committed
action on our part.

As you know, during this VBO that

actually –- today is Wednesday.

It started this afternoon.

We will be putting connections into the ductwork to the
containment system to allow us to hook up additional
filtered air discharge system.

We are considering two

options for that, one is a portable type of system that we
can hook up there, the other one is a dry filtered system
that is being proposed by AREVA.

Both of them are in the

sort of, what does the design look like at this stage?
So the commitment in the Fukushima followup is to make a decision on what and how we are going to do
that by the end of next year and then that is like, say, a
committed item in your Fukushima action items.
THE PRESIDENT:

And if you do it, will you

then try to incorporate that into the PSA for the --
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MR. SAUNDERS:
THE PRESIDENT:
else?

Absolutely.
Okay, thank you.

Anybody

Any other questions?
MR. ROUSE:

Can I just have one more?

THE PRESIDENT:

You have the final word,

so go for it.
MR. ROUSE:

So has Bruce Power decided

that they are going to put in a filtered vent and just
haven't decided which one yet?
THE PRESIDENT:
MR. SAUNDERS:

Go ahead.
Yes, Frank Saunders, for

the record.
I mean, subject to the outcome of the
design review.

So it only makes sense to put them in if

they will actually work, so we need to finish the design
review first, but that will for sure be a decision we will
make with CNSC.

It won't be our unilateral decision either

way.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Final word to

you.
MR. ROUSE:
I didn't hear anything.

I didn't -- my phone cut out,

I didn't hear the response.

I'm

sorry.
MR. SAUNDERS:

Sorry, try it again.

So the answer was, if we have a viable
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design that will actually work and solve the problem.
However, it is not a unilateral decision on Bruce Power's
part.

When we finish the design review we will make a

proposal to CNSC about what our path forward is going to be
and that discussion will be held with them and we will make
the decision at that time.

We expect that one of these two

designs will work, but at this stage we don't have a design
so we need to finish that piece first.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay, Mr. Rouse, final

comment, please.
MR. ROUSE:
great.

From me?

I'm fine, that's

Everything is great.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

So thank you for

your presentation.
MR. ROUSE:

Thank you.

Bye.

CMD 15-H2.115
Oral presentation by EMC Power Canada

THE PRESIDENT:

The next submission is an

oral presentation by EMC Power Canada as outlined in CMD
15-H2.115.

I understand that Mr. Sauter will make the

presentation.
MR. SAUTER:
Commissioners.

Good evening, Mr. Chair and
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My name is Charlie Sauter and I am
President and COO of EMC Power Canada.

With me tonight

this evening is Ashling Cassidy, our Manager of contracts.
EMC Power Canada is pleased to be able to
provide comment on the renewal of the Reactor Operating
Licence for Bruce Nuclear Generating Station.

We are proud

to count Bruce Power among our valued clients, and have
been engaged with Bruce Power in a Construction Projects
Agreement since 2011.
As a supplier to Bruce Power for the last
four years, EMC Power Canada is aware of the importance
Bruce Power puts on providing safe, reliable, clean and
affordable energy to the homes and businesses of Ontario.
We have worked in partnership with Bruce Power to execute
the work safely, to quality standards, on budget, and on
schedule and look forward to assisting Bruce Power by
providing contracting services in the coming years,
enabling Bruce Power employees to focus on the safe
operation of the station.
As per EMC's Nuclear Safety policy:
"Nuclear Safety is EMC's overriding
priority in all activities performed
by EMC (including EMC sub
contractors) personnel in support of
our customers' nuclear facilities.
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Nuclear Safety shall have clear
priority over schedule, cost and
production.

Safety is always first

for Bruce Power."
This is an integral part of EMC's
Integrated Management System and is stressed from the
President and CEO level down.

It is present at every level

of the organization and always front of mind.
Our work is planned following a
comprehensive health and safety environment management
system that is seamlessly integrated with our quality
program and our management system is OHSAS 18001 certified.
Our safety performance as measured by the
Workplace Safety and Insurance Board speaks for itself.
EMC’s performance rating is consistently well above the
industry average.
Our safety program focuses on three key
areas, providing a highly competent workforce, rigorously
following a comprehensive management system that is based
on industry best practices and continually developing and
improving a health nuclear safety culture within our
organization and subcontractors that perform work for EMC.
The cultural traits we continually strive
for and measure ourselves against:

An open and honest

respectful environment, taking personal accountability for
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our actions, cultivating safety communication and
continuous learning because we recognize that the nuclear
industry and its work processes are unique.
The three C's of reactor safety; control,
cool and contain are factored into every task we perform
for Bruce Power.

The safety culture at Bruce Power is one

that promotes openness and the sharing of experience to
make it a safer workplace.
EMC conducts pre-job and post job safety
meetings each day with our key tradespeople to ensure that
they are aware of the plan for the work that day, the
hazards of the job, any operating experience, OPEX, that
has been gained from similar projects and procedures and
policies pertaining to the work at hand.
Employees and contractors are encouraged
to report all incidents, accidents and near misses to
improve the awareness of all workers on site.

There was a

strong focus on human performance and continuous
improvement at Bruce Power and this focus cascades down to
the contractors and vendors, including EMC.

We continually

measure our performance through observation and coaching,
self-assessments and other proactive methods to provide
Bruce Power with the assurance that EMC’s work is managed
and executed safely and in full compliance with Bruce
Power's procedural requirements.
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Open lines of communication are key to the
successful operation of the plant.

EMC and Bruce Power

staff conduct biweekly meetings to discuss any matters
pertaining to work performed on upcoming projects.

Our

observation and coaching results are discussed, along with
any other health and safety matters.
EMC has recently been involved in the
contractor qualification process for the multiple task
award contract with Bruce Power.

We have been witness to

the stringent expectations of Bruce Power during this
process and can assure the CNSC that all measures are taken
to ensure that vendors chosen by Bruce Power to engage in
construction activities on and around the site are
carefully screened to ensure that they meet all necessary
safety quality guidelines appropriate for a nuclear site.
For each RFP that EMC has been a proponent of, the Bruce
Power supply chain has engaged in an extensive review of
EMC’s quality assurance and safety programs, including our
human performance policies and program, environmental
health and safety program and our rating with the WSIB.
The Bruce Power proponent acceptance
process focuses on assuring that EMC Power Canada's
management system and quality procedures meet the standards
required for their work in the nuclear environment,
including CSA Z2991, CSA N285.0 and CSA B51.

Bruce Power
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supply chain has audited EMC CSA Z299.1 quality program in
2011 prior to us being granted the contracts.
Upon award of contracts, we work closely
with Bruce Power staff to ensure that all up-to-date
procedures and processes are acceptable for use prior to
the start of work for every project.

We as EMC ensure our

staff is trained to the latest qualifications as mandated
by Bruce Power.

At Bruce Power there are many quality and

safety measures in place, focusing on safety for workers
and the quest for an injury-free workplace.
Safety of plant equipment, a high focus on
radiation protection and safety and safety for the
environment and community, these are taken very seriously
by EMC.

Bruce Power has a comprehensive maintenance

program to ensure equipment is maintained regularly.
Employees and contractors, including EMC are given safety
training at hire-on and also updated training throughout
their employment with Bruce Power.
Radiation protection is a key focus for
Bruce Power and all contractors are responsible for
performing work using the principle of ALARA, as low as
reasonably possible.

Workers are required to comply with

all radiation policies and procedures, submit regular
bioassays and are scanned for radioactivity, wear personal
dosimetry devices, be aware of radiation hazards in their
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activities and conduct these activities in a way which
limits their exposure and are trained in emergency
procedures.

EMC provides trained radiation protection

support to the station as required.
Bruce Power shows commitment to the
community, to community safety by educating the public
about nuclear power, emergency responses and innovations
that make nuclear power a clean, cost-effective energy
source for Ontarians.

Bruce Power involves contractors and

local businesses and environmental initiatives, as well as
ensuring that all contractors are aware of the strict
environmental processes and procedures that must be taken
into account when performing any tasks on site.
Bruce Power hosts town hall meetings where
local residents can learn about Bruce Power and ask
questions or voice concerns.

One avenue of innovation for

EMC and Bruce Power is planning to be more efficient by
saving on material, energy and waste costs.

The early

contractor involvement model can help us to do this by
effective project planning from the design stage and
viewing each project with a safety by design approach.
Bruce Power is registered to ISO 14,001
and encourages vendors to meet the same criteria.

Bruce

Power engages in research and restorative programs to
ensure the people, animals and environment in the area that
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is home to the plant maintains itself for the years to
come.

In EMC's experience with Bruce Power, relationship

building is a key priority.

It may be interfacing with

vendors during the selection process for an RFP,
participating in a supplier day to ensure the best vendors
will be chosen as partners, or in the community with the
United Way, our Armed Forces, Easter Seals and the Saugeen
Hospital Foundation.

EMC supports this community

involvement and is eager to help Bruce Power wherever
possible.

For example, EMC employees contribute weekly to

the United Way through a payroll deduction.
Bruce Power is also committed to the
employment in the community and improving the local economy
by encouraging all vendors to hire locally before seeking
to hire staff from out of the Bruce County area.

EMC

endeavours to hire from the communities surrounding Bruce
Power wherever possible.
In summary, we would encourage the CNSC to
grant a license renewal to Bruce Power.

It is our opinion

that the leadership and staff operate the plant with a
determined focus on safety, a vision of continuing
improvement for the future and strong, competent vendor
partnerships, enabling Bruce Power to produce clean, safe
energy to power Ontario.
Thank you.
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THE PRESIDENT:
Questions?

Thank you.

Dr. Barriault...?

MEMBER BARRIAULT:

Thank you, Mr.

Chairman.
I take it that you are a company that
contracts out employees to Bruce.

And what trades do you

contract out, all trades or just labour or -MR. SAUTER:

Charlie Sauter, for the

record.
The principal trades that we bring to
Bruce Power is the electrical trades.

With the MATOC

contract we now have with Bruce Power we are able to
provide multi-trades.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:

Okay.

How many

employees do you as a rule have contracted out?

How many

employees as a general rule do you have contracted out to
Bruce?
MR. SAUTER:

Charlie Sauter, again, for

the record.
We would have in the range of 100
employees working for Bruce Power.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:

All the time?

MR. SAUTER:

Approximately, yes.

Rotating?
Yes.

MEMBER BARRIAULT:

The reason I'm asking
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that is, for example, if one of your employees gets injured
what happens?
MR. SAUTER:

Charlie Sauter again.

So if we have an accident at work there is
a detailed reporting process.

The first thing is the care

of the employee, if you wish -MEMBER BARRIAULT:
MR. SAUTER:

Right, yes.

-- and ensuring that he goes

to the hospital and all that type of stuff.
thorough investigation immediately.
operations is notified.

There is a

Our manager of

Bruce Power is notified.

We

follow a detailed process to investigate the causes and to
learn the lessons, if you wish, as part of our operational
excellence and ensure that there is no repeat.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:

Is the injury credited

to you or credited to Bruce in terms of registering the
injury?

I'm just amazed at their safety record and that's

the reason why am asking that really, to understand the
underlying conditions.
MR. SAUTER:
be credited to us, to EMC.

Yeah.

So the incident would

However, as I said before, we

work together very closely with Bruce Power and this is
something they take very, very seriously.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:

How many lost time

injuries have you had in the last two years?
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MR. SAUTER:

Charlie Sauter again for the

record.
Zero.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:

Thank you.

Thank you,

Bruce.
THE PRESIDENT:
questions?

Anybody else?

Any

Dr. McEwan...?
MEMBER McEWAN:

So I'm really interested

in the pre-job/post-job briefings that you do daily.

So is

this done locally on site or by the foreman or is there
sort of a -MS CASSIDY:
EMC, for the record.

It's Ashling Cassidy from

It's done with each crew, so at the

beginning of each job each crew goes out and it would be by
the foreman usually, but sometimes they will take turns,
the sub-foreman or the foreman giving these pre-job
briefings at the beginning of each shift with each crew.
MEMBER McEWAN:

Okay.

And the post-job

briefings are designed to look at the successes of the day,
the problems of the day or anything more than that?
MS CASSIDY:

Both.

They would look at the

successes and if there was any obstacles that they needed
to look at or if the situation had changed during the day
to inform the workers that the situation had changed during
the day so they would be ready for the next shift.
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MEMBER BARRIAULT:

And would there be

feedback to Bruce if there were issues related to the site?
MS CASSIDY:

Yes, there would be.

MR. SAUTER:

Charlie Sauter, okay.

Just to add to that, so we do have a
biweekly meeting with Bruce Power and their construction
forks to review just what you are talking about and also as
part of the planning process every day and the planning the
job and the tail boards, this is really part of our health
and safety managed system.

It is mandatory.

It is required by Bruce, but it is also
part of our health and safety managed system to plan any
work before it started so that we have -- that requires, we
have what we call a job safety analysis.

There are tail

boards with the crew so that everybody understands what
needs to be done and who is going to do what.

And more so

also if there is a change the crew stops, they discuss,
they document and so on and so forth.
THE PRESIDENT:
MEMBER TOLGYESI:

Mr. Tolgyesi...?
Well, when you have a

new employee and he's getting to the site, at the Bruce
site, there is kind of training or introduction to the new
employee?

What is that?

How long does it take, an hour,

two hours, a week?
MS CASSIDY:

It's Ashling Cassidy again
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from EMC.

They do, do new hire training with each employee

that comes onto the site at Bruce and it usually takes
anywhere from two or three days to a week, depending on
what their role is going to be at site.

They would have

orange badge training and work protection training as a
minimum.
And they have nuclear general training as
well to inform them about what goes on at the plant and the
different rules and regulations that they are going to have
to follow while on-site and then if they do have any job
specific or trade specific training they would take that at
that point as well.
MEMBER TOLGYESI:

So it could happen that

your employees are registered as a nuclear energy worker.
MS CASSIDY:

That's correct.

THE PRESIDENT:

Do you insist on some sort

of security check?
MS CASSIDY:

Yes.

Each employee that

comes on site has to be security cleared.
THE PRESIDENT:
MS CASSIDY:

By...?

By CSIS and by the Ontario --

THE PRESIDENT:

But that by itself can

take months.
MS CASSIDY:
yeah.

Four to six weeks usually,
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THE PRESIDENT:
MS CASSIDY:

Right.

But do we have agreements

with most of the unions that we work with that that takes
place prior to them coming on to site.
MEMBER TOLGYESI:

Is it lots of new

employees or is the turnover of employees who are on the
Bruce site?
MS CASSIDY:

There is a mix.

There are

some employees that have been at Bruce Power for upwards of
20 years, but there is, as apprentices come on board and as
different union members get to the top of their lists, we
do have new employees coming on site from time to time.
Especially something like the VBO where we are doing -where we are upping our number of employees by quite a bit,
there would be quite a number of new hires.

I think we had

30 this time around.
MEMBER TOLGYESI:

Well, to Bruce, you were

saying that there are 4,100 employees.

These contractors

are not counted in?
MR. SAUNDERS:
not counted in that.

That's correct, they are

The 4,100 are permanent employees.

MEMBER TOLGYESI:

So when you are talking

about your safety performance, I mean it's a great case,
there is no lost time injury, et cetera, but with all other
contractors, how many contractors do you have on the site?
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MR. SAUNDERS:

It varies of course

depending on what's going on with the vacuum building
outage that we just referred to.

You know, there will be a

couple of hundred contractors on for that period of time,
you know, around a month or 90 days, depending on the
particular outage, so how we count their accidents, that is
depending on how they work.

So if we are supervising the

work and they are working directly for us, then they count
in our stats.

If an external company is supervising the

work, then they count there.
The way we control that is through the
contracting process that you heard about, which is to make
sure that the external company is counting all those and
taking care to do it.

We would get the stats on their

safety so that we can make judgments about future usage of
those companies and there are future improvements that need
to be made, so that is how we control that piece of it.
MEMBER TOLGYESI:

So you said you have

several hundred contractors on the site.

How many of those

are under your supervision or under the contractor's
supervision?
MR. SAUNDERS:

I think I said a couple of

hundred, not several hundred, and it can vary of course.
When you're doing something like a refurbishment project,
you will indeed maybe even have a couple of thousand
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employees and most of those will actually be supervised by
somebody else.
The variation, it's really quite flexible.
During something like the BBO there will be distinct jobs
which are under the charge of individual companies.

So a

number of those, you know -- probably most of those people
will probably be supervised by somebody else and we'll
supervise them indirectly.
There's no one answer to that question.
It's quite variable depending on the time that you ask the
question.
MEMBER TOLGYESI:

So it could happen that

there's a contractor who is on the site, he has a lost-time
injury but because he's not under your supervision, it
doesn't count in your stats but it counts on his stats as
the employer?
MR. SAUNDERS:
THE PRESIDENT:

Yes, that's true.
I think what Mr. Tolgyesi

is saying -- the cynic would say that's the way you look
good, put all the heavy duty work on the outside
contractors.
MR. SAUNDERS:

I don't think we put all

the heavy duty work on the outside contractors.
Yeah, I know this is a theme that we've
discussed before and it's come up before.

Our view is you
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put the accountability where it belongs.

You put the

accountability on the company that's managing the work to
do the job properly and if they don't do the job properly,
you don't hire them to do the work again.
We don't think that Bruce Power taking the
accountability for other people's supervision is actually
going to create a lower accident rate.
are clear.

Our expectations

We expect the person doing the supervising and

the company running that to have a safety program that
works and that they have the accountability and the
responsibility to do it.
I believe firmly that's the right way to
do it and I've been doing safety for a long time.

As soon

as you take over for somebody, it's a different story.

The

responsibility has to be where the accountability is.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

MEMBER TOLGYESI:
you know, how do they look at it?

The compensation board,
Because you are the

final accountability, the final accountability belongs to
you, really.

You are giving the work, you are giving the

contract.
MR. SAUNDERS:
work with the employer.
employer is.
with.

The compensation board will

So it's whoever the individual's

The registered employer is who the WSIB works
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MEMBER TOLGYESI:
MR. CLEWETT:
if I may.

Okay.

I think just to add there,

Len Clewett.
I think it's important to note that we

treat every person that comes on site there the same,
whether an investigation, safety programs.
I think you've heard Babcock & Wilcox talk
about 18 million hours without lost time.
said nine years worth of work.

I think they

EMC, you know, talked about

no lost time accidents.
So I think it's important to note the
performance is very similar with the contractors.
programs that we implement, they implement.

The same

And we take

any injury, whether it's medically treated or first aid,
whether it's contract or our own staff, seriously and do
the exact same investigation.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

Just in reading your submission, I was
intrigued with your practice.

I'm just wondering whether

it's a practice we should adopt.

Each week a supervisor is

assigned to monitor other supervisors' work.
working?

How is that

Tell me a little bit, there's no friction,

there's no -- how does it work?
MR. SAUTER:

Charlie Sauter.

A big part of that is culture, is bringing
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in that type of a safety culture.
a while.

It's not easy.

It takes

It takes, you know, a year or two to get that

adopted.
But basically, it's what we call an open
and transparent culture where nothing is swept under the
carpet and everybody learns from what's happening, right,
so that nobody -So really, the key is that every worker
goes home safely at night and that's something that I
personally have a lot of experience in over the years and I
believe very firmly in.

And it has to be from the top

down, if you wish.
THE PRESIDENT:

So the supervision is for

one week or is it -- I'm trying to understand how you
assign a supervisor to look at another supervisor.

For how

long?
MR. SAUTER:

It would be an observation.

It might take an hour, it might take a half-hour, an
observation and coaching.
to do.

It might take a couple of hours

And it could be a sub-foreman on the crew doing the

observation and coaching.
another crew, right?

It could be a sub-foreman from

And that's really decided at the

Manager of Construction level.
And then they report weekly.
at EMC is a weekly operations meeting.

What we have

Safety is the first
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topic on the agenda, where we go through, you know, how
we're doing on our observation coaching, are there trending
areas that are of concern that we need to focus on.
also share that with Bruce Power.

We

They share their

observation and coaching with us and all leading towards
operational excellence, if you wish.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

Thank you.

Any

final words?
MR. SAUTER:
for the opportunity.

No.

Just thank you very much

Thank you.

THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you very much for

your intervention.

CMD 15-H2.136
Oral presentation by
Canadian Manufacturers & Exporters

THE PRESIDENT:

I'd like to move to the

next submission, which is an oral presentation by the
Canadian Manufacturers & Exporters, as outlined in CMD 15
H2.136.
I understand that Mr. Clipsham will make
the presentation.
MR. CLIPSHAM:

Yes, thank you.

For the record, I'm Paul Clipsham,
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Director of Policy and Programs for Canadian Manufacturers
& Exporters.
I'm pleased to be here in support of the
Bruce Power licence renewal.
I have some slides which you have in your
kit that I will go through and then I'm happy to take any
questions that you may have.
A little bit about Canadian Manufacturers
& Exporters.

We're a national not-for-profit business

association representing companies that manufacture and
export goods.

Our membership accounts for about 82 percent

of Canada's manufacturing production and 90 percent of
exports.

Through partnerships with other associations,

CME's network extends to more than 100,000 companies from
coast to coast to coast.
I would be remiss -- this is not in your
package but I would be remiss if I didn't point out a
couple of things about the importance of manufacturing to
Canada and to Ontario.
It represents about $600 billion in annual
sales across the country and in Ontario $285 billion in
sales annually, which is about 12 percent of GDP, and
800,000 Ontarians are directly employed in manufacturing.
For every dollar invested in manufacturing, it generates
about $3.50 in total economic activity, which is the
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highest multiplier of any major sector.
Key areas of engagement with Bruce Power:
- economic development and balanced energy
policy -- they're very involved in the activities there
with the organization;
- health and safety, which is critical to
both Bruce Power and the CME; and
- environment and sustainability.
And I'll talk a bit about each of those.
The CME, along with the Southwest Economic
Alliance, Ontario Building Trades, the Power Workers’ Union
and the Society of Energy Professionals released an
economic impact study in October 2014 looking at the
economic benefits of the Bruce Power Site.

This report has

been provided to the Commission, I believe.
This licence hearing is not considering
future refurbishment, so the focus of this presentation is
on the economic benefits of operation.
The CME believes that the safe, reliable
operation of nuclear facilities in Ontario is not only good
for the province’s economy but keeps electricity prices low
and stable.
Slide 5 just shows a bit of detail that's
in the report specifically about stable and affordable
rates.

So it shows clearly that nuclear is at the lower
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end of the scale with respect to the cost of power.
And the Global Adjustment Mechanism is
something that our members talk a lot about.
significant part of the cost.

It's a

So the chart on the left is

intended to show that relative to the percentage of supply,
nuclear power is not a significant contributor to the
global adjustment.
Again, this just shows graphically where
nuclear power, nuclear energy falls with respect to the
cost of power, and again, it's clearly at the lower end of
the spectrum in terms of the cost of electricity produced.
It's a critical source of electricity
supply.

The image on Slide 7 shows some of the key areas

that are connected via Bruce Power's supply, and not
surprisingly, most of those are significant manufacturing
jurisdictions:

London, Sarnia, Windsor, Niagara, Toronto,

Mississauga, GTA.
The next slide, 8, shows the economic
benefits of operations.

This is again in the report but

I'll just point out the Ontario employment figures:

4,600

direct employment in the operations; secondary benefits of
13,892, so that would be the spinoff jobs associated with
the operations; and a total of 18,492.
from a financial perspective:

And then the total

$1.9 billion of direct

benefits; $2.1 billion in indirect; and a total of $3.9
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billion in total economic activity.
Health and safety, as I mentioned, is a
critical engagement between CME and Bruce Power.

Bruce

Power is recognized as an industry leader in health and
safety and over the past 13 years has worked extensively
with the CME on this issue.
CME worked with Bruce Power on the
creation of the CEO Health & Safety Leadership Forum that
is now being managed by the Conference Board of Canada.

In

fact, Duncan Hawthorne is really a key driver of that
initiative.
And they've sponsored a range of
initiatives to share best practices learned at the Bruce
Power site with the CME membership.

In fact, we had a

health and safety focus tour where we brought
manufacturers, key members, up to the Bruce site and had a
talk about health and safety and a tour of the site, which
is still talked about to this day, very well received and
strong sponsorship of this number one value for the
Bruce Power leadership team.
Bruce is a company that's committed to
environment and sustainability.

We partnered with

Bruce on a number of areas, including the Bruce Power
Saver which is an energy information management system
that allows you to understand, better manage and
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control electricity consumption and spending and the
company, through its free online App, has also made a
tool available to households to better understand
their electricity bill as well.
So in summary, CME has a strong and
engaging relationship with Bruce Power.

The

operations of the Bruce Power site play a key role in
meeting the electricity needs of Ontario while
stimulating economic growth and keeping electricity
rates stable and affordable and the company is an
industry leader in health and safety, not only through
performance, but also by working to share its
experience with other companies.
The company not only produces
emissions-free electricity, but also recognizes the
role of conservation for families and businesses and
has developed innovative tools to support this.
So I'm very pleased to be here to,
again, support the licence renewal and thank you for
the opportunity and welcome any questions or comments.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Questions?

Anybody?

All right.

Let me start then.

So in

your study, which I'm trying to find the page numbers,
page --
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MR. CLIPSHAM:

Slide 9 I think.

THE PRESIDENT:
MR. CLIPSHAM:

No, Slide -No?

THE PRESIDENT:

Page 8 in your actual

report.
MR. CLIPSHAM:

Okay.

THE PRESIDENT:

It's the same table

you also had about this totally misunderstood -- I
still don't understand this GAM, G-A-M.
MR. CLIPSHAM:

Right.

THE PRESIDENT:
prices are megawatt hour.

And your cost, or the

Are all these include all

the investment, all the fuel cycle, all in?
MR. CLIPSHAM:

Yes, and that's what we

would describe as the end of the wire cost of power to
the end user.
And again, yeah, the global adjustment
mechanism is very complex, but it's effectively a lot
of the fixed charges on the system go into that cost
and it's between that and the commodity price that's
kind of the significant aspect of cost for businesses.
THE PRESIDENT:

And so in the prices

here, there is $60 and wind -- I mean, you know, every
time you see this kind of table there's a lot of
controversy about its validity.
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MR. CLIPSHAM:

M'hmm. Hmm...

THE PRESIDENT:

So how did you guys

derive this?
MR. CLIPSHAM:

Yeah.

So I believe it

uses what's known as the levelized unit energy cost of
power which is beyond me how that comes about, but
essentially it looks at a combination of the commodity
cost and the cost of operation to come up with some
sort of equal weighted -- and I think the LUEC is a
fairly well recognized kind of comparable in terms of
the cost of power or assessing the cost of power.
THE PRESIDENT:

Mr. Tolgyesi...?

MEMBER TOLGYESI:
are included in?

Distribution costs

Because that's something -- you

know, production of power, that's one thing, and the
other one is distribution cost.
MR. CLIPSHAM:

Yeah.

MEMBER TOLGYESI:

Distribution, it's

shared by I think all producers, solar, nuclear,
hydro, et cetera.
MR. CLIPSHAM:

Yeah.

MEMBER TOLGYESI:
MR. CLIPSHAM:
honest, look into that.

So it's included?

I'd have to, to be

I'm not certain whether that

would be included in the cost or not.
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MEMBER TOLGYESI:

And the same thing

for other ones, it's capital investment for, say,
refurbishing or -MR. CLIPSHAM:

M'hmm.

MEMBER TOLGYESI:

-- new power

generator or new nuclear, it's included in or it's
not?
MR. CLIPSHAM:

Yeah, that's -- again,

it's the price that individuals are paying that's
associated with these various power costs, if you
will, at the end of the wire.
So it's really just to demonstrate
that nuclear is not at the end of the wire, you may
have, you know, significant up-front capital costs,
but when you put it all together and how Bruce is into
the stack, if you will, it's a relatively low cost
compared to a number of the other technologies.
MR. SAUNDERS:

Yeah, I can't speak to

global adjustment costs there because I didn't do the
numbers, but the levelized unit cost certainly
includes the capital investment as well as the
decommissioning costs and all the operating costs in
between.
And it just divides the -- I can't
work it out, but the financial guys can, and they take
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-- it's the whole life of the project and typically
they assume, when they look at some of these things, a
30-year or 50-year life depending on the project and
they calculate the cost.
It's the same cost that we would use
when we're looking at investing in a project, so it's
the same basic calculation, that's where it comes
from.
THE PRESIDENT:

Anything else?

Dr.

Barriault...?
MEMBER BARRIAULT:

Thank you.

I guess I'm kind of baffled at the
cost of solar power and how is it rationalized.

Is it

subsidized in this province, because obviously
nobody's going to go and build a solar industry...
MR. CLIPSHAM:

Yeah, there's the Green

Energy Act and the Feed-In Tariff Program which is
essentially a subsidy program that pays a fixed rate
for solar power.
MEMBER BARRIAULT:
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

So as you know, we

don't have an economic mandate so we're not really -but out of curiosity, we hear a lot, the negative
about, as you heard, about the price of wind.
MR. CLIPSHAM:

M'hmm.
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THE PRESIDENT:

On the other hand,

they claim that -- I take it for manufacturing, would
generate a lot more jobs, wind and solar, because it's
small companies, et cetera.
MR. CLIPSHAM:
THE PRESIDENT:

M'hmm.
So on balance, where

are you guys on that?
MR. CLIPSHAM:

Yeah, I do believe that

there is job creation associated.

I know the initial

projections for the Green Energy Act were 50,000 jobs.
I haven't seen any recent numbers about what the
actual output is, my guess would be it's lower than
that, but not insignificant.

So there certainly is,

you know, job creation associated with renewables.
But I think, you know, what this is
trying to show is that there's also a significant
employment associated with nuclear power and Bruce's 
- you know, there's 4,600 direct jobs involved in the
operation of the nuclear plants, that's significant,
and then the spin-off jobs that are associated with
that as well.
THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

Anybody else?

Anything else?
Any other comment?
MR. CLIPSHAM:

No, just thanks again
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and appreciate the opportunity.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you for the

intervention.
MR. CLIPSHAM:
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.
The next submission is

an oral presentation by the Southwest Economic
Alliance as outlined in CMD 15-H2.137.
I understand that Mr. Bitcoff(sic)
will make the presentation.
MR. LEBLANC:

Mr. Grace.

THE PRESIDENT:
name.

Oh.

Mr. Grace.

Wrong

Sorry about that, Mr. Grace.

CMD 15-H2.137
Oral Presentation by Southwest Economic Alliance

MR. GRACE:

That's okay, I've been

called worse.
--- Laughter / Rires
MR. GRACE:

Mr. President and

Commission Members, good evening.
I am here on behalf of SWEA in support
of the re-licence for Bruce Power.
A little background of myself and
SWEA.

SWEA is the organization that represents
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Southwestern Ontario and its long name is Southwestern
Economic Alliance.

I'm here speaking on behalf of the

board.
I myself have spent the last 17 years
as a Goderich town councillor and the last eight years
as a county councillor in the County of Huron.
Bruce Power, as it reaches deep into
all of our communities in Southwestern Ontario, not
only as employers, but also as good corporate citizens
with a strong vision of community and what it takes to
be a strong community.
And I have seen this first hand from
Bruce Power in response to community meetings across
our region and most recently in August of 2011 when
Goderich received an F-3 tornado.

Bruce Power and the

unions that work at Bruce Power, the on-site unions
responded quickly, efficiently with resources,
equipment and money.
But I'm really here to talk about the
larger picture of Bruce Power and their involvement in
the larger community of ours through Southwestern
Ontario.
But first, a little background on SWEA
itself.

Well, maybe.
The organization is focused on
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building Ontario's economy in the southwest region
through strong regional leadership and cooperation.
SWEA itself is a very unique
collaboration of local governments, academia, the
broader public and private sectors throughout our
region.
SWEA is committed to promote regional
economic cooperation, identify where economic
cooperation will pay dividends across our region,
signal benefits for important cooperation among key
sectors of our economy, outline the challenges and
enhance productivity, produce a regional economic
base.
Bruce Power, as a member of SWEA,
plays a very large and key role as one of the largest
employers in our region impacting every aspect of our
prosperity and essentially everything that we do as
promoting regional economic development.
In October 2014 SWEA, along with the
previous presenter, was one of the groups, joined a
coalition of respected businesses, economic
development people, trade unions and released, as a
contributor, the economic impact study on the positive
role of Bruce Power site plays in this province.
A copy of the report, which was just
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previously addressed, you have.
As outlined in the report, the
economic benefits of the continued operation of Bruce
Power at this site is as follows.

As the previous

presenter indicated, there are 4,500 direct jobs.

But

direct and indirect jobs annually is closer to 18,000;
$4 billion in annual Ontario economic benefits through
the direct and indirect spending in operational
equipment; supplies, material and labour income.
This really affects our region in the
municipalities that surround the site, to the north,
to the east and to the south and Huron.
Training, employment opportunities has
been huge for our area.

Bruce Power, who just

announced the building of a $25 million training
facility.

This emergency training facility now can be

used by neighbouring municipalities, by fire
departments from across our region, which will just
help us meet the standards in which we have to deliver
services.
Whether it is this initiative or
support hospitals, recreational facilities,
educational outreach facilities, they continue to
invest in our communities; not just in Bruce County,
but the communities of the region.
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When speaking of collaboration,
advocacy for southwest region is always ongoing with
Bruce Power employees.
The intelligent region, which is one
of the largest initiatives that SWEA has taken on, is
all about promoting the high-speed broadband
connectivity from our downtowns to our farm gates.
This is critical for rural Ontario, and Bruce Power is
helping us recognize the need for connectivity and
making sure that if we are going to compete in this
world today, in rural Ontario, we must be connected.
Bruce Power is at the table with
resources and also a member of their key staff as a
board member.
Regional transportation is an issue in
rural Ontario and was first sponsored by Bruce Power
at a regional level as we all recognize the need for a
strong passenger transportation network across this
region because it plays a key role in not only our
work as employees/employers, but our play and our
health for all of us.
Transportation will be a challenge for
Southwestern Ontario in the next 10 years, especially
in the rural areas.
James Scongack, one of Bruce Power's
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lead executives, sits on our Board of Directors of
SWEA.

This give SWEA a linkage to the private sector

from a regional perspective.
The communications and dialogue of
Bruce Power are very important to all of us.

Bruce

Power regularly and effectively communicates with SWEA
and the entire region on its plans and addresses
issues in a very proactive and positive way, regular
communication, updates with municipalities, and county
councils throughout the region.
I have been a recipient of some of
those communication pieces where they actually come
and speak to the councils, and that is a very
important aspect of our engagement with local
politicians, local bodies, to keep everyone informed.
Bruce Power is active in various
forums that are not directly tied to Bruce Power's
core business, but are important to the region; as in
broadband, as in transportation, as in the core
economic development initiatives across the region.
An open door policy which Bruce Power
has with their bus tours and other briefings, and
numerous bus tours I must admit, this makes Bruce
Power not only accessible, transparent, and also
really helps with that communication to the general
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public.
I have also had the privilege of being
on a phone panel which I participated in a couple of
months ago, and which Bruce Power's CEO, Duncan
Hawthorne, was also on the line.

It was very

impressive.
Bruce Power is not only an active
participant in SWEA, but the entire southwest.
An economic impact study that
demonstrates the positive impact of Bruce Power
clearly identifies its operations and its needs for
the entire region.
The company makes a positive
contribution to a range of issues facing southwest
with a particular focus on transportation.
And tomorrow I will meet with the
group of Network Southwest, which is really a start up
from an initiative that SWEA, sponsored by Bruce
Power, put together a year and a half ago all about
rural transportation.
SWEA supports Bruce Power's continued
role in Ontario under a strong regulatory framework
established by this Commission.
I thank you, Mr. President and
Commission, Commissioners, thank you for the
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opportunity to speak to you.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Questions?
Ms Velshi?
MEMBER VELSHI:

The economic impact

report that you have attached to your submission, and
we have seen it by a few interveners, who was the
target audience or who is the target audience for this
report?
MR. GRACE:

I wasn't part of the

actual development of it, but the target audience is
the greater area of Southwestern Ontario, and actually
to look at what impact Bruce Power does have.

I

suppose the target audience is also yourself and other
government agencies to look at and to review the
impact of Bruce Power.
And even as a public document, you
would be surprised when I have mentioned different
things in this document, although I was not part of
the authorizing of it, people are surprised how big
Bruce Power is, even in our region.
In communities and counties just south
of us, they had no idea how many employees Bruce Power
has directly or how it impacts our communities.

It is

far-reaching, far-reaching more than we ever thought
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it was.
MEMBER VELSHI:
want to add to that?

Bruce Power, did you

Like, how widely has it been

disseminated and who do you see it going to?
MR. SAUNDERS:

Well, knowing Mr.

Scongack, it has been distributed very widely I would
guess.
Yes, it was all part of the work that
we did in evaluating I think for ourselves and for the
government and others what the impact of the site is.
This is important information to know.

And that was

really its purpose.
I mean, we are considering long-term
operation, the government is considering contracts
with us to buy power, and I think there we wanted to
have an understanding of just how significant that
impact was.
So we did it on that basis and on the
basis of communicating with people.
hide down there.

We do kind of

I mean, you would think a place as

big as ours not actually all that easy to hide, but
when you consider we are down over the escarpment,
sitting on the lake, people don't see you ever, I mean
unless you drive out there.
you are around.

So they kind of forget
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And I think this is just a good
opportunity to look at the impact overall.
THE PRESIDENT:

Questions?

So maybe I missed it.
you mentioned, who are you guys?
you have?

I don't know if

How many members do

Are they all government, educational

institutions...?
MR. GRACE:

Okay.

We actually cover

the area from Windsor all the way to Tobermory, down
towards Kitchener, Norfolk County.
counties, seven separated cities.

We are 15
We have I think

seven academic institutions and we have a number of
private and public sector groups.
We are a board of -- the maximum is
27, and we are considered one voice.

The board

members are representative of all the counties, so we
quite often would have the wardens of all the counties
in the southwest region.
THE PRESIDENT:

And how are you

funded?
MR. GRACE:

We have no core funded, we

are funded by membership only.

So each municipality,

each county, depending on the size or depending on the
size of the city would either give $5,000 or $10,000.
We run on a very limited budget of about $100,000 a
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year.
THE PRESIDENT:

So on behalf of all

the region, would you be involved in emergency
planning?
MR. GRACE:

No.

We are really here,

you know, as catalysts for economic development,
research, to develop forums for people to come
together to talk about economic development issues, to
put private sector and academia together in rooms to
plan strategy around economic development, whether it
is gas issues, whether it is water issues, or whether
it is a larger concern around transportation in rural
Ontario or whether it's even a larger issue with
connectivity.
That's the kind of work that we do.
I'm a volunteer, I'm not a paid employee.

We would

have just contract employees, contract researchers
from academia.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Any other questions?
Thank you for your intervention.
Thank you.
MR. GRACE:

Thank you very much.

--- Pause
THE PRESIDENT:

I think we've reached
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the last submission for tonight.

It doesn't mean

anything, just that I wanted to say it for all the
people who are worried about the score of the hockey
game.

I don't know what it is.

--- Laughter / Rires
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:
THE PRESIDENT:

2-2.

2-2.
Are you watching

it inside this room?
--- Laughter / Rires
THE PRESIDENT:

So the next submission

is an oral presentation by Kinectrics Inc. as outlined
in CMD 15-H2.119.
I understand, Mr. Harris, you'll make
the prestentation.
MR. HARRIS:

That is correct.

THE PRESIDENT:

Over to you.

CMD 15-H2.119
Oral presentation by Kinectrics Inc.

MR. HARRIS:

Good evening.

Mr. President, Commissioners, thank
you for this opportunity to talk in support of Bruce
Power being granted a five-year extension to the
licence.
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I have to say I do admire your stamina
for keeping going at this, so I will try and make this
to the point and interesting.
I am the CEO of Kinectrics.
engineer by training.

I'm an

I've worked in the nuclear

industry for 35 years, both in the United Kingdom,
briefly in the United States, and now in Canada for 12
years.
I don't claim to be an expert in all
of the areas that I'm going to talk about, but I do
think the range of different areas that we provide
support to Bruce Power gives us a good basis on which
to suggest that they should be granted a five-year
extension to licence.

It shows to us that they take

safety and the environment extremely importantly.
Bruce Power is our largest single customer.
I plan to briefly talk about
Kinectrics, our role in the industry, to give you a
flavour of the type of work we do, the services we
provide to Bruce Power, safety and reliability of
Bruce Power's operations, environment, because we also
provide and help Bruce with its environmental
responsibilities, and the impact that it has on the
Ontario economy.
So Kinectrics, we are a Canadian
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company.

We provide testing, inspection,

certification and consulting services.

We generally

classify our work as lifecycle management solutions,
and I there, therefore, a lot of work that we do is
relevant and appropriate to Bruce Power in managing
the life of their reactors.
We were originally Ontario Hydro's
research division.
1990s.

We were demerged in the late

We've been an independent private company now

for about 15 years.

We work for Bruce, OPG, Hydro One

and 200 other global companies.
We have about 400 staff, most of which
are based on our campus in Etobicoke, on the outskirts
of Toronto, but we do have also staff in the U.S.A,
Europe and Middle East.
We operate on our campus in Etobicoke
about 25 laboratories, and there we undertake a wide
variety of work, from nuclear and conventional power
generation, transmission, distribution.
I mention that because I think that a
lot of the work we do is backed up by practical work
and practical testing.

We get components from Bruce

Power, which we work on, which gives us and allows us
to validate the conclusions that we draw about the
life of the components at Bruce Power.
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We operate a radioactive lab and we
are ourselves licensed by the CNSC.
As a major supplier to Bruce Power, we
undertake a wide variety of work.

It's listed there.

In the interests of time, I'm not going to read it,
but I shall just on and talk about some of the
examples in a few minutes.

But, as you can see, it

ranges from doing the inspection, primarily on the
primary heat transport system, through to dosimetry,
to deterministic and probabilistic safety assessment.
It is a wide variety of work.
Our views on safety at Bruce Power is
based on the type of work that we do for Bruce.

So if

I firstly just talk about inspection services.
We develop new inspection tools for
the CANDU industry, particularly for the primary heat
transport system, and we've developed inspection tools
for steam generators, feeders, and, of course, the
fuel channels themselves.
Recently, Bruce Power has paid us to
develop a new pressure tube inspection tool.

Bruce

Power asked us to come up with a tool that would allow
more data to be collected in a shorter period of time
in areas where hitherto it had been more difficult to
collect data and with significantly less dose to
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operators.
I think the fact that Bruce has been
willing to invest in this is a testament to the fact
that they take the aging, the management of aging, the
safe managing of the aging to be extremely seriously.
The dose reduction for the operators of the tool is 90
per cent, so it is nearly a factor of 10 down on the
dose from alternative methods of collecting the data.
Another area of work that we do for
Bruce Power relates to the hydrogen levels within
pressure tubes.

As part of a joint program with other

CANDU operators, we undertake work on managing the
life of the fuel channels, predicting that they can be
safely extended.

We do that on the basis of

theoretical work, with world-class scientists, but
also on practical experimental work.
In the probabilistic safety assessment
field, we do work focusing on external events, such as
fire, seismic events, flooding.

We've teamed with

some of the best companies in the world in terms of
seismic assessments to ensure that all of the
information we have takes into account the recent
events at Fukushima, and that those lessons are
integrated into the probabilistic safety assessment.
Other areas of work that we do for
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Bruce relies on the provision of safety-related
components, so any component that goes into safety
systems needs to be proven that it will operate
successfully.

We apply rigorous QA to the provision

of such equipment.
We also for type testing and
environmental qualification demonstrate that the
equipment will work reliably to their end of their
live after it's been aged, after it's been through
irradiation, after its been through a seismic event,
and if there is a loss-of-coolant accident, and we
test components to ensure that they will meet the most
rigorous standards.
Finally, we provide dosimetry services
to show that the dose to the public and people on the
site is safe.
So Bruce holds us, as a contractor, to
a high standard of safety, quality and environmental
protection, the same standards that the CNSC demands
of Bruce Power.
We can attest to the fact that Bruce
takes safety very, very seriously.
a joint team with Bruce Power.

We work as part of

The discussions are

always fact-based on how we can verify the quality
that goes into the reports.

We are never asked to shy
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away from difficult areas, they are always exposed,
and we talk through how and whether additional work is
needed to take care of any concerns that there are.
So we have no doubts about recommending extension of
the licence.
We're also one of the providers of
Bruce for environmental services.

If a potentially

hazardous material is to be sent off the site, be it
radioactive hazard, be it conventional chemical
hazard, then we are one of the providers who will
provide analysis of that material, be it in the form
of a solid, liquid or gas, to show that there is no
environmental concern before it is removed from site.
Samples are taken from around the
Bruce Power site and from the lake itself.

The

samples are sent to us to analyze that there is no
radiation and no growth of radioactive contamination.
On the basis of that we can again attest that there is
no major environmental issues concerning the site.
Finally, then, in terms of the
operations in Ontario, of our 400 staff, about a third
are directly involved in work for Bruce Power.

About

another 40 per cent do work in the CANDU industry.
These are good-quality jobs.

Generally a third of our

staff have PhDs or second degrees, about two-thirds
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are technically qualified, so this materially
contributes to the economy of Ontario.
I would also add that, based on this
work, we are able to leverage the skills, and we now
sell our skill successfully in Romania, Korea and to
other CANDU operators around the world.
To sum up, and in conclusion, based on
the scientific and technical knowledge of our staff,
we, without any hesitation, would say that we don't
have concerns about the way safety is managed at Bruce
Power.
We also are intimately involved in
environmental studies, and again can recommend that
there are no concerns about the environmental and the
way they handle the environment.

It also provides

long-term jobs for the company.
We would therefore support Bruce
Power's application renewal.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Questions?
Mr. Tolgyesi.
MEMBER TOLGYESI:

I was seeing that

most of work, what you are doing, you are doing for
OPG, Bruce, Hydro One, okay, but you are not dedicated
only to those three?
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MR. HARRIS:

Correct.

They are our

biggest three customers, but we are -- have a growing
business in the United States for Westinghouse, for
instance, for light water reactors, for transmission
and distribution companies globally.
MEMBER TOLGYESI:

Are you doing also

competitive or shared research or you are doing that
on contract basis?

Bruce is coming, you do it, or you

share that, Bruce, OPG and other companies from U.S.,
also they are coming, they say we have a research
project and we share?
MR. HARRIS:

So through the -- for the

record, David Harris.
For the -- as you are probably aware
through the CANDU owners group, a lot of the funding
is pooled from OPG, but also the offshore operators as
well in some areas.

And we are the second-largest

supplier to the CANDU owners group.
We do have our own new product
development funds which we use to fund developments
which do support Bruce Power.

An example of that

would be a bio assay lab to look at alpha
contamination which we funded to support the industry,
and we do also support, through capital expenditure,
equipment which is used to support Bruce Power.
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MEMBER TOLGYESI:

Last two short ones.

What is your global budget?
MR. HARRIS:

We have a total revenue

of about $115 million -- Canadian dollars.
MEMBER TOLGYESI:
do with intellectual property?

Okay.

And what you

It belongs to you, or

it belongs to those who are contracting the research?
MR. HARRIS:

Generally, the funder or

the people who provide the funds own the intellectual
property.
MEMBER TOLGYESI:
MR. HARRIS:

Okay.

We have some very good

examples of working with Bruce Power in an innovative
way where they own the intellectual property, but they
license us to exploit it.

And that provides a modest

return to Bruce Power on their investment.
And the inspection tool that I talked
about fits that model whereby any sales or deployments
that we make of the tool returns money to Bruce Power.
MEMBER TOLGYESI:

Okay.

Merci,

monsieur.
THE PRESIDENT:

Thank you.

Anybody else?
Question?
I don't know if you had a chance to
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listen in to this debate about PSA.

I notice on page

3 of 9 that you undertake PSAs, and on 5 of 9, that
you have actually -- have undertaken PSA.

So a couple

of questions on that.
First of all, do you have your own PSA
software or you use Bruce software?

How does this

work?
MR. HARRIS:
in this area.

My -- I'm not an expert

It is one of -THE PRESIDENT:

Should have brought

somebody.
MR. HARRIS:
operate.

-- 14 teams that we

But my understanding is that we operate our

own software and -- yeah, that we operate our own
software.
THE PRESIDENT:

So there was a big

debate about whether the PSA as presented was a
correct one, whether there was enough credit for EMEs,
the mitigation equipment.
If I understand correctly that you've
done the fire, seismic events, flood.

What's your

assessment about all of this?
MR. HARRIS:

I believe that the -- I'm

not an expert in this at all, but I would say that the
PSA work that we do for Bruce Power is done in
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accordance with international standards, that is it
done and uses the best methodology that is available.
We have teamed with some of the
leading companies in the world to ensure that the
methodology, the way that it is applied is done in a
consistent manner with the rest of the world.
THE PRESIDENT:

So you -- do you have

a view about how to aggregate and to do a site -whole site PSA?
MR. HARRIS:

I'm sorry.

Can you

repeat the question, please?
THE PRESIDENT:

It's a leading

question.
MR. HARRIS:

Yes.

THE PRESIDENT:

Do you have an idea

how to do aggregation of all those PSA, you know,
fire, seismic, et cetera?
MR. HARRIS:

Absolutely we do, yes.

THE PRESIDENT:

And also, you know,

this is now a hot topic, how do you do a site, a whole
site PSA.
MR. HARRIS:

So we -- my experts

within the company have ideas as to how to do that in
detail.

I do not understand and do not know the

detail of that.
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THE PRESIDENT:

Okay.

Anybody else

want to jump in?
Okay.

Well, thank you.

Thank you for

your presentation.
So this concludes the list for
presentations for today.
written submissions.

We don't have to move to

I'm just glad to say that.

And we will reconvene tomorrow at
8:30.

Thank you.

--- Whereupon the hearing adjourned at 8:54 a.m., to
resume on Thursday, April 16, 2015 at 8:30 a.m. /
L'audience est ajournée à 20 h 54 pour reprendre
le jeudi 16 avril 2015 à 8 h 30

